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user interface   

 
 

               Networks are everywhere, 
and in fact, they always were – at least, for those looking to see them. But recent 
changes in our ways of relating to technology seem to have given us new sight to 
see the networks which always surrounded us. To paraphrase a famous philosopher, 
for those who look at the world as a series of networks, the world looks networkedly 
back.1 The primary wager of this text is that this thesis is of crucial importance to 
understanding the challenges of our times.  
 
What is a network? While the structure of networks can be incredibly complex, the 
idea behind networks is in fact incredibly simple: a network is little more than a 
diagram, a way of imaging things. In the terminology of networks, a series of entities, 
known as nodes, are connected by a series of relations called links. Each network has 
a series of criteria of individuation for what gets to constitute a node or link, and there 
may be many types of each within a given network. The links in a network may take 
on different structures or shapes, generally known as a network’s topology. Networks 
may also intertwine or layer on top of each other, and when networks take on sub-
networks, we say that the sub-network is nested within the network of which it is a 
part. And when one part of a network dominates or controls another, we say it is a 
component. While there is certainly more to networks than this, these are the basic 
terms which determine the general understanding of the large majority of networks.  
 
Terminology aside, a network is ultimately little more than a way of looking at the 
world. What makes networks special, however, is that they forefront the relational 
aspects of that which they depict; they are, as it were, diagrams for the thinking of 
relation. And this makes them especially suited for the challenges we face in trying to 
understand the hyperconnected age in which we find ourselves.  
 
While there have been many theories which describe various aspects of networks and 
the forms they take in the wider world, there has yet to be a philosophy of networks, 
as such. We are on the cusp of an age in which networked structures of varying sorts 
will – and in many ways have already begun – redefine so much of our world. For 
ours is the age of the internet, global capitalism, and massive flows of people, energy, 
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information, products, and images. The challenges these changes present to us is 
great. And as I will argue, the advet of our networked age requires that we even 
repose the question of what it might mean to think. The time for a philosophy of 
networks, one which can help develop a new image of thought appropriate to the 
needs of our times, has come.  
 
Welcome to the first volume of the Networkologies, the project to develop a 
philosophy of networks. This first volume, The Networked Mind, is the introductory 
part of this larger endeavor, one which begins the process of developing a philosophy 
of networks - or networkology - by posing this question of what it might mean, or 
could mean, to think in our new, networked age.  
 
 

                                 Few technologies have altered collective conceptions of 
what it might mean to think as radically as the computer. While the computer has 
changed so much of the world around us, the first computers to change our 

worldviews were the province of only the most wealthy 
and developed governments, corporations, and a select few 
universities. In the 'first wave' of the computer revolution, 
mainframe computers the size of entire rooms and run on 
vaccum tubes allowed these powerful few to do things 
such as send spacecraft to the moon or guide rockets. 
Computers provided key muscle for the military-industrial 

complex, but did little to alter the daily life of the masses other than offer fodder for 
the imagination, for our technological hopes and fears. But with the development of 
the microchip and comcomitant rise of the personal computer in the early 1980's, 
computers became an increasing part of the home of most first world subjects. 
Computers came into our home offices, and no business was complete without its 
fleet of computers for tasks from word-processing to parsing data in complex 
spreadsheets.2  
 
But If the mainframe was the symbol of the first computer revolution, and the PC the 
second, today's 'third wave' is best 
symbolized by the idea of the 
networks. Computer networks, of 
which the internet and World-Wide 
Web are the most powerful, often 
transcend the boundaries between 
hardware and software, such that if the first three waves of the computer revolution 
are best symbolized by pieces of hardware, today's changes are best represented by 
something much harder to pin-down, an idea which is multi-form, virtual, and 
slippery. The network is the image best suited to describe the multiform changes 
which characterize our new, polyform age.  

three waves of 
the computer 
revolution . . . 

“for those who look at the world 
as a series of networks, the world 
looks networkeldy back.”  
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As Marx famously said of capitalism, 'all that's solid melts into air,'3 and this is 
precisely what networks do as well, they take the center out of things, make 
everything virtual. For todays' computer networks don't merely connect separate 
entities, but blur the difference between entity and connection, distributing 'thing-ness' 
widely across systems. For example, in the old days, a person had a mailbox in front 
of their house – today, email inboxes float in cyberspace till temporarilly incarnated in 
computer terminals which can connect to the relevant virtual network. The terminal is 
the support of an inbox which is actually and potentially in many places at once, 
distributed throughout many differnet parts of the world. The network has instantiated 
its place in our world as everyplace and noplace, as well as everytime and none.  

 
Such structures call for new models of what it means to be something, to relate to 
something, to think or to exist. For computer networks change more 
than just technology – they change the very fabric of how we know 
and experience the world around us, while opening our eyes to 
aspects of the world that may have always been there before yet 
we were not so likely to see. Of course, it should hardly be surprising 
that the massive shifts in technology have altered the ideas people 
have of the world around and within them.  Increasingly, we find 
each other via gps, talk to each other via email and video-chat, develop identities via 
social networking sites, do research via websites and search engines, trade media, 
music, and movies via highly distributed forms of file-sharing, and our computers 
increasingly bring us customized content, ads, suggest products based on 'users like 
us', and otherwise come to know us by the networked trails we leave. We carry 
mini-computers with us in our pockets, and can link up to networks in ever more 
places. Products are shipped round the globe when ordered from websites which 
have revolutionized what it means to do business, and whole companies rise and fall 
based on the hype they achieve on the net. The erotic imaginary of millions, the 
economic security of the world's banks, the secrets of the world's defense – all these 
high domains are managed via the flows of information, and control thereof, which 
ride the internet. And as the need to get more users on the net overrides the need to 
sell hardware devices, an effort is being made to link up the internet with subjects in 
developing nations. Capital needs more users, and even the poor in the world's 
metropolitan centers are often given low-cost computers and cell phones to get 
them connected to the services large corporations want to provide. Globalization is 
both cause and effect of these changes, as goods, services, and information circulate 
the globe via networked channels in feedback loops we've yet to fully comprehend. 
Old forms of thought are unlikely to understand the ways in which networks indicate 
not only a new topic for thought, but a new way of thinking altogether.  
 

Nodes, Links, and Lines-of-Flight – or, a User’s 
Guide. Heads up – there is something happening here in between the folds of 
the main text! In this user interface, you’ll get a navigation guide to how to operate 

the         
networked       
           age 

�  
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this book. For as you have likely already come to understand, this text doesn’t work 
like most other books you may have read.  
 
According to Espen Aarseth, books are ultimately assemblages of symbols, codes 
for formatting, paper, binding, etc, all designed to promote a certain form of user 
experience.4 This book aims to be read, in many senses, against the grain of the 
traditional book, to present its approach to the philosophy of networks in both in 
the content of this text as well as its form.  
 
As such, the this textual assemblage is structured so as to promote a more 
networked sort of interaction with its publics. The result is a hyrbrid formation, 

neither book nor website, but an amalgalm of the two. The strategy 
has not been to simply copy what websites do, however, and simply 
apply aspects of one form to another. Rather, the goal has been to 
selectively adapt, while inventing new strategies as well, in order to 
develop a more networked style of reading apparatus, one 
appropriate to the ‘distributed’ nature of network relations, with its 
logic of packet-switching, parallel-processing, and ‘unit relations’ [Ian 
Boghost].5 But this is done most most effectively when there is a 
“radical separation of the elements” (Brecht’s dictum for modern 

drama),6 thereby allowing the reader the maximum amount of freedom to link, de-
link, and re-link as they go. Here’s to books that make an effort to be read 
otherwise. 
 
So, is a short roadmap to what to expect:  
 
Node-texts: The main body of this text will be composed of node-texts, each with a 
caption which relates, if at times disjunctively, to the text which follows, with the 
intent that it is left to the reader to synthesize possible networks of relation 
between a node’s italicized caption and non-italicized body, and then between these 
composites and nodes themselves. Sometimes sections are linked into numbered 
series, other times not. Various formatting choices are designed to increase the 
reader’s ability to link, re-link, and de-link sections of the text to and from one 
another. Arguments and paragraphs are structured around the construction of 
modular, bite-sized packets. Each break between these segments thereby becomes, 
in a sense, a potential ‘road-not-taken’, a place in which one could jump and read 
elsewhere, or from which an italicized caption could have emerged, or a new node 
started.  
 
Para-texts: At times, citations will be embedded in the main body of the text, but 
when possible, citations will be left to float in text-boxes near the main body of the 
text, so as to increase the overall modularity of the textual experience. Endnotes 
are still used, but only to give reference matter. Also, to make skimming and 
locating oneself in the text easier, key terms will also float in text boxes, functioning 
as sign-posts and ‘hyper-text links’ of sorts whereby the reader can jump around at 
will. 
 
Formatting/Style: When surfing a variety of websites, one encounters a panoply of 
image and text formats, many types of content, many styles of writing, tone, 
register, typography, etc. etc.  This text functions as a networked assemblage of 
textual elements, one which crosses boundaries of style, discipline, tradition, etc. 
Expect shifts of register, tone, mode of address, and in general, the unexpected.  
 
Topology/Shape: At times, this text will read like a relatively linear assemblage, as 
most traditional texts do. But at other points, the formatting will be used to split 
the text in two, so that there is a single layer of body text, and single layer of sub-
text. At other points, the text will fragment into numbered series, while at other 
points, the formatting will deliberately work to blur distinctions between layers, 
allowing its argumentative structure to decentralize further still. Of course, the 
reader of any text can jump around the text at will and read it out of order, but this 
text promotes this by producing disjunct elements, series, layers, etc. The reader is 
invited to play and explore, and the text will make every effort, using the means 
described here, to support such an endeavor.  
 

Ergodicity. This text is therefore designed to be similar in some ways to the 
structure of those ‘choose-your-own-adventure’ books popular in young adult 
literature during the 1980’s. These video-game style narratives prefigure much of 
what Espen Aarseth has called ‘cybertextuality,’7 in particular, the hypertext mode 
of textual organization used by the Internet (a term I will use as shorthand for the 
physical architecture, protocols/conventions, and web-sites themselves which live 
on the Internet, which technically is the physical structure itself). According to 

“radical 
separation of 
the elements” 
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Aarseth, texts which are ‘ergodic’ in structure allow for multiple paths through 
them, present the reader with choice; they are, to use a term devised by Roland 
Barthes, ‘writerly.’8 That is, to read them, you have to, at least to some extent, 
(re)write them. An extreme example can be found, for example, in a novel such as 
Milorad Pavic’s Dictionary of the Khazars: A Lexicon Novel (1988), which develops 
multiple strands of sometimes contradictory narrative across a series of 
encyclopedia-like entires, each themselves composed of a patchwork of 
differing types of materials. In terms of theory, while there have been some 
theoretical texts written this way (for example, Walter Benjamin’s attempt at 
his famous Passagenwerk, or more recently, Gilles Deleuze and Felix 
Guattari’s Thousand Plateaus) there are certain difficulties with writing a 
truly networked theoretical work. Theoretical texts often need to employ 
certain types of extended argument, such that while they can sometimes make use 
of more distributed forms of argument (for example, the section ‘Beyond Binary 
Logic’ is able to employ different sorts of polemic from at the same time by means 
of a networked textual intertwining), at other times there is a need for more 
controlled forms of linearity (for example, a section such as ‘Networking Mind’). As 
we will see later in our investigation of networks, both loosely and tightly coupled 
systems can be thought of as networks appropriate to different tasks. 
Nevertheless, this text will attempt to function in a manner which leans to the 
more distributed side of things, at least, as much as possible, as a form of visual 
and argumentative corrective to the hegemonic linearity of the marjority of texts, 
theoretical and otherwise, available today. With that in mind, however, how best to 
read this text? It can be read in linear fashion, like a more traditional book - and in 
many senses, the center of this text, in which the argument is at its most 
systematic, seems to all but call out for this, and it is in these sections that the text 
is presented as a mostly compacted, single-layered affair. But that doesn’t mean 
you need to read these sections in a straight line, and the visual form works to 
promote this sort of ‘otherly’ reading practice. So, following in the spirit of the 
earlier and later sections, you could skim the center section, following hyperlinks 
here and there, or jump around from one caption or term that captures your 
attention to another, creating your own reading experience as you go. Or you could 
read the text in layers, first the main body, then go back around and fill this out and 
read the in-between ‘line of flight’ layers, ‘node-texts’ like this one afterwards, 
allowing your first experience to be rescripted retroactively. A really non-traditional 
approach might be to read the ‘line of flight’ layers first! Or perhaps you could read 
a ‘chunk’ of text, a main layer and line-of-flight’ segment as a unit, then jump from 
there. Whichever method you choose, you define what is considered a unit of text, 
or node, and what sort of relations it has to other units, or links. But no matter how 
you decide to proceed (if you do!), this text is constructed so as to allow as much 
flexibility as is possible within the more traditional format of the book. Enjoy! 
 

Graphic User Interface. Also known as GUI. This text’s graphic user 
interface also often makes use of a ‘futuristic’ set of typefaces (an approach whose 
history goes back at least to the formation of revolutionary typographies by the 
Bauhaus], as numerous visual diagrams and illustrations. Philosophy need not be 
the purview of the verbal word – as the history of film or advertising has shown us 
in the last century, the visual image is certainly a form of thought, if non-verbal 
thought. For can we not say that we are able to ‘solve problems’ with visual 
images? And what is thought beyond problem solving? And in fact, within 
mathematics, there exist entire classes of problems which use solely visual means 
[such as constructions using compass and straight edge) whereby to calculate 
solutions to problems that are often considered otherwise unsolvable by more 
numerical means. To the extent to which the visual functions as a sign, it is capable 
of acting as a 9vehicle for complex thought (as Jacques Lacan demonstrates with 
his mathemes,10 or as is evidenced by entire disciplines such as Knot Theory, 
Topology, Affine/Projective Geometry, etc]. And it is with this in mind that this text 
works to employ both visual as well as verbal means to advance its argument. 
While sometimes an image may just be an illustration, sometimes it may function 
as a form of commentary on what is being said in the textual layers of the text. 
Again, “radical separation of the elements” allows for a disjunct and potentially 
polyvocal relation between the parts, visual as well as verba. And we have already 
addressed how the layout of this text takes on a variety of potential significances 
for the reading experience. In terms of the typography, this text is intentionally put 
together with a ‘futurist’ aesthetic in mind. No doubt such a choice will look dated 
as all futurist motifs inevitably do upon not being immediately present. But if used 
with some degree of irony, such a gesture can help capture for future generations, 
who actually are in the future, the sense of the newness which suffuses this 
moment for us in the present. Thus, we learn something fundamental about the 
1980’s when we see its quaint-techno-fetishism, just as we learn about the 
modernist period when we examine the works of early twentieth century futurists 

cyber- 
text 
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such as Vladimir Tatlin or Filippo Marinetti.  And if future generations see this 
text’s futurism as similarly retro-quaint because its sense of potential remains 
unfulfilled, perhaps then this futurism can indicate a promise yet to be fulfilled. 
Despite and through all the attempts of this text to think with verbal as well as 
visual means, a word of warning – beware, just because this text plays with its 
graphical user interface, and takes the materiality of that interface seriously, don’t 
think this means that the content of these pages operate simply as a sort of 
gimmick. If the Age of Networks has taught us anything it is that the border 
between work and leisure, labor and play, boredom and fun, serious and ironic, has 
become suspect at best. Today’s games are quite serious, and the stakes are high. 
And those who figure out how to speak the new languages of the Networked Age – 
which many have argued is a sort of second visuality, a return to the visual oriented 
culture of the Middle-Ages, but after, rather than before, the mediation of images 
by texts as experienced in the ‘Gutenberg era,’ are one step closer to being able to 
theorize about our times in its own nascently forming languages.11 
 

Assemblage. Walter Benjamin famously tried to build an entire work, his 
Passagenwerk or ‘Arcades Project’, completely from citations, and many have 
argued that this work was the first networked book, far ahead of its time. 
Benjamin’s book is literally a work of architecture, one can wander its passages 
and find hidden connections and portals, just like the real arcade passages in Paris 
upon which the work was based. Similar to Benjamin’s text, this text is in many 
ways a patchwork of sources, a synthesis of the work of various thinkers, 
researchers, scientists, findings, etc., yet organized in networked structures which 
produce an overall argument. In the networked age, it becomes clear that nothing 
is truly original, but the question is what sort of combination of detrius one 
assembles to create one’s interface with the networks around one. Every text is 
always a patchwork, a network of citations, allusions, examples, and even the 
seemingly most original thought is simply the synthesis of the influence of others, 
hidden due to the anxiety of influence characteristic of the modern era. But we are 
now in the age of Facebook and the meme, where the goal is not some sort of 
originality that falls out of the sky, but rather, the singularity of one’s synthetic 
gesture, and the potential of this gesture to resonate with networks beyond the 
synthesis in question. This text simply foregrounds what other texts of our age 
have worked to keep hidden.  
 

Access Privileges. A text that is written at the intersection of two fields – 
philosophy and science – needs to be able to speak to multiple publics. For if you 
retain the specialized jargon of both fields, then very few will be able to gain access 
to what you write, for the scientsts won’t be able to follow the philosophical 
references, and the scientific terms and equations will lose the philosophers. But 
what about the wider public? Both scientists and philosophers have grown 
accustomed to writing for themselves, rather than the wider public. This keeps 
access to new ways of thinking extremely limited. And yet, books designed to 
popularize new trends in philosophy or science tend to omit many of the intricacies 
that make the field in question worth studying in the first place The result is often 
some sort of history of the development of a field, interspersed with some 
biography and quirky tales, but very little actual philosophy or science.  
 
This text, with its emphasis upon relation and multiplication of points of entry, aims 
to be accessible to multiple reading publics, at varying levels. By separating off 
specialized tangents in subsidiary node-texts, and equipping the text with key terms 
and citations in the margins, it becomes much easier for non-specialists to get 
what they want out of this text, while leaving the rest for later. Specialists, 
however, have access to more extended discussions in the interstices of the main 
text. That said, the entirety of the text is written so as to presume no prior 
knowledge of either the scientific or philosophical concepts. This allows the 
philosophers to follow the scientific examples, the scientists to follow the 
philosophical examples, and general readers, to potentially follow both. Of course, 
the difficulty is doing so in a manner which avoids oversimplifying the issues being 
discussed.  
 
I’m convinced that it is possible to speak at multiple registers, in multiple layers, to 
use multiple voices, all in an effort to be able to relate, in different ways, to different 
reading publics. I’m convinced that it is time to bring theory back to the people. And 
I’m convinced this can be done without watering things down. Yet another wager of 
this text is that topics like artificial neural networks, fuzzy systems theory, and the 
intricacies of aspects of Deleuze and Hegel can be explained enough to allow non-
specialists to go for the ride and get a good deal, but in ways which also speak to 
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the sorts of issues which mean so much to those of us who devote much of our 
lives to these fields of study.  
 
A dedication to writing accessibly without jetissoning rigor is a political act whose 
time has come. And I am convinced it is possible – the achievement of Stuart Hall 
and Paolo Friere, but also Friedrich Nietzsche and the Communist Manifesto, show 
us that this is most certainly possible. Too often both philosophers and scientists 
hide behind walls of jargon as defense mechanisms so that they don’t have to 
translate from their specialized sub-languages to that of the everyday. I’m not 
saying we should jettison these sub-languages, because they have so much to offer 
in terms of revealing otherwise unseen aspects of the world. But I do believe that 
the burden is on the writer to explain jargon and to speak at multiple levels, 
registers, and forms of discourse.  
 
Many contemporary philosophers, particularly those coming from the traditions of 
Frankfurt School Critical Theory and of French post-structuralism, that theory 
must be difficult, lest it too easily be absorbed into popular culture. And certainly 
there was a time in which philosophy texts were considered hot reading, owned by 
many but understood by few. Jacques Lacan’s nearly impenetrable Écrits was a 
bestseller in France in the mid-1960’s! At that time, it made sense to make it so it 
was difficult to just drop terms like one would wear the latest fashion. It made 
sense to make people work to get inside a philosophical system, to make them 
really want it, so that they would actually be forced to spend the time to actually 
understand it.   
 
But the times have radically changed. Gone are the days in which the seminars of 
the great philosophers are media events. Today, there is nothing but a glut of 
information, and anyone can be a star on YouTube. No, the task today is to show 
people that philosophy is not something they should write off. That it is possible to 
understand it, and that it is possible that philosophy can change their life and 
world.  
 
To speak philosophy plainly, clearly, and yet with force and rigor, is a political act of 
the utmost importance in today’s world. We need to make philosophy matter again, 
to make it speak the new languages of the networked age. This is one of the many 
tasks this text hopes to achieve.  
 

Too much. So Enjoy! Or don’t enjoy. Some may experience the typographical 
and textual approaches used by this text as disorienting, fragmenting, dissatisfying, 
or just plain annoying. But for those raised in the Age of Networks, well, like it or 
not, the visual forms presented in  this text speak much of the languages of the 
age. Information overload, overstimulation, fractured consciousness/attention – 
these are symptoms of the strengths and weaknesses of the times we live in, as 
well as its social and physical technologies. Like it or not, the network seems to be 
the wave of the future. We ignore this at our peril. 

 
 

                                        But where to start? One 
promising place to look for new models is the relatively new set of theoretical 

paradigms currently emerging in the sciences. Starting in the 1980's 
but truly flourishing only in the mid-1990's, what has come to be 
known as the 'complexity sciences' has revolutionized a variety of 
fields of study. Emerging out of the 'chaos theory' of the 1960's and 
70's, and given new life with the development of the computing 
power to actually do research in ways that were previously 
impossible, the complexity sciences12 represent a radical 

convergence of research across disciplinary boundaries. This new paradigm, with its 
intellectual epicenter at the Santa Fe Institute  in New Mexico, has only 
recently began to slowly filter from specialist periodicals in the sciences (and, to 
some extent, in the quantitative end of the social sciences), into work in other 

Complex 

systems 
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disciplines. Yet in every field these new methods have touched, they have brought 
about a paradigm shift, linking and reworking disciplines in economics, quantitative 
sociology, information studies, ecology, bioinformatics, statistical physics, etc. In the 
summer of 2008 I witnessed this firsthand, as researchers from all over the world 
came for a month to Santa Fe to learn about and discuss the cutting edge from the 
heart of the complexity revolution itself. Surrounded by mathematicians and computer 
scientists, physicists and biologists, and a handful of fields such as business, 
economics, and sociology, even architecture, only three of us at SFI that summer 
worked outside the laboratory and social sciences.  
 
The time for a wider understanding of the insights developed in this field, and 
particularly that sub-field which deals with the development of 'complex' and 
adaptive networks, has finally come. Thus, Networkologies aims to begin the dialogue 
between complexity studies and the 'post-structuralist' 
discourses in the humanities which have worked to 
understand the massive social and cultural shifts widely 
known as 'postmodernism.'13 As postmodernism reveals a logic which, on ever more 
levels, seems to be that of networks, postructuralist theories will need to expand 
beyond the simple critique of binary and/or centralized structures of the past, and 
embrace a model which can provide new, networked models for the future. 
Complexity studies, developed to describe the unique properties of distributed and 
relational phenomenon in the sciences, offers paradigms and tools which can help 
bring poststructuralism, a field which has largely stopped changing over the last 
twenty years, into the twenty-first century.  
 
 

The Study of the Complex. What is this new science? Often 
the terms Complexity Studies, Complex Systems Studies, or Complexity 
Sciences are used to describe what is still a field in formation. And yet, 
there exist ever more books which have worked to standardize this field. 
Mostly they are radically interdisciplinary – a key indication that we are 
witnessing a the advent of a new paradigm. The field as currently formed 
draws upon a series of corresponding structures, insights, and methods 
derived from more traditional disciplines such as physics, chemistry, 
biology, neuroscience, computer science, ecology, and beyond the so-
called ‘hard’ sciences, from economics, and sociology.14 And yet, despite 
this diversity, a surprising conherence has emerged. Equally surprising, 
however, is that there have been few attempts to meld this 
interdisciplinary entity with domains of inquiry such as literature, the arts, 
philosophy, politics, etc.15 This work will argue that an articulation of a 
philosophy of networks will unfold the potentials which this new science 
has for fields which are not normally considered to be ‘scientific.’ 
 
But why now? The most obvious answer is that what has allowed this new 
science to emerge now is the birth of the modern computer, and in 
particular, the level of computing power which became possible during the 
early 1980’s. Before this time, the precursors of this field were often 
called ‘chaos theory,’16 a term which got a bad reputation as unrigorous 
because of the many ‘new age’ adoptions of the general notions behind 
these theories. This was largely during a time in which the potential 
benefits of the attempt to scientifically model chaos were evident, but 
limitations in computing power didn’t permit the field to move much 
further. Thus, the insights developed within this nascent field during the 

poststructuralism 
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1960’s and 70’s were more of a scattered set of concepts and 
observations seemingly bereft of a future.  
 
However, with the massive increase in computing power which developed 
in the early 1980’s, computers became able to process infinitely larger 
amounts of information at fractions of the price of previous 
mainframe computers. Researchers in the sciences were 
therefore increasingly able to run complex simulations of 
abstract representations of the world. These simulations did 
a curious thing – they presented forms of emergent behavior 
which were previously only described in the scattered experiments of 
early chaos theorists, and within some crucially difficult to understand 
natural phenomena, such as flocks of birds or fish,  or a variety of 
phenomena in the weather. While previously scientists had tried and failed 

to develop equations to describe such phenomena, they now found 
that simple simulations run by fast computers could often 
reproduce seemingly ‘chaotic’, or semi-ordered patterns in 
natural, with an incredible amount of accuracy. Chaotic 
phenomena aren’t random, they rather are semi-random, in that 

they present regularity within diversity, sameness within change. 
Researchers found that describing ordered phenomena was easily done 
by use of their standard tools, namely, differential equations. But these 
equations became unwieldy and often impossible to solve under the 
conditions described as chaotic.  
 
With the rise of simulation, scientists began to try to reproduce the 
phenomena first, then figure out the parameters backwards, so to speak. 
What’s more, researchers in various fields performing such simulations 
increasingly found analogous forms of emergent phenomena in fields that 
had previously been thought to have little in common. And beyond this, 
these simulations provoked additional inquiry, using more traditional 
forms, in phenomena which had previously been overlooked. Rather than 
replace standard methods, simulation allowed for educated guesses to be 
developed, new connections to be postulated, and became part of the 
arsenal of tools utilized by scientists to understand the world around 
them.   
 
The stakes of this all become clearer once we understand precisely what 
sort of phenomena these scientists have been investigating. As the 
science progressed, scientists began to feel that the term ‘chaos’ was too 
limited for the field they were describing, in that not all the phenomena in 
question were necessarily random, but rather, that they were difficult to 
predict in full in advance (which is precisely what differential equations do 
best). Thus, chaotic phenomenon were increasingly described as a subset 
of the larger category of the complex. When such complex phenomenon 
come about, we say that they have emerged, giving rise to the term 
emergent phenomenon. Without getting into the full intricacies of this 
science just yet, let it suffice for now to describe phenomena as emergent 
when they are greater than the parts of which they are composed, and 
such that the phenomena itself cannot be predicted from its parts of 
intitial conditions.17 Such phenomena are not merely complicated (for 
there are many complicated phenomena which are easy to predict), but 
rather, are described as complex.  
 
A classic example of a complex, emergent phenomenon is that of the 
mind. The brain, a physical organ made up of an intricate collection of 
living wires with no central control mechanism, gives rise to a seemingly 
magical array of properties such as the ability to dream, compute long 
division, or write philosophy. Mind is emergent from the behavior of its 
relatively simple component parts, but it would be impossible to infer the 
logic of dreams simply from examining the structure of individual nerve 
cells. The whole exceeds the parts.  
 
Another example of an emergent phenomenon is the manner in which 
when liquid water is brought to a boil, local currents of heat, water, and 
bubbles form into geometrically organized cells of convection. Both of 
these phenomena (mind and convection cells) cannot be predicted from 
the local interactions – no amount of knowledge of n euron firing patterns 
will lead to the ability to predict a phenomena such as self-consciousness, 
and no amount of knowledge of the behavior of individual water molecules 
will lead to an ability to predict the shape of convection cells. Calling a 
phenomena emergent or complex does not indicate a lack of knowledge of 

emergence 

simulation 
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individual units of an assemblage. Rather, it indicates that the relatively 
mechanist form of differential equations is inadequate to describe these 
sorts of phenomena. Thus, we are left with two alteratives. One is 
computer simulation. The other is direct experimentation on these 
assemblages themselves, via attempts to trigger new states of 
interaction between these units, so that it becomes possible to ‘see what 
happens’ under a variety of conditions. Because the behavior of local units 
may cascade, develop ‘chain reactions,’ or otherwise ‘feed-forward’ on 
itself, the global behavior of a collection of units cannot be known in 
advance. When unpredictable changes occur due to the cascade of 
individual events – such as the final snowflake that starts an avalanche – 
we call such phenomena emergent, and the relation between the 
emergent phenomena and the system from which it emerges complex. 
Using direct experimentation in conjunction with simulation, it becomes 
possible to develop a wide ranging understanding of complex phenomena, 
often bypassing the need to use the now seemingly limited frame of 
differential equations.  
 
While it has always been possible to observe the varied states of complex 
systems, and to experiment with them to infer their points of alteration 
and change, simulation allows for whole new vistas of understanding. This 
is because if you can simulate something, you are able to parameterize its 
functions. Reproduction is a form of understanding, and by tinkering with 
the model, you can infer the rules of the original. For example, take the 
manner in which crowds of people leave buildings under disaster 
conditions. To describe each person’s behavior using a differential 
equation is nearly absurd, as it becomes almost impossible to know what 
to choose as variables, and no way to test if you’ve chosen correctly. But if 
you build a simulation, you can assume certain simple rules – and this is 
precisely what simulators have done. Computers are told that each 
artificial mini-agent will follow certain simple commands, like ‘run away 
from the fire’, and ‘move away from where there are too many other 
people who aren’t moving.’ Scientists then tweak the sets of instructions 
for the virtual mini-agents until the behavior produced by groups of such 
agents in simulated conditions generally matches those seen in actual 
behavior in the field. From there, we can infer the simple rules that 
humans likely roughly follow in such situations, and use this information to 
try to design buildings and infrastructure around our best understand of 
the ways in which humans actually behave in such situations, rather than 
our ideas on how they should behave. New designs can then be run 
through such simulators to see how well they perform. Such work is 
already being done by a variety of researchers.18 
 
Trying to model this sort of behavior with differntial equations leads very 
quickly to a sort of explosion of parameters that much these equations 
nearly impossible to solve, even for the fastest computers. That is 
because computers are structured to follow instructions one at a time, in 
sequence. But what makes the simulations described above different from 
this approach is that rather than solve problems in sequence, or using 
what computer scientsts call ‘serial processing,’ simulations of this sort 
use the serial nature of computers to think in a non-serial manner, in 
which many small agents try to figure out a solution to a ‘problem’ (ie: 
getting out of a crowded stadium) all at the same time. While neither 
computers nor differential equations are good at solving these sorts of 
problems, multi-agent simulations are often able to solve them incredibly 
easily. Rather than using serial approaches to problem-solving, such new 
approaches are often described as forms of ‘parallel processing.’19 
Parallel-processing, while not part of the hardware structure of 
contemporary computers, can be programmed into them via software. 
What makes this approach so powerful, however, is that nature does not 
generally solve problems like our computers. Nature solves complex 
problems by using multiple-agents. In this sense, evolution is little more 
than a parallel-processing algorithm. And this is where we begin to see 
the power of the simulation revolution. By programming computers, and 
their human users, to simulate rather than solve equations, computers 
have become tools to understand nature in a radically different yet 
incredibly power fashion.  
 
And with the massive increase in computing power, the power of such 
simulations has massively increased. Nearly intractable problems from 
the past can now be solved by having computers run massive numbers of 
trials, each with slightly different conditions, until an approximation of the 
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phenomena in question is reached, and then the parameters that 
produced the matching simulation can be noted and analyzed. With such 
an approach, scientists go from simulation to world, back and forth, using 
each to propose areas of inquiry for the other.  
 
But while there is an increase in efficacy, there is a sacrifice in the sort of 
certainty provided by mathematical equations. Newton’s laws of motion, 
for example, exactly describe the way that a moving object will operate 
(under normal conditions) on planet earth. With these equations, it is 
possible to completely predict exactly what a falling object will do under 
certain conditions. Simulations provide no such certainty, but rather, 
statistical efficacy. That is, under a certain number of simulations, a 
certain percentage of matching between simulation and model has 
occurred, which provides a certain likelihood of the accuracy of the 
simulation’s parameters. But even if we assume the simulation is 
completely correct, there is a randomness to the actions of each 
individual  agent within a simulation. It is the whole which is being 
modeled, not the exact action of the parts, each of which reacts to the 
actions of the parts around it. Minor differences in initial conditions can 
widely vary the performance of such groups of agents, while the rules that 
create the behavior may remain the same. Simulations provide a series of 
rules to be followed under certain conditions, from which equations can 
often be derived, but even when this is the case, these equations result in 
the likely behavior of actors in rapidly changing dynamics. The difference 
between the picture of the simulation of agents running out of a stadium 
and that of a falling body in motion cannot be more different. Both 
simulation and the sorts of equations used by Newton are useful in their 
own way, bu t it is only recently that simulation has become an option. The 
results, however, are startling, and their implications potentially moreso.  
 
Simulation does not prove, but it does suggest, and these new 
suggestions have been enough to provoke research new in form and 
content within a variety of fields. Furthermore, the use of related 
technologies of simulation between fields previously seen as widely 
divergent has produced the conditions whereby these fields have begun to 
find common ground. Thus, over the last twenty years, slowly at first but 
increasingly so in the past decade, a more general field of complexity 
science has begun to develop, itself a complex emergent phenomena 
within the realm of the social, and theories began to develop in regard to 
the commonalities which had been observed across various forms of 
emergence. And this is how a new science is born.  
 
Like all emergent phenomena, the development of the Complexity 
Sciences cannot have been predicted from the development of the 
microchip, even though one of the potential future applications of the 
microchip was surely something like this. But it is only in hindsight that it 
becomes possible to see how this occurred, and which accidents and 
fortuitous coincidences led to where we are now. In this sense, Complexity 
Science not only describes the emergence of phenomena in the physical 
world, but can also be used to describe social emergence as well, its own 
included. From this, it has become possible to postulate the beginnings of 
a more general field, beyond Complexity Science, to that of Complexity 
Studies, and it is from this that our study takes its lead.  

 

 

                                         T he task set for 

Networkologies, to develop a new set of paradigms for the networked age, is vast, 
and this is why the book you hold in your hands is only the first installment of the 
larger project of Networkologies as a whole. This first installment, The Networked 
Mind, asks a question which is in many ways preliminary to any investigation of the 
networked structure of the world, namely, what are the challenges that networked 
models pose to traditional forms of thought?  
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According to Gilles Deleuze, each culture and age poseses an image which best 
articulates what, for a given group, encompases the aims, methods, structure, and 
motivations for thinking.20 This image acts as a fundamental metaphor which describes 

for a given group, the horizon of the thinkable, such that 
types of thinking which fall beyond its purview are often 
considered to be non-sensical, unreasonable, uninteresting, 
or simply not within the province of thought and the 
thinkable. As networks increasingly change our notions of 

what it means to think, I will argue that not only do networks constitute a new image 
of thought for our age, but that networks, framed by a theoretical perspective strongly 
informed by work being done in complex systems 
studies, ca provide us a new model for thinking 
which can take us beyond some of the limitations 
of post-structuralist models of the past few 
decades.  
 
After this brief User Interface , the text then 
moves to a series of portals onto the primary 'sites' 
of its textual apparatus. The first of these sites, The Myth of 
Binary Logic, begins with a critique of previous forms of 
thought by tracing the development of the notion, popularized 
with the rise of computers but widely adopted by a variety of 
specialized fields of study, that human thought must be based 
upon some sort of binary processing resembling that of digital computers. This will 
follow two intertwined trajectories. The first will track the rise of the binary paradigm 
in modern computing from Leibniz to the development of modern computation in the 
postwar period. This will dovetail with the second path described by this chapter, 
namely, the rise of binary thinking in contemporary critical theory. Tracing the 
influence of cybernetics and the political mindset of the Cold War on early 
‘structuralist’ theories of the 1950's and 60's, this section will work to show the 
manner in which the ‘post-structuralist’ critiques of these models often fails to provide 
viable alternatives thereto. By historicizing the rise of the binary model in both 
computer science and critical theory, this chapter will work to show the contingent 
politico-social foundations of binary paradigms in both computing and theory. 
 
Networks and ‘Soft-Computing’  will show how a variety of techniques, 
collectively known by the name of 'soft-computing', are increasingly being used to 
displace binary approaches in contemporary computing. In language accessible to the 
non-scientist, this section will describe the ways in which non-binary approaches to 
the unit of computation (fuzzy systems theory), relations between units (artificial 
neural networks), and relations between groups of meta-units (genetic and 
evolutionary programming) provide entirely new paradigms whereby to think about 

from binary logic             
                       to  

  networked  

              mind . . . 
 

a new image 
of thought 

Cognitive 
neuroscience and   
      evolutionary           
       linguistics 
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how computers operate, how they are built, and the foundational 
assumptions of the discipline of computer science itself. Soft-
computing gives us examples of what non-binary forms of 
understanding might look like, thereby shedding light not only on 
computing, but since these technologies often explicitely imitate the 

structure of living brians, on the possible structure of these unique organs as well. 
Along the way, the development of these advances will be placed in their historical 
context, and contrasted to the development of binary models described in the 
preceding section.  
 
From there, the text will move from soft-computing to its second example of non-
binary models for thought, namely, new networked theories of the human brain. 
The Networked Brain  will detail the way in which networked models similar 
to those described in the preceding chapter have been increasingly used to 
understand the workings of the human brain. Examining advances in cognitive 
neuroscience, this chapter will work to debunk the myth that neurons function like 
binary switches, or that groups of neurons function like the chips in modern serial 
computers. From there, this section will describe the ways in which recent 
developments in complexity studies are increasingly being used to describe the 

manner in which synchronization 
functions within the complex 
networks which make the brain 
function. The section then closes 
by describing the manner in 
which many non-binary 
philosophers of the mind, such 
as Henri Bergson, Maurice 
Merleau-Ponty, and John Dewey, 
find many of their ideas 
confirmed by contemporary 
science, and can help provide the 
wider frame within which many 
of these ideas can be made to 
relate beyond the mind itself.  
 
Wideware will work to 
continue this move beyond the 
brain as an isolated phenomenon 
and show how cognitive 
scientists are increasingly 
coming to understand the brain 

as an organ networked into a variety of external props and external tools. Known 
collectively as ‘wideware,’ these extensions of the brain not only widen its ability to 

soft 
computing 

In the quiet corridors of academia . . . a new science 
has been emerging – one that speaks directly to the 
momentous events going on around it. For want of a 

better term, we call this  new science the  

science of networks . . .  If 
this particular period in the world’s history had to be 
characterized in any simple way, it might be as one 
that is more highly, more globally, and more 
unexpectedly connected that at any time before it. 
And in this age, the connected age , is to be 
understood, we must first understand how to 
describe it scientifically; that is, we need a science 
of networks . . . what the science of networks can do, 
even now, is give us a different way to think about 
the world, and in doing so help us to shed new light 
on old problems .  
 

-  Duncan Watts, Six Degrees: The Science of a 
Connected Age ,13-4, 16. 
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interact with the world around it, but also alter the brain’s structure in the process. The 
section begins with a investigation of the ways in which scientists have increasingly 
demonstrated the manner in which brains are physically altered in the course of their 
development due to their relation with the outside world. Starting 
with an analysis of embodied cognition theorists, the section 
describes the manner in which the mind 'downloads' much of its 
thinking to the physical structure of the human body. From there 
the section shows how many evolutionary linguists have become convinced that the 
most the cognitive extension of language radically alters the structure and function of 
the brain as its develops both in one lifetime and in the evolution of language and 
symbolic culture in our species. Describing the manner in which brains and their 
widewares form a networked, polyform structure, this section moves from the realm 
of biology to that of embodiment and culture.  
 
Network Thinking  will work to describe the ramifications of the preceding 
chapters for contemporary critical theory. This section argues the need for a 
networked theory of culture which can help us make sense of the increasingly 
relational demands of our current age. Working to expand upon the networked model 
of mind built in the preceding sections, the text closes by putting these ideas into 
dialogue with contemporary theorists of mind and culture with networked aspects to 
their thought, including figures such as Richard Dawkins, Manuel Delanda, Alfred North 
Whitehead, Ernesto Laclau, and Guy Debord.  
 

Complexity and Network Links. For those wanting more 
information on complexity and network paradigms, there has been an 
explosion of texts since the late 1990’s, but some stand out as truly 
exceptional, syncretic overviews that can help map a new field for a 
reader. Many of these texts take a specific point of entry to a field which 
itself is structured like a network, and so there is a bit of overlap between 
these texts, if different emphases. For those looking for an approach 
which foregrounds criticality and emergence, Philip Ball’s Critical Mass: 
How One Thing Leads to Another (2004) is a great place to start. If an 
approach to economics as complex adaptive system is of interest, check 
out The Origin of Wealth: Evolution, Complexity, and the Radical Remaking 
of Economics (2006) by Eric D. Beinhocker. For a computer/cognitive 
science perspective Eric B. Baum’s What is Thought? (2004) is excellent. 
Each of these is light on math, but not depth, and truly sketches the scope 
of this new field as a whole. For those with backgrounds in cultural theory, 
Mark Taylor’s The Moment of Complexity: Emerging Network Culture is 
also excellent, as is anything written by Manuel DeLanda. Manuel Castells’ 
massive The Rise of the Network Society (revised 2002) presents a more 
traditional sociological approach to these issues. For those who want to 
take an approach which foregrounds art and design, three edited volumes 
might be of help, Network Practices: New Strategies in Architecture and 
Design (2007), edited by Anthony Burke and Therese Tierney, At a 
Distance: Precursors to Art and Activism Before the Internet (2006), 
edited by Annmarie Chandler and Norie Neumark, and Interact or Die!: 
There is Drama in the Networks (2007), edited by Brian Massumi et.al. 
For those who want a clear introduction to the math at work in the 
complexity sciences, Does God Play Dice? The New Mathematics of Chaos 
(2001) is as accessible as it is enjoyable. Anyone interested in links to 
artificial intelligence and cognitive science will find Andy Clark’s Mindware: 
An Introduction to the Philosophy of Cognitive Science (2000) incredibly 
helpful, and for those who want to take this a step further in the direction 
of artificial neural networks, Manfred Spitzer’s The Mind Within the Net: 
Models of Learning, Thinking, and Acting (2000) is a surprisingly clear 

wideware 
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introduction to what could be a daunting subject. And for a lighter, 
popular science introduction to networks in general, try Albert-Laszlo 
Barbasi’s Linked: How Everything is Connected to Everything Else and 
What it Means (2002), while if ‘sync’ is your thing, Steven Strogatz’s 
Sync: The Emerging Science of Spontaneous Order (2003) is a good place 
to start, or try Duncan Watts’ Six Degrees: The Science of a Connected 
Age (2003) for a more sociological approach. 

 

                             I f Volume One - The Networked Mind 
works to do the work of recognizing, historicizing, describing, and justifying this new 
image of thought, then Volume Two – Networkologies: Meaning, Matter, and Society  
will attempt to imagine what the world looks like when refracted in this new image 
of what it means to think. Volume Two will therefore describe a way of approaching 
the relation between minds and the world outside them, both sub- and supra-mental, 
in which matter and mind are concieved of as an interrelated series of complex 
networks. Thus Networkologies: Meaning, Matter, and Society will build upon the 
concerns articulated in Networkologies: A Manifesto  (accessible on the 
Networkologies website and blog at http://networkologies.wordpress.com], in order to 
describe the concepts whereby the networkological perspective on the world can be 
envisioned as fully developed philosophy for the networked age. The Volume Two 
will start with an analysis of networked approaches to sign-systems (of which the 
network diagram is a part], and from there describe how networks can be used to 
conceptualize issues in the physical world, as well as issues in the social world of 
global capital. The final sections will work to describe an ethico-political paradigm 
derived from the basic premises of the evolution of complex networks. In the process, 
the text will address various figures from the history of philosophy which act as 
precurssors to the networkological perspective, as well as describe relations and 
differences from various contemporary models, including both post-structuralist 
approaches as well as the new speculative realist paradigms, many of which have 
much in common with the networkological paradigm. Volume Two will therefore 
intertwine science and philosophy, physics and metaphysics, linguistics and 
economics, all in order to produce a new epistmo-ethics for the networked age.  
 
Volume Three – The Networked Imaginary: A New Aesthetics for a New Politics will 
describe the ways in which these networked models of mind and world can help us 
to develop an approach to a politics of art and an art of politics. Grounding itself within 
the network ethics described at the end of Volume Two, this text will show how 
certain cultural artifacts, such as literary or visual texts, can help us imagine new 
worlds which hold key political insights for the networked age and beyond. Describing 
the potential utopian and dystopian possibilities of our times, this last volume will end 
where Networkologies began, namely, articulating the historical stakes of this 
enterprise as a whole, but this time, from the full perspective described in this three 
volume enterprise.  
 

Philosophy, Physics, and Metaphysics. As a new 
science, the sciences of complexity describe a system of terms and 
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procedures for understanding, predicting, and manipulating the material 
world. That is, science is a practice designed to work with a particular 
conception of matter, that is, it is a physics in the original sense of the 
Ancient Greek term φύσις, roughly translated as ‘nature.’ And as with 
any physics, it is possible to extract from this a metaphysics (a μετὰ-
φυσικά), that is, the series of assumptions about the world that, either 
explicitly or implicitly, underlie and act as conditions of possibility for the 
procedures and concepts which structure this way of working with the 
world.  

 
All science, in fact, presupposes a point of view (or series thereof), a 
subject, so to speak, who is assumed to be doing, reading about, knowing, 
and receiving the benefits of this science. Such a subject is co-constitutive 
with a viewpoint, a series of organizing assumptions which organize the 
world around it. To Einstein, space and time were able to stretch and 
bend, and the subject assumed in his theories has to be able to deal with a 
shifting series of viewpoints as the world warps due to shifts in gravity 
around it.21 Galilean science presupposes that the world is measurable 
and mathematizable, and presumes a scientist armed with tools for 
measuring and calculating. Newton assumed the world was made of 
‘corpuscles’ and ‘forces’ – invisible entities which structured the sorts of 
formulas he drew up in regard to the world around him. 
 
Each and every physics can be elaborated into one or more metaphysics, 
and each metaphysics can be developed into one or more physics. This is 
not to say this has always been done, and there are many physics, as well 
as metaphysics, for which one or the other exists only as potential. 
Together, however, a physics and metaphysics describe a world, and that 

world brings with it ways of 
knowing, ways of thinking, ways 
of being, ways of thinking 
spatializing and temporalizing, 
and many other ways of dividing 
the world and reconnecting it 
together. In this sense, a physics 
and its metaphysics form a 
networked assemblage of 
subjects/actors, objects, terms, 
assumptions, and procedures 
which allow those who engage 
with it the ability to manipulate, 
predict, and come to an 
understanding of the world 
around them. 22Together, a 
physics and metaphysics 
describe a way of acting, one 
form of which is a particular way 
of acting known as a way of 
knowing.  
  
To many readers it may be 
objectionable to state that 
metaphysics, often seen as the 
domain of groundless 

speculation, acts as the foundation of science, the realm of experiment 
and measured prediction. And it is true that metaphysics has a very bad 
reputation, for it is supposedly the realm of half-truths and lies. And yet, if 
we consider the meta-physical anything which is part of the physical and 
yet also exceeds it, then it becomes obvious that the very division between 
the physical and meta-physical is merely an abstraction, even if a useful 
one. For in fact, language and number themselves are the key tools 
utilized by science for its work, and yet these very tools are by their 
nature both within the world and yet outside of it, they are properly meta-
physical terms. For as Hegel famously showed in his Phenomenology of 
Spirit, we cannot even observe a tree without the word ‘tree’ linking it to 
other trees around us, taking us away from the tree in front of us and 
linking it via a web of similarities and differences from other trees.23 
Language (and number, which is a type thereof) is fundamentally 
metaphysical, potentially even then primary form thereof, permeating 
physics and metaphysics through and through with its half-truths, what 
Friedrich Nietzsche called its ‘lies,’ differentiating things which are the 

As any mathematician can tell you,  networks  have been 
studied as mathematical objects called graphs ever since 1736, 
when Leonhard Euler, one of the greatest mathematicians ever, 
realized that the problem of taking a stroll across all seven 
bridge in the Prussian city of Königsberg without crossing the 
same bridge twice could be formulated as a graph . . . Since 

Euler, the theory of graphs  has grown steadily to become 
a major branch of mathematics and has spilled over into 
sociology and anthropology, engineering and computer science, 
physics, biology, and economics. Each field therefore has its own 
version of a theory of networks, just as each has its own way of 
aggregating individual to collective behavior. 
 

-  Duncan Watts, Six Degrees: The Science of a Connected 
Age ,  28. 
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same, and linking together things which are different.24 For though a tree 
may have similar structure to those around it, it is fundamentally different 
from other trees in countless ways that indicate its unique trajectory 
through the world. Likewise, though the bark of a tree is different than the 
air that surrounds it, both are made of the same stuff, protons, electrons, 
and neutrons, and yet we say these things ‘are’ different.  
 
Language indicates the most obvious manner in which the meta-physical 
world inheres in the physical world. But even beyond language, we know 
that objects have to develop ‘constancy’ for infants, they live in a world 
without discrete objects.25 But even beyond the human it is possible to see 
the metaphysics that is introduced into the world via any perspective at 
all. For example, when electricity flows through a wire into a puddle of 
water, it is moving through the ‘same’ stuff - namely, configurations of 
particles and force. But even a simple animal can often be trained to learn 
to avoid that wire rather than others around it. Living beings learn to see 
these things as different because they immediately pertain to the needs 
that they bring to the body which localizes them in the world.  
  
In this sense we can say that, at least for living beings, the physical stuff 
of our world is saturated with the metaphysical. And it is from this 
potentiality of matter that philosophy is born. Philosophy merely operates 
at a higher level of abstraction. Let us then call 
theorizing the process whereby a metaphysical 
system is extracted from the relation, or 
physis, between a given metaphysics and its 
matter. Theorization is thus a sort of meta-
metaphysics, a conceptualization of a 
conceptualization of the world, indicating a yet 
more abstract level of potential within all 
matter. If we take this process to yet another 
level, and develop a theory of a theory (or a 
meta-meta-physics), up to the n-th level, we develop what we will call 
philosophy. Or at least, that is the term which is generally employed in our 
culture for this sort of procedure. From the potential latent with in all 
matter to give rise to physics, metaphysics, theory, and philosophy, these 
forms may emerge in varying forms. Philosophy, theory, and metaphysics 
are, is in this sense inherent in matter,  and are fundamental to its 
potential and possibilities.  
 
Still, many have described the current age as one of the death of 
metaphysics.26 But to envision the world this way is simply do metaphysics 
under another name, for a theory of the end of theory is still a theory, just 
as a philosophy of the end of philosophy is still a philosophy. But perhaps 
we need to desacralize what we call philosophy. For philosophy is not 
necessarily a grand exercise, for all humans theorize at different levels as 
soon as they shift from practice to praxis, from action to reflection, and 
from there it but one more shift of reflection to that of philosophy. Its as 
simple as the question: is it possible to understand what happens when I 
understand how I interact with the world?  Such is the origin of 
philosophy. I have yet to meet a human who has not, at some point, been a 
philosopher.  
 
That said, very few have the temerity to claim such a mantle. For the 
guardians of philosophy are many. And in fact, in the United States it is a 
generally accepted fact, at least amongst those who take the history of 
their enterprise to be that of ‘continental thought,’ that one needs to be 
German or French to write philosophy.27 In particular, the declarative or 
propositional voice has been excluded from the practice of philosophy, at 
least the United States, and philosophy thereby often goes under the 
guise of modesty, as a form of commentary.28 And yet, often such 
commentary is more than simple explication or processing, but is its own 
form of philosophizing.29 And yet, there is perhaps a more up-front way of 
going about things, an approach with many benefits. For any metaphysics, 
theory, or philosophy which foregrounds what it assumes can work to 
take those restrictions into account at the next level of abstraction. 
Which is not to say, of course, that we can ever get beyond such 
limitations. For each time the world is divided, something is lost. Rather 
than hide this, covering over the gap between ourselves and the world, 
this text will attempt to emphasize this gap  and the productivity it gives 
rise to. Partially this is because to do so acts as a corrective to the 
reverse tendency within the  formations of philosophy within the 

meta  
physics 
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Anglophone world (often called the ‘analytic’ tradition). And despite 
protestations to the contrary, philosophy always exists within a tradition. 
And this presents us with the other reason why it is so essential to 
foreground the gap between our divisions of the world and what they 
obscure. For foregrounding this gap, and maintaining fidelity to it, is part 
of what is at stake in developing an ethical philosophy of the future.30  
 
And a new philosophy can always exist, and when it begins to emerge, 
there arises the potential to imagine a new world. For this to happen, 
however, philosophy must go beyond an image which inspires it, and work 
to construct a system of its concepts.31 For if philosophy thinks what is at 
stake within a theory of the world, then a system of philosophy develops 
that thought in all its ramifications and potentials. A system of philosophy 
works to elaborate a moment of thought derived from a meta-praxical 

moment into a cartography of the 
potentials of this moment were it 
developed into an entire way of looking at 
the world. The elaboration of such a 
system is the work which philosophy does, 
and the work which it must do if it is to be 
philosophy, a potential which goes into the 
heart of all things, and which can be heard 
by those with ears to hear, including 
scientists. For in times of crisis or need, 
science often turns to philosophy to 
imagine new worlds, new ways of 
practicing and knowing its way in the 
world.  
 
The studies of complexity as they have now 
emerged within society have currently 
developed to the level of what might be 
best called theory, in that there has yet to 
be a meta-theoretical, or philosophical 
development of the ramifications thereof. 
This work, from a perspective which views 
the networked aspect of complexity as the 
crucial kernel embedded within a wider 
shell, aims to do precisely this.   
 
Every new science has a philosophy latent 

within it, just as every new science is a symptom of larger shifts within 
the society as a whole. One of the tasks of philosophy is to imagine what 
this all could have meant, were we to take one aspect thereof, and 
imagine it as a lens from which to view the world. And by means of such a 
lens, new ways of acting may arise, and with this, potential new worlds. 

 
Physics, Metaphysics, Pataphysics. For French 
absurdist Alfred Jarry, the comically farcical discipline known as 
‘Pataphysics’ existed as “the science of imaginary solutions.”32 Is there any 
better description for philosophy, or for that matter, religion, art, or any 
other aspect of culture which can help imagine new worlds? And is 
science, one of the ways in which we create these worlds via practice, so 
bereft of the need to imagine the new and the possible? Just because 
something is imaginary doesn’t mean its effects might not be quite real.  
 

Science, Philosophy, and Proof. If it is possible for science 
to provoke the sort of thought which leads to changes in philosophy, then 
is it possible for science to disprove philosophy? Certainly philosophies 
have shifted due to changes in science, and many philosophies look quaint 
after major shifts in scientific paradigms. But the relationship between 
philosophy and science is one of disjunction rather than one-to-one 
correspondence. Philosophy operates by different rules than science, and 
so, while changes in one domain may echo in another, there is no sort of 
simple relation between them. Furthermore, major shifts within our ways 
of manipulating, predicting, and understanding the physical world – today 
called science in much of the world – entail a shift in precisely what 
criterion exist for the justification, adjudication, argumentation, and 
regulation of practices and conceptualizations. Aristotelian approaches to 
physics, influential for millennia, may seem mere precursors to the 

A network is an abstract organizational model, 
in its broadest sense concerned only with the 
structure of relationships between things, be they 
objects or information, which can be applied to the 
organization of anything . . . Networks consist 
classically of nodes, or non-dimensional points of 
connection, and links, equally non-material 
connections that usually conform to one of several 
organizational topologies such as centralized, 
distributed, bus, or mesh, which effect the nature 
of the relationships they embody and how they 
may be analyzed and understood.  
 

– Anthony Burke and Therese Tierney, Network 
Practices, 25. 
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western science created by the likes of Bacon and Galileo, but it is 
important to see the incommensurable difference between the criteria 
whereby each adjudicated ‘true’ utterances. Science as we know it merely 
represents one way of relating to matter. Likewise, criteria of 
argumentation in philosophy have also shifted throughout the ages, and 
while these shifts often were to some degree in sync with those of 
science, it is perhaps best to think of these systems as ‘loosely coupled.’ 
Besides, what does it mean to prove something, or to make an argument? 
And how would you know if you got the answer right? It is precisely shifts 
in these sorts of criteria, in either science or philosophy, that goes by the 
name of a paradigm shift – which, it must be remembered, also shifts the 
evaluative structures which determine what gets to count as any sort of 
‘progress.’ And both science and philosophy have had many such shifts.33 

 

                                       T o think the 
implications of the rise of the network it is necessary to rethink not only at the level of 
content but also that of form. Networkologies does not look, read, or think in the 
manner of a traditional academic text. As discussed in greater detail in the node-texts 
earlier in this section, this text makes use of varying approaches to argumentation, 
layout, registers of speech, visual representation, and textual patterning. Its argument 
is often visual as well as verbal, and everything is modular, composed in bite-sized 
chunks so as to facilitate the reader's ability to de- and re-link segments, recomposing 
the textul order on the fly, using the titles, citations, images, and/or 'key-words' in the 
margins to surf around and enter into portals they find of interest. Be prepared for 
some curves along the way, as well as the freedom to read, reread, and rework the 
text to suit your own needs.  
 
So, go and explore. The text has many interfaces, trajectorires, hiding places, and 
points of entry. Use them as you will, and it will use you likewise. Networkologies is 
about the future. So, if you have found yourself being pulled in innumerable directions 

by everything from media to capital to products to images, and are 
feeling a need for some new ways to look at all of this, well, then 
this just might be a work is for you. A hankering for poststructuralist 
theory might help, but isn't necessary – this text is designed for 
readers with no previous experience with either poststructuralist 
philosophy or complexity theory, and everything will be explained 
in clear accessible language along the way. For what good is a 
book about the future if only the same people who read and wrote 
the theories of the past can get what's going on? Speaking to 

multiple audiences at once – scientists, artists, philosophers, computer fiends, proud 
geeks, hackers, the curious – Networkologies aims to also connect those who might 
otherwise be unlikely to end up interfacing with the same textual gadjet as you are 
currently enaged with now. So dig in. Find a portal, log in, and explore . . . 
 

Academic Philosophy in Dark Times. This majority of 
this text was written during the years in which George W. Bush was in his 
second term as President of the United States. Those were dark times, 
times in which torture and so-called ‘preventative war’ were defended on 
television on a regular basis, a time in which the United States 
Constitution was shown to be a paper tiger. With the election of Barak 

find a portal,  
     log in,  
          and        
         explore . . .  
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Obama there is a hope that things will be truly different. And yet, certainly 
not enough will change. Much in the world will remain radically unjust, to 
say the least. The system of capitalist exploitation, of neocolonialist 
domination, will continue unabated. But as many have argued, thought 
emerges out of need, out of crisis, out of desire. Dissatisfaction with the 
world as it is, and the belief that it truly can be better – ‘what better 
reason is there to write?’34  
 
The written word is curious, in that it is mightier than the sword, and 
impotent beyond belief. Anyone who deludes themselves into thinking that 
the act of producing theory or philosophy in times like these will change 
the world is naïve. Of course, so is anyone who believes that such an 
enterprise is completely without effect – one only needs cite the name of 
Karl Marx to bring up the full power of philosophy to serve as a template 
for virtual worlds which can serve to forge the possibility of the greatest 
good, and the greatest ill. On the contrary, the counterexamples lie on the 
shelves, and the world is full of the privileged that write books of 
philosophy dreaming of revolution, but never going beyond the texts they 
read and write, their academic careers, and small circles of likeminded 
academics. Academic careers in philosophy are one of the ways in which 
mainstream philosophy keeps its potential revolutionaries busy on 
spinning their wheels so that they don’t destabilize what is.  
 
For philosophy to truly live its full potential, however, it must move beyond 
the academy. But, as we see with Marx, it does so at its peril, for history 
has a way of using and abusing philosophy for its own designs. And yet, it 
is impossible to not use what is before you, to rewrite a potential world 
from that which exists, with the hopes that the world as it is can be 
reimagined, hopefully for the better, and that the terms one uses can be 
of use towards this collective project. So long as we all know that what 
lies before us is not enough, ideological intervention can impact the larger 
world for the good. But the act of writing philosophy must always be 
situated within a larger praxis, for its audience, most certainly in times 
like these, is small. We live in a century of the image, and an age of the 
internet. And yet, philosophy can be circulated via the internet, on 
websites and blogs, via videoclips and podcasts – and increasingly this is 
the case (particularly with the advent of so-called ‘speculative realism,’ 
which many are calling the first philosophy movement to arise on the 
internet).35  
 
But this is simply not enough. The written philosophic intervention can 
only do so much. It must be part of a larger praxis which includes 
classroom teaching, non-academic writing, and acting as a public and 
personal intellectual and intellectual activist. The world is changed by an 
ethical life which operates in multiple spheres of life. And in fact, it is most 
likely that the world is changed most by what academics do outside their 
written work. For even though we may understand our own praxis via the 
most abstract models within which we understand the world, it is when 
we translate our work from the hyper-abstract sublanguages into that 
which is understandable to those outside the academy that it likely does 
the most good. In this sense, the work we do with non-specialists, the 
undergraduate classes we teach to future doctors, lawyers, teachers, 
mechanics, computer programmers, nurses – these are the areas in 
which an engaged pedagogy does the most to impact the world around us. 
Writing philosophy will not be enough, and our written theorizations, 
particularly when for designed for specialists, must always be but one 
part, and perhaps an ancillary yet nevertheless essential part, of a  larger 
project of impacting the larger world. For if our arcane sublanguages is 
where we go to imagine a new world, we still need to reengage with the 
world if it is ever to become different.  
 
At the time in which the majority of this book was written, the air was still 
fresh with illegal wars, torture, suspensions of rule of law, terrorism, 
environmental destruction, manipulations of voting, and multi-national 
corporations making enormous surpluses of capital while most of the 
world starves or is deprived of basic life necessities. Not that this is 
anything new, nor will it suddenly vanish under a new president. More 
than anything else, the United States has grown used to having its 
empire. This at a time in which the massive potentials of the networked 
age only help these very elites, despite the potential for these new tools to 
produce a better world. Times like these call out for the poet, artist, critic, 
and or philosopher to imagine a new world. But also not limit themselves 
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to only imagining, or thinking that any one form of network logic has the 
power to create change in our ever increasingly complex, networked age. 
Change in networks always happens from multiple avenues at once, until 
finally there is either a shift so subtle that its advent goes with barely a 
notice, or, on the other hand, there is a cascade of the radical new.  

 
Portal.36 According to Wikipedia, that self-organized network of 
knowledge built by everyone and no-one, a web-portal is a “site that 
functions as a point of access to information on the World Wide Web. 
Portals present information from diverse sources in a unified way.” Or at 
least, that’s what Wikipedia says today. Knowledge, or at least web-
knowledge, has a time-stamp and a URL, and this quote has a time-stamp 
of 00:01:21:27:01:08, with a page address of http://en.wikipedia.org/ 
wiki/Web_portal. Of course, before this all knowledge had an implicit need 
for a time and location marker, but now we’ve at least formalized the 
process. These web-portals, with their time and date stamps, are our new 
doorways into organized structure of information, even if information 
today is more aleatory and shifting than it was in the past. This text, in 
many ways, is simply a series of such linked portals. You are invited to 
rewrite the text between the lines as you jump from node to node. And 
while you’re at it, might as well go to Wikipedia and change the definition 
for “portal.” Odds are one of the many ‘bots’ – virtual robots – will notify 
someone who told their bot to watch over one of their entries, lest 
someone mess with it, so that they can change it back. I invite you to keep 
returning, keep altering the definition. If nothing else, you will have become 
part of the network of new knowledge production. But weren’t you always 
already?  
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beyond  

binary logic   
  
  

 

 

       

                                              age of networks brings with it, and requires us to 

understand, a new image of thought, a new image of what it means to think. 

Artificial neural networks, the internet, the collective intelligence of supra-

personal entities like Wikipedia – these and more have provided us new 

models of what intelligence and thought look like, leaving the image of the 

binary computer, with its off-on switches, in the metaphorical dust. And hasn’t 

the brain always been a network anyway? And beyond this, Isn’t the world 

itself - with its intertwined chains of commerce, its linkages of sentences and 

ideas, its flows of people and goods – a complex intertwining of a series of 

networks? Perhaps we only just now began to see this, because it took the 

massively paradigm shifting impact of the internet to open our collective eyes 

so that we can see now networks all around us. What might the impact of this 

insight be upon our sense of what it means to think, to have a mind, to use 

language, to interact with others in the world?  

 

What follows will investigate precisely this set of questions. What might be at 

stake with the idea of a networked image of thought, thinking, brain, and 

mind? Can we get beyond the notion that the mind, and language with it, is 

simply a set of binary switches? For if we are to truly understand the 

networked age, to truly develop the new image of thought it has presented to 

us, we need to move beyond the previous images of thought which stand in 

its way. And the image of thought which has dominated society for much of 

The 
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the post-war period is that of the binary computer. To create, it is necessary 

to also clear the ground, to shatter what came before, and to use the shards   

 

 
 

The Myth of Binary Logic. A ruse has been 
perpetrated upon us, and its name is Binary. Binary logics, binary 
codes – we have been told that the most basic units of thought 
are reducible to ones and zeros. We have been told that not only 
do digital computers use binary codes, but that the very neurons 
in our brains either fire or do not – and hence, are like binary 
switches in the brain, or that genes, likewise, turn on and off, 
producing proteins via a set of simple on/off switches. Semiotic 
theories, used by an entire generation of theorists to produce 
cultural analysis of written and visual texts, have relied on the 
notion that the binary distinction is fundamental to thought as 
such, such that the binary structure of language, divided into a 
material signifier and an ideational signified, is the condition of 
possibility of our inescapably binary thought.37  
 
What could be simpler? Good and bad, black and white, up and 
down. Even within the more holistic paradigms offered by Gestalt 
psychology, in which figure and ground are only known in relation 
to each other, out of the simplicity of the indistinct comes an 
unequal, hierarchical, yet distinct binary division.  

 
There have, of course, been attempts to move beyond this 
logjam. Jacques Derrida’s approach to deconstructing the binary 
divisions that structure texts famously makes use of binaries to 
escape binaries, and yet, he also argues that there is nothing that 
can be said but through binaries.38 Where does this leave us?  

 
The myth of binary logic is just that, namely, a myth, and in 
particular, of the sort described by Roland Barthes in his classic 
text Mythologies.39 That is, the notion that binary logic is so 
fundamental that it is difficult to imagine a way to question it is 
indicative of an idea that is taken-for-granted – that which goes-
without-saying, which needs have no history, which comes from 
everywhere and nowhere, which ‘they’ all say is the case, which 

is natural, normal, simple, and elegant, 
the origin and end (arche-telos)40 of all 
inquiry. When something goes without 
saying, that is when we know for 
certain that we are in the presence of 
ideology.  
 
For Barthes, the way to deal with this 
sort of situation is to historicize that 
which is beyond obvious, to 
demonstrate, in a method perfected 
by Michel Foucault, the contingent 
accidents, paths not taken, potential 
worlds not actualized, that which 
could have been.41 Doing so makes 
the natural appear strange, the 
necessary appear aleatory, the 

What we are witnessing is rather the emergence of 
some original ways of circumventing the 
shortcomings of classical computation. 
Digital computers operate in a sequential, exact, 
and deterministic way on binary code. But such a 
mode of operation has its limits, both theoretical 
and practical . . . [the] conventional computer is 
the requirement that they be provided with a 
program. Some of the new computing paradigms, 
on the other hand    . . . can "learn" by 
experience, much as our brain does.  

- Arturo Sangallo, The Importance of Being Fuzzy, 
and Other Insight from the Border Between Math and 
Computers, xii. 
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invisible background appear a garish outline.  
 

But what path not taken exists in regard to the binary division? Is 
there another path? Is it possible for computers, the master trope 
of the myth of binary logic, to operate in a non-binary manner? In 
fact, it is only from the perspective of a highly selective yet 
dominant reading of what researchers know of brains, genes, 
language, and computers that they need use binary mechanims. 
Playing fast and loose with the facts, the myth of binary logic, 
when properly contextualized, appears as a historical artifact, a 
selective attention to certain details over others, based on 
concerns such as politics, rivalry, economics, etc.  
 
Once we realize we are in the presence of an ideology, and in 
particular one whose time is over, the next question, if one truly 
wants to displace such an ideology, needs be – well, why did we 
think this way for so long? What desires on our part does this 
fixation display? What can we learn about ourselves in the 
process, and how, perhaps, might this knowledge help us forge 
paradigms for the future, paradigms less damaging to ourselves 
and others, as well as more in sync with the needs of our age?  
 

 

Our Leibnizian Modernity I – Our Capitalist Monadology.  
According to Marxist theorist Georgy Lukács, one of the key aspects of modernity is 
indicated by the process of reification, namely, the ‘thing-ification’ of entities.42 Reification 
creates discrete entities, and in such a manner that they seem disconnected from the 
processes which produce them. Clearly building on Marx’s concept of commodity fetishim, 
Lukács reified entities seem to take on a life of their own, like 
objects possessed of ghostly, inner spirits which motivate them. 
Capitalist modes of production, via the separation of elements of 
production from those of consumption, labor from leisure, and 
parts of the assembly process from the whole, produce not only 
reified commodities and subjects, but in fact, an increasing 
reification of society as a whole. In such a situation, the 
increasing division, specialization, and segmentation of society is 
connected only by one thing – money. All value is reduced to it, all 
desire comes back to it, it even the biological aspects of the 
human  organism – hunger, thirst, sexual desire – come under its 
purview, as these creaturely drives are then recruited to coat 
money and its commodities with sexual, hunger-ly, and thirst-ly 
affects. Subjects become playthings of objects, while objects take 
on lives of their own, have life cycles, capture the attention of 
thousands, are chased by paparazzi, have nervous breakdowns, 
require an intervention, have their own specials on VH-1. And 
people, themselves reified in the process to think that we have 
inner cores like the objects we reflect, seek our own innermost 
beings in the collections of objects we posses. We post these lists 
of individuating products on our social networking pages, without 
a dollar sign in sight, even though this value is crucial to the larger system of forms of 
capital – social capital, bio-capital, racial capital, class capital, linguistic capital, sexual 
capital, etc. - which which makes the entire system resonate and produce its otherworldly 
secretions, these soul-like essences, which we posit as living inside our products, the odd 
differentiating traits we post on our social networking sites, our words, and even ourselves. 
The dark side of the network, the reifiction of everyday lives.  

 

Our Leibnizian Modernity II – The Ghost in the Machine of 
Globalization. If there is one thing our capitalist modernity does not do well, it is to 
connect the dots. Capitalism produces products in Mexican maquiladoras for wages that 
were outlawed in the overdeveloped world ages ago, working its laborers twelve hour days in 
unsafe working conditions.43 But when NAFTA [North American Free Trade Agreement] 
produces the conditions whereby the subsidized agriculture of the United States can be sold 
without protection in Mexican markets, local farmers below the border can’t compete, since 
their crops are more expensive than those shipped in from the United States.44 
Impoverished, farmers sell their useless lands and ways of life in droves, and to survive, work 

Neural Networks . . . can learn and 
store and recall the fuzzy pattern 
of a face or a tree or a tank even 
though no software programmer 
can define these patterns to the 
binary satisfaction of a digital 
computer. A neural system learns 
fuzzy sets from experience.  
 

- Bart Kosko, Heaven in a Chip: 
Fuzzy Visions of Society and 
Science in the Digital Age, 10.  
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in horrific conditions in factories which have left the United States for cheaper labor 
markets. Those who can get out, however, head north, where the economy is better off, for 
there’s work which pays more than that of the maquiladoras, but less than standard wages 
for Americans – those same Americans who are now without jobs because their factories 
have gone to Mexico. Luckily, though, the products these American workers used to make 
are now cheaper, so even though they are without work, and forced to work minimum wage, 
they can now afford these cheaper products – which puts any business which can’t ship its 
manufacturing outside the country out of business. Profits at the corporation which moved 
its factory to Mexico, of course, are now higher than ever, so long as there’s a market to pay 
for these cheaper products. Luckily, each time there’s a recession caused by a crisis in 
consumption, the government can use its financial instruments to pump money into the US 
economy, and use its massive financial instruments to shift the burden to those who owe it 
money – namely, the countries impoverished by these same practices. Luckily, these 
countries can devalue their currency, and the same corporations responsible for the whole 
mess in first place can then buy up the assets of these poorer countries at bargain 
basement prices. This process is perhaps best labeled the ‘drainage of surplus.’ For more on 
this process of the managed inducement of catastrophe and the shifting of crises for 
expansionist purposes , see Naomi Klein’s The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster 
Capitalism (2007), and David Harvey’s The Limits to Capital (New Edition, 2007) and Spaces 
of Global Capitalism: A Theory of Uneven Geographical Development (2006). 

 

 
Repetition, Digitality, Binarization. Myth is 
a form of repetition, a cultural compulsion to repeat. It is an 
imaginary, metaphysical, pataphysical machine that puts things 
in resonance. Myth curves space into itself, for it has no horizon, it 
starts where it begins, and it always finds itself in the same place it 
always was. Try to get away from it, and there it is. Myth 
transforms mythmaking into tradition, changes the telling of tales 
into sacred memorization of holy writ, and thought into ideology. 
And though it has certainly changed throughout the ages, the 
general form has remained the same. Divide, assimilate, resonate, 
repeat. For Freud, this was the drive towards silence, quietude, 
and death. He called it ‘the compulsion to repeat,’ and he saw 
within it our own self-hatred, our desire to return to the inanimate, 
to the stillness of the abiotic, and to bring all that lives, breathes, 
thinks, desires, and hopes with us.45 It is the desire for simplicity, for 
safety in numbers, for the misery that loves company in a suicidal 
voyage of the damned. When Winston, the anti-/hero of George 
Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty Four, has his epiphany at the end of the 
novel – “I love Big Brother” (the result of his torture at the hands of 
the ‘Ministry of Love’] – we hear the voice of repetition speak to 
us in clear tones. Of course, we don’t hear the voice of Winston at 
that moment; we hear the voice of repetition speak through him. 
We hear the voice of pure unadulterated repetition, for 
unfortunately, there is no Winston left of which to speak.  

 
Myth is cultural repetition. And it is in this sense that the myth of 
binary logic is a myth. For if our age reduces everything to 
miniscule, ‘digital’ packages, this freedom is perhaps too much 
for us to handle. The word digital, after all, essentially means 
‘discrete’, and it finds its opposite in ‘analog,’ which indicates a 
continuity in contrast with digital discontinuity. Thus, analog 
recordings produce ‘analogues/analogs’ of the physical 
movement of airwaves in sound, transferred to the grooves in 
plastic on a record, or metallic patterns on a strip of tape. 
Digitality breaks everything down so it can be counted, converts 
everything into discrete number – for in fact, the word ‘digital’ 
finds its etymology in the Latin word for finger or toe.  

 

classical computation 
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The digital is, in a sense, a form of repetition, for it breaks 
everything down into a code, it translates the entire universe into 
the abstract language of numbers. And yet, these numbers, if 

allowed, can fly off the grid, give birth to unexpected 
phenomena, produce unexpected emergences. 
Digitality is not itself the problem. For while there is a 
constriction of potential on the one hand (in the 
reduction of the world to numbers), these numbers, 

before being re-translated back into images, sounds, or the other 
phenomena we encounter in our digital times, can run wild 
behind the scenes, produce complex networks, give rise to 
surprises, live their own secret lives. From one level of constriction 
comes another of proliferation. For if we live in an age of 
networks, certainly the Internet, itself a digital phenomenon, is the 
premier example of a self-organized, complex, emergent 
phenomena. It is this sort of network, known as a distributed 
network, and as opposed to the hierarchical, star networks, which 
allow for the maximum amount of freedom and complexity in 
development for their constituents, which give rise to the most 
developed emergent effects, and which are the most robust, 
resilient, and sustainable.  
 
The internet, a burgeoning virtual biosphere of creativity, was built 
with no roadmap – beyond a few structuring protocols,46 the 
internet gave birth itself. And it is in this sense that if the digital is a 
form of repetition it is a minor one, for it allows enough potential 
to enter into it, such that creativity in the larger sense can learn to 
work around and through it, rather than being immediately and 
completely coopted by it.   

 
For in fact, not all repetition restricts creativity and self-
development, because some order is always needed – the key is 
to get the balance right. Our society, however, is sorely out of 
balance – surpluses are drained and utilized by a supra-personal 
system known generally as capital. From the standpoint of 

complex network 
analysis, this 
network only 
allows the 
minimum creative 
development for 
the minimum 
number of people 
needed to keep 
the system 
running. The result 
is periodic crashes 
and crises of 

devastating 
proportions, as 
well as a running 
parade of misery 
for the vast 
multitude, while 
both margin and 
center chase the 
reified ghosts of 
their own 

repetition 

Boole’s work in Symbolic Logic was, in fact, anticipated by the seventeenth century 
philosopher Goffried Leibniz, who was one of the most important and influential 
thinkers of his period . . . Starting with his Disseratio de arte combinatoria 
of 1666, he was concerned with the dream of a perfect, logical language. To this end 
Leibniz worked on a number of schemes involving the use of numbers to represent 
concepts, which could then be manipulated to determine whether statements were 
true or false. This was paralleled by his interest in calculating machines, which he 
built, and which he saw as being able to undertake some of these logical processes 
of induction, as well as his development of binary notation. His ambitious 
programme for logic proved to be unrealizable in both practical and philosophical 
terms . . . Though after his death his work in logic and language was largely 
neglected in favor of other aspects of his work, he is now seen as having anticipated 
many of the developments surrounding computing. His intention to formalize 
thought in a logical system clearly anticipates both the development of programming 
languages and of Artificial Intelligence. This, along with his interest in calculating 
machines, has led to his being regarded as a kind of grandfather of the 
computer age. His interest in the formal structure of thought can also be seen 
as anticipating contemporary projects such as Structuralism . . .  

- Charlie Gere, Digital Culture, 29-30. 
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processes of production without really trying to understand the 
relational nature of the world-system as a whole. Capitalism as 
our hyper-centralized, networked monadology.  
 
But if digitality is not the problem, then what is? According to a 
networked analysis, it is rather the general ‘tight coupling’ of the 
system. This operates at multiple levels of scale – the centralized 
control of the network, its lack of tolerance for diversity, its 
hierarchical structure, and the binary nature of the conditions for 
joining, leaving, moving, and operating within the network. As we 
will see as we go along in our analysis, these are multiple sides of 
the same general desire to control, a sort of massive, multiform 
repetition which drives the entire system to ultimately cannibalize 
itself.  
 
In this sense, digitality is not the problem, it is, rather, exclusivity. 
And binarity, the reduction of all possibilities to 1 or 0, is at its core 
an exclusion function. And this is where the problem lies. The myth 
of binary logic, the notion that all thought is ultimately binary, 
builds upon this. It is, in this sense, an example of repetition in the 
strong sense. 1 or 0, there are no other options! To that, one can 
only reply that they too welcome our robot overlords. Obviously, 
there need be other options, there must be an other way. Life 
only tolerates so much repetition.   

 
 
 
Our Leibnizian Modernity III – The Architecture of 
Modernity, and the Way of  Spinoza. If capitalism reifies, processes, 
entities, objects, subjects, and ideas, it keeps them separate by a radical disconnection 
between the parts. Each entity seems self-enclosed, necessary, produced by society because 
things are the way they are because ‘you’ve got to do what you’ve got to do’. This is Roland 
Barthes notion of myth as cultural system. Each entity seems like the completion of all world 
history, of that which led up to it in a grand synthesis, at once timeless and a culmination of 
temporal progression. The result is a seemingly magical existence of souls, essences, 
products, and ideas, and a disjunction between entities and processes. Cultural norms arise 
as meaninglessly from the cultural sphere as commodities, and the causal principle is like 
Leibniz’s God – a deux ex machina, a ‘god in the machine.’  
 
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz is the German philosopher, inventor, polymath, and co-inventor, 
with Isaac Newton, of the calculus, summed up his philosophical positions towards the end 

of his life in the remarkable 100 point tract known 
as The Monadology. Leibniz’s monads, the souls of 
things, as it were, were the guiding principles of all 
that exists, and yet, they were, in his famous 
description, ‘windowless.’ Unable to communicate 
with each other or the wider world, the souls of 
things needed a cosmic switchboard operator to 
connect and coordinate their relations to anything 
outside themselves. This switchboard operator is 
none other than Leibniz’s idea of God, the one 
which, out of the chaos of what could exist, brings 
forth  the ‘best of all possible worlds.’ Leibniz 
describes his God as a rational, benign being, but 
there is also a sinister undercurrent to all of this. 
God is the universal mediator, like the state in a 
totalitarian country full of spies (in Soviet East 
Germany it was often said that one could not even 
speak the truth in bed, lest someone you’ve been 
with your entire life turn out to be a spy for the 

government).47  
 
Leibniz’s God is the ultimate technocrat, one who can manage the greatest good for the 
greatest number. Of course, this God is also all powerful, a radiating source of goodness who 
pulls things with like nature to them, and lets the imperfect or incompossible fall far from his 

Politics has always been about 
using power to limit choices and 
set agendas . . . The hard lines 
not only define power. The 
hard lines are 
power.     

 
– Bart Kosko, Heaven in a Chip, 
26, 21.   
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clockwork, steely rationality. But what if this God were not benign, but simply the only game 
in town? Might it not go a long way towards describing contemporary capitalism, that 
reifying entity which allots value according to its calculations as to the benefit of the world it 
has  created in its own image, and which needs rely on it as the only way to connect its 
fragmented parts? How would we know if this god were not also the very source of this 
separation? What recourse might we have for connecting the dots, for potentially allowing 
the monads to, as it were, talk to themselves?  
 
But how could Leibniz have known so much of today, having written the Monadology in 
1715? Leibniz wrote this prescient text at a time near to the birth of modern capitalism, 
and in fact not long after the work of another prescient early modern, Baruch Spinoza. 
Leibniz and Spinoza met only once, but some have surmised that Leibniz stole some of 
Spinoza’s ideas, as published in his magnum opus, the posthumous text of The Ethics 
(1677). Of course, Leibniz had been working on related ideas for many years, and all in all, it 
ultimately doesn’t matter whether or not Leibniz stole or not. What is interesting, however, 
is that if we see Leibniz as a prophet of capitalist reification and the happy dream of 
harmony it presents to itself, it is in fact Spinoza, Leibniz’s rival,  who gives us the truth of 
capitalism.  
 
Spinoza’s system is in many ways a handbook for how to live and create a better world if you 
should find yourself in world that appears as if it were created by the dark god of Leibniz’s 
Monadology were he not so benevolent as Leibniz thought (none of which is to mention 
Leibniz’s own motives in all of this, which often seem to have been about advancement at 
court and desire of fame as much as anything else!). For while Leibniz and Spinoza’s 
treatises share many traits, they are in other respects like obverse and reverse, like the two 
sides of contemporary capitalism. And if Leibniz tells a tale of the unifying machine that 
brings together all the reified souls of the things of the world into a machine-god’s terrifying 
embrace, Spinoza’s text is all about production, process, relation, coming to self-
consciousness, liberation, and collective liberation.  
 
That is, Spinoza presents an immanent critique of the dark networks of centralized power, 
and provides a roadmap beyond it. For in fact, Spinoza’s text of The Ethics is all about finding 
a way to free oneself from passive manipulation from the world around one, by means of 
working to understand the immanent logic whereby all is interconnected, beyond the 
limitations of our individual perspective, so that we can be the most in sync with the 
collective logic of all that is, and hence most increase our ability to be like God – all powerful, 
all diverse, all knowing, and completely active (rather than reactive). Where Leibniz’s view of 
the universe entailed a single God acting as the only means of connection between otherwise 
disconnected monads, Spinoza’s approach to the world is based on freeing oneself from this 
terrifying vision by means of an ethical praxis of creating connections, based on how an 
understanding of the fundamental relational nature of all that is can help change our view of 
the world and our place within it. Despite so many similarities, Leibniz is ultimately a theorist 
of heirarhical centralized reificiation, while Spinoza is a theorist of relation. Thus, according 
to Aglaia Kiarina Kordela, in an excellent text entitled Surplus: Spinoza, Lacan (2008), 
Spinoza is the true ancestor of theorists of immanent critique, of those who describe 
methods for freeing yourself from your bonds from the inside. And as such, he is not only the 
theoretical precurssor of Freud and Lacan (in terms of psychic liberation via connecting 
previously disconnected mental and affective states, thought and action), but of Marx (in 
terms of collective/social liberation via connecting reified objects with the processes of their 
production, theory and practice) as well.  
 
Leibniz and Spinoza were there at the start of it all, they witnessed the birth of our capitalist 
monadology as it was born in the seventeenth century, and their two amazingly foresighted 
tracts reveal, if allegorically (and according to complexity theorist Mark Taylor, there is 
much to be made of the fact that the metaphors shift from God to capital),48 the two sides of 
our contemporary world system. These two networked thinkers, so far ahead of their times, 
speak to us now, untimely, about the globalized system which, via reification, is working to 
swallow the few remaining pockets of resistance left to it on the globe. Slavoj Žižek has 
deftly argued that it is science-fiction and horror films which best capture the essence of 
contemporary capital today, in films such as those of the Alien series (1979, 1986, 1992, 
1997), but particularly via the Wachowski Brother’s dystopian sci-fi epic Matrix Trilogy 
(1999, 2003, 2003).49 For in the latter, humans live in pods, separated except for tubes and 
wires which connect them to a master computer program which gives them good dreams, a 
shared reality, all while it sucks them for energy, turning them into human batteries. And 
underlying it all is a white-suited and white-haired, televangelist-looking, heartless calculator, 
the technocratic manager as murderer simply known as ‘The Architect’ – an avatar of 
Leibniz’s benevolent god in the machine.  
 
What is this system we live in today, one which uses money to capture value, reduces all 
other values to echoes of the money-form, is perhaps best called capital. It is Leibniz’s God 
made real, his words made flesh. And the structure of this God is a massive, hyper-reified 
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and segmented network. From the early days of mercantilism, this creature has developed 
its tentacles till they evolved from the trading houses which funded the crusades and the 
slave trade and mutated into the multinational corporations that today trade currencies and 
commodities like they do souls and lives. This system aims to be total, such that even 
committed anti-capitalists can’t opt out of the market, because all products on the market 
are made via the same system. Unless one is a subsistence farmer and consumes nothing, 
the system is already part of you, and you are simply a node in its network. And yet, this 
network is based upon a disconnected form of connection. None of the parts can touch, they 
need to be coordinated virtually, resonating from a distance. It is all remote-control, 
windowless separation, all-or- nothing.  
 
A theory of networks, however, has the 
potential to connect the dots, create 
connections outside the dominant network, 
allow for the proliferation of counter-
networks, alternate standards of value, new 
modes of resonance, fuzzy nodes and flexible 
connections, variable protocols and local 
variation. While in certain circumstances 
rigid networks have their benefits, ultimately, 
such a mode of operation allows for greater 
develoment of potential, and great 
sustainability, in networks ranging from 
chemical networks to slime molds to 
colonies of bacteria to human societies.50 Of 
course, when one is in the grip of the 
architecture of modernity, it is hard to try 
anything new, since all needs to flow through 
the center. 
 
Spinoza and Marx were two of the first 
thinkers to try to make distributed 
relationality a value, each in their own ways, 
in their own times, as they worked to think what might be at stake with liberation, and 
collective liberation at that. But even since the time of Marx, the form of Capital has shifted, 
today it is imagistic, informational, computational. We need not only a theory of networks to 
help understand the economic forms which capital takes in our time, but to begin to undo 
the ways in which its exclusive, reified, and disconnected forms of knowing, being, living, and 
acting have filtered our view of the world into discrete, hierarchical, disconnected packages 
which seem, like spirits in the material world, as if they had fallen from the sky, with minds of 
their own, each trying to bring us and themselves yet one bit closer to their dark god.  
 
Later volumes of Networkologies will have much more to say about the relation between 
networks and capital. Let it suffice to say for now, however, that it is time to try to rethink 
the capitalist monadology of our networked age. And one small step towards this aim is to 
try to think outside the confines which exclusive, reified, and disconnected thought provides.  
 
 
 

Short Circuit. Repetition, it would seem, can go on to 
infinity. Of course, infinity is a thorny subject, the site of paradoxes 
that have frustrated philosophers since the time of Zeno, perhaps 
earlier. Infinity is, in a sense, where repeition goes to die. And 
sometimes its not even getting to infinity that’s the problem, 
because infinity might lurk in the cracks between the first and 
second step.  
 
For in fact it is one of the hallmarks of modernisty is people keep 
inventing multiple new types of infinity. For example, 
mathematician and visionary Georg Cantor came to a startling 
realization in the mid-Nineteenth century – that infinty comes in 
many sizes.51 This perhaps seems contradictory, but here’s a 
simplified version of the argument: if there are an infinite number 
of points on a line, and if even a two-inch line can be infinitely 
divided, then if there were a set which contained these infinite 
number of divisions (let’s call it a symbol, say, ‘&’), then couldn’t 

        Networks constitute the 

new social morphology of our 
societies, and the diffusion of networking logic 
substantially modifies the operation and outcomes 
of processes of production, experience, 
power, and culture.  

- Manuel Castells, The Rise of the 
Network Society, Vol. 1, 58. 
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we say that the set of the number of divisions in a four-inch line 
should be represented by the symbols 2&?  

 
A few years before, the philosopher Georg Wilhelm Friedrich 
Hegel also argued that infinity came in at least two forms, and he 
felt a need for a distinction between a ‘good’ and a ‘bad’ type 
of infinity.52 Perhaps the best way to describe a ‘bad infinity’ is 
what we would call a ‘do-loop’ in computer science, a sort of 
informational short-circuit. In the ‘Basic’ computer language, we 
could write a simple program which encapsulates this: 

 
10 Let x=1 
20 Goto 10 

 
Such a program goes nowhere, but creates infinite movement; 
it’s an infinity that goes nowhere, but eats up energy, creates 
waste and heat as it sends a computer into an ever faster circuit 
which continues until it is stopped from outside, or overheats the 
computer.  A first step into this circle can be a computer’s last.  

 
For Hegel, luckily, there are also more productive forms of infinity 
(though they aren’t of different sizes, luckily). Once again, to use 
an example, let’s say you go on a journey, leave your house, see 

many sights, and come back to the same 
place. In some senses, you are in exactly the 
same place you started, a pure repetition. But 
then again, you have seen so much, perhaps 
met new people, rethought many ideas, and 
are fundamentally different in incalculable 
ways. This is a simplified version of the 

components of what Hegel would call a ‘good infinity’ (or in 
German, the difficult to translate Aufhebung – a sublation, up-
heaving, cancellation, pulling up by the boostraps, etc.). In the 
example of taking a journey, one moves without changing place, 
yet also changes without moving. What’s more, if there were 
infinite time, you could go on infinite number of journeys, and 
thus, have a series of Aufhebungen which be like tracing a circle 
going around and around, where the point you start and end the 
circle is the same, even though nothing is the same in between.  
 

Now, if we want to get really loopy, we could 
argue that each time the circle completes its 
path, it comes back inverted from where it 
began. This would be a way of representing the 
time interval between the start and end of a 
journey, in which a bit of time gets stuck in 
between the loops of the circle, such that 
squaring this circle requires a second turn of the 
screw. This is precisely what is described by the 
mathematical known as a Möbius band – a 
figure often described as a rubber-band, cut in 
the middle, given a twist, then glued back 
together.53 It is precisely this figure that 
psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan uses to describe 
the odd sensation of being in the same place yet 
staying the same which is inherent to existing as a 
human subject in time. For once you start walking 
on one side of an imaginary Möbius strip, it takes 

‘bad’ 

     infinity 
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two rotations to get back to where you started – 
which is why Lacan devised another figure, one 
which sort of folds a Möbius strip back on itself, 
what he calls the ‘interior-8,’ which allows us to 
think of what we described above, namely, the 
paradox of rotating in a circle, but coming back 
and finding things turned all inside out. Of course, 
Lacan doesn’t stop there, for if you keep the 
band stable and allow the world to move around 
it, and you do this in 4D, you get another odd 
mathematical shape known as a Klein Bottle – 
one in which the world turns itself inside out 
around you as you go through it. For Lacan, it is 
these strange, non-orientable figures which best 
describe the nature of the human experience of 
time.  

 
What’s the point of these mathematical diversions? Oddly 
enough, they aren’t necessarily always diversions – when dealing 
with quantum particles, this sort of mult-dimensional geometry is 
often needed simply to make sense of things. But either way, 
what started off as a discussion on multiple forms of repetition 
started off in one way, and ended someplace completely 
different, while still talking about the same thing – what it means 
to change versus what it means to stay the same.  
 
And this is what is at issue with the question of repetition – the 
notion of change. For truly there is nothing which is ever 
completely the same, for its quantum particles are continually 
zipping in and out of dimensions, cancelling each other out, etc. 
The object simply looks the same. And what appears to us to be 
different is always, in fact, made of the same thing – the very 
same quantum particles, just rearranged a bit, but still, in so many 
senses, just aggregates of the same stuff. Sameness and 
difference are, to a good degree, in the eye of the beholder.  
 
And yet, cultures so often place so much stake on things being 
identical and the same as each other. ‘We believe the same 
things as our forefathers,’ for example. Or, ‘we are all alike,’ or 
‘we are in complete agreement,’ or ‘we all share the same 
heritage.’ The list goes on and on. The desire to maintain stasis 
says more about our desire to keep the world in line with a static 
image we try to maintain of the way the world should be than it 
does about the world itself. For 
nothing is ever quite the same as 
anything else.  
 
This is why, according to Gilles 
Deleuze in Difference and Repetition 
(1967), difference is primary, and 
sameness just a secondary derivative thereof. Furthermore, he 
argues that there are two types of reptition, what he calls 
‘clothed’ and ‘naked’ forms. Echoing Hegel’s distinction between 
‘good’ and ‘bad’ infinity (really two forms of repetition), Deleuze 
distinguishes between the honesty of naked repetition, or 
repetition which emphasizes the difference within the its sameness 
with that which came before, as opposed to its opposite, that 
which tries to hide the difference in a repetition, and instead 

Difference 

in-itself 
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‘clothe’ it via a false covering of sameness.  In other words, 
anytime there is a repetition that doesn’t acknowledge its 
difference, place this difference at the surface, it is a sort of 
dishonesty or bad faith. There is an ethics to repetition.  
 
Most cultures and individuals try to control their relation to time, 
by arguing that things in the past can be the same as present or 
future, or in regard to things in the present, by arguing that things 
in the present can be the same despite physical or conceptual 
differences. For Deleuze, such an act attempts to contain the 
very real creative forces of life itself.  

 
For even what appears to be the same contains the different, 
and repetition is never pure. No infinity can ever truly close upon 
itself, there is always a short circuit, the short circuit of difference 
itself.  
 
 

A Short Genealogy of the Binary Opposition – 
(Or, Our Leibnizian Modernity VI). The first text to 
systematize the binary perspective on the world is Leibniz’s Explication de 
l’Arithmatique Binaire (1703). Leibniz not only developed what today we 
call ‘base 2,’ the foundation of the binary code used to convert information 
into bits and bytes, but his descriptions of the possible applications of this 
mode of transcribing the world evidence an understanding of its radical 
potential. In fact, he dreamed of constructing a machine which would 
compute in binary code using marbles.  
 
Beyond this, however, there are other reasons why Leibniz is often called 
one of the forefathers of the modern computer. For example, Leibniz 
hoped it might be possible to develop a universal language of human 
thought, what he called his lingua characteristica.54 This pictographic 
script, which he hoped would do away with the need for translation, would 
be composed of pictograms and ideograms, inspired by elements derived 
from Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs and Chinese script, which he then 
diagrammed into physical patterns. Leibniz eventually gave up on his 
pictogram project (not without having developed many such symbols], but 
he continued to dream of what he called a ‘general algebra’ for thought, a 
universal language in which all thought, no matter the language of origin, 
could be written and then manipulated. At some point he also hoped these 
universal languages could be manipulated, according to the rules 
prescribed by this algebra, by something he called a calculus ratiocinator. 
Scholars debate whether he meant the ‘general algebra’, or what today 
we would call formal logic, or rather a physical calculating machine. Still, 
we know for a fact that Leibniz spent years trying to construct such a 
machine which, ideally, would perform basic arithmetic. Unfortunately, he 
never got his machine to work, but some scholars assert that he hoped 
that he hoped this ratiocinator would one day relate ratios and hence act 
as a machine to work the calculations of his most splendid invention, the 
calculus.55 But in hindsight, it is perhaps no accident that Leibniz, prophet 
of binary logic, spent many years working on developing one of the first 
calculating machines, a proto-computer. Nor that he dreamed of reducing 
all languages to one, single, rational code – and a code of abstract 
images, at that, one which could overcome the differences that written 
words and speech introduce into understanding. For according to Leibniz, 
this was all essential if his other dream, that of a universal encyclopedia of 
all knowledge, could get off the ground. And this is where we see what 
underlies his project – a universal language, running a universal program, 
one which can seamlessly incorporate all values into it, compute them, 
and contain all knowledge within itself, and output all knowledge 
therefrom. Essentially, this is a machine which acts to incarnate, as much 
as possible, Leibniz’s God.  
 
And should any of this surprise us? For if Leibniz is the unconscious 
prophet of our capitalist monadology, is it any surprise that he hoped to 
make his dream flesh? For today, we have such a rationcinator, it is called 
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global capital. But it does not speak one universal language, but rather, 
two, and this is precisely where capitalism has managed to solve what 
Liebniz could not. For what he could not foreee is that we would not need 
just one such language, but two. Today, we have one languge which is 
universal for machines, which we call binary, which reduces all inputs, 
even other numbers like those used to calculate prices, to ones and 
zeroes. But for humans, there is a different language, one which is 
increasingly becoming global and universal, moreso than the written word. 
According to Vilem Flusser, ours is the age of ‘techno-images’ which are 
starting to replace words as the lingua franca of our time.56  Guy Debord 
called it ‘the spectacle,’ and according to Jonathan Beller, capital now 
uses images to communicate with humans more than any other media, via 
what he calls its ‘cinematic mode of production.’ For Beller, the circulation 
of images is a flow parallel to that of numbers via the money economy. All 
of these models describe aspects of what we have been calling our 
‘capitalist monadology’ – so long as we consider each tiny monad as being 
like a sort of windowless, circular screen.  
 

 
 

 A Short Genealogy of the Binary Opposition II – 
Early Computing Machines. Leibniz, however prescient, 
was not the only game in town when it came to designing machines that 
calculate. These devices have an ancient history.57 The Abacus, which 
stores numbers in temporary ‘memory’ by the placement of beads, is 
perhaps the most famous of these devices. Astrolabes, complex devices 
used to calculate the position of the stars when navigating the seas, were 
invented around 800 years ago. In the early 1600’s the slide rule was 
invented, as was William Shickard’s ‘calculating clocks,’ but the most 
famous of these early devices was 1645’s Arithmatique, also known as 
the Pascaline after its designer, Blasé Pascal. The Pascaline was 
composed of a series of dials, with positions 0-9, and through a series of 
interlocking gears, the machine could add and subtract. It was commonly 
used by French tax collectors for nearly a hundred and fifty years. Leibniz, 
however, came up with a device, known as the ‘Stepped Reckoner,’ which 
was able to multiply and divide, at least when it worked. Real change first 
came, however, when in 1820 Charles Xavier Thomas used Lebiniz’s 
writings as a guide in order to design the first  mass-producible 
calculator, ancestor of the ‘adding machine’ used up until the birth of the 
modern computer. As with the Pascaline, the machine was composed of 
gears and levers which, with the crank of a handle, would crunch the 
numbers represented by the gears into a new physical state, which would 
itself represent a numerical ‘answer’. Such machines, despite being 
mechanical, are nonetheless digital, because there is a separation 
between the gears, each of which represents a distinct number, while a 
slide rule is analog, because the ruler in a slide rule can slide continuously, 
without breaks between the digits. In all of these cases, ideas are stored 
in ‘memory’ by means of the positions of movable physical objects, while 
the ‘program’ which the computer implements, say, the operation of 
‘addition,’ is incarnated via the manner in which the gears are interwoven.  

 Thus there is memory of the input (positions of gears] and the memory of 
the types of crunching to be done [adding, the interlacing of gears], which 
would be run by the crank of the handle. The functional definition of a 
computer, even of a basic type, are all here – memory, program, input, 
output, etc. And this technology worked quite well, once the design was 
perfected by Thomas, and with subsequent developments, so-called 
‘adding machines’ worked well enough to send humans to the moon – the 
calculations needed, including those which pertained to Einstein’s 
mathematics of relativity, were done by aircraft hangers full of 
technicians, called ‘computers’, working with rows of adding machines. 
When everyone in a whole row got the same answer to a complex 
calculation, the result was fed to the next. Here we see humans 
themselves become cogs in a giant machine. One thing which was not 
possible for the adding machines these ‘computers’ used, however, was a 
means to teach the gears new tricks.  

 
A Short Genealogy of the Binary Opposition III – 
The Dissociation of Memory. When a system stays the 
same until something changes it, this is a sort of memory. A footprint is, in 
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a sense, part of the memory of the beach, there till the tide comes to wipe 
it clean. Early attempts to build calculating machines required that 
physical gears remain in the same place until another part of the machine, 
or a human operator, came and moved them. And it is this way in fact with 
even more primitive tools – a hammer, so to speak, has a memory of the 
only program it knows how to run, namely, ‘hammering,’ which it carries in 
its physical form. Of course, its possible to use a hammer to do something 
else (ie: doorstop), though it might not really work as well as you’d like. Or 
you could just reshape the tool and start over, but the difficulties of 
continually doing this are pretty obvious. The situation changes, however, 
with Joseph Marie Jacquard, who in 1801 came up with a way to solve a 
relatively practical problem, and in the process, invented the first 
reprogrammable computer. Finding ways to have looms memorize the 
patterns needed to weave different types of cloth was a real need back in 
the early nineteenth century. And while Baisle Bouchon came up with 
ways of storing patterns using rolls of paper, Jacquard figured it would be 
possible to store these patterns without continually adjusting rolls of 
paper by punching holes in a board made of paste, and using that to store 
the information needed to set the loom up for a given pattern. Memory 
could now be removed from the physical body of the computer, stored in a 
separate place, and recalled as needed, allowing the loom to become a 
multi-purpose machine. Going back to our hammer analogy, it’s about the 
equivalent of having a stick which, with a series of heads, could become a 
hammer, screwdriver, awl, or fork. One advantage that Jacquard’s 
approach had, of course, is that his attachments weren’t physical or 
cumbersome, because they had minimum mass, but maximum form. His 
innovation, the punch-card, was used in varying forms to store what later 
were called computer ‘programs’ until the mid-twentieth century.  

 
A Short Genealogy of the Binary Opposition IV 
– Thinking with Numbers. In 1854, George Boole published 
An Investigation of the Laws of Thought, his system of logic diagrams 
which, from then on, became known as Boolean Logic.58 Boole felt that if 
we represnted ideas with symbols, we can then do ‘algebra’ with them. In 
many ways, Boole completed Leibniz’s original project of reducing thought 
to a series of abstract, manipulable symbols. Of course, the operative 
assumption is that thought doesn’t lose too much of what makes it 
thought under such a reduction. Boole went beyond Leibniz, however, in 
that he replaced visual symbols with numerical variables, and devised a 
series of operations to be performed on these variables, such as ‘AND’ 
and ‘OR,’ and these he represented with math-like diagrams. Boole’s 
system was like a series of switches – put certain answers in, you get 
other ones out. Not unlike Leibniz’s calculating machine, Boole’s logic 
seemed as if designed to one-day be incarnated in a calculating machine of 
some sort, in which the ‘true’ and ‘false’ values of his diagrams could be 
correlated with the ‘1’ or ‘0’ of binary switches. For what its worth, Boole 
was not concerned with building machines, rather, the possibilities for 
performing a sort of math of the mind. But in a sense, he was also not 
interested in other operations performed by human beings and their 
‘minds’ – operations such as dreaming, desiring, love, etc. Rather, all 
human operations were reduced to those such as ‘OR’ and ‘AND,’ with the 
idea that the simple could be linked together in series to eventually 
produce the complex. But even at this basic level, we see that there is no 
room for emotion, belief, sensation, and so many of the mind-dependent 
operations of the human mind-body which make us who we are. For is 
thought simply that which can be abstracted into such simple operations? 
And if so, where do we draw the border between thought and body, logic 
and emotion? Can we draw such a border without being arbitrary? Either 
way, Boole showed how logical diagrams could be used to link calculation 
and linguistic thought, a key move in the transition from calculation to 
computation. What is left over, however, is simply all that is ‘lost in 
translation’.  
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On/Off, (or Derrida and ‘i’). If there is no alternative 
to a state of affairs (or if there appears to be none, as is the case with the 
myth of binary logic), that is, if some form of power tries to make you 
repeat its dictates or reductions of possibility, there is one way to still take 
some control of the situation even as it tries to control you – you can 
repeat what it wants you to repeat, but with a twist, a subversive spin. For 
mimicry isn’t always mimesis – for example, hyperbole, parody, or satire. 
According to Lacanian social critic Slavoj Zizek, the only way to criticize 
the repressive Yugoslavian state that he grew up under was to take its 
dictates too seriously: “Of course Comrade Tito is always right, I love 
Comrade Tito, and it truly is glorious that the crops are doing well this 
year, no?” When one is surrounded by party apparatchiks who want 
nothing more than to pretend they all believe what they don’t, few 
things could be more disturbing than a hyper-earnest true believer. 
Power can fail in more ways than one, and sometimes the best 
unmasking is done by embracing the mask more fervently than others.  
 
Such a strategy is that employed by Jacques Derrida in regard to binary 
distinctions. Derrida’s work, starting with a  series of seminal texts 
published in 1967 (including the epochal Of Grammatology) led to the 
highly influential method of textual analysis which came to be called 
‘deconstruction.’59 From the early 1980’s to mid-1990’s, deconstruction 
was one of the major methods of literary criticism, if not the dominant 
form thereof, within many North American universities. And certainly, 
deconstruction was a corrective to many of the formalist methods that 
came before, including the scientifically minded cold-war methods of 
the ‘New Criticism.’ But it is also formalist in its own way, in many senses, a 
transitional phenomenon between the literary criticism of the computer 
age, and that of the networked age. For it still remains fixed, perhaps 
even fixated, at the level of the binary opposition and its negation.60  
 
Despite the care with which Derrida justifies his arguments, and despite 
the mystery that often surrounded it, the ‘school’ of deconstruction which 
began to spread to many fields in the humanities by the 1990’s61 can and 
was often able to be boiled down to a method. While in many fields this 
might be desirable, if one is trying to displace binary logic and its 
unlimited repetition, there may be limitations to the subversion one can 
instantiate by replacing one form of reductive repetition with what may 
ultimately turn out to be another.  
 
But first: the method. Take a system which seems premised on a binary 
structure, and then within its own rules, show how the system contains 
within it the seeds of its own inner short-circuit, its own ‘bad infinity’. An 
example from math may help here. Taking the square root of 9 is a simple 
operation – since 3 times 3 is 9, then 3 is the square root of 9. But with 
signed numbers the situation is trickier, for no two numbers will ever be 
able to multiply to -1. So, what to do with the attempt to get a square 
root for this number – does it exist? In this case, both -1 and the 
operations in question can be coded for using binary digits in computer 
code. But the result cannot, because strictly speaking, it isn’t zero, but 
rather, doesn’t exist. In some senses, there not only no answer, but it’s a 
problematic question. Rather than simply throw up their hands, however,  
Mathematicians call this a ‘complex’ number, and thus to this unique 
number, the square root of -1, they have given a special name – the 
letter ‘i’.62 All so-called ‘imaginary’ numbers are then handled by calling 
them multiples of i (so that, for example, the square root of 25 is now 
called 25i). But in some senses, this really does not deal with the problem, 
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it simply works around it. For in effect, mathematicians have 
simply renamed this operation, and as such, this number can be 
represented within binary code, and even produced by it, but 
cannot be computed by it. And it is in this sense that this example 
can help us to understand deconstruction, in that we can say, in 
a sense, that deconstruction of the operation of ‘square root’ can 
be substantialized, signaled if not represented, by the letter ‘i’ (this 
sort of sign indicates but does not resemble – in semiotics, it is 
called an index.)63 In this case, i represents the moment in which 
the function square root reaches its own breaking point, it own 
internal conditions of incoherence and self-contradiction.  
 
While deconstruction can perhaps most easily described via such 
an example from math, Derrida is much more interested in 
binaries that structure verbal description, ideas such as 
‘good/bad,’ ‘black/white,’ ‘high/low,’ ‘inside/outside,’ etc. For 
Derrida, each of these binaries contains its own point of 
contradiction, even if this is as simple as the border between the 
two states, as that which is included and not-included within 
each term. For according to Derrida (here building upon the 
structuralist linguistics of the 1960’s), despite all its complexities at 
higher levels, language is ultimately a binary phenomenon – 
either something is A or not-A, a ‘dog’ or a ‘not-dog,’ and all 
further structure builds from here. Whether or not that dog is big or 
small, has big or small ears, all these secondary details are added 
later, with the addition of yet more ultimately binary distinctions. 
From such a perspective, language is composed of words, and 
each word, when isolated from use and context (a questionable 
way to look at language, at best), is in itself fundamentally binary; 
for one either ‘is’ something or not, A or not-A. Its impossible to be 
a little ‘green’ or a little bit ‘dog’ - right?   

 
Of course, the devil is in the details, because Derrida’s aims are 
ultimately political. By deconstructing one primary binary that 
structures a text, one often unravels all the other binaries which 
rely upon it. Thus, Derrida works hard to show how destabilizing 
assumed binary distinctions in a variety of foundational texts 
undermines the stability of poitically influential narratives of 
interpretation based thereupon.  With such a powerful array of 
techniques, Derrida waged relentless assault on many cultural 
shibboleths in fields as diverse as legal theory, religious 
interpretation, philosophical disputation, anthropology, etc. In a 
sense, like the great gadfly Socrates before him, Derrida strove to 
show that is precisely when we think we ‘know’ what the key 
terms of our social discourse are – terms such as ‘the human,’ ‘the 
law,’ ‘the truth,’ etc. – that we generally show the very extent to 
which the operation of fixing terms to static definitions presents 
the very means of their potential destabilization. Derrida aims to 
show us what we do not, and cannot ‘know.’ 
  
But while Socrates aimed to ‘deconstruct’ the arguments of his 
interlocutors so as to lead them to the deeper truth of ‘the Forms’ 
(at least if we are dealing with the ‘later Socrates’),64 Derrida 
presents little comforting deeper truth to comfort us after the 
ground has been pulled out from underneath us.  Rather, all we 
get is an abyss which spits us back out into a play of binaries. For 
Derrida, but perhaps moreso for his followers, there is 
inescapability to binary thought. Call something a ‘thing’, and 
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everything else is a ‘not-thing.’ Presence/Absence, 1/0.  And this 
thought he traces through the history of philosophy: to Hegel’s 
conception of the negative as the engine of thought, to 
Aristotle’s law of the excluded middle (the notion that between A 
and not-A there is nothing in between], to Plato’s conception of 
the eternal eidos,  or essential form, which determines each thing 
we see, etc..65 For Derrida, binary thought is a product of 
language and its influence on our thought, of the fact that we 
write ‘A’ to represent a thing, and with that mark, determine that 
everything else is ‘not-A,’ figure versus ground. From there, it is a 
simple task to link A to B, B to C, and through this network of 
similarities and differences, to construct meaning, thought, and 
the world as we know it. Language is a differential chain of binary 
oppositions, such that, when reduced to its simplest form, it is easy 
to see how all thought is, at its foundation, binary. Even 
graphically it seems as if the truth of this position is all but self-
evident – draw a point on a blank page, and all that remains 
around it is simply a ‘not-point.’ There is no-thing outside these two 
choices. All one can do is circle between the point and its other, 
A and not-A, and try not to get too hot, try not o short circuit in 
the process.  
 
For there is, in fact, a short-circuit lurking on the page. For in fact, 
where do we exactly draw the boundary between a ‘point’ and 
the ‘not-point’ surrounding it? For as we zoom in closer and closer, 
we will see that any point is in fact jagged, fuzzy, smeared, and 
otherwise unclear. There is always a boundary. And it is the 
boundary itself that is the third, unstable part of any binary. For 
the boundary is at once unplaceable and always in place, both 
within and outside of each term of the binary. This is the domain 
of the neutral, of the indeterminate, the indistinct, of the 
difference which disturbs our possibility to maintain a difference. 
Derrida calls this a specific sort of difference, a difference which 
often goes unnoticed, a differánce.66 It is the domain of what we 
have previously called ‘bad infinity.’67 

 
Derrida, however, looks for a way out via subversive forms of 
repetition. If we get a computer to try 
to compute the square root of -1, it will 
soon realize that 1 times 1 is 1, -1 times -
1 is 1, so neither works. 1 times -1 works, 
however, but this violates the definition 
of a square root, even if, as it would 
seem, ever so slightly. Jumping between various approaches to 
solving the question, each close but ultimately unsatisfying, one 
may start to wonder  - if one is not a computer and can think 
‘outside the box,’ so to speak - if the definition of square root or 
the numbers themselves are wrong, or if this problem is 
unanswerable. And if the problem is unanswerable, then it is 
senseless to ever ask what a square root means, for then the term 
itself means some things one time, and a different thing at 
another. It is internally inconsistent, and in math (unlike poetry, for 
example), this means that the operation in question, namely, that 
of the square root, is useless, meaningless. It is, simply speaking, 
not math. Humans may decide that this is annoying and simply 
move on. But to a computer, to decide to ignore an 
inconsistency, or to question the terms of the question, or to think 

deconstruction:   
           binarity   
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‘outside the binary’ in any way, is out of the question. The result is 
a do-loop, a short-circuit, for the situation is ‘undecideable.’ 

 
The only way out then is for something external to decide the 
problem, not via reason, but either by the breakdown of the 
process of calculation (ie: the computer overheats), or via fiat. 
Invoking a principle of naming similar to the deux ex machina in 
drama, mathematicians have simply called the situation 
‘complex,’ and named it a species of special cases described by 
the square root of -1 by the term ‘i’ – the ‘imaginary’ number. This 
has certain benefits, of course, for if you multiply imaginary 
numbers, their ‘imaginary’ quality cancels out, and you end up 
with a regular, ‘non-imaginary’ number. We can see this via the 
rule that the square of the square root of any number is itself. We 
can see this with a simple example – since the square root of 9 is 

3, then the square of the square root of 9 is 3 times 3, or 
9. Using the same rule, the square of the square root of -
1 is -1, despite the fact that this procedure dips ‘into’ the 
land of imaginary numbers, only to return from the 
depths. According to Alfred Jarry, we are in the realm of 
pataphysics – the science of imaginary solutions.  
 
In fact, all calculus is based on a similar slight of hand. 
For in fact, the large majority of functions, the equations 
that make calculus work, have ‘blind spots,’ points at 
which the equation hits a mini-black hole, as it were, 
and becomes undecideable. What appears to be a 

graceful curve opens onto other dimensions, imaginary worlds 
which follow different laws, similar in many instances to the 
situation we saw with imaginary numbers. Generations of 
mathematicians tried to explain away these Swiss-cheese holes 
within the seemingly certain, glorious clockwork-like precision 
known as modern mathematics.68 But they are there nevertheless. 
We’ve just learned to work around them, for if you go one tiny bit 
forwards or backwards when solving an equation, all of a sudden, 
math ‘works’ again. But this doesn’t make these so-called 
‘singularities’ any less a part of the mathematical world, even in 
descriptions of entities in the world which seem otherwise 
continuous. But in fact, we don’t have to go as far as calculus to 
see these sorts of mathematical oddities. Just take any quantity 
and divide it by zero. If you do it on a calculator, you will get 
‘error,’ but if you try to do it by long division, you’ll see precisely 
why it doesn’t work. Its not that you get the wrong answer, its that 
the very operations of math stop functioning the way they 
normally do. Try it and you’ll see why.  

 
There are many such difficulties in math, and there are ways to 
get around most of them, but as math continued to work to 
systematize itself in the nineteenth century, it found ways to 
account for many of the most annoying such glitches, though 
some still remained. David Hilbert, one of the most famous 
mathematicians of the early twentieth century, hoped that in his 
lifetime it might be possible to show that all these inconsistencies 
could ultimately be explained away by means of his axiomatic 
method.69  
 
In 1931, Hilbert and his colleagues gave up the ghost, for it is in 
that year that Kurt Gödel published his famous paper “On 

undecidability 
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Formally Undecidable Propositions of the Principia Mathematica 
and Related Systems,” which showed that the most recent 
attempts by mathematicians Bertrand Russell and Alfred North 
Whitehead to vanquish the demon of undecidibility from the 
foundational tenets of mathematical reasoning not only did not 
succeed, but could not succeed. The proof, thereafter known as 
the ‘Incompleteness Theorem,’ is as elegant as it is troubling. If a 
system presupposes a set of rules, it can’t ground itself using those 
same rules. Likewise, neither math nor anything else can ground 
itself by recourse to its own rules. Practices are therefore ultimately 
ungrounded or uncertain, and hence are either inconsistent or 
formally ‘incomplete.’  

 
While math does not always mirror the physical world, or vice-
versa, this notion was articulated in uncannily analogous fashion 
within the discipline of physics by Werner Heisenberg in 1932 via 
his famous ‘Uncertainty Principle.’ While Netwon thought we 
could completely predict what a particle did in the future once 
we know the sum total of the forces acting upon it (and a few 
additional key quantities), Heisenberg showed that for the 
ultimate particles of reality, gaining information on some of these 
quantities renders others unreachable and uncertain. Whether 
this uncertainty is ontological or epistemological is a question that 
has haunted physics ever since. But the result of Heisenberg’s 
principle in physics has had a similar effect to the discipline of 
physics as did Gödel’s in mathematics: both effectively 
‘deconstructed’ the key assumptions of their discipline at that 
time. Ever since, math and physics have had to find ways to 
incorporate inconsistency and undecideability within what they 
do, rather than try to exclude it, erase it, explain it away, or simply 
forget about it. Uncertainty is now, with varying degrees of 
success, part of the very foundations of science and math, rather 
than an alien to be vanquished.  

 
Returning to Derrida, his work in many senses represents one of 
the several forms whereby an analog of the principle behind the 
discoveries of Heisenberg and Gödel has articulated itself within 
modern culture. We can no longer simply assure ourselves that 
certainty will be possible in the future, for uncertainty is now part 
of the very fabric of what is most certain to us. And Derrida’s work 
indicates only one form whereby this principle was articulated in 
the 1960’s within the French philosophy (the work of Jacques 
Lacan being another key reference)70 which would have such an 
impact on the humanities and social sciences when it was 
imported into the United States, culimating in the 1990’s.  

 
And for Derrida, as for the mathematicians and physicists, all 
systems are ultimately based upon undecideables, such that 
when a system relies on binary structures, all one needs to do to 
destabilize that system is to focus it on its own undecideable. And 
each time the system attempts to get out of this by fiat, focus the 
system on that very process, and how it is itself undecideable as 
well. This process of continual short-circuiting is what Derrida calls 
deconstruction. And so, to move beyond computing, if a social 
system is based upon a difference between what is good and 
not-good for moral agents, then Derridean critique will emphasize 
a case in which the good thing to do is itself something which is 
not-good. Mercy killing, for example. And then show how when 
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the system tries to recoup this aberration (ie: mercy killing is good 
in certain situations, but not others), that the criteria used are 
arbitrary, inconsistent with the system itself – neither good nor not-
good, but something different entirely. In a sense, Derrida shows 
how ‘thirdness’ can enter a binary system. His is a logic which 
shows that lurking within every two, there is a three. But could 
there ever be room for a four? Or more, or less, or something 
completely different? 
 
Such questions will always be unanswerable from within a binary 
perspective. But turns out that in physics and math, however, its 
actually possible today to make sense of those holes we 
mentioned before, though this requires a leap outside of binary 
thought. For just a few years after the twin discoveries made by 
Heisenberg and Gödel, scientists figured out that when a 
quantum particle vanishes into one of math’s many Swiss–cheese 
holes, its not really gone, it just temporarily hopped into another 
plane or dimension, one which follows different rules.71 Of course, 
if you only look at things as either inside or out of one dimension, 
such a possibility seems irrational, unthinkable. But contemporary 
mathematicians in fact uses ‘i’, that undecideable paradox that 
haunted classical math, to compute the path of sub-atomic 
particles as they fly between networks of dimensions, using the 
holes in each like portals of gateways. Which isn’t to say that their 
previous conclusions were wrong – its just they were only one part 
of a larger, more complex whole which is necessarily obscured for 
those who only will let themselves see 0’s and 1’s.  
 
All of which brings us back to the approach, taken by many 
deconstructionists, that while binary thought is always inconsistent, 
it is all we have, so that all we can really do in our world is repeat 
what came before in an endless loop, or show the inadequacy of 
that approach. The downside, however, is that there’s no much 
here to build a new future with. Deconstruction is itself a dead 
end, its own sort of harrowing short-circuit, a repetition 
compulsion. And deconstructionists admit this. But they have little 
to offer to reconstruct with. Deconstructionism leads to a bleak 
world indeed.  

 
But what if this inconsistency is the doorway or portal to other 
worlds? And what if the nature of the interconnection between 
these worlds could lead to non-binary structures which cannot be 
explained by the reductive strictures of binary logic? Is another 
lens on the world possible? 
 
 

 A Short Genealogy of the Binary Opposition V – 
Calculating with Concepts. The notion that thought could 
be translated into basic symbols, logical symbols, was Leibniz’s dream. 
The process was furthered by Boole, and Charles Sanders Peirce worked 
to develop a series of ‘logical graphs’ in the 1880’s, but it is with the work 
of Gottlob Frege that this project came to dominate debates on the 
foundations of both philosophy and mathematics.72 Frege’s goal was to 
develop what he called his Begriffschrift, or ‘concept-language,’ which 
would eliminate all the ambiguities inherent in everyday speech and 
language. Largely unaware of Pierce’s work, Frege developed some new 
symbols, including ‘existential quantifiers’ which addressed whether a 
proposition applies to all objects in question or only some. Modern 
variations of many of Frege’s symbols include ‘∀ ’ for universal quanitification 
(or ‘all’ judgments), ‘∃ ’ for ‘existential quantification (or, ‘some’ judgements), 
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and ‘¬’ for negation. Moving beyond Boole, Frege worked to develop fully 
articulated logical sentences of the form ‘for all x’s, these x’s have quality 
y,’ which in modern versions of Frege’s script could be written as some 
variation of {∀x | f(x)=y}, or ‘for some x’s, these x’s do not have the quality 
y,’ symbolized as {∃x | f(x)=¬y}. As most historians of mathematics will 
argue, the invention of notation is often what facilitates major 
developments in the field, and this case was no different. And many would 
argue that Frege’s primary invention was his notation. For while Frege 
attempted to then use Euclid’s axiomatic method to prove in his new 
language that the laws of mathematics could find a solid foundation via 
deductions in his system, his effort to ground modern math within logic 
continued to hit difficulties despite his best efforts over the years.  

 
    Despite Frege’s difficulties with getting his new tools to do what he 

wanted them to, others took up the task, and Frege is largely 
remembered to this day as the founder of an entire new mode of doing 
philosophy via symbols, and as the founder of ‘logicism’ – the attempt to 
provide a solidly deduced foundation for the operations done in 
mathematics – within the field of mathematics. In many senses it is with 
Frege that modern symbolic logic is born. Which is not to say that logic 
was born with Frege – on the contrary, many of the rules symbolized by 
Boole via his diagrams and further systematized by Frege were developed 
by Aristotle, and further refined via all sorts of terminological innovations 
during the Middle Ages, in which the study of logic and rhetoric reached a 
peak of hair-splitting sophistication.73 Beyond this, philosohers such as 
Immanuel Kant and G.W.F. Hegel each developed highly complex logical 
systems.  What Boole and Frege changed, however, was the way in which 
logic was written. For they had invented a calculus whereby propositions 
could be stated and then manipulated in a manner which completely 
removes any of the equivocation present in ‘natural’ language. In many 
sense, Frege succeeded in linking natural language and math, or, perhaps, 
reducing one to the other. It was perhaps only a matter of time until 
actual calculations would be done on his ‘concept-language.’  

 
 At around the same time, a very different philosopher was attempting to 

reconceptualize how thought worked, but according to a very different set 
of rules. In 1899, Sigmund Freud published his massive tome Die 
Traumdeutung (The Interpretation of Dreams], and few books were to 
have an influence on the public consciousness of Europe and America in 
the early part of the century as this one. Freud argued that humans 
employed a form of rational thought during their waking lives, what he 
called the ‘secondary process,’ but beneath this existed a more 
fundamental level, the ‘primary process,’ which operated according to a 
different set of rules. While linearity and negation functioned within the 
secondary processes which determined our conscious life, the primary 
process, which dominated our unconscious processes, was determined by 
seemingly more poetic functions which he described as condensation and 
displacement – functions which, according to his inheritor Jacques Lacan, 
can be understood as forms of metaphor and metonymy, respectively. For 
Freud, our deepest motivations for action – expressed in dreams, 
symptoms, delusions, and art – were written in the language of poetry, so 
to speak. And while we tried to layer something like Frege’s Begriffschrift 
on top of this, this sort of rational discourse is merely an afterthought or 
compromise formation. The real action, the real motivation for our 
actions, was written in the language of poetry, dreams, and associations. 
It fell to Jacques Lacan, in the 1950’s, to systematize Freud’s theories on 
primary process into a series of math-like symbols which Lacan called 
‘mathemes.’ Lacan’s mathemes function very differently than Frege’s 
symbols, however, for they are ultimately as multi-determined as that 
which they represent. Lacan’s mathemes thus make use of the sort of 
formalization employed by Frege as they work to subvert it. Lacan’s 
mathemes are at once a tribute to logicism and a clever joke at its 
expense, a sort of logical poetry suited to demonstrating just how much of 
the world is lost via formalization, and how much of human existence is 
elided when it is reduced to he sort of symbology employed by Frege and 
his followers.  

 
 Frege’s Begriffschrift was intentionally designed to do away with precisely 

the sort of ambiguities which Freud and Lacan felt were fundamental to 
how humans think, act, and communicate. In many senses, we can say 
that Freud and Lacan can give us insight into precisely what Frege and his 
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followers had to repress for his insights to function. Likewise, we can 
begin to get a sense of what is missing from the approach to thought 
employed by computers which eventually built upon Frege’s logical 
calculus.  

 
 

 A Short Genealogy of the Binary Opposition V – 
The Problems with Paradox. The driving force behind 
Frege’s dream is ultimately quite simple – to develop a truly logical 
language, cleansed of the ambiguities of so-called ‘natural’ languages, and 
use it to prove things in completely airtight fashion. Such as goal is a 
continutation of the ancient desire for mastery and certainty first voiced 
by Euclid back in ancient Greece when he first employed the axiomatic 
method to ‘prove’ statements in geometry. And yet, it seems as if nature 
had a few tricks left in store for Frege and his followers.  

 
 Frege’s influence on mathematicians was vast, and as logicism began to 

gain followers among mathematicians, two young professors, Bertand 
Russell and Alfred North Whitehead, worked to bring to fruition what 
Frege could not via their monumental Principia Mathematica. In 1901, 
Russell wrote to Frege, and famously confided a difficulty which would 
continue to haunt the logicist enterprise, and which would eventually bring 
it crashing back to the ground. Today we often call this difficulty, first 
described in the ancient world as the ‘liar’s paradox,’ as ‘Russell’s 
paradox.’74  

 
 The paradox can be phrased in many ways, but it can be summed up as 

follows: should you believe someone who says they are lying? The liar’s 
paradox reveals a fundamental tension between levels in a discourse, or 
between a discourse and one which comments on it, or a meta-discourse. 
Thus when I say that I am lying, if you believe me, then you shouldn’t 
believe my statement “I am lying,” but if you don’t believe me, then you 
think I’m telling the truth, in which case the statement “I am lying” is false. 
Either way, you either believe the utterer of the statement (meta) or the 
statement itself, but you can’t believe both at the same time. If you choose 
to believe either the utterer or the statement, but not both, you will get 
consistency, but not completeness. But if you try to believe both the 
utterer and the statement, you fall into contradiction. Either way, a 
statement such as the liar’s paradox forces us to choose either 
incompleteness or contradiction.  

 
Russell wrote to Frege and asked him if statement which encoded a form 
of the liar’s paradox within a version of logical calculus would derail the 
project of using such a language to produce airtight deductions which 
could prove that modern mathematics is both completely consistent and 
complete. For if such a contradiction could be formulated in the pure 
language of logical calculus, might it not mean that such a language was 
neither complete nor non-contradictory, and hence, would be unsuitable 
as a pure, non-contradictory, and complete medium whereby to found and 
deduce the truths of mathematics?  

 
But while Frege, Russell, and Whitehead were in many ways flummoxed by 
‘Russells’ paradox,’ a young Austrian found a way to include the limitation 
of the paradoxical within his system.  

 
  

 A Short Genealogy of the Binary 
Opposition V – Tabling Truth. Frege’s 
dream was brought to its next level, albeit in modified 
form, by Ludwig Wittgenstein in his infamous Tractatus Logico- 
Philosophicus (1921). Wittgenstein synthesized Frege’s language with a 
series of new connectors used by some of Frege’s followers, and devised 
the now famous ‘truth tables’ which form yet another one of the bases of 
modern propositional logic. For example, using Wittgenstein’s methods, it 
is possible to translate the statement “If I study, I will pass the test” into 
the symbols “p q.” Here we see the birth of the propositional statement. 
If we then add to this a definite state of affairs which confirms one side of 
this proposition, such as “I pass the test”, or “q”, then we can use a ‘truth 
table’ to chart the logical permutations possible from the intersection of 

formal logics 
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these statements, in order to finally deduce that since we did pass the 
test, then we must have studied, such that the statement “I did not 
study”, or “¬q”, must be false. Via his truth-tables, Wittgenstein was able 
to visually graph out the logical necessities of a series of propositions, 
such that one could tell precisely, within the specific symbolic calculus, 
what could and could not be deduced, based upon any number of intitial 
conditions. Combining mathematical precision with a taciturn writing style 
that bordered on mysticism, Wittgenstein advanced one step further the 
flexibility of what Walter Benjamin famously called a dream of a ‘pure 
language.’75 What makes Wittgenstein’s contribution even more seminal, 
however, is the way it managed to work around Russell’s paradox.  

 
Rather than trying to include the justification for his logical language 
within that language itself– the sort of self-proving logical calculus 
dreamed of by Frege, Russell, and the young Whitehead (who at this time 
was working in quite a different vein than that of his later work) – 
Wittgenstein took a more ‘Kantian’ approach to the issue. That is, he 
believed that those things which were beyond his logical calculus were 
simply beyond thought. And beyond thought lies non-sense, thus, 
justifying, if indirectly, the need for such a logical calculus and its 
deductions. Or, to quote the final famous line of his Tractatus, “Wovon 
man nicht sprechen kann, darüber muss man schweigen” – that is, “About 
which one cannot speak, one must be quiet (trans. mine).” Famous last 
words indeed, or so it would seem.  

 
By the time the Tractatus was published, however, Wittgenstein had 
already moved on, and believing he had solved once and for all the 
problems of philosophy, he left it to others to read his work and deal with 
applying it to the rest of the world. Not concerned much with the details, 
he retired to Austria to teach young children via a relatively experimental 
method designed to foster experimentation and creativity in the 
classroom. He also took up gardening. During this time, a group of 
logicians and mathematicians based in Vienna, the famed Wiener Kreis, 
discovered his text and quickly came to believe they had found a savoir – 
the man who could realize once and for all the dream of putting philosophy 
on firm foundation and bring about the unity of all knowledge.76 
Unfortunately, this was not to be. Despite many entreaties for him to visit 
the group, Wittgenstein had little desire to become their Messiah, and 
while he did permit a few members of the group to come visit him in the 
country, by and large, his work was used to form a new school of 
philosophy largely without him. This school was equally as radical as 
Wittgenstein himself, but with less of the inventive nuance that made 
Wittgenstein’s work at once precise, bold, counterintuitive, confounding, 
and nearly religious in its invocations of the inability to express the limits 
of the sayable. The members of the Kreis used his work to proceed to 
translate all speech into variants of Wittgenstein’s logical syntax, in order 
to produce what, in the words of one of the groups leaders Rudolph 
Carnap, could be described as the project of the ‘elimination of all 
metaphysics.’ Once language could be purified of all ambiguity – including 
such non-sense as poetry, folk sayings, colloquialisms, slang, equivocation, 
hyperbole, and most rhetorical turns of speech – we would finally know 
what we actually mean when we speak, and then be able to truly mean 
what we say. Wittgenstein’s quasi-mystical invocations of the non-sayable 
were relegated to the sidelines, and his refined Fregeanism pushed to the 
fore.  

 
 In 1932, however, Wittgenstein decided to leave the countryside and 

return to philosophy. He did this for a variety of reasons, one of which 
being that he was thoroughly appalled by the parody of his work which 
was being circulated by his erstwhile followers. Another event which he 
later described to a friend as crucial in his decision to return to 
philosophy took place when friend riding with him on a train asked him to 
explain, using his system, the meaning of a gesture – an obscene 
gesture.77 The genius was stumped. He was also frustrated that the 
children he was teaching were not up to his expectations, and he was 
bored and dissatisfied with the life of quiet contemplation he’d chosen. He 
returned to philosophy shortly after the incident in the train, but he did 
not go to Vienna to be their savoir, but rather, back to the school where 
he’d studied before writing the Tractatus – Cambridge. When famed 
economist John Maynard Keynes went to meet him at the train station 
for his official return, he described the event in a letter in the following 
terms – “God has arrived.”78 Wittgenstein submitted the Tractatus, 
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written years before, in fulfillment of the official requirements of a 
doctoral dissertation, but suggested to his own examiners, including 
Russell, that they would never quite understand it.  

 
 But even so, his own views had shifted while in the hills of Austria. His 

early lectures in Cambridge evidenced great differences from the ideas 
put forth in the Tractatus, and he began to write a new work, which 
eventually became his monumental Philosophical Investigations, which 
was published only after his death in 1953. And in many senses, all 
Wittgenstein’s later thought was inspired by his inability to do justice to 
the obscene gesture in the train. For the new work was devoted, by and 
large, to understanding the implications of forms of meaning which were 
vague and in-between the seams of his previous approaches, cases in 
which language did things without necessarily meaning things, at least in 
the sense put forth in the Tractatus.  

 
 Rather than attempt to construct a pure language based on the model of 

mathematical logic, Wittgenstein began to see language as a game with 
complex and at times vague and ‘fuzzy’ rules. Wittgenstein was clearly 
ahead of his time, and perhaps only today are computers beginning to 
catch up to some of the insights of his later philosophy. For in fact, as 
Wittgenstein clearly noted in his Philosohical Investigations, what is so 
fascinating about language is that we can use it to say vague things like 
‘stand roughly over there’ – and still be understood perfectly well by other 
humans. What fascinated the later Wittgenstein wasn’t exactness, but 
vagueness, and how vagueness might be, in many senses, more apt to 
certain aspects of the world than the pure logical forms of his early work. 
Today’s builders of robots and artificially intelligent machines would in fact 
agree with him. For it is quite easy for a computer to understand a 
command to move ‘five meters to the right,’ but tell it to ‘stand roughly 
over there’ and it will likely be quite confused. Getting computers to 
understand human language requires that they understand vagueness, 
the sort of vagueness that is not only used by humans on a regular basis, 
but is actually often more useful for dealing with conditions in the real 
world. Cutting edge artificial intelligence is in many ways playing catchup 
to the later Wittgenstein.  

 
   And yet, it was the early Wittgenstein, the Wittgenstein of the truth-

tables as presented in the Tractatus, which would influence the designers 
of the first electronic computers. For in fact, much of his later philosophy 
remained unpublished until after his death in 1951. Much earlier than 
this, however, the majority of the members of the Wiener Kries fled the 
Nazis, and many of them, including Carnap, ended up in the United States 
at a time in which the need to process information was exceeded only by 
the faith the country had both in science and the Manichean ‘binary’ 
worldview which was to characterize its politics after the war.  

 
 In a sense, if truth tables hadn’t already been devised by Wittgenstein, 

something like them ‘would have to have been invented.’ 
 
 

Hacker Ethics. Despite the radical potential of 
Derrida’s deconstruction in dismantling binary logic, it 
nevertheless does so at a high price, for it still argues that beyond 
binary thought there is nothing, at least, ‘no-thing.’ Does this 
mean that there is no thought? Can one even articulate what a 
non-binary thought would look like, without inadvertently implying 
a distinction between binary and non-binary thought, itself a 
binary ready for deconstruction? Aren’t we caught within the 
grips of a paradox, an infinite regress which threatens to swallow 
everything it touches? 

 
Like ‘Russell’s paradox’ before it, this thought indicates the crisis 
which haunts the deconstructive enterprise. It confirms the 
contradictory nature of binary thought, even as it asserts the 
inescapability of the binary opposition, along with any attempt to 
show its own contradictory nature. The result is a sort of ‘bad 
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infinity’ – a do-loop in which one can go round in circles and 
short-circuit, but never get anywhere. Deconstruction seems to 
spin its wheels in a dead end.  

 
That said, while Derrida was clearly skeptical of any sort of ability 
to progress beyond the binary, he did seem to feel that by 
showing the groundless necessity of using binary oppositions to 
articulate any particular point, it it possible to remove the 
pretension to groundedness from any binary structure which aims 
to present natural, normal, or necessary – including that of the 
binary itself. Derrida worked tirelessly to show how the sacred 
dogmas of our society were based on ultimately unstable 
arguments. In the process, Derrida performed a textual practice 
somewhere between bad infinity and Aufhebung. For while he 
was continually short-circuiting, he also was trying to show 
something, something which, in a manner similar to Wittgenstein, 
indicates the limits of what we can say and think.79 For Derrida, 
that is anything outside of beyond binaries.  

 
Derrida saw his role in the cultural milleu of the time in which he 
wrote as a sort of philosophical-cultural gadfly, similar to Barthes’ 
troublemaking figure of the ‘mythologist’ who describes and 
debunks the necessity of cultural myths. Derrida wrote essay after 
essay insinuating himself into the rhetoric of a particular discourse, 
only to implode that discourse from within, demonstrating the 
manner in which a cherished binary grounding a given system of 
thought turns out to have at its foundation a situation similar to 
that which Frege and Russell’s found in theit attempts to 
recursively ground the axioms of mathematics.  

 
In this sense, much of Derrida’s work takes a form which is 
structurally similar (if less compact!), than that encompassed in 
that famous final sentence of Wittgenstein’s Tractatus: “And 
about that which one cannot speak, one must remain silent.” For, 
of course, Wittgenstein violates his own maxim by stating it. And 
the Derridean enterprise traces the same gesture, but it extends it 
to encompass whole discourses, such that Derrida’s critique works 
to bring them to the point which, on their own terms, they reach a 
breaking point similar to that described in Wittgenstiein’s famous 
maxim. According to German philosopher Jürgen Habermas, 
such a situation is indicative of what he calls a ‘performative self-
contradiction’80 – a state of affairs which should be studiously 

avoided, rather than 
provoked. For Derrida, 
however, there is hardly 
any chance of avoiding 
such contradictions, for 
ultimately, every discourse 
relies upon them. His 
theoretical enterprise 
worked to demonstrate 
just that.  
 
The situation this creates, 
however, is one which 
allows very little hope. For 
if all systems, languages, 
and thought ultimately hit 

Though he has written an astonishing number of texts on 
a remarkable range of subjects, Derrida’s analysis always 
comes down to the same point: structures and systems, 
which appear to be closed and complete, are inevitably 
ruptured because they cannot incorporate what they 
nevertheless presuppose . . . there is always the trace of an 
unassimilable remainder, which is the condition of the 
possibility of systems and structures as well as the 
impossibility of their integrity and stability.  . . . Derrida 
mistakenly believes that digital networks involve 
the same logic and thus are subject to the same 
limitations . . . [as the] binary structures that Levi-
Strauss analyses.  
 

- Mark Taylor, The Moment of Complexity: Emerging Network 
Culture, 52, 23, 52. 
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this point, then the most a philosopher can hope to do is to keep 
the system from getting stuck. When a particular binary begins to 
be used to exert power over others, this is often done by means of 
attempts to cover over the contradictions at the base of the 
system in question. This is precisely when a deconstructionist is 
needed, and Derrida therefore works to show the necessity of 
these moments to any and all systems, by means of their own 
terms. In this sense, a deconstructionist is somewhat like a hacker 
who aims to bring down major banks, just because they can, and 
because somebody should.81  

 
And yet, after the hacker brings a major bank to its knees, the 
bank, much humbled, likely gets back up on its feet. It shifts its 
defenses, it hires information security experts. It mutates, but likely 
doesn’t change form. And this is perhaps the downside of 
deconstruction. It destroys, and perhaps provokes mutation, but 
doesn’t present anything new. And of course, it does this out of a 
certain modesty – nothing new will get beyond its fundamental 
insight – that there is nothing outside the binary.  

 
Beyond this modesty, however, there is something sublimely 
ecstatic about Derrida’s approach – one can approach the 
outside of the binary, but never articulate this outside, one can 
make binaries shift from one to the other, but never occupy the 
space between binaries without being sucked back into them. In 
this sense, perhaps Derrida’s approach sits at the intersection 
between Hegel’s notions of good and bad infinity, as an odd 
amalgalm of both (and of course, Derrida and his followers would 
be quick to deconstruct the very distinction between these!). But 
if deconstruction sits at this intersection, it still leans to one side, to 
the side of bad-infinity, of the short-circuit, of the do-loop that 
goes no-where, always pointing but never reaching a domain in 
which there is simply no-thing, or no/thing.  

 
The insight presented by Derrida and deconstruction is, in this 
sense, profound, for there is no question deconstruction shifts the 
terrain of binary thought, making it unstable, unsure of itself. Like 
the Ancient Skeptics, this is a gesture with an ethical component, 

an ethics comprised of modesty, movement, 
openness, and ecstacy.  
 
And at the time of its emergence, there was no doub 
that this was a radical practice indeed, primarily 
because Derrida wrote in a time in which it was 
widely accepted that binary logic was the language 
of thought.  
 
Andwhen his thought became all the rage in English 
departments in the early 1980’s, he was widely 
decried a malignant influence on contemporary 
theory, values, etc.82 Reviled by the conservative 
right, attacked by traditionalists and neo-
conservative Reaganites alike, Derrida and 
deconstruction were seen as harbingers of ‘secular 
relativism’ at its worst – a world in which nothing was 
certain and, in the words of Fyodor Dostoevsky’s anti-
hero in his famous philosophical fable The Brothers 

Fuzzy logic, neural networks, and 
genetic algorithms are among the most 
successful novel approaches to 
computation and problem solving. 
Neural networks can recognize ill-
defined patterns without an explicit set 
of rules; fuzzy logic controls systems 
form a partial and imprescise 
description of their behavior; and 
genetic algorithms can solve complex 
problems by an "evolutionary" process 
in which chance plays a fundamental 
role. These techniques which should be 
seen as complementary rather than 
competitive, are at the core of the "soft 
computing" approach to machine 
intelligence.  

– Arturo Sangallo, Importance of Being 
Fuzzy, xiv. 
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Karamazov – “everything is permitted.” For if nothing is sacred, 
why not do what you will?83  

 
Despite the fact that all the ‘right’ people disliked his work, there is 
something about Derrida’s work that, for all its attempt to think 
the neutral, still falls back into bad infinity, the do-loop which 
allows no outside until, as with a computer program, one hits 
‘break’. And of course, this is something which Derrida himself 
sees as a necessary outcome of his approach.  
 
Is there a way out? I’d like to assert that if all language is binary, 
and if thought requires language, that then Derrida is clearly 
correct, for if nothing else, his arguments are consistent. But I 
would also like to assert that neither language, nor thought, are 
ultimately binary. To assert otherwise, even if negatively, is to raise 
binary logic to the status of myth. And despite the proliferation of 
parodic, underhanded, poetic, and inventive spins Derrida put 
upon the fundamental contradictoriness of ‘the undecideable’,84 
the fact that everything still returns to binarity, despite its detours, 
indicates a form of repetition incessant in its rhythm. In many 
senses, Derrida is more of a descendent of the postwar late 
modernist adherents of the literature of exhaustion,’ like Samuel 
Beckett and Maurice Blanchot, than of the heady optimism of the 
radicals of the late 60’s.85 Despite his critical acumen, there is still 
something of the danse macabre about Derrida, something of 
the Freudian death-drive, of repetition compulsion and the do-
loop.  

 
Still, at the time of its invention, deconstruction was liberating, as it 
was the perfect tool whereby to destabilize the seeming 
inevitability of the logics of power. But it replaced the near 
theological hope that many had in a variety of cultural myths with 
its own ‘negative theology’86 of sorts. But can we move on? For in 
fact, while Derrida’s approach relies upon the myth of binary 
logic, we will need deconstruction, along with its limitations, so 
long as the myth of the necessity of binary thought remains in 
force. But if we can think our way out of this myth, and its 
limitations, we can move beyond those of deconstruction as well. 
For it is not enough to deconstruct – it is necessary to create, and 
not simply at the level of the content of a text, but also at the 
level of its form. Such an approach does not so much escape 
binaries, because anything can be read through the binary lens, 
but then again, anything can be read through a religious or 
scientific lens as well. No, the task is to create a new worldview, 
one which doesn’t beat binary logic at its own game, but instead, 
changes the rules, and in fact, moves to another field altogether.  
 
And it precisely that which this work will aim to do.  

 
 

The Law of the Conservation of Ecstasy. Blame it on the 1960’s, but 
we have somehow come to believe in the fundamental link between sexual release and 
political revolution. Well, perhaps then we need to stop romanticizing the explosive sixties, 
and learn a bit from the more pragmatic seventies. For if the sexual/sexualized revolutions 
taught us anything, it’s that the explosive anti-repressive force of ecstatic liberation is 
ultimately counter-revolutionary. The rise of the religious right and the Reagan revolution 
find its seeds in the reaction to what was seen as the excesses of the late 1960’s.87 And for 
all the energy released in the protests, art, music, and literature of the 60’s, there was a 
certain lack of direction, an inability to put this desire for revolution to work. But after the 
moment of release provided by the late 60’s, the dominant social forces regrouped and 
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came back more organized than ever, and even better prepared to co-opt the energies of 
revolution for capitalism, or channel them into counter-revolutionary zeal, provided by the 
neo-evangelism of the Moral Majority and its multiple politico-religious analogues. And for 
whatever value may be attached to a spurious recourse to etymology, it is possible to see 
this dynamic at work even at the level of the word ‘ecstasy’ itself. Derived from the Ancient 
Greek, ecstasy indicates a moment of ek-stasis, a moment outside stasis yet also defined by 
it.88 But ek-stasis is hardly revolution. Rather, it is a suspension of the status quo. But what 
happens after that suspension? True, there is a potential for a new order to be formed, but 
also a re-establishment of the old order in mildly revised form. And from there, the clock 
starts another cycle -  stasis, ek-stasis, repeat. But what if this binary were part of the 
problem itself? Might there be a revolutionary, ecstatic work, one which is not a momentary 
suspension of the status quo, but a much more dynamic form of existence, somehow 
between stasis and its ek?89 

 
 

The Law of the Conservation of Ecstasy II. Force and counter-force. If 
desire is a force, the word most often used to express its corresponding counter-force, 
either individual or social, is ‘repression,’ and when repression lifts, there is ‘release.’ If we 
consider repression a sort of law, one which can be formalized as ‘thou-shalt-not-x’, then 
perhaps release could be represented as ‘x.’ Law, and suspension. What could be a clearer 
set of opposites? That said, their opposition describes an economics of tension and release, 
a meta-law of sorta, such that their disjunct-union, the composite ‘x/thou-shalt-not-x’ can be 
seen as opposed by something like ‘sometimes x is ok.’ Foucault has made much of the 
notion that taboo and transgression are closely linked, 90 so in some sense, tension/release 
can be seen as united in their opposition, as well as the exclusionary nature of that 
opposition. In contrast, however, there is the guarded permission of a ‘sometimes.’ Within 
the history of computing, this difference can be captured in the Fregean opposition of the 
existential and universal quantifier, the difference between taboo/transgression and a more 
nuanced, conditional form of release.91 The difference here can be captured in everyday 
language, for example: ‘masturbation is a sin (therefore do not masturbate),’ versus 
‘masturbation is sometimes ok.’ The first one creates an economy of repression/release 
which is systemic, rhythmic, and oddly sexual in its own right, while the second creates the 
conditions for a much more nuanced and precise relationship to masturbation – when is it 
ok? Can one do it in public (ie: Diogenes, who masturbated in the public square]? Etc. If we 
put this all into Frege’s symbology, the taboo/transgression relation can be represented in 
as {∀m | m=s} (or, ‘for all instances of masturbation, masturbation is sin]. Transgression, or 
release, can be seen as a momentary failing of this law, after which it is re-established. This 
is precisely what makes absolute laws absolute – their disavowal of the more nuanced 
complexity characteristic of what is beyond their purview. In contrast to this there is an 
entirely different modality of relations, in which {∃m | m ≠s} (or, ‘for some instances of 
masturbation, masturbation is not sin). For Frege, the first and the second are in fact logical 
opposites, binary oppositions, but they are, in a sense, binary oppositions of a qualitatively 
different sort than that implied within the first statement itself (namely, that masturbation 
is/is not sin). There are, in a sense, different sorts of binary opposition, those which are 
themselves binary, and that between binary logic and non-binary logic, or between an 
exclusive function and that which Lacan has described as that of the ‘not-all.’92 An economy of 
prohibition and release, 1/0, versus the ‘sometimes, occasionally, depending on the 
situation’ etc., that we could calibrate numerically, in this case, as all the values outside of 
1/0. The binary view of the world presupposes, in fact, that all forms of relating to the world 
can be encoded within binaries – a circular logic if there ever was one. And this is why, for 
example, a computer can easily understand certain instructions (ie: ‘move the cursor four 
steps to the left’) and don’t understand others (ie: ‘have some fun and relax for a bit’). Both 
humans and computers seem to give off a lot of heat when they try to process a non-binary 
world in binary terms, particularly because it can lead to ‘do-loops’ in which the only option is 
to flip between ‘x’ and ‘not-x’, since what needs representation within the system is actually 
neither, both, or something which somehow exceeds the representational terms of the 
system. For, to go back to our example, if sometimes masturbation is not sin, then perhaps  
the very logic of sin/not sin becomes a bit suspect? And it is here where we see the manner 
in which binary logic can be related to issues of desire. Binary logic has an explosive relation 
to the world, one which creates a vacillation between sense/non-sense, law/release, 
order/chaos. We can call this the law of the conservation of ecstasy, for it is the law of 
conservation which it seems leads to the cycles of conservation and explosion which we 
commonly call ecstasy. Ecstasy, however, is not the same as pleasure, which is an altogether 
more orderly affair.  

 
 

Beyond the Ecstasy Principle, or, toggling between ‘∃ -
Thinking’ and ‘∀ -Thinking’. Let us say that this system of 1/0 can be 
represented, as a whole, by the symbol given to this form of thinking by Frege, namely, the 
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symbol for absolute quantification, or ∀ . In this sense, then, ∀ -thinking is the term we can 
use to describe this entire mode of relating to the world. This text will try, however, to 
encourage a view on the world which is not one of tension-release, but one of states of grey, 
governed in this sense by what Frege would call existential quantification, represented by the 
symbol ∃ . From this perspective, ∃ -thinking would indicate all the states of grey that, well, 
computers can’t currently think that well. Wittgenstein’s entire project in his Tractatus was 
in fact to solve the problems of the history of philosophy via translation of everyday language 
into terms of ∀ -thinking, or rather, into a language of symbols into which only ∀ -thinking is 
able to be articulated at all. But then he retreats to the hills, plays with some children, is 
cursed at on a train, and starts to ask the manner in which language can function like a 
game, in which, famously, it is not nonsensical to say to someone ‘stand roughly over there’ 
– and be understood. In other words, Wittgenstein’s philosophical trajectory can be seen, in 
a sense, as a transition from being concerned with the problems of ∀ -thinking, to those of ∃ -
thinking. As we’ve stated, none of his later works, those which treated language like a game, 
were taken up by early computer scientists. As computing gets more sophisticated, 
however, the question of human computer interface has so often foundered on the fact that 
computers have difficulty with the in-between or the vague. Cognitive scientists have spent 
decades working on getting computers to understand ‘fuzzy’ commands, in which one could 
say something every child could understand – ‘stand roughly over there’ and the computer 
would understand. What cognitive scientists have found, perhaps unsurprisingly, is that it is 
perhaps not enough to have computers which can mimic human vagueness or fuzziness, but 
actually think in these terms.93 For if the interface is fuzzy but the processing isn’t, this 
merely shifts the issue to what translates between them. But might this lead us to conclude 
that ∀ -thinking is a subset, or even limitation, of the more comprehensive zone of ∃ -
thinking?94 What might be at stake with such a determination?  

 
 
 

Thinking Binarization I – what is 
called thinking? If thought takes place in language, 
and language is fundamentally binary, then there is hardly a way 
out of the do-loop of binary thinking. But does all thought take 
place in language? And is language binary?  

 
The first thesis, that all thought takes place in language, hinges 
precisely on one’s definition of thought. As we will see, however, it 
also depends on how one relates this to the question of 
language.  
 
But what exactly is thought? (A small question, no doubt . . .] How 
does one say where it starts, and where it ends? After all the 
millennia of philosophy, it is perhaps startling to stare in the eyes of  
the sheer void that greets one when contemplating this question 
– what is thought?.  
 
And what is its relation to a notion such as knowledge? Within 
philosophy, the entire discipline of epistemology, or the study of 
what can be known, as well as the limits to knowledge, attempts 
to understand the preconditions for even asking the question of 
what we might be able to know. Such an approach to the 
question of knowledge seems to assume, however, that to know is 
a state of the mind – that one has knowledge, that it’s like an 
object that one posseses. But what then would thinking be? Is it 
that which does the knowing? Or precedes knowledge, 
establishes the conditions for knowledge? Perhaps thought is that 
which links discrete elements, such as bits of knowledge, together, 
just as the flow of time links up units of time like pearls on a string. 
But is this the way thought works? And if so, does that mean that 
knowledge is different from thought?  
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Let us alternately consider the word ‘understanding,’ another key 
term often associated with that of ‘thought.’ To say 
that thought is simply understanding would seem to 
reduce what thought could mean as well, at least 
according to traditional philosophical approaches to 
this term as related to the notion of analysis. For isn’t 
there more to thought than comprehending 
something, breaking it down into its components?95 
Thought as understanding limits it to a sort of 
mechanical process, similar to what happens when 
one ‘understands’ a machine by disassembling it into 
its parts, then putting it back together; then one 
‘understands’ how it works. But does that mean one is 
actually thinking, or thinking the entity in question?  
 
If we know facts, and understand things, but thinking is 

perhaps neither of these, or is more inclusive than these states, 
what about other states of mind? Some would argue that thought 
is simply what minds do. But don’t minds also dream? Is dreaming 
a sort of thought? According to Freud, dreams certainly are forms 
of thought, symbolic thought that occurs in images. What’s more, 
the dream itself is complemented by another layer of thought, 
one beneath the runic imagology96 of the dream itself, an 
unconscious ‘dreamthought’ which is encoded in a complex 
pastiche of pictures, phrases, bits of song, and all the other 
sensorial detritus assembled from the ‘day’s residue’ into a 
dream.97 Is this to be included in our definition of thought? To do 
so would, however, include unconscious processes as forms of 
thought, implicitly positing processes which we seem not to 
control or be fully aware of as part of what is included in what we 
call thinking. Do we want to go this far?  
 
And of course, if we include dreams, we might as well also 
include those sensory products of minds and technology so similar 
to dreams, namely, films. Do films think?98 Do pictures or paintings, 
or at least the process that goes into creating them? Does the 
artist think when creating a splash across a canvas? Or is this 
mere intuition and action? What is the difference between this 
and thought? Perhaps thought is creation, problem-solving. 
Splashing redness across a canvas solves the problem of how to 
deal with the canvas, just as taking apart a machine answers the 
question of how to ‘understand’ the machine. A conversation 
solves a problem, just as much as organism, a statue, a building, 
or a symphony. Perhaps all that human brains do via these sacs of 
meat we call bodies is thought. This would be a pretty expansive 
definition of thought. 

 
But don’t bodies think? One could certainly argue that our bodies 
seem to ‘understand’ the world around us, that our legs 
understand the structure of stairs, or that our eyes understand the 
world of light. But beyond this more abstract argument, it would 
seem there’s an argument to be made that our reflexes, at least, 
are a form of thought, or at least part of the continuum of  
reactions we call thought. But how do we differentiate then the 
thought which seems to be part of our extended nervous system, 
with its semi-conscious or sub-conscious processes, from the 
simple reactivity of simple organisms, such as that of slugs, 
amoeba, and other organisms which only have these basic levels 
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of irritability? Do these animals posses thought to? Does thought 
come in levels, or is thought only some of these things?  

 
At the other end of spectrum, there is the issue of reflexivity. That 
is, is thought more complex, and in fact more thoughtful, as it 
reflects on itself? Many have argued that self-consciousness exists 
at a higher level than simple consciousness – how much more so 
consciousness of self-consciousness, of changes in levels of 
consciousness, of the shifts, changes, and developments of 
consciousness? Maybe thought is progressively unfolded at higher 
and higher levels of self-consciousness, from amoeba up to 
humans, and increasingly over time as thought has developed 
throughout history. Perhaps thought manipulates humans into 
developing, so that thought can think ever more complex 
thoughts. Maybe evolution is simply a giant program, a collective 
thought, solving the problem called ‘life on earth’, and all the 
paintings, buildings, poems, wars, economies, and the like are 
simply byproducts of this giant, developing organism known as 
‘humanity’, which is still working on thinking one enormous, 
complex, multi-form meta-thought.  

 
All of these are different notions of what constitutes thought. 
Thought as understanding, thought as processing, thought as 
calculation, thought as problem-solving, thought as what brains 
do, thought as self-consciousness, etc., etc. Ultimately, our notion 
of what is at stake with thought says more about us than it does 
about thought - like a mirror of sorts, it reflects what we want our 
world of thought to become. Of course, we also notice here the 
very difficulty of coming up with a definition of thought when we 
have the word ‘thought’ to deal with. Is the problem with the 
word, or the thing? 
 
Such an exercize perhaps also demonstrates the extent to which 
trying to define any complex term, such as ‘thought,’ drags in a 
web of terms to which it is related, with which it is associated, etc. 
And perhaps this says something about language. For is language 
truly binary? Perhaps reducing language to series of binaries is 
truly a violent operation. And perhaps likewise with the attempt to 
reduce thought itself to binary processes. What would make us 
think that such a manifold, polyform phenomena such as thought 
could be reduced to binary operations? Or something like 
language with it? And yet, it is true that any given, small aspect of 
thinking, or language, either did or didn’t happen, right? Isn’t this 
binary, any differntiation of a thing from what is not that thing? 
Isn’t this the foundation of all thought? And yet, such an 
approach seems to lead us to a series of unsolvable paradoxes. 
But what if the paradoxes were the result of our attempt to look at 
both thought and language as binary phenomena? Might there 
be a better way?  
 
What were/are we thinking?  

 
 
 

 Dreaming in Mentalese. According to what Jerry Fodor, in texts such as his 
highly influential Psychosemantics (1989), has called the ‘representational theory of mind’ 
(or RTM), thinking occurs via the shifting around of token-like representations in the mind.99 
According to this approach, thinking is similar to manipulating words in a sentence, as we 
string together ideas and concepts via a relatively propositional grammar. Of course, this 

mentalese 
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leaves all other activities of the mind – like that tune that gets stuck in your head, or the 
vague semi-structures that occur in reverie right before sleeping – off the map as relatively 
uninteresting phenomena.  

 
 Many names have been given to this sort of internal language proposed by Fodor and others, 

including the ‘language of thought’ (LOT), or ‘mentalese.’ A related idea is often employed  in 
the famous ‘interior monologue’ used by so many modernist novelists, in which thinking is 
reduced to a flow of language which then represents the exterior world. This language 
sometimes represents inner speech, at other times images or sounds. Of course, it is 
unclear whether or not the words written on the page are literally supposed to be 
pronounced ‘in the head’ of the character whose ‘stream of consciousness’ is being 
described, or whether they are some sort of representation of that inner flow. Perhaps it is 
the lack of distinction between these two possibilities which acts as the sort of slight-of-hand 
which makes this approach function.  

  
 Nevertheless, while many experimental novelists have developed a variety of strategies to 

describe or represent processes in the inner world, Fodor argues that thoughts in the brain 
necessarily have a propositional structure, composed of components such as the ‘if . . . then’ 
clauses which comprise the logical building blocks described by classical symbolic logic.  Of 
course, to Fodor, there is much more to mind, but perhaps those other things are not what 
should go by the name ‘thought.’ Is a song that gets stuck in your head a form of thought? 
What about the semi-vague structures, those combinations of images, words, memories, 
and propositions, which pop into our heads when we are on the border of sleep? What about 
feelings and emotions? Which of these count as thought, and which do not? According to 
Fodor, only the propositional should be seen as really qualifying as thought. But do we really 
want to relegate all these other processes of the mind, the ‘blooming buzzing confusion’ 
described by William James in his famous metaphor of the ‘stream of consciousness’100 (and 
which, despite the term’s warpage by generations of literary critics, implies a much more full 
notion of internal process than that of the symbolically determined ‘interior monologue’), to 
the sidelines? Freud of course, provides an excellent counter-example via his assertion that 
dreams are a form of thought. But even Freud’s dreams indicate a deeper dreamthought 
which, for Freud, took on a propositional nature.  

 
 What Fodor does in his works is drive a wedge between mental processes which are 

propositional in nature, and hence linguistic or proto-linguistic, and those which are not. But 
perhaps it is within the experimental practices of artificial intelligence research that we see 
one of the most powerful counter-arguments to Fodor’s theory. In fact, attempts to develop 
thinking machines modeled on internal chains of linguistic symbols (an approach often called 
‘symbolic interactionism’101) have noticeably failed to produce much progress, whereas those 
modeled on the structure of the physical brain itself (often called ‘connectionist’ 
approaches’) have had remarkably higher levels of success in duplicating one of the most 
essential aspects of what makes human minds different from contemporary computers – 
namely, the ability to learn. Much of the problem is evident in the structure of symbol based 
systems. Such systems teach computers a set of rules on how to construct sentences, and 
store these rules in memory banks composed of binary code. These formats, known as 
‘expert systems,’102 teach a computer how to be an ‘expert’ (and are often programmed by a 
real life ‘expert’), in a particular, highly circumscribed set of circumstances. But one minor 
deviation from the script often leaves the artificial mind at a loss.  

 
 While Fodor is completely fine with the idea that thought may function via propositional 

thought composed mostly in images, expert systems by and large use natural language to 
store possible descriptors for situations, as well as potential responses which the artificial 
agent could use to respond. These terms in natural language are opposed, however, by the 
code of the computer program itself, which functions in binary. For those who follow the 
dictates of symbolic interactionism, it matters little what sort of programming or 
computation engine underlies the symbol language in question – whatever can fool an 
outsider that it is using symbols correctly simply is as intelligent as any other user of those 
symbols, regardless of whether or not the computer/brain underneath the symbolic layer is 
the same or not (issues which will be addressed in much greater detail with our discussion 
of Alan Turing).  

 
Connectionist approaches, on the other hand, create models of neurons, store these in 
binary code, and then connect them, not in linear chains like symbols in sentences, but via 
network structures which make use of parallel rather than serial/linear processing. While 
such simulations are still done on binary computers, these binary processors work to 
simulate the structure of non-binary brains, such that our serial computers are employed to 
simulate ‘virtual’ parallel processing, similar to what goes on in real animal brains. Parallel 
processors, unlike serial ones, don’t rely on sheer speed of computations in a row, but 
rather, the ability to make many small calculations at the same time. They are commonly 
described as being ‘wide rather than deep.’ And as we will see later in this work, there are 
many advantages and disadvantages to such an approach, many of which parallel those 
between animal brains and contemporary computers.  
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One key difference between connectionist neural networks and expert systems is that while expert systems 
are programmed with specific words which are then stored in memory banks, connectionist models are 
exposed to certain situations, and then ‘trained.’ That is, they literally have to learn what to do, and when they 
do so, they don’t store words as much as patterns of connections – just like brains do. There are no memorized 
propositions ‘under the hood,’ so to speak, but rather, simply a network of links, the nature of which will be 
discussed in greater detail in forthcoming sections.  
 
None of which is to say that Fodor’s approach is necessarily wrong, but it is also no longer the only game in 
town. For what if language were perhaps something which, like we see in connectionist networks, isn’t actually 
something which is a part of the structural programming of minds, but rather, something to which minds 
adapt? And if this is the case, perhaps minds don’t necessarily work in the sort of propositional structure 
which symbolic logic has long assumed, or rather, perhaps minds may work in this manner, but may also 
function in many other ways as well? The fact that these neural networks learn in a manner closer to that of 
the human mind would seem to indicate that expert systems are perhaps less likely a candidate for how our 
brains actually think than we might have originally thought. And it lends further credence to the notion that 
seriel computers and their functioning might be very, very different than that of real life animal brains, and that 
perhaps we might benefit by not modeling our understanding of the later on the former.  
 
What’s more, since connectionist models aren’t based simply upon the input of a series of instructions, but 
rather, the adaptation of a program composed of networks of microagents to a series of experiences, that 
some of the emergent properties of complex networks might give rise, if inadvertently, to some of the 
additional behaviors we associate with minds. For unlike expert systems, which are composed of clear 
programming language from top to bottom, 
connectionist models are constructed via links between 
artificial neurons. In this sense, connectionist networks 
are more like schools of fish than they are dictionaries.  
And while schools of fish make fascinating patterns in 
the water, no single fish swims that way. Perhaps 
similar behaviors might emerge from connectionist 
models – say, computer programs that get songs stuck 
in their heads, or find the need to dream . . .  
 

 
A Short History of the Binary Opposition 
VI – From Calculation to Computing. In 
1938, Claude Shannon, a researcher for Bell Labs, published an 
article based on excerpts from his 1937 Master’s Thesis at the 
University of Michigan. The article, called A Symbolic Analysis of 
Relay and Switching Circuits, was published in the journal 
Transactions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 
and likely few thought at the time that such a modestly titled 
article would have such an enormous influence on the history of 
the world. For in this short article, Shannon showed how 
electrical relays – simple electro-mechanical devices in which a 
switch is opened or closed by turning electro-magnets on or off – 
could be used to process questions phrased in terms described 
by Boole in his logic diagrams.103 Boole had shown how basic 
logical terms such as ‘and,’ ‘or’, or ‘not’ could be mechanically 
coded into a series of switch-like diagrams, but it was Shannon 
who showed how real-life electro-magnetic switches could actually 
solve problems which could be translated into Boole’s limited 
syntax. Shannon’s crucial insights were the foundation upon 
which the modern computer was born.  
 
It wasn’t long until a series of prototypes were built, reaching an  
early peak with ENIAC, or (Electrical Numerical Integrator and 
Calculator). Completed in 1946, this machine didn’t store information in gears or even electrical 
switches, but rather in vacuum tubes, glass tubes similar to light-bulbs which can store electrical 
charges in on/off patterns. It was ‘programmed’ manually, such that, depending on the procedure one 
wanted the computer to do, it was likely that one would need t literally rewire the connections 
between its modules. ENIAC wasn’t binary, however, it worked on decimal numerical encoding – the 
first truly binary computer was Konrad Zuse’s Z3, produced with electrical relays in 1941, and 
destroyed by Allied bombings of Nazi Berlin in 1945. Despite the fact that it was non-binary, however, 
ENIAC was an enormous jump forward for many reasons. For it is with this machine that John von 
Neumann combined/stole many of the insights of his contemporaries to propose that the basic 
modules be themselves stored in memory as accessible ‘subroutines’ which could be ‘called’ upon for 
use by a program fed to the computer as instructions. Thus, not only would data be fed into the 
computer, but also the instructions for what to do to the data. Computers no longer had to be 
physically altered/rewired to perform different computational operations. This logical leap, often 
called ‘von Neumann architecture’, completely restructured what a computer could be.104 For by 

Transforming the body into a 
flow of binary code pulsing 
through neurons was an essential 
step in seeing human being as 
an informational pattern. In 
context, this transformation can 
be seen as a necessary 
simplification that made an 
important contribution to 
neurophysiology. Taken out of 
context, it is extrapolated to the 
unwarranted conclusion that 
there is no essential 
difference between 
thought and code.  

 
- N. Katherine Hayles, How We 
Became Posthuman: Virtual 
Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature, 
and Informatics, 61.  
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storing in memory all the subroutines it could need, the machine shed the last vestiges of simply 
calculating, to truly become a computer – that is, a machine that can execute any set of instructions 
given to it once these instructions are sufficiently broken down into the simple steps stored in its 
memory of basic operations. This notion of a computer was formalized by Alan Turing in his famous 
1946 paper which proposed what has come to be his famous ‘Turing Test’, a test which attempts to 
determine whether or not a machine is capable of being what amounts to a ‘universal thinking 
machine’. While the physical technology made leaps and bounds, from vacuum tubes to transistors to 
microchips, the concept of the computer was formalized at this point. Leibniz’s dream of a universal 
language of thought, and a machine capable of thinking it, had been finally realized. That is, so long as 
the logical binarisms of Boolean logic, linked to binary numerical code, could encompass the fullness of 
thought. A very, very big ‘if.’  
 

 

 
Thinking Binarization II – Semiotics. 
Even if not all thought takes place in language, the Derridean 
position would seem to imply that to the extent to which we are 
discussing the sort of communication and thought which does 
occur in language, it necessarily takes a binary form.  

 
Does it?  

 
Derrida’s project of working to show the fundamentally 
contradictory basis of binary distinctions in natural language finds 
its historical impetus in the ‘dream of a pure language’105 
developed in France by the structuralists who dominated linguistic 
inspired theories of cultural meaning during the mid-1950’s until 
the mid-1960’s. Derrida didn’t invent this notion, rather, the 
structuralists did. The most schematic of these thinkers was A.J. 
Greimas, the inventor of the conceptual model known as the 
‘semiotic square.’106 This tool will allow us to clearly map out some 
of the key issues involved with the binary argument in relation to 
language. 

 
Greimas builds his model to account for two types of opposition, 
derived from Aristotle’s Prior Analytics.107  According to Aristotle, 
there are two forms of opposition, 
namely, contradiction and 
contrariety. Contradiction, the starker 
of the two forms, is indicated by the 
simple binary format, A versus not-A. 
Contraries, on the other hand, 
indicate a much less pure form of 
opposition, for example, in the case 
of A versus B. We can see the ramifications of the difference 
logically if we oppose, say, the difference between ‘good’ and 
‘not-good,’ which Aristotle would call a contradiction, with that 
between ‘good’ and ‘evil,’ an Aristotelian contrary. The first is 
logically prior to the second, and fundamentally a more clear cut 
opposition. For while there is only one term which provides the 
contradiction to ‘good’ (ie: ‘not good’), there are many potential 
contraries, from ‘evil’ to ‘bad’ to ‘out of tune’ (if you’re a 
musician,’ ‘spolied’ (in relation to food), etc. Of course, the 
situation gets tricky when dealing with terms with contradictories 
but without clear contraries (ie: ‘jump’ or ‘tree).’ 

 
Greimas’ square allows us to diagram the contradictories and 
contraries related to a term. Contradictories are indicated by 
diagnals, whereas contraries are mapped via horizontal lines. 

structuralism 
and 
semiotics 
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These are both, in a sense, binary relations, and in fact, within the 
discourses of semiotics (the study of signs) both are commonly 
referred to as types of binary oppositions. In decostructionist 
discourses, both types of binaries are dealt with in varying 
circumstances, though it is generally the opposition between 
contraries which is deconstructed (ie: good vs. evil), despite the 
fact that such an opposition in fact rests upon a more 
fundamental set of binaries, namely, the contradictories out of 
which it is constructed.  

 
For Greimas, however, the square does not stop with a simple 
display of one set of contraries and contradictories. Greimas 
describes the extent to which there are what he calls ‘neutral’ 
and ‘complex’ relations which form at the logical points in his 
diagram which indicate the notions of ‘neither/nor’ (in the case 
of a diagram of ‘good/bad’, this would be indicated by ‘neither 
good nor bad’) and ‘both/and’ (‘both good and bad’). The 
resulting diagram looks thus more like a crystal than it does a 
binary grid and yet, unlike the proliferative growth of a crystal in a 
medium in the natural world, the movement stops there.  

 
And yet, if the binary admits of degrees of opposition, and gives 
rise to terms as unstable as ‘both-and’ and ‘neither-nor,’ perhaps 
Griemas’ square opens onto more possibility than meets the eye 
at first sight.  
 

 
Thinking Signs. The modern discipline of linguistics often traces its inception to the work 
of Ferdinand de Saussure. Saussure died in 1906, never having written down his theories, but by 
means of the work of diligent students who assembled notes based on his lectures, Saussure’s 
dream of a science of signs, or semiotics, proved foundational for the systematic study of 
language that was emerging in Europe at that time.  
 
For Saussure, each sign is composed of the signifier (which he calls a ‘sound-image’), which is 
linked to a signified (or idea) of something out in the world.108 However, what made Saussure’s 
system so attractive to so many in the early 20th century is the manner in which language is 
conceptualized by Saussure as a purely abstract system. Saussure argues that signifiers have no 
relation to signifiers – the words we use are arbitrary, as any comparison of different words for a 

similar object will show (ie: bread in French is 
pain yet Brot in German and хлеб - chleb when 
transliterated - in Russian).  Saussure in fact 
describes a system of pure differences, in which 
the tiny differences between signifiers (such as 
between ‘cat’ and ‘bat’) form a network of terms 
which relate to each other via negation (ie: ‘cat’ 
is not ‘bat’ is not ‘fat’, etc.). This purely 
differential system provides a combinatory of 
positions which then is related to a set of 
meanings designated for objects out in the 
world. Signifiers therefore don’t relate in a one-
to-one way with signifiers, but rather, signifiers 
relate to the system of signifiers, and their 
inherent network of negations, as the means 
whereby any reference can happen. Reference is 
thus, in a sense, distributed to the system 
rather than to any individual signifier.  
 
Once these signifiers are linked in chains, 
sentences are produced, and this chain of 
signifiers indicates the flow of signs we call 
language. Saussure divides language into 

individual utterances, or parole, and the bank of possible terms from which parole can be drawn, 
known as langue. Implicit in langue are the rules of grammar, syntax, and signification needed for 
any given parole to be sensible. Thus, both at the level of the sign and complex utterances, 

Oppositions are rarely equally 
weighted . . . frequency counts based 
on texts on the World-Wide Web 
suggest that in the pairing  
public/private, for instance, private is 
very clearly the marked term (accorded 
secondary status). How strongly a term 
is marked . . . depends on contextual 
frameworks such as genres and 
sociolects . . .    
 

- Daniel Chandler, Semiotics for 
Beginners, 113.  
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Saussure’s semiotics creates a distributed, systemic account of the mechanisms for the 
creation of meaning.  
 
 

Thinking Signs, Part Two – The Legacy of Ferdinand de Saussure. 
By the start of the first World War, Saussure’s ideas had already had a wide impact, and had 
come into the hands of a young linguist named Roman Jakobson.109 Jakobson not only further 
systematized Saussure’s notions of how language worked, but spread his ideas far and wide. 
While he began his work as a member of the Moscow Linguistic Circle, he continued his studies 
while an emissary for the young Soviet government in Prague, and after breaking with the Soviets 

(finding his politics and Jewish heritage ever more 
a danger in the increasingly Stalinist political 
climate back home), he fled first to Copenhagen, 
and then to New York City for the duration of 
World War II. During his time in New York he came 
into contact with the wide array of émigré 
intellectuals, many of who had collected around 
The New School for Social Research.110 In 1933, 
The New School established what became known 
as ‘The University in Exile,’ a graduate faculty 
aimed at providing a home for academics fleeing 
Europe’s increasingly violent political climate. 
While most of the members of the University in 
Exile were German-speaking refugees who escaped 
Hitler’s Germany, in 1941 a specifically 
Francophone entity came into being, in association 
with the New School, named Le École Libre des 
Hautes Études. And it is at this school that Roman 
Jakobson, fluent in French, met the anthropologist 

Claude Levi-Strauss. Because both of them were of Jewish descent, at least New York was safe. 
The two struck up a friendship, and Jackobson quickly introduced Levi-Strauss to the ideas of 
Saussure, and the extrapolations of Saussure’s model which had been his work up until that 
point.  
 
Not himself a linguist, the curious Levi-Strauss noticed something odd about the theories 
presented to him by Jakobson. Levi-Strauss had recently returned from fieldwork among 
indigenous tribes within the Amazon river basin. And he noticed that among many of the tribes he 
studied, there were aspects of their non-linguistic habits 
which obeyed many of the rules which Jakobson was 
working to codify in regard to linguistic utterances. In 
particular, Levi-Strauss noticed that the complex rules 
surrounding legitimate and illegitimate marriage 
partners in the tribes he was studying were similar to 
the manner in which Jakobsen’s systematizations 
organized linguistic grammar. This insight was to 
change French intellectual life for half a century, and by 
the 1980’s, the entire study of the humanities in the 
United States as well. Levi-Strauss’ application of 
Saussurian linguistic theories to the realm of culture, 
begun with the 1945 publication of The Elementary 
Structure of Kinship, created the new movement within 
the French sciences humaines which came to be known 
as ‘structuralism.’  
 
Essentially an attempt to look for the deep structure, a 
sort of grammar, within any sort of rule-based cultural 
activity, Levi-Strauss began what was to become 
structuralism by analyzing a wide variety of activities 
within the cultures of the Amazon basin as functioning 
‘like a language.’ In the next few years, Levi-Strauss 
would analyze table manners to totem animal systems, 
cooking habits, as well as a variety of other forms of 
cultural symbolism within the tribes with whom he lived 
during his fieldwork in the Brazil. Furthermore, he began 
to apply such ideas to things a bit closer to the French 
context and modern life. Soon a variety of theorists in 
France, such as the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, 
Marxist theorist Louis Althusser, and linguist A.J. 
Greimas, all looking for a way to make sense of a the 
tense post-war period, began using the methods 

The structuralist method operates by 
presenting and systematically 
working out binary oppositions 
between elements supplied by 
observation – the phonemes of the 
linguists of the mythemes of the 
anthropologist. 
 

- Claude Levi-Strauss, The View 
From Afar, 233-4.  

 

Levi-Strauss was preoccupied with 
binary structures that are hierarchical, static, 
and stable . . . one must first break down the 
complexities of the world and human 
experience in their constitutive parts, and then 
proceed to determine the simple principles, 
procedures, and rules by which these elements 
are combined to form social and cultural 
phenomena . . . The contrast between grids 
and networks clarifies the transition from 
the Cold War system to network 
culture. The Cold War system was designed to 
maintain stability by simplifying complex 
relations and situations in terms of a grid with 
clear and precise oppositions: East/West, 
left/right, communism/capitalism, etc. . . . It 
is not surprising that in the 
polarized world of the Cold War, 
the structures Levi-Strauss 
identified are always binary 
opposites.   
 

– Mark Taylor, Moment of Complexity, 
52, 23, 52. 
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provided by Saussure, Jakobson, and Levi-Strauss to analyze a wide variety of cultural 
phenomena.  
 
One of the most influential theorists to pick up on these ideas was the young critic Roland 
Barthes.111 After producing his first work of literary criticism in 1953, in 1957 Barthes collected 
a series short pieces for periodicals, based on of observations of various cultural phenomenon 
which he called modern-day ‘myths,’ in a volume he called Mythologies. He included with this an 
essay called “Myth Today,” in which he systematized his approach, and made use of many of the 
techniques described by Levi-Strauss, Jakobson, and Saussure. Barthes analysis ranged over a 
wide variety of phenomenon in contemporary French culture of the 1950’s, from television idols 
to advertisements to slogans to the tropes of professional wrestling. The use of this ‘structural’ 
method of looking for the ‘deep grammar’ of aspects of daily life and mass-culture soon became 
all the rage, and structuralism and semiotics with it became the watchword of the day. Barthes 
continued by applying his insights to the more traditional areas of study such as literature, for 
example, in his The Structural Analysis of Narrative (1962), and in 1964, he produced a 
manifesto for the discipline of the study of signs, which he rechristened ‘semiology’, called The 

Elements of Semiology.  
 
As the sixties progressed, the study of signs in the manner of Levi-Strauss, Jakobsen, 
Greimas, and Barthes became the dominant form of cultural analysis in France, and it 
was widely referred to as ‘structuralism.’ In many ways it was a modernist movement, 
but one which occurred after World War II. But as with pre-war modernisms, it was 
concerned with the search for foundations, the rejection of tradition, and the desire to 
start fresh to provide a more systematic approach to what it studied. While the 
movement slowly gained influence throughout the 1950’s, by the mid-1960’s it begn to 
achieve institutional support and recognition, even in the staid French academy of the 
time, and during this time structuralism began to recast countless disciplines within the 
French academy.  
 
The political revolt in ’68 in France changed everything. Starting with the students, who 
desired more flexibility in curricular choices, and who found both the older traditions and 
some of the new structuralism to be inadequate to their needs, the student protests 

quickly spread beyond the confines of the university when the students decided to try and join 
forces with nearby striking auto workers. The result was a general strike which many thought 
would be strong enough to topple DeGaul and the relatively conservative and pro-American 
government of post-war France. Within a few days, however, order was restored, and DeGaul 
triumphantly paraded through the streets of Paris. The opportunity for change had vanished as 
mysteriously as it had arrived. French intellectuals would spend much of the rest of the decade 
trying to understand precisely why 1968 had been a successful as it had been, but also why it 
ultimately failed.  
  
Either way, structuralism died with ’68, or rather, it mutated into what became generally known 
as ‘post-structuralism.’ As much a continuation as it was a critique, post-structuralism took what 
was a modernist search for foundations and put it on post-modern, post-foundational groundings. 
But the major theoretical devices used by structuralism, while altered in context and application, 
remained largely unchanged.  
 
One of the theorists who presented the most fervent critique of structuralist linguistics, and who 
thereby helped give rise to ‘post-structuralism,’ was a young philosopher and literary critic by the 
name of Jacques Derrida. In a flurry of texts published nearly simultaneously with the events of 
‘68, Derrida blasted apart the bases of Saussurian 
linguistics from within.112 Despite this radical critique, 
however, the basic elements of Saussure’s mechanics 
remained in place, shuffling along like ghosts, influencing 
an entire generation of theorists in their new, semi-
exploded forms. Post-structuralist critiques of 
Saussure’s methods, even in the guise of Derrida’s most 
extreme ‘deconstructive’ analyses, had yet to come up 
with something which could successfully take the place of 
the Saussurian model. Thus, its modified form became 
the standard for the post-structuralist analysis which 
would dominate France for the next forty years. 
Saussure’s ideas would be presented, and then the 
deconstruction thereof. Whole generation learned of 
these ideas together, just as they learned structuralist 
ideas and the post-structuralist critiques thereof. In the process, students would learn, in a 
sense, what they (could) not do.  
 
And this situation has only continued, as post-structuralism became the dominant mode of 
analysis in many parts of the world. Critics would use a series of terms they only partially believed 
in, then show what these tools were missing. But there was nothing better to replace them with, 
and post-structuralism, and deconstruction with it, was excellent at taking things apart. While 
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some post-structuralist theorists were somewhat more constructive and re-constructive than 
deconstruction – Lacan’s works, for example, gave rise to an entire self-deconstructing set of 
tools which nevertheless had elements which were, if nothing else, appropriate to the needs of 
their times, and therefore some solidity to them – deconstruction remained perhaps the most 
ascetic form of post-structuralism, the branch which eschewed any sort of terminological 
creation that it did not immediately dissolve. In many ways, Derridean deconstruction has this 
desire to self-dissolution in common with many late modernist formations, such as the dramas of 
Beckett or the stark minimalism so prominent in painting and sculpture of the time period 
immediately after the first use of atomic weapons. Along with with the works of Maurice 
Blanchot, Derrida’s writing indicates a ‘zero degree’113 of the possibilities present in the world, a 
certain extreme nihilism coupled with extreme hopefulness (if one which can never really come to 
be).  

 
Around 1980 both structuralism and post-structuralism, after a long, dormant period lurking 
underground in the United States, exploded onto the scene, as an entire generation of critics, 
looking for ways out of the post-war orthodoxy which had stifled American criticism under Cold-
War conservatism, finally found the set of tools they needed to produce subversive readings of 
dominant cultural narratives. While the trend first took off within philosophy and traditional 
literary studies, feminist, gay and lesbian, and African-American critics soon warmed to the tools 
as well. Having conquered the massive English language academic milieu, post/structuralim 
became part of the lingua franca whereby the varied disciplines of the humanities in English 
began to re-interpret the world.  
 
And with all of Saussure’s theories came his notion that language is primarily an affair of binary 
oppositions, laced in linear chains, one after another. Oddly enough, however, Saussure didn’t 
emphasize binary oppositions as much as discrete units placed in chains or networks. Jakobson, 
however, as one of the leading lights of the Russian formalist movement, was part of an endeavor 
to make a science of linguistics, and therefore, he attempted to formalize, in quasi-mathematical 
fashion, that which Saussure had simply discussed. For Jackobson, it was essential that semiotic 
linguistics have a ‘minimal unit of analysis’ – in this case, the signifier – an ‘atom’ of meaning 
which could be seen as parallel to that of the minimal phonetic unit (‘phoneme’) within chains of 
phonetic materials, a minimal graphic unit (‘graphemes) within chains of written materials, etc.114 
From there, a calculus of relations could be established, from simple binary relations up to 
complex chains making use of syntax, poetic metaphor, etc. This foundational approach 

emphasized the binary 
and linear aspect of 
Saussure’s theories, 
however, over the 
relational network of 
relations between 
signifiers. Thus, while 
Saussure described, for 
example, how units 
were determined by 
minimal meaningful 
differences (ie: between 
‘cat’ and ‘bat’ and ‘sat’), 
Jackobson was more 
interested in pairs of 
such oppositions (ie: 
‘cat’ and ‘bat’, or ‘bat’ 
and ‘sat’), than 
networks. Of course, 
whether pairs are 
abstractions from living 
relational networks, or 
these networks are built 
up from foundational 
binaries, depends on 
what one is looking for.  
 

And for Jackobson, lived practice was of less interest than coherence in regard to first principles, 
a fact which made his approach to linguistics highly influential in a period in time in which 
cybernetics was all the rage in France. For in the 1950’s, it seemed as if this new science of the 
relation between humans and computers was the technocratic master discipline of the future. 
Structuralism allowed for the humanities and social sciences to compete with the hard sciences 
in their claims to scienticity in the late modernist age.  
 
Thus, the binary took precedence over the relational, and this trend only increased as semiotics 
developed during the period of the Cold War. And when the North American academy wanted a 
way to break with much of its Cold-War ways of looking at the world, it turned to post-

. . . a system of distinctive features based on a mutually 
implicating relation between the term of each binary 
opposition is the optimal code, and it is unwarranted to 
assume that the speech participants use a more 
complicated and less economical set of differential criteria 
in their encoding and decoding operations. Recent 
experiments have confirmed that multi-dimensional 
auditory displays are most easily learned and perceived 
when ‘binary coded’ . . . The binary opposition is a child’s 
first logical operation. Both opposites arise simultaneously 
and force the infant to choose one and to suppress the 
other of the two alternatives.  

 
– Roman Jakobson and Morris Halle, The Fundamentals of 
Language (1956), 60-1. 
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structuralism, which brought the binary with it. And it has haunted post-structuralism, and all it 
has touched, ever since.  

 
 

Thinking Binarization III – Networked Semiotics. Let us 
take Greimas’ square, the isolated binary of a term and its related contradictories and 
contraries, and let us imagine it being used to diagram a set of terms, for example, highly 
loaded terms such as black/white. Obviously, we’re dealing with a very artificial situation, 
in that language in everyday life takes the form of a flow, while in dictionaries we see 
interlocked series of relationships. What benefit, then, do we get from a structure like 
Greimas’ square? And can we find any support for the notion that this approach to 
language has priority over others?  
 
While the priority of the Griemasian square is assumed as something nearly self-evident by 
the structuralists – language is binary because this model is so elegant, how could it be 
otherwise? – this sort of argument is precisely a non-argument, the sort of circularity 
indicative of myth. What then supports the seeming ‘self-evidence’ of the binary model 
that seemed to need so little argumentative support by the structuralists? Perhaps, as we 
have argued, the binary nature of the cybernet, computer-intoxicated, Cold-War age 
overdetermined so much of the way that subjects at the time viewed the world. The 
changes in ideological models throughout history are perhaps precisely the result of 
changes in precisely those things which ‘go without saying,’ those ways of viewing the 
world which Thomas Kuhn in his The Stucture of Scientific Revolutions (1961), calls 
‘paradigms.’ 
 
What must be obvious, however, is that the Griemasian approach is a highly artificial 
construction at best. It is abstract, detached from life, use, action, anything that relates to 
language in the world. It is, in many senses, a fantasy of what language should be, rather 
than anything like what it is, whether written or spoken.  
 
This can perhaps be illustrated best if we try to take the Griemasian square and take it to its 
logical conclusion – something which, at least in this form, the structuralists never quite did. 
For while Griemas and his followers argued that the entirety of language could be built 
from these sorts of binary squares, what precisely would that actually look like?  
 
Let us say we have a term that would normally be isolated in the Griemasian square, let’s 
say, from our previous example, the term ‘good.’ Obviously underneath it we have the 
term ‘not-good,’ its contradiction, but there are entire series of possible contraries, ranging 
from pure tautology (‘good’ again), to near contradictions (like ‘evil’ or ‘bad’). But there 
are also in between terms, such as ‘adequate,’ as well as terms which seem unrelated to 
good, such as ‘artichoke.’ But might it not be possible to imagine a scenario in which 
artichocke served as a contrary to ‘good’? In the proper context, perhaps so. And from 
this perspective, one could make the argument that every word in the language could, 
potentially, end up somewhere between tautology and near contradiction in our string of 
potential contraries. So in fact, we end up with an accordian style series of layers of these 
squares, anchored on one end by the ‘good/not-good’ duo, but surrounded by a series of 
potential contraries. That said, its evident that there is more to connect terms such as 
‘good’ and ‘bad’ than ‘good’ and ‘artichoke,’ so perhaps we should weight these strong 
links moreso than the weak ones.  
 
But let’s take this even further. For might not ‘good’ itself be a contrary to another term 
which serves to anchor its own square? In fact, might not good itself be a potential 
contrary to any and all other terms in the language? If so, we have an interlocking series of 
these according squares, connected by linkages of various strength between them. And 
let’s not forget the ‘neither-nor’ and ‘both-and’ terms, which link the nodes of this crystal to 
itself in a whole different set of ways! 
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So long as we keep the differential weights between terms to show how some words are 
linked more strongly to some than others, we now have something which actually 
approximates a bit more than Griemas’ original model how language is actually 
structured. Or do we? For aren’t languages in fact dynamic entities?  
 
Languages are in fact dynamic in multiple ways. Firstly, there is the fact that words are 
used, in speech and in writing, in different frequencies. But secondly, some words enter the 
language, while others vanish, and some words change their meanings over time. So let’s 
imagine that each time a word is used, the size of its node and those it is connected to 
increases ever so slightly in size. This will model frequency, but we should also allow the 
weights between nodes to change in order to show shifts in the meanings of words over 
time. Now, if we have done our job properly, we have a model for language, one which 
can be applied to any language,  which while based on the Griemasian mechanics, takes 
them to their conclusion, 
according to the notion that all 
languges can be based upon 
extensions of this binary model.  
 
Of course, in the process, we 
have ended up with a model of 
language which, while in theory is 
‘based’ upon Griemas’ square, 
only is so to the extent that we 
start from the square. But what if 
we started from interconnections 
between contraries? And in fact, 
do we even need contradictories 
to make this language net 
function at all, or do they 
become superfluous, functioning 
more as add ons than anything 
else? For in fact, we use 
contraries in language with great 
frequency, but logical 
contradiction mostly in examples 
drawn from symbolic logic, not 
everyday speech or written 
language. But why even assume 
we ‘start’ from anywhere? For in 
fact, isn’t language always a 
functioning whole? When have 
we ever truly seen a word, or a word and its opposite, without actually being derived from 
the mass of a functioning languge out there in the world? Could we even call a one-word 
language a language? Would the binary of it and its contradictory really even be 
contradictory in a way that makes any sense?115  
 
Can we not say then that, in every sense of the term, Griemas’ square, and the binary 
distinctions on which it is based, is ultimately derivative of language as a whole? And if so, 
why not start our analysis of language there, and base it there, in the network of language 
as it is used, of language as a dynamic, shifting web of relations?  
 
Much of this text will argue precisely for this sort of approach. And let it not go without 
notice the similarities between the model of language we have just constructed, this 
imaginary crystalline network, and that of both organic and artificial brains. For perhaps 
language is, as Maurice Merleau-Ponty once stated, simply a ‘flesh less heavy’ . . .116  
 
 
 

While exposing systems and structures as 
incomplete and perhaps repressive, 
deconstruction inevitably leaves them in 
place  . . . Instead of showing how totalizing 
structures can actually be changed, 
deconstruction demonstrates that the 
tendency to totalize can never be overcome, 
and thus, that repressive structure are 
inescapable . . . What Derrida cannot imagine 
is a nontotalizing system or 
structure that nonetheless 
acts as a whole. Important work now 
being done in complexity studies suggest that 
such systems and structure are not merely 
theoretically conceivable but are actually at 
work in natural social, and cultural networks. 

 
- Mark Taylor, Moment of Complexity, 65. 
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Thinking Signs, Part Three – Binarizing Semiotics in 
Structuralism and Beyond. In Jackobson’s formal schematizations, the building 
blocks of language are, in increasing order of complexity, signifiers themselves, binaries of 
these signifiers, ‘syntagmatic’ combinations of signifiers in linear chains, and ‘paradigmatic’ 
categories which constitute the choices of units, according to rules of grammar, from which 
syntagmatic chains are composed.117 Each utterance is therefore formed by means of an 
interweaving of an ‘axis of selection’ (when one selects terms from a category/paradigm), 
with that of an ‘axis of combination’ (when one combines terms from different 
categories/paradigms to create particular utterances/syntagms). Jakobsen was clear that 
these two axes approximate the two primary linguistic tropes of metaphor and metonymy 
which, via their layering,  give rise ultimately to all language from simple description to the 
most beautiful poetry. Jackobson noted, however, that even at the most basic level of the 
chaining of signifiers, hierarchy and power often find their way into the process, with one 
term of a given binary, the ‘marked’ term, being valued over the other. Thus, while there may 
be little hierarchical difference between terms in a binary on a phonetic level (ie: ‘cat’ versus 
‘bat’), culture quickly worked to hierachize terms at the level of their meaning (ie: ‘male’ and 
‘female’).  
 
This sort of inbalance can play out at many levels in a given culture. Thus, for Claude Levi-
Strauss, another inheritor of Saussure via Jakobson, all binaries at work in a culture, as 
embodied in varying symbolic myths and practices, ultimately stage a group’s inability to fully 
overcome the shift from nature to culture, from pre to post-symbolic modes of being. In a 
variety of works, Levi-Strauss tracked the ways in which a variety of cultural boundaries – 
dirty/clean, profane/sacred, raw/cooked, child/adult, evil/good, helpful/hindering – could 
be reduced to variants of the single, primordial binary which was both inside and outside the 
system of symbolization itself.118  
 
Much of this had to do with a slow shift, as structuralism matured, from a more synchronic 
approach to language as emphasized by Saussure, to issues of history and development. As 

structuralism developed, it began to be used to 
theorize questions such as the origin of 
languages, both in terms of infant language 
acquisition, as well as in culture as a whole, and 
from here, structuralist models began to 
increasingly work to deal with issues of how 
structures and the cultures in which they 
emerge change over time. Jacques Lacan, for 
example, used the notion of the transition from 
the unary trait to binary signifier to rework his 
concept of how infants enter language via the 
mirror stage and Oedipal complex, while Levi-
Strauss continued to describe various 
approaches to the origin of culture from 
nature.119 In both cases, the genetic 
progression from word/world to word/word to 
word/system provided a narrative for the 
entrance into symbology which was based upon 
the induction of a subject into the world of 
language by climbing a ladder of steadily more 
complex, dialectically intertwined, and self-
displacing binary oppositions. To many thinkers 
in this tradition, language might be a mosaic, 
but its primary units fundamentally uneven 
pairs of complementary yet asymmetrical 
binary oppositions. For one transitioned from 
nature to culture, the imaginary to the 
symbolic, and it was the asymmetry that 
allowed for a sense of progression. 
 
And it is here that we see the link to what 
would eventually become post-structuralism, in 
the sense that one side of the binary was 
always considered unstable, providing a way for 
post-structuralist systems to, in a sense, 
structure themselves as ‘anti-systems,’ that is, 
systems which were founded on a certain 
fundamental instability that allowed an 
accounting for dynamics, change, instability, 

Thus the dominant category of structuralism as 
a method is the concept of the binary 
opposition, the notion that all meanings are 
organized, following the pattern of phonology, 
in pairs of oppositions or determinate 
differences . . . It seems to me that a genuine 
transcendence of structuralism. . . . is possible 
only on condition we transform the basic 
structuralist categories (metaphor and 
metonymy, the rhetorical figures, binary 
oppositions) – conceived by the structuralists to 
be ultimate and rather Kantian forms of the 
mind, fixed and universal modes of 
organizing and perceiving experience – into 
historical ones. For structuralism necessarily 
falls short of genuine metacommentary in that 
it thus forbids itself all comment on itself and 
on its own conceptual instruments, which are 
taken to be eternal.  
 

- Frederic Jameson, “Metacommentary”, 
The Ideologies of Theory, Vol. I, 11, 13.  
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and an anti-foundationalist approach to the world in general. That said, the binary would 
remain, even in this reworked and destabilized form, as a ghost of sorts, haunting post-
structuralism in its ever-present negation as the anti-foundation upon which the entire 
enterprise rested. Rather than anti-structuralism, post-structuralism is as much 
continuation as critique.  
 
According to Mark Taylor, in his analysis of the politics of post/structuralism in 2003’s The 
Moment of Complexity: Emerging Network Culture, it perhaps shouldn’t surprise us that 
while the United States was going through its cybernetic phase, France had a related 
movement which clung to binaries, namely, structuralism. For Taylor, the binary language of 
the politics of the Cold-War created an intellectual climate in which the search for 
foundations in binary paradigms was particularly attractive – just as much as, when the 
West began to desire to get beyond this, began to use the same tools to take the same 
edifice apart. Perhaps it should not be so surprising then that Saussure moved to France in 
the 50’s, and the United States in the 1980’s. Theories, in a sense, seem to follow the path 
of least resistance, and like living replicators, go to where they find a hospitable clime, and 
few examples demonstrate this more than the ideas of Saussure. And yet, as 
psycholinguistic experiments since the 1950’s have shown, subjects report that some 
binaries are strong (ie: good/bad) while others are perceived as weak (ie: poetry/prose, or 
fact/fiction).120 But if this is so, why did semiotics emphasize the binary opposition, rather 
than networks of shades of grey? Which is fundamental and which is derived? And perhaps, 
more importantly, why do some ideas seem fundamental and others derived at certain 
points in history, place, and time?  
 
Certainly there was enormous pressure on the ‘human sciences’ in France at this time to 
become truly scientific. In America there was a related pressure, as disciplines from 
American literary criticism (the so-called ‘New Critics’) to architecture (ie: Bauhaus) and 
even art itself (ie: post-war formalism) display, to shift from what had previously been seen 
as unsystematized sets of practices to a mode of acting based on firm, ‘scientific’ 
foundations.121 Certainly American post-war hegemony, with its consumerism, technocracy, 
and rabid anti-communism, racism, sexism 
 had an enormous influence on both its own and Europes’ academic cultures, and  
Europe, and itself in the throes of cybernetic, consumerist anti-communism, it is perhaps 
hardly surprising that even those who often found themselves in opposition to American 
politics found themselves thinking in terms defined, even if in opposition, to the American 
model.122 And if the American model, taking its cues from capitalist digitality was to isolate, 
hierarchize, grid, and multiply, why should it surprise us that this Leibnizian imperative find 
itself played out in philosophy of language as well? 
 
 

A New Image of Thought. According to Gilles Deleuze, each form of thinking is 
directed, in a sense, by what he calls an ‘image of thought.’ In his work with Felix Guattari, they 
state that,  “the image of thought, the image thought gives itself of what it means to think, to make 
use of thought, to find one’s bearing in thought . . . every method is concerned with concepts and 
presupposes such an image . . . [w]hat thought claims by right . . . it is this that constitutes the 
image of thought” (Deleuze and Guattari, What is Philosophy?, 37). On his own, Deleuze has 
argued that the goal of philosophy is to create “ . . . a new image of thought- or rather, a liberation 
of thought from those images which imprison it . . .” (Deleuze, Preface to English translation of 
Difference and Repetition, xv). In his work in What is Philosophy?  with Félix Guattari, they work to 
show how various images such as this function, showing the preconceived notions which directed 
what was expected from the enterprise known as thinking in the case of Platonic thought, as well 
as the thought of Descartes.  

 
We have worked in this section to frame the issue of the image of the binary opposition, and the 
limitations it imposes on the expectations of thinking, in a similar manner. And from such a 
perspective, the binary opposition has functioned as an ‘image of thought’ for too long. It has 
imaged a fantasized origin for thought, as well as its end and purpose. But how does one displace 
an image of thought?  
 
According to Ernesto Laclau in his 1990 text New Thoughts on the Revolution of our Time, when a 
belief system goes into a crisis, this is because there is a dislocation of its ability to narrativize the 
fundamental breach which constitutes social discourse as such.123 When this happens, all that had 
to be forgotten in order for a specific signifier (in this case, the binary opposition) as well as the 
image of fullness which it has served to anchor (which he calls an ‘imaginary horizon’ for discourse) 
to stabilize social discourse begins to remerge into popular consciousness. The sense in which the 

image of  
thought 
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discourse in question ‘goes without saying’ is called into question. But then something needs to 
come about to replace it. Multiple competing discourses emerge, each of which begins to offer 
ways to suture the breach at the center of the social. Laclau calls these new models ‘mythic 
spaces,’ and only one of these will ultimately take the place of the discourse in question. And while 
Laclau is discussing the manner in which this occurs in a single, hegemonic discourse which 
controls social power in a society, this model operates at all levels of discourse, if at differing 
scales. Thus, if we consider the binary opposition as an image of thought whose time of crisis has 
come, it is likely that people will cling to this image, no matter what, until a satisfactory mythic 
space has emerged to take its place. Otherwise, a threat of the breakdown of ‘order as such’ 
threatens. But so long as an alternate discourse is found, it becomes possible for people to accept 
that another world might be possible.  
 
It is in many ways useless to attempt to justify the world presented in one of the proposed mythic 
spaces from within the original discourse in question, because what allows another discourse to 
begin to function as a mythic space which can hope to suture the dislocation a hegemonic 
discourse is that it allows for a narrativization of the fundamental exclusions which form the basis of 
the hegemonic discourse itself. Thus, if the binary approach starts to break down when comfronted 
with situtions which require forms of thought which are neither binary nor non-binary, but rather, 
somewhere between the two, then what is needed is a form of thinking which can explain all those 
forms of discourse which were excluded, of necessity, from the binary paradigm.  
 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Might it be possible for us to present a new          

                           image of thought, based        

                                                       around complex 

networks?          

                                         What might a post-binary       

                  thought look like?  

 
 
networks and  
‘soft’  
    computing  
 
 

                    Beyond the Binary 
Opposition, Or, Saussure on ‘Soft-
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Serve.’  I’d like to propose that we get soft. Or rather, that we put 
Saussure and the binary opposition on ‘Soft-Serve.’  
 
Within computer science, the term ‘soft-computing’ is the term which has 
been recently used to describe an entire new mode of doing, well, 
computing. Soft-computing, simply put, dispenses with the binary 
opposition, it replaces ‘rigid’ or ‘hard’ constraints with those which are, in a 
word, soft. In doing so, I’d like to suggest, we have a template upon which 
to base a new image of thought, a new set of ideas about what it might 
mean to think.  
 
To those of us raised in an age in which to compute meant binary, this 
requires we rethink precisely what it means to compute, and this is 
precisely the task which soft-computing has undertaken as it has 
developed, at first piecemeal, but in a manner which is creating a slow 
revolution over the last twenty or so years.  
  
What I am proposing is that the various forms of soft-computing have 
within them a new image of what it means to think which can help guide 
semiotics, and with it, the post-structuralist philosophies developed in 
respose to semiotic theories of language and mind, beyond the age of the 
binary. In what follows, I’ll work to elaborate what this might mean.  

 

 
Debinarization. The theories behind Soft-Computing are 
not necessarily new, and in fact, if modern computing began in the 
aftermath of World War II, soft-computing finds many of its roots in this 
same period. But it was always the renegade path, certainly at odds with 
much of the spirit of the Manichean politics of the Cold-War and the 
binary strictures of the cybernetic age. Those outsider computer-scientists 
producing work in these areas were often considered outcasts or 
renegades, working on the margins of the mainstream. Up until very 
recently, the branches of computer science which today generally go 
under the name ‘soft-computing’ were considered separate minor areas 
of research. Today, these technologies are converging in such a fashion 
that they may in fact soon redefine the very core of what it means to 
compute in today’s world.  

 
Soft-Computing as a field is generally seen as being made up of the 
relatively new convergence of four primary strands of computing research 
around the following technological models – artificial neural networks, 
fuzzy control systems, and genetic/evolutionary algorithms.124 In many 
senses, these are complementary technologies. Neural Networks use the 
human brain as a model for computation, and in doing so, gets around 
many of the binary aspects which structure today’s digital machines. 
Fuzzy control systems use ‘fuzzy set theory’ and ‘multi-valued logic’ to 
develop modes of thinking which do computations on numbers between 
1 and 0. Perhaps not a revolutionary concept (didn’t we learn fractions in 
elementary school?), but revolutionary within the realm of computing. 
And via multi-valued logic (also called ‘fuzzy logic’, though it has a bad 
name, so is often avoided within the field), it becomes possible to be 
precise about forms of thought which are more complex, precise, and 
subtle than the propositional ‘all or none’ logics favored by analytic 
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philosophies of language. Genetic/Evolutionary algorithms literally use 
evolutionary models of selection to have computer programs evolve 
solutions to difficult problems. Combine all three to the point to which they 
begin to converge, and throw in a handful of bells and whistles (some of 
which are nevertheless quite mathematical in nature), and you have the 
newly developing field known as ‘soft-computing.’  

 
In order to explain the implications of these technologies for philosophy 
and semiotics, images of language and thought, a few things will be 
necessary. Firstly, in order to make the ‘taken-for-grantedness’ of the 
binary paradigm seem a bit less necessary, natural, and/or common-
sensical, it will be important to defamiliarize our relation to it. Much of the 
earlier segments of text worked to do much of this already, via discussions 

of Leibniz, Boole, 
Babbage, etc. This 
loosens our 
attachment to the 
image of thought 
created by the 
binary opposition 
as a ‘surface of 
inscription’ upon 
which cultural 
discourses beyond 
computing – such 
as philosophy and 
semiotics – could 
build off-shoot 
paradigms (ie: 
binary semiotics, 
the deconstruction 

thereof, etc.). From there, a work of translation will be necessary, in order 
to bring some of the concepts from soft-computing out of the technical 
scientific/mathematical discourses in which they were developed, and 
into a form which can speak more directly to those trained in more post-
structuralist, philosophical, and semiotic modes of working. This ties into the 
larger goal of Networkologies, namely, to bring the study of complex 
networks into discourse with philosophy/semiotics. Soft-computing, as will 
be shown, has much in common with the complexity studies, and can 
help us to develop a form of ‘soft-semiotics.’ 

 
Imagining Thought – Classical Semiotics. Classical 
semiotics, developed by Peirce and Saussure in the period between 1880 
and 1915, came of age during a time in which philosophy was under 
enormous pressure to compete with the same scientific paradigms which 
had transformed the world during the period immediately following the 
industrial revolution. Pierce’s semiology, Boole’s universal ‘algebra’ for 
human thought, and Frege’s attempt to develop a logical calculus for 
human thought all evidence an attempt to produce a form of philosophy 
which could compete with the increasingly mathematized scientific 
disciplines which were transforming the world right before their eyes. 
Pierce, Boole, and Frege were developing forms of computation before 
the development of the computer, they were groping towards a 
computer-like vision of the world just as Babbage was doing with his 
varied attempts to produce an analogue computer. We see a similar 
phenomenon with the invention of the cinema, in that before cinema was 
invented, Euro-American culture was looking for something like cinema, 
as evidenced via the proliferation in the late 19th century of 
protocinematic devices such as thaumotropes, zoetropes, 
phenakistescopes, phantasmagoria, and the famous experiments in stop-

Fuzzy logic, neural networks, and genetic algorithms are 
among the most successful novel approaches to computation 
and problem solving. Neural networks can recognize ill-
defined patterns without an explicit set of rules; fuzzy logic 
controls systems form a partial and imprecise description of 
their behavior; and genetic algorithms can solve complex 
problems by an "evolutionary" process in which chance plays a 
fundamental role. These techniques which should be seen as 
complementary rather than competitive, are at the core of the 
"soft computing" approach to machine intelligence. 

 
 – Arturo Sangallo, Importance of Being Fuzzy, xiv. 
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motion photography by Etienne-Jules Marey and Eadweard Muybridge.125  
Just as the entirety of Euro-American culture was, during this period, in the 
midst of a multi-scale and multi-temporal process cinematization, so it 
was with a process of computerization – and in fact, both were likely 
themselves aspects of even larger changes. We would be naïve if we 
thought that philosophy was beyond the influence of such a radical 
alteration in the images which guided people’s conceptions of what it 
meant to think during this time.  
 
The images of thought endemic to the 19th century are legendary. As 
capital began to unify Euro-American culture in an ever tighter web of 
communication and transportation technologies (as well as to a set of 
colonized territories which were ‘disjunctively synthesized’ thereto), each 
country’s intellectuals, both for and against such changes, developed 
increasingly linked images whereby to organize their concepts of what it 
means to think. For example, we see in the early German Romantics an 
image of thought in the quest for Novalis’ famed ‘blue rose’ floating in 
some sort of transcendent aether  - but does such an image apply to the 
Utilitarian’s and their Panopticon, or the Helmhotzians whose reflex arc 
even influenced Freud’s early theories of mind?126 Deleuze’s notion of an 
‘image of thought’ is developed sporadically in a series of texts, but if we 
are to take this notion seriously, we need to take into account that it is 
likely that each discursive tradition, theorist, and work is likely guided by 
its own ‘image of thought’, even if there are strongly networked similarities 
between series of such images. 
 
What is important for the task at hand, however, is to recognize that what 
we have come to accept as obvious is itself grounded in an ‘image of 
thought’ which is, like others, contingent and based in a variety of socio-
technological changes. Pierce’s original semiology grows from the ground 
of his influences, the astronomical calculations and land surveying 
projects he used to provide his living even as he ever struggled to find an 
official academic post in the US. Is it not possible to see the echo of his 
father’s astronomical calculations in his famed logic diagrams?127 
Likewise, there is much in common between Boole’s reduction of thought 
to a mechanical set of gates and pipes to the Victorian technological 
imaginary, with its steam, boilers, engines, and governors (all of which has 
given rise to its own fantasy/sci-fi hybrid retrofuturist genre-world known 
by aficionados as ‘steampunk’ – for a great intro to this worlding, see 
Katsuhiro Otomo’s 2004 Anime epic Steamboy)?128  
 

Saussure’s diagrams, with their pretensions to making linguistics a science 
composed of layered chains of compartmentalized meanings sutured 
together evidences much of the foundationalist Zeitgeist of modernist era 
gropings at scienticity being produced in a variety of les sciences 
humaines during this period.129 Saussure’s linked layers of primary forms 
resonate as much with the work of the Russian Constructivist works in art 
and design as with the sociological formalisms of Georg Simmel or Norbert 
Elias130, or the mathematical foundationalism of Bertrand Russell and Alfred 
North Whitehead’s desire to ground mathematics in set theory in their 
Principia Mathematica. Foundational, linked geometric sets aren’t far from 
the stable, sensible, rational world dreamed of by cyberneticists and 
structuralists alike. It is hardly surprising that structuralism’s neo-modernist 
epistemology began to thrive just as the grid patterns of the International 
Style did in architecture, as the Euro-American world was largely looking 
for answers to the cataclysms of the World War, even as they were looking 
to contain forces which might lead to chaos in the future. What could be 
more comforting than Saussure’s depth model, filled with solid, simple, 
elementary zeroes and ones, pure rational order?  

 
Of course, these are speculations into motivations, into resonances 
between discourses, but our attraction to a theoretical model is as much a  
product of transpersonal socio-psychic forces as is the pull of societies to 
ideologies, political systems, dance crazes, movie stars – even if the 
stakes are a bit higher than with movie stars. But the mechanics whereby 
we read such massive socio-cultural shifts need be the same. For without 
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some sort of meta-linguistic master-discourse whereby to decipher such 
shifts, we are left looking for patterns, reading shifts in paradigms as rebus-
like symptoms of forces whose existences can only be extrapolated from 
the paradigm shifts in question. Such a method, applied by Thomas Kuhn 
to history of science, is precisely what is at stake in Foucault’s project to 
develop physiognomies of epistemic shifts in a variety of fields. Why might 
not semiotics, one of the most scientficized disciplines within 
contemporary critical theory, be subject to such shifts in what it might 
mean to think real, legitimate, quality, good, justified, reasonable, or 
otherwise ‘approved’ thought itself?  

 
 

Major and Minor, Soft and Hard. In the text A Thousand Plateaus (1981) by Gilles Deleuze 
his sometime collaborator Félix Guattari, the pair of them introduce their notion of a division between what they 
call ‘major’ and ‘minor’ sciences.131 To chemistry they oppose alchemy, to astronomy they compare astrology, and 
to psychology they contrast phrenology. Major sciences are for them tied to institutions which accept them, and tie 
their development to the values and growth of a state apparatus. Thus, in contemporary American society, the 
continual push for ‘math and science education’ on the part of generally anti-education conservatives is part of an 
attempt to develop more and more technicians to maintain the superiority of the American military-economic 
complex over the rest of the world, while gutting spending on the less profitable and potentially more subversive 
aspects of teaching and learning.132 This is a casebook example of what Deleuze and Guattari have described as 
major science. Likewise, during the development of modern computing, cybernetic and digital models were 
funded by the government, and developed by the most stridently conservative anti-communist intellectuals at 
work during the Cold War. However, there was a counter movement of dead-ends, discarded quasi-solutions, cul-
de-sacs which could not be integrated within the dominant mainstream of the computing elites, and their ‘major’ 
theories which were able to capture defense contract cash. In her text How We Became Posthuman, N. Katherine 
Hayles traces some of these renegade cyberneticists with very different outlooks on life to those of figures such as 
John von Neumann. And yet, so many of even von Neumann’s throwaway theorems and discoveries, those that 
didn’t become mainstream within cybernetics, have recently been recovered by movements within the complexity 
studies. For as the paranoid major science of the cybernetic age is going into eclipse, a new narrative is emerging 
whereby all that had been neglected now finds itself at the center of cutting edge research. Here we see a 
transition whereby a set of ‘minor’ scientific practices are themselves in a process of becoming major in turn.  
 
During a paradigm shift, the various ‘minor’ knowledge’s which find themselves about to ‘become major’, to join 
a new paradigm in the process of formation, face a choice of sorts. Each new paradigm can simply change the 
content of its predecessor without altering its form, or create a change which goes much deeper still. If the 
complexity sciences end up becoming as rigid in their orthodoxy as early cybernetics was (and certainly later 
cyberneticians like Gregory Bateson, often considered a proto-complexity theorist, were much more flexible in 
nature), they will themselves simply become the new ‘major’ knowledge of our age. But what if the complexity 
studies, with its emphasis upon the spontaneous emergence of the unforeseeable, can become widely accepted 
without ‘becoming major’?  
 
Deleuze and Guattari pose a related question in their earlier collaborative work, Anti-Oedipus, in which they 
contrast two types of political groups – those which were oppressed and then, when they come to power, act like 
the old oppressors, and those who when they come to power work to undo the structures of oppression as such, 
transforming what it means to control society itself such that the exclusion of oppression, and openness to new 
forms of social change, becomes the precondition for the political as such.133  
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Might it be possible to imagine a form of knowledge which can continue to remain ‘minor’ even after it has 
become widely accepted? I’m skeptical that the content of any particular field of knowledge, no matter how 
egalitarian its aims, cannot be co-opted – Maximiliian Robespierre serves here as ‘exhibit A.’ But what if any idea 
can be co-opted, what aspects of the use of such ideas can help keep them open to continual rearticulation by new 
social needs, new knowledges, new claims to legitimacy by those previously excluded?  
 
This, it would seem, would be the task of ‘softening’ binary paradigms of knowledge at work in Euro-American 
society in the present day.  

 
 

Soft-Methods – Fuzzy, Neuro, and 
Evolutionary.  Fuzzy, Neural, and Evolutionary forms of 
Soft-Computing ‘soften’ the binary paradigm on different yet 
converging levels of computing. From a networks perspective 
(the utility of which will become apparent as we describe how 
‘neural’ forms are structured), we could say that fuzzy 
paradigms work at the level of units/nodes of computing 
systems, neural approaches to the connections/links between 
these nodes, and evolutionary between the fully formed networks 
made of these nodes/links.  
 
From such a perspective, the simplest piece of a soft-computing 
system would be the fuzzy unit ,  which would be linked into neural 
networks ,  which compete with each other via evolutionary 
algorithms .  Each needs to be investigated in turn, so that we see 
the manner in which soft-computing gets around binary 
paradigms at the level of the unit, relations, and meta-relations 
within computing systems. 

 
 
 

                  

                                 fuzzy  

                                    

units  

 
 
 

Fuzzy Thinking – A Beginner’s Guide. The simplest unit of soft-computing is 
the fuzzy unit, or fuzzy processor.134 A fuzzy unit is simply a unit of computation which utilized fuzzy 
logic to operate. Fuzzy logic, despite the bad rap in the popular press, is actually ‘real’ math which 
does real calculations with real effects. Washing machines are now marketed with ‘fuzzy chips’ inside 
of them, and a fuzzy control system drives the trains in the city of Sendai, Japan.135 Real lives depend 
upon fuzzy processing – it is very, very real, and will likely get realer by the day.  

 
Fuzzy logic, also known as multi-valued logic, got its start before Lofti Zadeh’s famous 1965 paper 
which coined the term.136 Several models of multi-valued logic were in fact developed in the early 20th 
century, most famously by Jan Lukaslewicz and Alfred Tarski. Lukaslewicz and Tarski’s model, 
developed right after World War II, develop a form of propositional formal logic in which three truth 
values, rather than the traditional two, were possible – true, false, and some other value (don’t know, 
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don’t care, etc.) – hence the fact that it is commonly called a form of ‘trivalent’ logic, and thereby 
opposed to more traditional ‘bivalent’ forms.137 Zadeh’s insight was to use a numerical value that 
could get beyond the limitations of binary coding. In Zadeh’s system, 0=false, 1=true, and any decimal 
gives an infinite variety of shades of grey. Lukaslewicz and Zadeh’s system allowed logic to move 
beyond a principle that had reigned supreme in logical thought (with a few notable exceptions) since 
Aristotle, namely, the famed ‘law of the excluded middle.’ According to Aristotle, if something is true, 
its contradictory must be false, and vice-versa. For Zadeh, there were degrees of truth and falseness.  
It is important to note that fuzzy logics aren’t about probability, nor are they imprecise. A fuzzy 
membership value of .9 is not a chance something will happen, but rather, an exact number value of 
the degree to which it does happen, likewise, it is completely precise, in that it is a .9, a decimal 
accurate to whatever the relevant level of precision required. Fuzzy means neither vague nor 
probable/improbable, but rather, about being between, part-way.  

 
This can be easily illustrated with a concrete 
example. Let us say that we want to keep the 
temperature in a refrigerator cool, but not 
warm, and not freezing either. If we were to 
assign these to a graph, it might look like the 
graph we see in the margins. But what if we 
used fuzzy curves to indicate the degrees to 
which various temperatures are included 
within the fuzzy sets indicated by the words 
‘warm,’ ‘cool,’ and ‘freezing’?  
 
While the diagram for this seems simple 
enough, the implications are pretty radical. 
Firstly, upon the foundation of degrees of 
membership in a fuzzy set, and entire set of 
algorithms have been devised for all the logic 
functions developed by Boole. That is, fuzzy 
logic is a complete system – it can do 
whatever traditional bivalent logics can do in 
terms of computation, only with shades of 
grey.138 Secondly, it can be fuzzy in more than 

one way, not only in terms of the membership between sets, but 
also in that between general and particular. That is, a grade can 
be set not between how much a set contains one of its own 
members.139 For example, let’s say we are putting together a set of 
items – a medium sized frog, two small frogs, and a really big frog. 
We could form a set of these, call them frogs, and give them 
degrees of membership in the set, with the medium sized frog 
getting the highest level (ie: 1), the small frogs and the big frog 
less so, based on their difference in size from the medium frog. This 
allows for degrees of typicality/generality/exemplarity in a set. 
The implications of this for various branches of both thought and 
practice are profound.  
 
Perhaps most importantly, however, fuzzy logics bridge the gap 
between the formal logics of truth tables used by mathematicians 
and the natural language used in everyday speech. One of the 
most daunting aspects of formal symbolic logics is that while 
precise, they are gibberish to most people, in that in order to be 
so precise, they need to eliminate all ambiguity, unlike natural 
languages. Fuzzy logics can do all that traditional logics can do, 
but they retain the ability to operate like either traditional bivalent 
logics, as well as natural languages, depending upon the need or 

context. Previously, formal logics were so helpful in that they could speak to computers, and be easily 
used by them. But if computers start using fuzzy computing units, the need to translate everything into 
bivalent terms falls out. Furthermore, it leads to computers that might one day be able to competently 
respond to commands in natural language. Already, fuzzy chips are making various appliances able 
to think in a more ‘human’ manner via fuzzy control units.  

 
What exactly is a fuzzy control unit? Any control system that makes use of a fuzzy algorithm. Perhaps 
an example will once again help, this time, from the human body.  

 

 
 
The fuzziness of a concept is the 
degree to which the concept equals 
its own opposite . . . Maximum fuzziness 
occurs when a set of a concept equals its own 
opposite. The same theorem so shows a 
property unique to fuzzy theory. The 
fuzziness of a concept is the degree to which 
a part partially contains a whole. This strange 
whole-in-the-part relation occurs only to 
degree zero for binary sets and concepts . . . A 
fuzzy set always intersects its 
opposite at the "paradoxical" 50% midpoint 
value. Binary sets never intersect their 
opposites. 
 

- Bart Kosko, Heaven in a Chip, 13, 9. 
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A Basic Fuzzy Unit – The Human Neuron. 
If we are looking for an example of a basic fuzzy unit, nature provides 
us with an example honed through millions of years of evolution – the 
human nerve cell , or nerve cell .  
 
A nerve cell is basically a mini microprocessor. It takes 
in a variety of inputs, computes their relation, then 
shoots off a response. Each neuron has many inputs – up 
to 10,000 possible inputs per nerve cell .140 Each impulse 
that enters a nerve cell adds to the tension within that 
cell , and well the tension gets high enough, the nerve 
cell fires off its own input in a variety of directions, to 
be received by nerve cells in turn.  
 
If nerve cells only had one input, and receiving that 
input was enough to make the cell fire, then there’d be a 
direct binary relation here. Input, yes? Then fire. Input, 
no? Then wait. But that’s not what happens. Up to 
10,000 different inputs come into a nerve cell . Many 
may be from the same origin, but others might come 
from widely different parts of the brain. Multiple inputs 
coming from the same origin strengthen the signal from 
that point of origin. Each connection is like having a 
slightly higher membership in the ‘set’ indicated by that 
nerve cell . An extremely simplified example is indicated 
below.  
 
It’s important to note that the output from the fuzzy 
unit, our nerve cell , is binary, even though its inputs are not. Fuzzy units 
take fuzzy inputs, use them to perform computations, then ‘defuzzify’ 
them on the way out, so that each output can either become an input in 
another fuzzy computation, or do something concrete in the world 
outside (like blind your eyelid, for example). While it would seem that 
this makes fuzzy units only half fuzzy, in fact, this is more than enough 
to completely change the way 
they operate.141 In a sense, 
fuzzy systems are between 
digital and analog modes of 
computation,  in that they use 
continuous functions on the 
input end, discrete ones for 
output (as opposed to analog 
which are continuous on both 
sides, and digital which are 
discrete on both). While it is 
possible to fuzzify the 
output in theory, this would 
make the system vague, l ike 
an analog system. Fuzzy 
systems are never vague or 

imprecise – they still give you 
a yes or no answer. But they 
perceive and think in shades 
of grey. Just like a human 
being, they consider many 
possible shades of meaning 
before they decide. Thus, l ike 
you, a fuzzy system will be 
able to make real decisions, 
for example, to eventually go 
to lunch or wait a half hour, 
despite all the odd 

. . . classes with uncertain borders 
pervade human language and 
thinking and play an important 
role in the communication of 
information. [Lofti] Zadeh's idea 
[in founding fuzzy logic and set 
theory] was to quantify this 
uncertainty . . . The resulting 
concept - that of a fuzzy set - 
uses the rigorous precision 
of mathematics to manage 
the imprecision of human 
expression and thought . . . 

- Arturo Sangallo, Importance of 
Being Fuzzy, 3.  

 

 

A run-of-the-mill neuron of the human cortex 
receives between a thousand and ten 
thousand incoming axons from other neurons.  

 
-Andy Clark, Mindware: An  
Introduction to the Philosophy of Cognitive 
Science, 21.  
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negotiations it does on the inside, without necessarily splitting the 
middle (of course, the system 
would need to be a bit more 
complex than a single fuzzy unit to 
do this, in fact, it would require a 
plethora of fuzzy units linked in a 
network of relations . .  .  .) . 

 
Five Reasons 
why Neurons 
are NOT like 
Binary-
Switches. Despite 
the hype spread during the 
cybernetic age, neurons not 
only aren’t binary switches, 
they aren’t even close. And 
there are more reasons than 
simply because they use fuzzy 
algorithms (described above). 
So, here’s a quick summary of points to support the claim that neurons aren’t 
binary.  
 
1) Neurons fire like fuzzy-units. For more info, see above, but to reiterate, 
one nerve cell impulse is never enough to make another fire, so any idea that 
nerve cells are like electrical relays linked up in rows is a dream concocted by an 
electrician. Neuroanatomists know better. In fact, since each nerve cell is likely 
to between 1,000 and 10,000 inputs, 
nerve cells are much closer in function 
to massively parallel fuzzy control 
units, since each input gets only a 
miniscule fraction of a say in whether 
or not that nerve cell is more likely to 
fire more quickly or slowly.   
 
2) Neuron’s don’t really switch 
on/of, they pulse.  That is, its no like 
once you hit a threshold, they fire, and 
never before. In fact, neurons have to 
fire every so often to stay alive, so to 
say that they fire like a heater being 
turned on an off like a switch is 
actually in accurate. Rather, nerve cells 
pulse, and as such, they more 
resemble a flashing light than a 
thermostat.142 When a nerve cell gets 
impulses from other cells, it’s not a 
question of whether or not it will fire at 
all, but how frequently .  So, when a 
nerve cell is stimulated, its like a light 
that simply flashes faster, but since 
nerve cells can neither stay dormant 
nor stay completely tensed up without 
doing damage to themselves, they are 
in fact rhythmic dynamic systems, 
rather than a set of switches. Your 

. . . approximately eighty synapses will have to 
exercise their influence on a single receiving cell, 
in or near unison, in order to activate it. Given 
the statistical nature of the firing of individual 
neurons, perfect unison will not prevail, and the 
resultant wastage of effort will mean that 
several hundred other cells will 
have to pool their efforts if they 
are to activate a single receiving 
neuron . . . it is precisely this need to act in 
phase that enables the cortex to weed out signals 
that have less relevance.  

- Rodney Cotterill, Enchanted Looms: Conscious 
Networks in Brains and Computers, 227-8. 

 

. . .  because fuzzy sets make room for 
partial membership, that is, 
for objects that are neither 
totally in or totally out, they can 
accommodate better than ordinary sets the 
ambiguity of human language. Take the class of old 
persons, for instance. At age 5, a person is definitely not 
old (grade membership 0) and at age 95, the person is 
clearly old (grade membership 1). But somewhere 
between 5 and 95 there is a gray zone, represented 
numerically by membership grades greater than 0 ad less 
than 1. For example, a 40-year-old person may have 
grade membership of 0.30 in the fuzzy set of old persons 
. . . The important point here is that there is no 
sharp borderline, no magic age such that 
you become old (and stay so) the moment you 
reach it . . .  

- Arturo Sangallo, Importance of Being Fuzzy, 7. 
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brain is much more like a buzzing symphony of fuzzy violinists than a grid of 
switches.  
 
3)  Nerve cells have sloppy thresholds.  Not only do nerve cells rhythmically 
pulse, but the effect of impulses from other nerve cells doesn’t follow a simple 

threshold model either, despite the fact that many 
scientists will speak this way as a kind of short-hand 
(and in fact, McCulloch and knew this as well, they 
just saw it as ‘relatively unimportant’ for their binary-
minded, cybernetically oriented AI projects!).143 In 
fact, the threshold on nerve cells doesn’t take the 
shape of a binary rectangle, but rather than of an s-
shaped sigmoidal curve of varying steepnesses.144 
While most nerve cells approximate what might be 
called a ‘sloppy’ version of a binary threshold, the 
more variation in the sigmoid curve, the further from 
binary the nerve cells get. The point is, nerve cell 
firing threshold aren’t binary, but binary-ish – but 
when combined with other non-binary aspects of how 

nerve cells function, to use this fact as a basis for the ‘binary nature’ of nerve cell 
firing is the use of selective evidence at its most desperate.  
 
4) Nerve cells are random/noisy.  While it’s easier to say that after enough 
impulses arrive at a neuron, it fires, in fact, this is not always the case. Rather, 
nerve cells have a much higher probability  of firing, but sometimes, they’re just 
plain off.145 This is because neurons allow a certain amount of randomness to 
creep into their computations, simply because this makes the system much more 
reliable. As any physicist will tell you, small amounts of noise actually make 
systems more robust, more tolerant of larger interferences, more flexible, and 
less brittle. Loosely coupled systems with an ‘optimal’ amount of noise are like 
reeds that can blow with the wind, and end up being more creative through 
allowing some chance into the system. This is why when scientists want to really 
model neurons in artificial nets, they are more accurate when they include what 
is known as a Boltzmann generator (named after the man who discovered the 
element of randomness at the heart of physics even before Heisenberg, Ludwig 
Boltzmann), essentially, a randomizer unit, which adds just the right degree of 
unpredictability, statistical ‘noise’ if you will, to artificial neurons.146 Not only is 
it more accurate, but they work better this way.  

 
5) Nerve cells always come in bundles. When scientists draw a picture of a 
‘reflex-arc’ in biology texts, this image is a gross oversimplification. In fact, each 
nerve fiber is composed of innumerable actual nerve cells. When enough of them 
start to fire more quickly and they reach a consensus and begin to sync at faster 
rates of frequency, we have what scientists, when referring to lay-folks, often call 
an ‘impulse’. The number of philosophical models based upon a false notion of 
what composes an impulse is, unfortunately, legion.  

 
A Diversion in N-Dimensional Hyperspace (Or, 
Differing with Deleuze: Informational Multiplicities and 
Fuzzy-Hypercubes). Fuzzy thinking has not only impacted the way 
we see the brain, logic, and even how we design appliances, but has also 
recast the information sciences as well. And this is not without 
applications to philosophy of information – a diversion from our main 
discussion, but a worthwhile one nevertheless. The relation between fuzzy 
information theory and Gilles Deleuze’s theory of virtual multiplicities,147 
for example, is one example of the impact of fuzzy theory on contemporary 
philosophy. And this can be summed up in one fascinating, if complex 
image, namely, the fuzzy hypercube.  
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One particularly interesting useful diagram to come out of fuzzy set 
theory is that of the n-dimensional fuzzy hypercube – scary name, but a 
philosophically fascinating way to picture information (conceived in the 
widest possible sense). In order to explain this, it’s necessary to first 
grasp what an n-dimensional space is. In 1854, a young mathematician 
name Bernhard Riemann stunned his teacher, the legendary Carl 
Friedrich Gauss, by presenting a doctoral qualifying paper (his 
Habilitationsscrift) which not only qualified him to direct research in the 
German university system, but fundamentally recast the science of 
geometry as it was known at the time.148 For Riemann, the fact that 
mathematical graphs followed the 3 dimensions of Euclidian space was 

simply a convention, 
nothing more. Why 
couldn’t graphs be 
used to plot 
relationships other 
than those of space, 
or even space and 
time?  
 
A simple example 
might help. Let’s say 
we wanted to use the 
tools of modern 

mathematical geometry to model something not only different from space and time, but in fact, quite silly, say, 
the extent to which a TV show exhibits certain parameters. Take Seinfeld, for example, with its four main 
characters (Jerry, George, Kramer, and Elaine), and various sub-characters (George’s father, George’s mother, 
Newman, etc.). Each character in this show, in particular the main four characters, have a distinct way of 
speaking, operating with the world, comic timing, etc. Let’s say we measure the ‘Jerry-ness’ of an episode by 
how many times he speaks, does something funny, etc – the more Jerry-like things happen, the higher the 
‘Jerry-rating’ of a particular episode, on a scale of, say, 1-100. We could easily then graph on a 1-dimensional 

line this Jerry-rating, as 
we could with that of the 
other characters. If we 
put any three of these 
rating graphs together, 
we could in fact have a 3-
dimensional graph of an 
episode which, when lined 
up with the traditional x. y 
and z coordinates of 
traditional Euclidean 
geometry on the Cartesian 
coordinate grid, would 
produce an odd 3-D 
‘shape’ of an episode. 
Thus, this odd 3-D shape 
could give us a visual 
picture of, say, the 
relation between the 
Jerry-ness, Kramer-ness, 
and Elaine-ness of a 
particular episode. The 
benefits of such a shape 
are numerous if, rather 
than graphing something 
as silly as a TV episode, we 
were, say, graphing the 
way a fluid changes based 

upon pressure, temperature, and volume. Using calculus, it is then possible to use this graph to do complex 
mathematical calculations on this 3-D figure which doesn’t represent the shape of a real object, but rather, the 
shape of a set of relations between forces (pressure, heat, etc.) in the real world. According to Gilles Deleuze, 
when we create an image which, rather than resemble an object, represents the abstract relations underlying 
it (like pressure, temperature), we create a non-resembling resemblance. He gives this a specific name within 
his philosophy - a diagram.149  
 

But why exclude George? Riemann’s truly mind-blowing insight was that 
while our brains can’t necessarily imagine what 5 or 6-D space looks like 
(and even has trouble with 4-D), math has no trouble performing 
calculations on these dimensions just like any other. Thus, while we can 
only draw a picture of or even imagine 3-D spaces, we could conceive of 
and do work with much higher dimensional spaces, known as manifolds. N-

A line segment is the simplest "cube." The percentages 
from 0% to 100% define a cube of one dimension. It 
measures the values of one fuzzy variable. The left-right  
spectrum [in political discourse] is such a 1-D fuzzy cube . 
. . Two fuzzy variables lead to a fuzzy square or 2-D fuzzy 
cube. Three lead o a solid cube or 3-D fuzzy cube and so 
on . . . The midpoint [of a fuzzy cube] is the fuzziest point 
of all in a fuzzy cube . . . The cube midpoint runs deeper 
than this. It accounts for the "paradoxes” that have 
plagued binary logic since the time of the ancient 
Greeks. Does the Cretan lie if he says that all Cretans lie?  
. . . This is [paradox] impossible [to solve] in binary 
logic. But it is fine in fuzzy logic if he both lies and 
tells the truth to midpoint degree 50%.   

- Bart Kosko, Heaven in a Chip, 40.  

 

The Polish logician Jan Lukasiewicz first worked out 
fuzzy or multivalued logic in the 1920's as a direct 
extension of binary logic. All statements were true 
and false to some degree. The only real constraint was 
that the truth percentages had to add up to 100%. 

- Bart Kosko, Heaven in a Chip, 15.  
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dimensional geometry was born. If we think of this in terms of Seinfeld 
once again, we can now have as many dimensions as there are characters 
– one for each of George’s parents, even for smaller characters like Uncle 
Leo. While you could only ever see three of those dimensions at once, any 
3-D ‘snapshot’ would be a piece of a larger ‘virtual’ shape that exists 
somewhere in mathematical ‘hyperspace.’ Just like a Polaroid snapshot 
gives a quick 1-D impression of the 4-D world, and each snapshot taken 
from a different angle gives us different aspects of that world, so 
Euclidean/Cartesian graphs of 3-D shapes give us different aspects of a 
larger picture, say, a 10-D shape. And just because the full n-dimensional 
object can’t be imagined all at once, that doesn’t mean that calculations 
made in this virtual space can’t affect things in the very ‘real’ 4-D world 
we live in everyday. Just like other mathematical virtualities like ‘imaginary 
numbers’, there are quite a few things in math that dip into the virtual, 
only to re-emerge at key points in which they once again touch the real 
world.  

 
Let’s go back to something very concrete, like water. We can imagine an 
n-dimensional shape that maps onto a separate dimensional axis 
measurements of pressure, temperature, volume, gravity, electricity, 
magnetism, etc. The result would be some n-dimensional shape that 
wouldn’t resemble water, but it would map in some fundamental ways how 
water acts under a variety of conditions. This is precisely what Deleuze 
has in mind when he speaks of a virtual multiplicity (essentially, an n-
dimensional diagram), the foundation of his system of philosophy 
developed in his epic tome Difference and Repetition (1968).  

 
According to numerous contemporary theorists of fuzzy set theory and its 
possible intersections with information theory, one of the most 
interesting potentials of fuzzy sets is their ability to map information in a 
similar manner to what we have just been describing. Imagine a very 
simple number line with only two values – 1 and 0. We can graph binary 
information on this 1-D graph by placing a point either at the 1 or 0 end. If 
we then use Riemann’s notion of N-dimensional space, we could imagine 
the binary memory system like a ball of pins, a sort of metal hedgehog, 
such that the pins with the points inward would represent 1’s, and those 
with points outward representing 0’s. This sort of shape, a cube made of 
not 3 but rather n-dimensions, is called a ‘hypercube.’ But what if we 
made the information in each dimension fuzzy? We’d get an n-dimensional 
space of the fuzzy information in a system, an n-dimensional fuzzy 
hypercube. For those who, following Claude Shannon, have argued that 
entropy is a factor of information, one could then, following fuzzy theorist 
Bart Kosko, argue that the universe is in fact nothing more than this – a 
growing, shifting, self-altering n-dimensional fuzzy hypercube.150 Perhaps, 
following Spinoza, this is what a diagram of god might look like.  

 

Beyond Fuzzy. Fuzzy Systems process 
information away from hard constraints. And in fact, 
they process information in a way that is much 
more like the manner in which natural computers – 
namely, complex physical systems and living 
organisms – do on a daily basis. Currently, fuzzy 
systems work well in managing complex devices 
which need to control things in a ‘life-like’ manner. 
That said, a fuzzy-unit, no matter how adept at 
eluding the heavy-handedness of binary 
mechanisms, nevertheless is run by an algorithm, a 
recipe – and nothing more.  
 
By themselves, fuzzy units can only go this far. But 
this is where the second layer of soft-computing 
comes in. When fuzzy-units are connected together 
in ways that approximate not only the fuzzy-units of 
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the human brain, but in fact, the way these units are 
wired together in our brains as well, its then that we 
see a whole set of new abilities – beyond fuzzy 
processing to fuzzy recognition, fuzzy memory, fuzzy 
thinking, fuzzy associations, and even fuzzy 
learning. Or, thought on soft-serve, courtesy of 
neural networking.  
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neural 

networking  
 
 
 
 
Connecting Fuzzy Units in Fuzzy Relations – 
Neural Nets. According to the Semiotic/Cybernetic/Psychosemantic theory of 
mind (let’s call this STM), all thought occurs in the form of signifiers that move through 
the brain in chains, the famous ‘stream of consciousness.’ This approach was not only 
used within theories of language and mind, but in attempts to produce artificial 
intelligence. The failures of this approach to produce ‘naturalistic’ language use, and the 
shift to a largely networked model via ANN’s (artificial neural networks), have produced a 
new image of what it means to think. This new image, however, does not rely on the 
movement of ‘tokens’ in a grammatical chain of thought which parallels language. Rather, 
it is modeled after that actual structure of the brain. At first, these models used physical 
units which simulated the role of neurons in human brains, and their connections 
simulated the network structures that scientists knew existed in the brain. But due to the 
increasing separation between software and hardware within modern computers, as well 
as the ease of computing these forms provided, researchers began to increasingly 
simulate even the neuron units themselves, leading to the shift from neural networks to 
artificial neural nets.  
 
These approaches are generally described as ‘connectionist’ models which employ 
‘parallel distributed’ models of processing. These are distinguished from ‘symbol 
manipulation’ approaches which use ‘serial’ modes of processing. Connectionist models 
follow the connections models used by the brain, rather than the linear, ‘serial’ models 
used by spoken/written language. This allows these models to avoid having to process 
things linearly, such that multiple lines of processing, often interconnected in network 
patterns, can function at once, or in ‘parallel.’ Thought then becomes, in a sense, 
‘distributed’ over a variety of channels, rather than linked in series. While this is different 
from written/spoken language, it does seem to match much of what we know about the 
brain.151  
 
Such an approach has numerous advantages. As early interactionist AI approaches 
sought to make computers flexible enough in their ability to converse with humans, they 
experienced what came to be known as ‘rule explosion’, namely, the fact that as the 
computer was forced to deal with ever more complex situations, it had to remember ever 
more rules within its bank of ‘if-then’ moves. Such systems are often referred to as 
‘expert systems’, in that they had to be programmed by experts, humans, who knew the 
possible situations which could be experienced by such a program.  
 
The problem with expert systems is that they have to rely on experts, namely, frail 
humans, and their ability to be comprehensively, well, simple. In other words, not only do 
you have to tell an expert system things needed to complete its task, but basic, common 
sense as well. Expert systems are, in AI parlance, ‘brittle’, in that they are ok so long as it 
is only tested in a way that remains ‘on script’. Try to teach an expert system how to 
have a conversation about the weather, it will do just fine. But if its human interlocutor 
asks something off a set list of expected responses – say, if the computer thinks it might 
rain tomorrow, or if they like a certain baseball team – well, then the metaphorical steam 
comes out of the expert system’s ears. This is why expert systems lead to what is often 
referred to as ‘rule explosion’, whereby programmers try to overcome these problems by 
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programming in ever more rules for ‘if-then’ situations. 
Problem is, with serial processors, the list just keeps 
on expanding. Thus, in 1983, a $50 million project 
known as CYC was begun, with the aim of 
programming general common sense into an expert 
system by coming up with a literal library of situations 
one might encounter, and how to handle them. The 
project is still ongoing, and has yet, as its progenitors 
hoped, developed the ability to teach itself.152  
 
Connectionism, the approach used by artificial neural 
networks, are thus once again the rage. For 
connectionist networks have a distinct advantage over 
symbol manipulation systems – they can learn. And 
what’s more, they learn in a manner which is like the 
brain. Furthermore, they interact with language in a 

manner radically different than those imagined by various theorists of language – from 
Fodor to Derrida to Levi-Strauss to Lacan – who imagined that language was functionally 
equivalent to thought.  
 
The method used by ANN’s to deal with the outside world, commonly referred to 
‘distributed representation’, can help us rethink semiotics from the ground up. They can 
thereby provide Deleuze’s dream for what is needed when a paradigm shift is about to 
take place in philosophy – a new image of what it means to think.  

 
 
A Short Genealogy of Artificial Intelligence – AI Wars (Or, 
Our Leibnizian Modernity VII). Initially, much of the study of artificial 
intelligence in this country actually did use the human brain as a model. The field is 
generally seen as having started with the paper produced by Warren McCulloch and 
Walter Pitts in 1943, entitled “A Logical Calculus of the Ideas Immanent in Nervous 
Activity.” Seeing themselves as inheritors of Leibniz’s dream of a logical calculus which 
could be connected to a machine for thinking, they sought to show that a properly wired 
set of artificial neurons (hereafter known as ‘McCulloch-Pitts neurons’), if given infinite 
capacity, could satisfy Alan Turing’s recently described test of what constitutes a 
thinking entity capable of any general computation – the famed ‘Turing Test’ proposed in 
1936.153 McCulloch and Pitts were working to show that the brain was a computer, and 
computers acted like brains. McCulloch, one of the directors of the cyberneticist 
movement flourishing in the United States after World War II, often ran the meetings of 
the famed ‘Macy Conferences’, and was, along with Norbert Wiener, John von Neumann, 
and Claude Shannon, one of the guiding lights of the attempt to think of the potentials 
for self-regulating circuits, or cyber-net-ics, between humans and machines. McCulloch 
described his general aims a few years later as follows: “I look to mathematics, including 
symbolic logic, for a statement of theory in terms so general that the creations of God 
and man must exemplify the processes prescribed by that theory. Just because the 
theory is so general as to fit robot and man, it lacks the specificity to indicate mechanism 
in man to be the same mechanism as in robot” (ctd. in How We Became Posthuman, 60). 
It was obvious to McCulloch and his compatriots that they were pursuing a mechanism 
which could think in a sense which was universal – inclusive of the thought of humans 
and of machines. Emotion was simply not on the agenda, nor embodiment in general – in 
fact, the cyberneticist movement, with its roots in Taylorist approaches to management 
of the human-machine interaction in view of enhanced efficiency of the coupling of a 
machine agent and human ‘governor’, had little use for humans but as thinking 
machines. Efficiency was the keyword of the day – particularly with the Soviets out to, in 
the words of Nikita Krushchev to the United Nations, ‘bury’ the United States. If we were 
to keep up with the mass body of the industrial Soviet proletariat, able to work without 
the pesky quirks of American individualism, we’d need to find compensatory measures, 
and the rabidly anti-communist cyberneticists of the Macy conferences were out to 
provide the technology necessary to better link humans and machines. Universal 
computation was at the heart of this.  

 
From McCulloch and Pitts seminal paper, work began at a feverish pace to make thinking 
machines modeled on the brain. With a background in symbolic and propositional logic, 

Connectionism (a.k.a. neural nets or 
parallel distributed processing) promises to 
be not just one new tool in the cognitive 
scientists’ toolkit but, rather, the catalyst for 
a more fruitful conception of the whole 
project of cognitive science . . . Here a code-
based image of concepts as stable inner 
representational states is replaced by a much 
more fluid and ability-based view. 

 
- Andy Clark, Associative Engines: 
Connectionism, Concepts, and 
Representational Change, ix.  
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the two thinkers sought to bring to fruition the dream of the Vienna Circle – a 
propositional machine which could turn Wittgenstein’s famous calculus from the 
Tractatus into thought. While both realized that their artificial neuron was a gross 
simplification of actual neurons, they assigned it a binary threshold, bringing this 
artificial neuron into line with both the dreams of Leibniz’s, who considered binary code 
the most basic mode of representation, as well as the developments in modern 
computing. Building upon these successes, McCulloch and Pitts produced another paper 
in 1947 which showed that if layers of these neurons were linked together, in feedback 
loops, they could develop the ability to recognize patterns. Continuing on, John von 
Neumann worked to show in a 1956 paper how combining aggregates of neurons into 
bundles could make it such that failures of individual units wouldn’t bring down the 
computational power of the whole – the individual unit would then be, in a sense, as 
redundant as the calculators (humans with adding machines) who worked in rows to 
produce the crunched numbers needed to send astronauts to the moon.154 Whether 
human or machine, individual or group, the development of artificial thought was 
proceeding apace.  
 
 

Learning to Learn (Or, AI Wars II). Two major developments 
moved research in neural nets yet closer to basic brain functioning. In 1949, 
neuroanatomist Donald Hebb described a new theory, based on years of study of 
both the brain and learning processes, on how the brain learns over time.155 
According to Hebb, neural connections get stronger over time via use, according to 
what is often referred to as a ‘backpropagation’ model. Essentially, if neuron A fires 
and thereby causes neuron B to fire, neuron B sends a chemical signal backwards 
to neuron A to tell it to grow more connections. This model, often called ‘Hebbian 
learning’ by contemporary neuroscientists (who also use the appellation ‘long term 
potentiation’, or LTP156), describes precisely how it might be that the common folk 
knowledge that repetition increases the strength of a habit might find its way into 
the physical wiring of the brain. According to Hebb, the brain literally rewires itself 
over time – those connections which are used more frequently establish more 
connections. Contemporary research has more than borne out Hebb’s theory. But 
how to make neural nets do the same?  
 
By 1957, Frank Rosenblatt had discovered a mechanism whereby McCulloch-Pitts 
neurons could perform Hebbian learning. In previous neural nets, many neurons 

might be linked to a neuron further down the chain, but 
only when enough of these early neurons fired would it 
reach a critical threshold to make the later ones fire. This 
was accomplished by having the earlier neurons only 
worth so much in value each – they were weighted such 
that it would take many of them to trigger a neuron in the 
next layer. Rosenblatt argued that the weights should be 
moveable, recomputable at each round of processing, 
according to a mathematical algorithm. This method, 
known as ‘backpropagation’, was modeled on Hebb’s 
theories, and lead to the development of a new type of 
artificial neuron, which Rosenblatt called the 
‘perceptron’. Linked networks of perceptrons could, by 
means of a teacher, become better and better at 
recognizing patterns and processing data, and this was 
because they could essentially rewire themselves such 
that paths that lead to ‘good’ responses get stronger, and 
those that lead to ‘bad’ ones get weaker. In essence, 
Rosenblatt had found a way to teach artificial neurons to 
learn. 
 

Although [Warren] McCulloch knew as well as 
anyone that the McCulloch-Pitts neuron was a 
simplified schematic of an actual neuron’s 
complexity, not to mention the brain’s 
complexity, he pushed toward connecting the 
operations of a neural net directly with human 
thought . . . [According to 
McCulloch] brains “compute 
thought the way electronic 
calculators compute numbers” . . . 
In the process, the disembodied logical form 
of the circuit was rhetorically 
transformed from being an effect of 
the model to a cause of the model’s 
efficacy. This move, familiar to us as the 
Platonic backhand, made embodied reality into 
a blurred and messy instantiation of the clean 
abstractions of logical. 

 
- N. Katherine Hayles, Posthuman, 59.  
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Learn ing to Speak  (Or ,  A I  Wars  I I I ) .  A l l  o f  th i s  was to  come crash ing down, 
however .  In  1969 ,  Marv in  Minsky and Seymour Paper t  pub l i shed a book which was to  a l te r  the 
face of  A I  fo r  20 years ,  s imply ent i t led Percept rons .  An a l l  out  assau l t  on the neura l  network  
mode l ,  i t  showed how cer ta in  log ica l  computat ions  cou ldn ’ t  be car r ied out  with Rosenb lat t ’ s  
cur rent  mode l .  Fur thermore ,  i t  a rgued that  neura l  networks  might  be ab le  to  one day recognize 
pat terns ,  but  cou ld  they in  fact  ever  th ink? Minsky and Paper t  made a semina l  e r ro r  in  the i r  
work  – they showed that  ne i ther  s ing le  or  doub le  layers  of  percept rons  cou ld  hand le  an ‘XOR ’  
computat ion ,  es sent ia l  to  key forms of  log ica l  p ropos i t ion pars ing ,  but  then ext rapo lated the i r  
resu l t s  f rom there .  Three years  af te rwards ,  S tephen Grossberg showed that  with three layers  of  
neurons ,  such a computat ion cou ld  actua l ly  be done (and odd ly  enough,  M insky proceeded to  
become one of  the foremost  p roponents  of  the f ie ld  he a l l  but  des t royed ear l ie r  in  h i s  career ! ) .  
But  by that  t ime the damage had been done,  and the newly formed DARPA (Defense 
Department Advanced Research P ro ject s  Agency) had funded the compet i t ion (of ten ca l led 
‘ symbol  manipu lat ion ’ ) ,  and neura l  nets  fe l l  o f f  the map in  A I  c i rc le s .  Funding fo l lowed the 
in teres t  in  symbol  manipu lat ion ,  and in teres t  then fo l lowed the funding . 157  
 
Symbol  manipu lat ion i s  a  model  which conc ludes  that  what i s  needed to  make a computer  
in te l l igent  i s  fo r  i t  to  produce sens ib le  l ingu i s t ic  ut te rances  that  can foo l  a  human inter locutor  
in to  th ink ing they 
are dea l ing with a 
human on the 
other  end of  the 
computer  sc reen .  
Th i s  mode l ,  which 
goes  under  many 
re lated names ,  
inc lud ing the 
c lunk ie r  ‘phys ica l  
symbol  sys tem 
hypothes i s ’ ,  i s  
perhaps  bes t  
summed up in  the 
of t  c i ted quote by 
the researchers  
Newel l  and S imon 
in  198 1 :  “The 
Phys ica l  Symbol  
Sys tem Hypothes i s .  
A phys ica l  symbol  
sys tem has the 
necessary and 
suff ic ient  means 
fo r  genera l  
in te l l igent  act ion .  
By “necessary”  we 
mean that  any sys tem that  exh ib i t s  genera l  in te l l igence wi l l  p rove upon ana lys i s  to  be a 
phys ica l  symbol  sys tem. By “ suff ic ient ”  we mean that  any phys ica l  symbol  sys tem of  suff ic ient  
s ize  can be organized to  exh ib i t  genera l  in te l l igence”  (c td .  in  Bechte l  1 1 ) .  E s sent ia l ly ,  i f  a  
computer  can produce language of  soph i s t icated enough qua l i ty ,  i t  th inks ,  no matter  how i t  
manages to  produce that  language.  Thus ,  the manipu lat ion of  symbols  i s  a l l  that  i s  needed to  
produce a th ink ing machine .  How to get  there i s  up to  the programmer .  The conf la t ion of  
thought  and language had found i t s  p rophets .   

 

The connectionist systems long-term knowledge base does not 
consist in a body of declarative statements written out in a formal 
notation . . . Instead, the knowledge inheres in the set of 
connection weights and the unit architecture . . . An item of 
information is here said to have a distributed 
representation if it is expressed by the simultaneous activity 
of a number of unites . . . Distributed superpositional coding . . . 
yields a number of . . . benefits, including economical use of 
representational resources, “free” generalization and graceful 
degradation . . . Whereas the basic physical symbol system 
approaches displayed a kind of semantic transparency . . . such 
that familiar words and ideas were rendered as simple inner 
symbols, connectionist approaches . . . it is impossible (for a net 
of any size or complexity) to simply read this organization off . . . 
all you see is numerical spaghetti! . . . [Connectionism] shows us 
how to believe in internal representations without quite 
believing in traditional internal symbols. 

 
- Andy Clark, Mindware, 66-67. 
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The Return of the Neural Net (Or, AI Wars IV). For a variety of reasons, by 
the early 1980’s, after nearly a decade in the wilderness, connectionist neural networks began to 
spark interest in the AI research community once again. Throughout the 1970’s, symbol 
manipulation and PSS (physical symbol system) approaches were all that just about anyone was 
interested in, effectively suturing together research into artificial language production with that of 
artificial thought production. That said, precisely why the early 1980’s were the time for interest in 
neural network models to revive themselves is up for debate. Bechtel and Abrahamson, in 1991’s 
Connectionism and the Mind, speculate on a variety of possible causes, including that the symbol 
manipulation approaches were simply turning out to be too brittle to be useful, to the fact that PSS 
approaches had divorced AI study from advances in neuroanatomy which then began to slowly 
trickle back into the AI field, the rise of new an more powerful computing technologies, and the new 
credibility given to the field by some new approaches to old problems which had been seen as 

roadblocks to the neural network approach in the late 1960’s. For whatever 
reason, though, neural networks began to come back, and once the 
prominent physicist John Hopfield threw his hat in the ring and began to 
make major discoveries in neural network research, the pendulum began 
to swing back, such that by the early 1990’s, not only had neural networks 
become the center of AI research again, but they even began to impact the 
ways in which those who were still using PSS approaches did their work. 
PSS architectures began to start fuzzifying themselves in various ways, 
producing less brittle machines. But the real fire, for a variety of reasons, 
was back with neural networks. Once again, the study of thought was 
separated from that of language, neuroanatomy became more central to AI 
research than linguistics, and AI began once again to think in parallel and 
distributed terms.  
 
But while many aspects of neural network research resembled that of the 
first phase of work undertaken by McCulloch and Pitts, there were several 
key differences this time around. Firstly, all the networks were now 
simulated (hence the term ‘artificial’ neural networks), simply because 
revolutions in computing made it relatively easy to have computers 
simulate the behaviors of neurons in networked structures, without 
requiring that researchers actually build tiny neuron ‘computers’ and then 
physically link them up in order to see what happened. Secondly, no one 

pretended that neurons 
worked like binary 
switches anymore, in 
marked contrast to the 
McCulloch-Pitts model, 
and furthering the decent 
start made by 
Rosenblatt’s perceptrons. 
Researchers began to 
include sigmoid curves, 
backpropagation, and 
even to include 
randomness algorithms 
(Boltzmann generators) to 
simulate the robust 
‘noisy’ qualities of 

biological neurons. Thirdly, they began using new wiring diagrams, taking Rosenblatt’s ‘fuzzy’ 
weightings, along with Hebbian learning, to whole new levels. All of which lead to a variety of neural 
architectures which can now perform, if still at rudimentary levels, many of the dynamic tasks we 
associate with a real mind – including ‘fuzzy’ forms of recognition, learning, judging, and even 
conceptual thinking. Furthermore, some of the most interesting research is now being done at the 
intersection of fuzzy, neural, and evolutionary forms of computation.  

 
 

A neural net itself contains hundreds of neurons or fuzzy on-off 
switches that sum up the neural juice that flows into them. The turn on if 
enough juice flows into them or they turn on to a higher degree . . . The more 
advanced fuzzy neurons have a continuous or fuzzy flow from off to on and occur 
most often in modern neural networks . . . Neural nets work in some sense like 
large harps in the brain. Learning tunes the synaptic (axonal) strings. Patterns do 
not reside in lone strings but in chords that play out across 
thousands or millions of strings. Changing the string settings 
changes the patterns. Thought emerges as  global patterns of musical resonance. 
Mind emerges from these patterns that play out in parallel across the 
thousands of webs of strings . . . 
 

- Bart Kosko, Heaven in a Chip, 161-2.   
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Why Neural Nets are So Important . . . So, what are the 
implications of contemporary research in neural networks? Firstly, they not only show us that parallel processing 
and distributed representation, but they thereby demonstrate that language/symbol manipulation and thought 
are not analogous. This is not only a revolution in AI research, but, as I am arguing here, it should be a revolution 
in our theories of what it means to think and have a mind.  
 
Firstly, it should work to dispel any notion still popular within the cultural imaginary that binary circuitry is the 
very image of thought, within computers or humans. But within philosophy, it should work to debunk any 
attempts by analytic philosophers to reduce thought to language, or, on the post-structuralist side, it should help 
to exorcize the ghosts of cybernetic structuralism as the ‘anxiety of influence’ which lurks in the background as 
the enemy to be both ecstatically refused and surreptitiously adored as its defining ‘other.’ Too long has post-
structuralism lived in the shadow of structuralism and the binary opposition, and it is time to finally stop being 
post, and be something different.  
 
With a new image of thought, neural networks and their related technologies provide us 
with a way out of the specular mirroring in which post-structuralism continually seeks to 

remove the ghosts of its past. It is 
simply time to give up the ghost.  
 
Thus, it is hoped that as news of 
these new models of mind get out, 
that any post-structuralist approach 
that attempt to link up language use 
and thought should start to look a 
lot less obvious and appealing. And 
while it is still easy to argue that a 
text like this one, about language 
and thought, nevertheless 
articulates its point via language, 
and hence, cannot provide evidence 
of thought but by pointing at it 
through language, it is also 
important to factor in the role of 
diagrams here. That is, neural networks provide us with an 
image of thought which can be explained almost completely 
in non-linguistic terms. Using diagrams and pictures, one 
can literally ‘see’, rather than ‘read’, the way these networks 

work (as further sections will work to show after a brief excursus into evolutionary computing).  
 
So, in answer to Jacques Derrida’s famous assertion that ‘il n’y a pas du hors texte’158 – basically, ‘there is no-
thing beyond text’ – while it might be difficult to disagree on principle (true, there is nothing outside of language 
that could be called a ‘thing’ without the word ‘thing’), there is likely still something which most of us would 
recognize as thought. That is, artificial neural networks show us all the facets we usually attribute to cognition – 
recognizing, remembering, learning, judging, and even conceptual thinking. While much of Derrida, and related 
theorists, argue that this can only happen in language, now we have a new model of how this could happen via a 
process other than language. 
And this process does not 
even need language to argue 
its point. While linguistic 
explanations might help its 
case, it is conceivably 
possible to do this work 
almost completely with 
pictures which, as many 
semioticians have argued, 
function like math symbols 
at the zone of indistinction 
between symbols, icons, and 
indexes, beyond the 
symbolic realm of language 
which has worked hard to 
drain any iconic and 
indexical aspects like puss 
from a wound. This is a 
mode of thought which, to 

In many information-processing models of cognition, 
language, and sometimes even perception, what is 
processed are propositions. Connectionism 
represents a clear challenge to this way of 
representing knowledge, because connectionist 
networks encode knowledge without 
explicitly employing propositions.  

 
- William Bechtel and Adele Abrahamsen, Connectionism and 
the Mind: Parallel Processing, Dynamics, and Evolution in 
Networks, 147.   

Connectionist models . . . make do 
without stable computational 
objects (“symbols”) which stand 
(in a positive, context-free way) for the 
objects and features fixed on by the 
competence theory. Second, they do not 
operate by the application of (tacit or 
explicit) rules defined to apply to 
structures of such objects – how could 
they, given that no such objects exist? 

 
- Andy Clark, Associative Engines, 47.  
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use a set of terms popularized by Jean-Francois Lyotard, is as much ‘figural’159 as discursive, that is, it retains the 
fuzziness of visual/imagistic thought, without necessary dispensing of the accuracy of linguistic/discursive 
thought. For in fact, it retains the figural and discursive as poles, but it is not itself forced to choose one or the 
other. Rather, like a fuzzy algorithm, it works within shades of grey between both extremes.  
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evolutionary  

computing  
 

!
!
!
Can’t! solve! a! problem?! Evolve! a!
solution.!A"thinking"entity"meets"the"world,"and"immediately"it"
finds"itself"frustrated"with"a"problem."Trial"and"error,"calculation"and"
random"guesses,"reflection"and"sheer"effort"–"many"are"the"strategies"of"
the" problem<solver," but" most" take" time," and" energy." Wouldn’t" it" be"
simpler"if"you"could"just"copy"yourself,"and"then"all"your"little"copies"
could"know"themselves"out"trying"a"bunch"of"different"strategies"all"at"
the"same"time"while"you"go"have"a"sandwich?"!

"
This" is" essentially" what" evolutionary" computing" does." When" encountered"
with" a" complex" problem," traditional" computing" often" approaches" it"
systematically" –" using" massive" computing" power," every" possible"
combination" can" be" tried" until" something" sticks." Thus," if" you" try" to"
break" into" a" password" encoded" file" with," say," six" digits," traditional"
computing" will" start" from" 000000" and" proceed" at" top" speed" to" 999999,"
hoping" in" between" that" something" will" work." The" problem" is," if" you"
expand" the" difficulties," you" expand" the" amount" of" computing" power"
needed," no" short<cuts" possible." But" what" if" you" have" a" much" more"
complex," multi<dimensional" problem." What" if" even" the" terms" of" the"
problem"keep"shifting"underneath"you,"even"perhaps"changing"in"response"
to"your"own"moves!"

"
Such" is" the" hurdle" faced" by" living" organisms" evolving" on" this" planet."
Living"is,"in"many"senses,"a"problem,"and"each"day,"each"organism"makes"
computations"about"the"best"approaches"to"the"multi<dimensional"problem"
we" call" life." A" bear," for" example," might" decide" to" follow" a" river" in"
hopes" of" finding" fish," rather" than" going" to" his" normal" campground"
looking"for"human"food"scraps."Which"is"the"right"choice,"with"literally"
millions"of"possible"ramifications?""

"
If"nature"is"a"very"large"computer,"it"most"certainly"does"not"think"in"
series,"like"our"code<breaking"computer."Otherwise,"there’d"be"one"bear,"
one"fish,"and"one"dog"in"the"world."Nature,"if"we"are"to"personify"it"a"
bit," thinks" rather" in" parallel" –" like" a" neural" net." But" unlike" neural"
networks,"its"programs"are"carried"around"in"space."If"the"brain"of"most"
complex" life<forms" is" structured" like" a" network" of" fuzzy" units"
(neurons)," nature" has" wisely" placed" these" programs" within" machines"
designed"to"make"sure"these"programs"can"interact"with"the"world"to"keep"
trying" out" new" strategies." Life<forms" are" in" many" senses" walking,"
moving,"desiring,"hungering"computers"–"we"literally"take"problems,"and"
solve"them,"input"data,"output"data,"and"requiring"energy"to"keep"going."
We" are" software" programs" carried" by" hardware" designed" to" keep" our"
software" safe." In" this" example," our" bodies" are" the" hardware," and" our"
software" exists" at" various" levels," including," according" to" many"
theorists,"our"DNA,"our"brains,"and"various"cultural"artifacts,"such"as"
language,"which"we"have"used"to"hold"additional"software"programs"useful"
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to"us"(ie:"calculus,"particle"physics,"recipes"for"good"chocolate"chip"
cookies,"novels"by"Kafka,"etc.).""

"
Describing" humans," and" in" fact" all" life" forms," as" computers" is" not"
something" new." But" treating" computer" programs" as" if" they" were" alive"
certainly"is."For"if"fuzzy"systems"and"neural"networks"take"their"cues"
in" many" ways" from" nature," evolutionary" computing" takes" nature’s" most"
complex" algorithm" –" evolution" itself" –" as" its" instruction" manual." It"
grows" programs" like" nature" grows" organisms," gives" them" virtual" bodies,"
and"has"them"fight"it"via"a"survival"of"the"fittest."Programs"that"don’t"
work"well"die"off,"and"successful"ones"get"to"pass"on"virtual"DNA"–"bits"
of"program."In"many"cases,"it"is"infinitely"quicker"to"evolve"a"solution"
to"a"problem"by"using"multiple"agents"working"in"parallel"(often"called"
a"‘multi<agent’"approach)"than"using"a"single,"fast,"mega<computer"which"
blindly" throws" the" kitchen" sink" at" a" problem" without" doing" any" real"
thinking." Evolution" is" devious" –" when" you" can’t" beat" it," you" can" at"
least"copy"it,"and"this"is"precisely"what"evolutionary"computing"does.160""

 
 
Virtual DNA. Like much of soft-computing, evolutionary computation finds its origin 
in throwaway insights from the early cybernetic pioneers. Stanislaw Ulam and the ubiquitous 
John von Neumann, both involved in the Manhattan project and research on the hydrogen 
bomb, are generally credited as developing the ideas behind the earliest forms of evolutionary 
computation, known as ‘cellular automata.’161 Ulam originally came up with a technique for 
simulating the growth of crystals on a computer. He created a grid, and from there created 
little virtual programlets, and had them grow according to rules similar to those used by 
crystals. At around the same time, John von Neumann was working on a concept that would 
later be called ‘autopoeisis’, namely, trying to imagine what sort of machine could build a copy 
of itself – a key precursor to artificial life.162 Working on these issues in the 1940’s, before the 
discovery of DNA, this was more of a thought experiment at the time, but von Neumann was a 
polymath if there had ever been one, having his finger in everything from computer 
architecture to philosophy of mathematics to building bombs. Ulam’s crystal experiments 
served as a model for von Neumann. He created a grid, treating each square as a ‘cell’, and he 
created virtual computer programs he called ‘automata.’ Eventually, von Neumann was able to 
come up with a program, which he called his ‘universal constructor,’ which could assemble 
itself from a nearby set of parts in nearby ‘cells.’ 163 
 
Many of these ideas, while of minor interest to mathematicians since von Neumann’s early 
experiments, remained on the backshelf of research for decades, but oddly enough, they 

follow a similar trajectory as many of the other 
approaches we have examined. No one seemed 
interested in von Neumann’s approach until John 
Conway, a British mathematician, published an 
article on his now famous ‘Game of Life’164 cellular 
automata game which used simple rules to 
generate seemingly ‘life-like’ behavior from his 
little programlets working their ways out on a grid. 
In 1975, John Holland published a book which 
linked evolution in biology and his further research 
on simulated evolution called Adaptation in 
Natural and Artificial Systems. Holland’s programs 

went further than Conway’s, however, in that they each had tiny strings of simulated DNA 
which was passed down after each ‘round’ to the progam as it continued on it way, and after a 
set number of rounds, his tiny computer programs had simulated ‘sex’ – literally, swapping 
slightly randomized versions of their virtual DNA and passing this down to virtual ‘children.’ 
Holland renamed his little programs ‘genetic algorithms,’ in that they literally had a form of 

Such spontaneous pattern formation is 
exactly what we mean by self-
organization: the system organized 
itself, but there is no ‘self’, no agent 
inside the system doing the 
organizing. 
 

- Scott Kelso, ctd. in Mindware, 113.  
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computer simulated genetics at work in his simulations. And, perhaps not surprisingly, 
Holland’s programs began to evolve solutions to complex problems.  
 
With the growth of personal computing in the early 1980’s, pioneers like Stephen Wolfram 
produced experiments which were able to systematize many of the basic rules of these sorts 
of systems when iterated to infinitely more levels of computation.165 And with the 
development of ‘object-oriented programming’ – namely, the use of modular, reusable chunks 
of code within contemporary computer programming, the 1990’s even brought the advent of 
evolutionary programming, in which agents not only evolved approaches to solving problems, 
but the very programs needed to run them on computers as well.  
 

Playing( for( Keeps.! Leave! it! to! John! von! Neumann,! who! also!
invented! a! field! strongly! related! to! evolutionary! computation,! namely,!
‘game! theory.’! In! 1944,! von! Neumann! published! a! book! with! Oskar!
Morgenthern! called! Theory( of( Games( and( Economic( Behavior.( Gathering!
together!the!scattered!references!to!the!mathematical!analyses!of!strategy,!
von!Neumann!and!Morgenstern!developed!an!entire!methodology!for!using!
computation! to! solve! what! might! be! the! best! path! to! take! in! otherwise!
seemingly! impossible! situations,! such!as! the! famed!Prisoner’s!Dilemma.!At!
first! this!might!not! seem! that! closely! related! to!evolutionary! computation.!
But!when!games!are!multiply!iterated,!such!that!it!becomes!possible!to!see!
how! different! strategies! work! out! over! time,! game! theory! begins! to!
approach! evolutionary! computation.! In! act,! many! game! simulations! have!
begun!to!use!evolutionary!computation!to!test!out!strategies!over!thousands!
of! rounds,! leading! to! populations! of! differing! strategies! fighting! it! out!
amongst! themselves,! gaining! converts,! playing! ‘survival! of! the! fittest.’!
Evolution!is! in!many!senses!simply!a!game!played!by!populations!with!very!
high!stakes.!!

 
 

Evolution)101.!What!is!it!that!makes!evolution!like!computing?!Essentially!evolution!
is! an! algorithm,! and! in! particular,! a! search! algorithm! which! uses! a! multi:agent! strategy! to!
employ!parallel!processing!to!determine!the!best!strategy!to!maximize!the!performance!of!‘life’!
within! a! given! environment.! What! exactly! determines! the! components! of! this! algorithm?166!
According! to! the! Hardy:Weinberg167! principles! of! evolution! via! populations! (based! upon!
Darwin’s!initial!formulations),!evolution!requires!the!following!features:!!

!
1)#Selection#Function:!Evolution!searches!for!a!precise!structure!for!its!agents!which!will!make!

them! optimally! fit! for! their! environment.! Thus,! the! environment! is! the!
entity! which! determines! fit! from! non:fit! solutions! to! the! ‘problem’! it!
poses!to!the!evolutionary!search!algorithm.!The!environment,!thus,!is!the!
selection! function! operative! within! an! evolutionary! search.! Because!
evolutionary! searches! select! for! ‘fitness’,! this! type! of! genetic! algorithm!

uses!a!‘fitness!function’!as!its!criteria!of!selection.!!!
!

2)#Inheritance#function:!Each!agent!searching!for!a!way!to!survive!in!the!environment!needs!to!
be!generated!by!a!code!which!is!then!passed!down!to!it!offspring.!!

!
3)# Variation:! If! all! agents! employ! the! same! strategy,! no! evolution,! and! hence! no! search,!will!
occur.! Thus,! it! is! essential! that! variation! be! introduced! in! the! group! at! the! level! of! the! code,!
either!through!initial!variation,!or!through!the!process!of!producing!offspring.!When!variation!is!
introduced! through! imperfect! copying,! it! is! called! degeneracy! (in! that! inexact! copies! are!
degenerate! copies! of! the! model).! In! evolution,! degeneracy! is! often! essential! noise! which!
increases! the! variation,! and! hence! robustness,! of! the! search! process.! Degeneracy! can! be!

multi-agent 
systems 
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introduced! when! individuals! copy! themselves! by! inducing! mutations/randomizations! of! the!
code,! or! by! having! individuals!mix! their! codes!with! each! other! before! producing! offspring,! or!
aspects! of! both.! Sexual! reproduction! in! animals,! for! example,! involves! both! a! mild!
randomization! of! the! genes! put! into! sexual! cells! (spermatocytes! and! oocytes),! half! of! which!
come!from!each!parent,!thereby!introducing!two!forms!of!variation!within!the!gene!pool.!!

!
4)#Reward#function:!Individuals!within!the!search!program!need!to!have!some!way!to!measure!
their! own! success,! to! have! something! to! strive! for.! Most! animals! on! earth! make! use! of! a!
pleasure/pain! spectrum,! as! well! as! a! variety! of! instincts! and! drives! which! are! linked! thereto.!
Since!agents!in!artificial!simulations!can’t!feel!pleasure!or!pain,!setting!up!some!abstract!goal!(ie:!
earning!points)! serves!as!a!way!of!keeping!agents! ‘motivated’! towards! the!ends!of! the! search!
process.168!!

!
But!how!might!this!work!with!a!more!abstract!computing!problem?!Let’s!say!we!come!up!with!a!
complex!math! problem,! the! answer! to!which! is! 10.75.! But! let’s! say!we! didn’t! know!what! this!
answer! was.!We! could! create! a!multi:agent! search! problem,! and! thereby! ‘evolve’! a! solution,!
rather!than,!say!use!algebra.!For!example,!we!could!assign!10!agents!the!numbers!1:10!as!their!
genetic! ‘code.’! At! each! round/iteration! of! the! search! program,! the! computer! would! plug! the!
genetic!‘code’!of!each!‘organism’!into!the!equation.!The!organism!whose!answer!is!furthest!from!
the! right! answer! each! round! ‘dies’! (is! deleted),! following! which! each! organism! ‘mates’! by!
randomly!selecting!another!organism!in!the!simulation,!and!averaging!its!code!with!that!of!the!
other!organism.!From!there,!a!new!program!is!created!to!take!the!place!of!the!one!which!died,!
and!is!assigned!a!random!number.!Each!round,!the!average!code!of!the!population!of!organisms!
will!get!closer!and!closer!to!the!correct!answer,!and!the!more!rounds!the!system!goes,!the!closer!
it!will!get.!In!this!case,!distance!from!the!correct!answer!is!the!selection!function,!inheritance!is!
managed!by!the!code!and!the!creation!of!copies,!
and!variation! is!produced!via! the! randomization!
function,! along! with! the! ‘mating’! between! the!
organisms.! All! the! ingredients! of! multi:agent!
search!are!present.!!

 

Schemas in the Evolving 
Brain.  While we normally think about evolution 
taking place between organisms in a living 
environment, a sort of evolution actually goes on 
within our brains all the times. Ideas about the 
world compete with each other for attention. Since 
neurons strengthen their connections via use (long term potentiation via 
backpropagation), those ideas about the world (often called ‘schemas’169) 
which create success (usually measured by the feeling of pleasure generated 
by the various chemical regulators in the body) are reinforced, while those 
which fails fail to be reinforced. This is why evolutionary algorithms are often 
called forms of ‘reinforcement learning.’170 This also helps explain why neural 
nets are greatly aided by their chemical counterparts. When success makes us 
‘feel good,’ our brain associates the schema which brought about that feeling 
with feeling good, thereby using our built-in desire to feel good as a way to 
increase the likelihood that we will choose that schema in the future, while 
strengthening its linkages to other parts of the brain via LTP. Combining both 
neural and chemical modes of reinforcement increase the selection process.  
 

. . . evolution is a general-purpose 
and highly powerful recipe for finding 
innovative solutions to complex 
problems. It is a learning algorithm that 
adapts to changing environments and 
accumulates knowledge over time.  
 

- Eric Beinhocker, The Origin of Wealth: 
Evolution, Complexity, and the Radical 
Remaking of Economics, 187. 
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In this sense, ideas then compete within the multi-agent search which operates 
in our brains as we try out ways of dealing with the world. We literally evolve 
a set of tactics as we go through the world. But this happens on a cultural level 
as well, via Dawkin’s notion of memes.171 Memes have lifespans, rise and fall, 
mutate and mate, and are ultimately selected as ‘fit’ if they continue to 
reproduce. Major world religions, for example, are ‘memeplexes’ which have 
managed to keep growing, mutating, and surviving for often thousands of 
years. This is evolutionary search at its finest.  
 

How to Evolve Credit Cards in Four Easy 
Steps.  In 1995 Robert Axtell and Joshua Epstein took the simulation approach to 
the stratosphere by trying to see if they could evolve entire simulated economies from 
scratch. The result – Sugarscape ,  a series of simulations with wide reaching 
implications.172 Axtell and Epstein used a standard grid-style board, and filled it with tiny 
automata, each of which needed the only commodity available in this virtual world, which 
they called ‘sugar’, to survive. Each agent had an ability to save excess sugar if they 
found more than they ate, for in fact, there were two large ‘mountains’ of sugar on the 
board, separated by a sugarless plain, and each turn, the sugar would replenish by one 
unit. Further complicating matters, each agent had set of variable personal attributes, 
encoded in a set of virtual ‘genes.’ These attributes included an individual metabolic level 
of ‘sugar consumption’ needed each turn to avoid starvation, and a personal level of 
‘vision’ which determined how many squares on the board they could ‘see’ around them. 
Each was also programmed to look around it at the start of each turn, and move to the 
square with the most sugar (up to four units a square). The first versions of the 
simulation performed as expected – over time, those agents with poor ‘genetic’ 
endowments died off, and the overall levels of vision went up, as did the rates of 
metabolism, which lead to an increased level of reward, indicated here by savings. Agents 
clustered around the sugar mountains, despite originally being scattered around the 
board at the start of the simulation.  

 
None of this was unexpected, at least so far, but the simulations didn’t stop there. 
Version two had the addition of sexual reproduction. This time, if the agents had more 
sugar than a certain amount of excess sugar in their bank-accounts over what they 
needed to live, and were alive for enough time to be considered ‘mature’, they were able 
to look for a mate, and have children.  Thus, inheritance was preprogrammed into the set-
up, and this lead to the evolution of 
another aspect common to most modern 
economies, namely, a scale-free 
‘Pareto distribution’ of wealth.173 That 
is, over time, there were many poor 
agents, some middle class agents, and 
a few very wealthy ones, according to a 
distribution pattern first noticed by 
Vilfredo Pareto at the turn of the 
century, as a structural feature of 
nearly all market economies. These 
structures are built into the system, 
according to the principle of ‘the rich 
get richer’, whereby those with more 
savings can pass the along to their 
children, who get a ‘head start’ in the 
game.174 In fact, as Pareto noted, there 
is an inverse relation whereby a small percentage of the population owns most of the 
wealth. Once you allow trust fund babies, the rich will get richer, and the poor poorer, 
until you end up with a small, wealthy aristocracy. Quite an argument for how inherited 
wealth and meritocracy are opposed conceptions (despite the fact that conservative 
elites often argue the opposite, to their own benefit!).   

 
The third version was even more interesting. Adding a second commodity, called ‘spice,’ 
they added two more mountains, containing spice, and they changed the metabolic setting 
of the agents such that they now had a need for both sugar and spice, in varying degrees. 
They also allowed agents to trade sugar for spice at varying rates, based on a simple 
barter algorithm with the other agent they encountered. Once again they watched their 
virtual world evolve, and this time, rather than simply find a mound of sugar and stick 
around as it gradually replenished itself, agents on the sugar mountains were forced to 

All the order and complexity, all the 
knowledge, was created and assembled by the 

simplest of recipes: differentiate, 
select, replicate, and 
repeat. 

 
- Eric Beinhocker, Origin of Wealth, 317.  
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trade to with those who had been to spice mountains just to survive – and vice-versa. A 
flourishing economy, complete with merchants, evolved before their eyes, and in fact, 
supply and demand curves developed in a manner straight out of an economics class. 
Prices fluctuated in manners that approximated market dynamics, and there were even 
local fluctuations that allowed for agents to sell sugar and spice for profits (known as 
‘arbitrage’ profits).175   

 
The fourth version is perhaps the most bizarre. In the final version, Axtell and Epstein 
allowed one additional factor – credit. Agents were allowed to lend commodities for a 
fixed term and interest rate, so that those who could pay off loans but didn’t have 
enough money to have children could do so. The result, in one simulation, was not only the 
development of loan sharks, but agents who lent to loan sharks, and meta-loaners to 
meta-loaners as well! Basically, the economy evolved its own banking system, such that 
not only did commodity prices float, but so did the price of credit!  

 
Of course, while this is all quite impressive, perhaps the more important question is what 
can be gleaned from the results. Certainly, a simulation is an artificially abstract 
situation, and any extrapolation to the world beyond the grid needs to guard itself quite 
carefully. But no matter what stipulations one draws from the specifics, perhaps one 
more general implication stands above all others. Namely – change the parameters, and 
you vastly change the very principles of an economy. Or, in evolutionary terms, the 
conditions which determine fitness determine everything that will or can emerge.  

 
 

Trust.! Within! the! history! of! game! theory,! one! of! the! most! famous!

games! is! the! ‘Prisoner’s!Dilemma.’176! Imagine! two!prisoners!who!are!being!
interrogated! in! separate! cells,! each!of!which!who! knows! that! their! former!
buddy!may!rat!them!out.!The! interrogator!tells!each!prisoner!that!they!are!
currently!slated!to!serve!1!year!in!jail,!but!that!they’ll!get!to!go!free!if!they!
rat!out!their!former!compatriot,!who!will!then!get!5!years.!But!if!they!both!
rat!each!other!out,!they’ll!both!do!2!years!each.!What!would!you!do?!!
!
The! dilemma! is! as! clear! as! it! is! intractable.! However,! according! to! game!
theory,! there’s! a! clear! and! analyzable! logic! here.! The! best! strategy,! if! you!
trust!your!friend,!is!for!each!to!do!a!small!amount!of!equal!time,!but!do!you!
trust!your!friend!enough!to!not!get!sold!down!the!river?!The!best!solution!is!
to!try!to!get!some!sort!of!communication!going!through!to!the!other!cell,!but!
barring!this!possibility,!it!all!comes!down!to!trust.!!
!
And!trust!is!the!foundation!of!society.!In!economic!terms,!trust!is!what!keeps!
an! economy! afloat! via! credit,! what! keeps! employees!working! till! they! get!
paid,!what!makes!people!treat!paper!as!money,!and!what!convinces!people!
into!handing!hard!earned!cash!to!strangers!working!for!an!institution!called!
a! ‘bank’! in! the!hopes!of! getting! it!back! later.! In!more! social! terms,! trust! is!
what!keeps!motorists!driving!when!the!traffic!light!turns!green,!what!keeps!
people!drinking!water!that!comes!out!of!their!taps,!what!keeps!people!from!
supposing! every! police! officer! is! an! imposter,! and! every! neighbor! isn’t! a!
threat.!Trust!is!all!we!have.!!
!
For! these! reasons,! playing! with! the! Prisoners! Dilemma! has! become!
foundational! to! the! field! of! game! theory,! and! entire! books! have! been!
written! about! this! particular! ‘game.’! The! most! interesting! version! of! this!
game! by! far! is! what! is! called! the! ‘iterated’! Prisoners! Dilemma,! or! IPD! for!
short.!In!this!version,!players!of!the!game!play!over!and!over!again,!and!get!
to! learn! from! their! mistakes! by! developing! a! strategy,! a! ‘selection! rule’!
based!on!their!opponent.! If! they!get!betrayed,!do!they! immediately!betray!
on!the!next!round?!Or!do!they!always!stay!true!because!that’s!part!of!their!
moral!code?!If!so,!are!they!fools!who!will!be!exploited!again!and!again?!!
!

For!game! theorists,! the! IPD!allows! them!to! study!simulated!
rules! for! social! norms! in! simulations! that! can! go! on! for!game theory 
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thousands!of!rounds,!in!which!entire!grids!worth!of!players!try!out!strategies!
against!one!another!on!all!sides.!If!Sugarscape!allowed!for!the!simulation!of!
virtual! economies,! the! IPD! allows! for! the! simulation! of! governmental! and!
social!order.!Which!social!norms!foster!cooperation!and!stability,!and!which!
lead!to!social!collapse!and!a!world!of!backstabbing!cheats?!!

!
!

Homo Homini Lupus (Or, Trust Part II). One of the most famous 
studies conducted on the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD) was done by Robert Axelrod, who 
published his results in the 1984 classic The Evolution of Cooperation. Axelrod set up a tournament 
in which players from all around the world could contribute strategies to play the Iterated Prisoners 
Dilemma. Submissions came in from around the world, and after running a series of tournaments, 
the winning strategy was one which he dubbed ‘Tit for Tat’, or TFT. TFT is a rule which starts by 
cooperating, but from there, basically encapsulates the Mosaic ethic of ‘an eye for an eye, a tooth 
for a tooth’ – ‘if you cooperate with me in the last round, I’ll cooperate with you in the next, but if you 
betray me in the last round, I’ll betray you in the next.’ TFT proved highly resilient, in that it was 
able to fight back against backstabbers, but knew when to cooperate. In iterated simulations, this 
relatively simple and elegant (not to mention Biblical!) solution beat out the best minds in the world 
(including some rules involving incredibly complex math formulas) hands down.  

 
Axlerod was very clear about his intent. Working during the Cold War, he felt that only by 
understanding the sort of reasoning at stake when neither side was sure whether or not to 
trust each other, could we possibly find a way out. Axelrod’s approach became world 
famous, and at a superpower summit in 1988, he had Soviet and American counterparts 
play out rounds of the IPD in front of an audience.177 The powers were listening.  

 
Despite the fall of the Soviet Union in 1990, research into this most fascinating of games continued, 
and in 1992, a new wave of experimentation came about in response to Karl Sigmund and Martin 

Nowak’s assertion that they 
had found a strategy that 
would beat TFT. One of the 
drawbacks of Axelrod’s setup 
is that with even the slightest 
bit of noise added to the 
system, say, a player who 
misunderstands another in a 
given round, the entire thing 
falls apart, and the entire 
simulation goes into a rut 
which degrades into 
backstabbing sociopaths for 
thousands of iterations. 
Sigmund and Nowak 
developed a strategy that 

would beat TFT once noise was introduced. They called their approach ‘Pavlov,’ after the famous 
Russian psychologist who developed the notion of classical conditioning.  

 
The moral world as seen through a Pavlovian lens is a bit darker than that seen by a TFT 
player. According to Pavlov, you stay with any strategy that works, and change any one 
that doesn’t. Basically, cooperating keeps working, great, but if defecting keeps working, 
that’s great too, defect till the cows come home. While TFT is nobody’s fool and will 
protect itself if it senses it’s being taken for a ride, it will never willingly and systematically 
exploit a gullible opponent. Pavlov, on the other hand, feels no scruples doing exactly that. 
So long as cooperation is in its best interest it’ll play the game, but as soon as going 
vampiric helps it, it will drain its hosts dry. Pavlov is the very definition of a mercenary, and 
a smart one at that, far from even the harsh Mosaic ideal. But unlike TFT, it can survive in 
a world of missed communications, error, and noise. Maybe Thomas Hobbes, in his 
famous dictum ‘homo homini lupus’ was right – that ‘we are wolves towards each other.’ 
But maybe this time there were some math equations to back it all up.  
 

!

Evolutionary processes can be encoded in 
computer programs to solve seemingly intractable 
problems, where the problem is defined as the 
analogue of an ecological niche, and recombined 
and mutated variations are tested and 
competitively selected. In other words, we can 
capitalize on the intelligence, the mental power, of 
evolution to solve many kinds of problems.  

 
- Yuhui Shi, Swarm Intelligence, 16.  
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Defense Against the Dark Arts (or, Trust Part III).  Not 
to take such an affront lying down, Axelrod hit back, and in 1995, he developed simulations 
which were fully evolutionary, in which each agent used virtual chromosomes which 
corresponded to specific strategy states. This went beyond Sigmund and Nowak’s model, which 
used a limited repertoire of strategies, and employed a much more restricted version of 
evolutionary computing (basically, a computerized version of the tournament model, but in which 
a given agent’s strategy is chosen based on a probability function which gave precedence to the 
winner of the last round). Axelrod’s latest version used a grid in which players competed on all 
four sides, after which they would take on the strategy of the best agent in their neighborhood. 
Furthermore, he introduced a variety of noise levels, running simulations ranging from .1 to 10%.  

 
And to his relief, the world didn’t need to stay Pavlovian. Playing specifically against Pavlov, 
and then running a separate set evolutionary simulations in similar noise conditions, he managed 
to come up with two new, more robust, ‘softer’ versions of TFT which could resist noise. These 
more forgiving models he called CTFT, for ‘Contrite Tit-for-Tat’, and GTFT, for ‘Generous Tit-for-
Tat.’ From the harshness of Hammurabi and Moses to the Golden rule of Jesus, Aristotle, and the 
Buddha. In CTFT, the two rounds in a row of cooperation by your adversary can convince you 
they are ‘sorry’, and thus, you will go back to cooperating. In GTFT, you give your adversary 
the benefit of the doubt, and only defect after the second defection. Both of these finally beat out 
Pavlov in the end.  

 
In addition to Axelrod’s work in this area, similar work was done in the mid 1990’s by Kristian Lindgren 
which allowed agents the ability to mutate in ways which were based on biological mutation, including 
the addition and deletion of virtual chromosomes. Lindgren’s work showed that when agents were able to 
add additional chromosomes, they evolved strategies in which they remembered more than one turn in a 
row – strategies which eventually beat out TFT.  
 

Lindgren also noted a highly interesting pattern within the spatial configuration of the grid itself. 
As with all the simulations, populations of various strategies rose and fell. But before the ‘long 
memory’ strategies emerged, the only way cooperation re-emerged was due to the growth of a 
slow colony of TFTs which then surrounded a group of dedicated cooperators. This followed 
Sigmund and Nowak’s initial insight from the early 1980’s that whenever there was a shift from 
a defection regime to one of cooperation, it was achieved by the ‘bridge’ strategy of TFT. TFT 
was, in a sense, a colonizer for cooperation. To quote Sigmund and Nowak, “Tit-for-Tat is the 
pivot, rather than the aim, of evolution towards cooperation” (ctd in Critical Mass, 435). Or, no 
golden rule till Hammurabi arrives.  

 
Still, as many theorists have argued, despite the tendency to generalize, the insights provided by game 
theory are highly contingent on the set-up of the simulation at issue. And perhaps, in this sense, Sigmund 
and Nowak have the last laugh. In 1992 they did a variety of simulations which simplified the strategy 
matrix to ‘cooperate’ or ‘defect.’ They showed that by altering the payoff mechanism, a variety of 
strategies would win. In other words, if defection was made really worthwhile, it would eventually always 
win.  
 

What can we then learn from all this? Generalized insights about the inherent nature of the 
evolution of cooperation are, as we have shown, likely misguided, due to the wide variety in 
issues affecting the parameters of a given game, including factors such as noise, payoff ratio, 
type of evolutionary algorithm, etc. But perhaps this is itself the greater lesson we can take from 
these projects, namely, that the parameters have an enormous influence on the behavior of 
agents and the strategies they choose. Perhaps those who really want to change society should 
stop wondering why people keep ‘voting against their class interests,’ for example, or why bad 
leaders aren’t removed when everyone seems to profess hatred for the government.178 Rather, 
perhaps we need to look not so much on what people say (that is, ideology critique), and rather, 
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what their strategies are for negotiating the environments in which they play their games of trust, 
cooperation, and competition.  
 
 

Landscapes of Diversi ty.  In contemporary evolutionary theory, the 

conditions which determine ‘fitness’ in a given set of environmental conditions are commonly 
represented visually by what, since population geneticist Sewall Wright introduced the concept in 
1932, is called a ‘fitness landscape.’179 Picture a graph, in which the y-axis measures fitness, and the 
x-axis a variable in a strategy applied to dealing with the environment (say, the ration of speed to 
strength in a given species). The value of x which is most adaptive to the environment will 
correspond to a peak on the graph. Such a visual 
representation can then be expanded beyond a simple 2D 
graph, and most often, fitness-landscapes map two variables 
(say, the ratio of speed to strength against that between 
hearing and sight) against fitness, producing a 3D landscape 
with peaks, valleys, mountain passes, and all the other tricks 
and turns of a standard topographical landscape one might 
encounter in real life.  
 

The benefit of this approach is that it has provided a 
whole new, tactile meta-language to the study of evolution. A set of agents is set out into 
the world, and via evolutionary principles, various agents meander around the ‘fitness 
landscape’ looking for the highest point. As they grow, die, reproduce, and have sex with 
each other, their various mixtures of approaches to the world will send the agents 
searching the landscape, not for food, as in Sugarscape, but rather, for strategies.  

 
Once again, change the landscape, and you change the game. Adding a little noise, in this case, 
via a randomization factor in reproduction to mimic ‘mutation’ in the wild, and the search pattern 
goes from a rather predictable pattern to one whose randomness parallels the degree of mutations. 
As the level of mutations grows, so is the possibility of large changes from one generation to the 
next, leading to what, on the fitness landscape, would correspond to a seemingly random jump, as 
opposed to the more predictable slow movement in a given direction.  
 

Since evolution in the real world involves both slow drift (often called ‘hill 
climbing’ by evolutionary theorists) and random jumps, most simulations include 
aspects of both. For in fact, both are useful to evolving the fittest strategy. ‘Hill 
climbing’ is a methodical strategy, in which a population gradually learns to 
follow the slope of the hill they are on so as to go up rather than down. But 
doing so might lead to a dead end, a local peak with no bridge to the highest 
point on the map as a whole. The solution to getting stuck on what is called a 
‘local maximum’ is to allow, via mutation, for the occasional ‘random jumper.’180 
When the population is steadily climbing a steady incline, such oddballs don’t 
help the process much, and in fact, often turn into stragglers exploring far off 
zones which often lead to isolation and death. But when the population gets 
stuck at an isolated peak, it will stay there until a random jump lands an agent 
at a place higher than the rest of the group. When this happens, the process of 
hill climbing can start again. If each agent in this case represents a small 
population of agents, we have an example of how evolution often works in the 
real world.  

 
Evolution is an algorithm for using variation to solve incredibly complex problems by rewarding 
success. The alternative, using brute computer power to try every possibility, is like trying to break 
into a password protected system by trying every possible combination – in time, such an approach 
will eventually pick the lock, but if you get any feedback from the lock itself (such as, for example, 
how many digits the try got right), an evolutionary algorithm will get you there faster every time. Of 

Living organisms themselves, in their rich 
diversity, are multiple solutions to the 
difficult problem of surviving in a changing 
and often hostile environment. 

 
- Bart Kosko, Heaven in a Chip, x.  
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course, the situation gets trickier the more variables there are, and even trickier still if the fitness 
landscape is dynamic, that is, if it changes, as often happens in nature. Still, evolution is the 
algorithm best suited to dealing with even the toughest dynamic landscape. Its prime rule – 
variation. For even if the floor falls out from underneath you and the entire landscape changes 
underneath you, the more variation in your population, the more likely one of you will survive to 
reproduce another day. In fact, the more volatile the landscape, the more variation needed. When 
catastrophe happens, however, is when a population is shortsighted, and seeks short-term gain 
over long-term stability. Such a group maximizes profit, pleasure, and security in the short run for 
robustness in the long run.  
 

The moral of this story for societies is 
to tolerate and in fact foster diversity. 
Only a diverse society can survive a 
storm.181  
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       soft 

assembly  
 
 
 
 

Harmony . ‘Soft-Assembly’ is the term used by control theorists to indicate a ‘loose-
coupling’182 of parts which are brought together to make a composite whole. It is opposed to 
‘hard-assembly,’ of which Babbage’s famous ‘Difference Engine’ is perhaps a prime 
example.183 In 1991, the first fully functional working model based on Babbage’s original 
designs for his massive analogue computer were completed, nearly 150 years after his 
original dream, and over 400 years after Leibniz’s failed ambitions for his calculating 
machine. The result was a five-ton megaloth the size of a car, full of gear and cogs which 
require constant cleaning, oiling, and protection from the elements. While the machine is 
able to compute up to an accuracy of 31 places, a tiny grain of sand can put one of its 
hundreds of coupled shafts and cams out of whack, and ruin the whole thing. With its gears 
tightly coupled to one another, the slightest deviation in the angles aligning the mechanisms 
can lead to catastrophic failure.184  
 

Opposed to this is the design principle of ‘soft-assembly’, in which loosely coupled 
parts resonate more than intertwine. Take, for example, a group of runners doing 
laps around a track. Within a few loops, the runners very often entrain into a pack, 
and continue circling, in varying degrees, in this manner. Likewise, experiments 
have shown that when a group of women of menstruating age live in the same 
house with each other, their hormonal signals eventually synchronize, to a decent 
degree at least, their menstrual cycles.185 In fact, the human body maintains a 
variety of internal clocks, chemical oscillators which swing between states like the 
movements of a pendulum, which maintain the careful dance of rhythms which give 
our lives a graceful motion between a broad spectrum of changes, from sleep cycles 
to hormone cycles to activity cycles and beyond.186   

 
Such natural forms of sync are much more fluid and flexible than Babbage’s model, one 
which required such a degree of precision in order to churn out even one answer that it 
couldn’t even be completed till 150 years after it was devised. This is the very picture of 
brittle design. Opposed to this we see the robust couplings of living systems, with their high 
tolerance for error, their adaptability and resilience, and their ability to evolve over time.  
 

If we have so far examined three levels of soft-computing, including soft 
units (fuzzy theory), soft relations (neural networks), and soft algorithms 
(evolutionary computing), bringing these together into an overall soft-
computing paradigm requires we take it soft on the assembly as well.  

!
!
!
!
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Listening!to!Noise.!How!do!we!assemble!the!parts!of!a!
soft1computation! system! in! a! manner! which! is,! well,! soft?! Several!
mechanisms!have!been!developed.!!
!

One! of! the! first! is! ‘randomization.’! That! is,! if! things!
are! too! closely! linked,! they’ll! be! brittle,! just! like!
Babbage’s! Difference! Engine.! By! introducing! noise! into! a!
system!as!it!evolves,!the!system!will!find!ways!to!be!more!
robust.!Often!this!is!done!by!a!randomizer!which,!at!least!
in!neural!networks,!is!often!referred!to!as!a!‘Boltzmann!
generator’! (after! the! inventor! of! statistical! mechanics,!
Ludwig! Bolzmann).! In! evolutionary! systems,! various! forms!
of! mutation! can! be! used!
instead.!

!
Another!mechanism!often!used!is!
known! as! Bayesian! methods! of!
inference.187! Named! after! their!
inventor,! Reverend! Thomas!
Bayes,! a! man! who! published!
little! in! his! lifetime! and! who!
became! famous! for! his! radical!
approach! to! probability! after!
his! death,! Bayes’! probability!
theorem! uses! the! tools! of!
traditional! probability,! which!
describe! how! likely! it! is! that!
a! certain! outcome! will! occur,!
to! describe! the! degree! of!
certainty! we! can! have! about!
something! based! on! past!
experience.! The! difference! is! striking.! While! traditional! probability!
theory! might! say! that! there! is! a! 4/5! chance! of! something! happening,!
Bayesian! modes! of! inference! might! lead! one! to! say! they! there! is! a! 4/5!
certainty!that!something!is!true!based!on!previous!experience.!!
!

The! importance! of! this! is! that! Bayesian! methods! can! be!
linked! up! with! various! forms! of! soft1computing! to! help!
produce!a!type!of!‘fuzzy!inference,’!that!is,!the!types!of!
judgments! on! things! that! humans! make! all! the! time.! How!
much!do!I!believe!that!the!president!is!telling!the!truth?!
While! I! still! trust! my! gut! more! than! a! Bayesian! neural!
network,! a! Bayesian! neural! net! could! compute! the!
likelihood! of! him! telling! the! truth! based! on! past!
performance.! Bayesianism! is! often! referred! to! as! another!
sub1set! of! soft1computing! methodologies.188! And! in! fact,!
there!is!a!strong!similarity!between!a!Bayesian!inference!
and!a!round!of!an!evolutionary!computation,!in!which!the!
strongest! agent! (in! this! case,! idea)! wins,! despite!
operating!in!an!unsure!world.!!

!
Bayesian! inferences! are! often! combined! with! neural! networks,! producing!
another!form!of!fuzzification!within!network!architectures,!but!in!such!
a! manner! that! leads! to! judgments! on! potentially! unclear! states! out! in!
the! world.! Bayesian! networks! are! often! used! to! do! ‘time! series!
analysis,’! that! is,! finding! subtle! patterns! over! time! in! seemingly!
random!series!of!changes,!such!as,!for!example,!in!stock!market!charts.!
Since! Benoit! Mandelbrot! discovered! fractal! patterns! in! stock1market!
charts189,! Bayesian!networks!have!been!used!to!decide!the!likelihood!of!
drastic!jumps!in!price!based!on!microfluctuational!patterns!which!often!

The term loosely coupled is used in contrast to 
hierarchically coupled processes . . . The principle 
of parallel, loosely coupled processes states that 
intelligence is emergent from a 
large number of parallel processes 
that are often coordinated through 
embodiment, in particular via the embodied 
interaction with the environment . . . 
 

- Rolf Pfiefer and Josh Bongard, How the Body Shapes 
the Way We Think: A New View of Intelligence, 135.   
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act!as!‘fore1echoes’!of!large,!seemingly!unpredictable!changes.!Tracking!
the! overall! ‘jitteriness’! of! a! market,! its! perturbability,! Bayesian!
networks! can! often! tell! how! unstable! a! market! is,! and! thus,! the!
likelihood! that! a! small! dip! will! have! a! seemingly! disproportionate!
effect,! starting! off! an! avalanche! of! activity.! In! all! likelihood,! the!
uncanny!ability!of!some!organisms!to!know!when!a!big!change!is!coming!is!
due! to! similar! ways! of!
reading! patterns! in! the!
‘noise’!in!the!environment.!!
!
Finally,! an! additional!
technology! known! as! a!
‘Support!Vector!Machine’!(or!
SVM)$ has! been! used! within!
soft1computing.190! Support!
Vector! Machines! have! been! around! for! quite! a! while,! since! the! early!
1960’s,! but! only! in! their! ‘hard’! variants.! These! machines! are! used! to!
classify! data! sets.! Let’s! say! you! see! a! bunch! of! animals! you’ve! never!
seen! before.! How! do! you! classify! a! bunch! of! them! into! varying! types,!
based! on! degrees! of! similarity?! Support! vector! machines! use! visual!
representations! of! traits! in! n1dimensional! logical! space! to! develop!
classifications.! Using! the! equivalent! of! fuzzy! modes! of! inference,!
however,! these! super1classifiers! are! learning! to! be! more! tolerant! of!
exceptions!to!rules!which!have!generally!messed!up!earlier!approaches!to!
making! these! machines! more! precise.! SVMs! deal! with! noise! and! find!
patterns! in! incredibly! abstract! data! sets! in! a! manner! which! is! as!
abstract!as!it!is!oddly!also!more!organic.!!
!

As! with! Boltzmann! and! virtual! mutation! approaches,!
Bayesian! and! SVM! approaches! not! only! tolerate! noise! and!
randomness,! but! work! to! integrate! them! into! its! mode! of!
dealing! with! future! decisions! in! an! uncertain! world.!
Robustness! demands! that! we! not! try! to! filter! out! noise.!
Rather,! we! need! to! find! ways! to! integrate! it! into! our!
systems! if! they! are! to! be! flexible,! adaptable,! and!
resilient.!!
!

!!

Loose Coupling. We have examined soft-computing 

models so far on three levels – that of units (fuzziness), connections 
(neural networking), and between agents (evolutionary/GA systems). 
We’ve also looked at three techniques for further ‘softening’ the ways 
modules composed in these manners interact, namely, Boltzmann style 
randomization, virtual genetic mutation, and Bayesian modes of 
inference. But we’ve yet to see what happens when we bring these 
approaches together. Often the sum is great than its parts.  

 
For example, our examination of evolutionary computing models hasn’t looked at the insides of these agents 
themselves. And in fact, most simulations use rather ‘hard’ algorithms for running their virtual agents. But what 
would happen if we built the agents in evolutionary computing systems via fuzzy units, linked in neural 
networks?  
 

Researchers have generally referred to these approaches as ‘hybrid’ techniques.191 Due to the 
relative newness of these approaches, they are usually combined two at a time, giving rise to 
systems referred to by sci-fi sounding names such as ‘neuro-fuzzy’, ‘geno-fuzzy’, ‘geno-
neuro’ systems. Each has various strengths and weaknesses. That said, this field is truly in its 
infancy. And yet, it is not hard to imagine that, at some point, artificial life forms will be 
developed which employ all these varied technologies in a quasi-‘organic’ synthesis.  

 

. . . well structured noise can jolt a system out of 
inferior equilibria and lead it to superior ones . . .  
 

– Jacques Ferber, Multi-agent Systems: An 
Introduction to Distributed Artificial Intelligence, 25. 
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Returning to earth a bit, however, we can currently see specific applications in which specific combinations 
have proved useful. Neuro-fuzzy systems, for example, have proved useful when developing a fuzzy control 
system in which the fuzzy rule, or set of rules, needed to control a system is not already known. A Neuro-fuzzy 
system learns from its environment, via back-propagation, and from this, comes up with a fuzzy rule that fits 
the situation at hand. Combining several neuro-fuzzy systems allows for the development of a complex control 
system which literally adapted, on its own, to the conditions of the world around it, similar to the manner in 
which an infant learns how to apply fuzzy words such as ‘bright’ to a variety of varied situations. Geno-fuzzy 
systems also ‘learn’ fuzzy rules, but do so not by using neural networks, but rather, evolutionary systems. 
Rather than having one neural network of units learn the rule, geno-fuzzy systems use multi-agent systems. In 
many senses, however, these are similar approaches, two sides of the same coin. Geno-neuro systems are those 
which use evolutionary computing methods to evolve solutions via agents which adapt to their environments 
via neural networks. These are mostly hypothetical at this point, mostly due to the difficulty of developing such 
highly complex systems.  
 

That said, what is a population of living organisms adapting to a terrestrial 
ecosystem, if not a geno-neuro-fuzzy computation problem? As 
computation develops, it becomes ever more likely that computation will 
approximate the conditions of organisms in the world. For organisms are 
computers, if incredibly soft and flexible ones. Rather than follow the 

cybernetic dream of the 1950’s, in which 
humans learned to be more perfect by 
imitating computers, it seems more likely 
that computers will learn to be more 
perfect by imitating creatures in the world.  
 
 
Artificial Life. Most of 
the topics we’ve been investigating 
here involve ways of teaching 
machines to develop qualities of 
living organisms, such as learning 
from their environment, or making 
judgments in unsure situations, or 
generalizing patterns. With the 
exception of fuzzy-control systems, 
neural networks and evolutionary 

systems are often referred to as aspects of ‘machine learning,’ a term 
which has mostly outpaced that of ‘artificial intelligence,’ which is now 
often seen as a more dated description of what it means to create 
‘thinking’ machines which inadvertently reifies ‘intelligence’ in a 
manner reminiscent of the era of expert systems. Most researchers 
today prefer ‘machine learning’ in that it embraces a more diverse 
notion of what would constitute learning, and intelligence with it.  

 
One thing which is left out of most neuro/geno based systems, but not 
necessarily fuzzy systems, however, is embodiment. And this is where the 
final component of soft-assembly comes in. Increasingly, researchers have 
realized that many of the difficulties in machine learning come about because 
we artificially complicate the problem at hand by creating neural networks or 
evolutionary systems which are virtual, disconnected from bodies altogether. 
But what’s to say that computers need to reside in desktops? As we’ll see, 
many types of computation actually do their tasks infinitely better when 
situated in a hardware form custom made to its environment. In everyday 
language, this means giving computers bodies.  
 

There is much experimentation going on 
with various kinds of "hybrid" systems, 
which combine the advantages of two or 
more soft techniques. The marriage of 
fuzzy logic and neural networks, of 
neuro-fuzzy, is one of the most popular 
unions. For example, the neural networks 
can be used to "learn" the fuzzy 
membership functions that result in the 
best performance of the system. 
 

- Arturo Sangallo, Importance of Being 
Fuzzy, 43.  
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embodied cognition  

                          and 

                          

morphological        

                          

computation 
 
 

The Myth of Disem-bodied 
Thought. In How We Became Posthuman, N. 
Katherine Hayles describes the history of the 
cybernetic movement, and in particular, how 
information came to be seen as disembodied and 
immaterial, thereby linking computation to the 
mind/body split which has haunted European thought 
(and the American thought based thereupon) as far 
back as Descartes, neo-Platonic early Christianity, 
and Plato himself. The denigration of the body has a 
long history, but one which has received various 
shocks in the past few hundred years, via the 
materialism of Marx, the return to bodily drives begun 
by Freud, the emphasis on the productive aspects of 
discourse in post-structuralist thought, and most 
recently, via a movement known as embodied 
cognition studies.   
 
Many of the advances in embodied computing have come about from attempts to learn to walk before 
running, that is, by building robots which reproduce the behaviors of simple organisms before trying to 
come up with computers that can think like humans. Often described as the study and practice of building 
‘artificial life’ or experimental ‘mobotics’ (mobile robotics), work in this field has produced some startling 
discoveries which have begun to recast many prior assumptions at work in previously dominant theories of 
cognition.192  
 

As embodied cognition approaches seek to show, trying to reproduce thought without producing 
a body to contain that thought is in so many ways, ridiculous. For in fact, ‘artificial intelligence’ 
was never disembodied – rather, it made use of computer bodies, microchips and wires with very 
different operating systems than that of those employed by living beings in bodies made of carbon 
and oxygen rather than silicon and electricity. In hindsight, it seems almost silly – how could we 
expect computers to think like humans without having bodies like humans? When something is, in 
hindsight, so obvious, but is invisibly taken-for-granted at the time, there’s a name for that in 
Marxist theory. It is called ideology, or as Barthes would say, myth.  

 
Even common sense thought, however, shows the fragility of the myth of disembodied intelligence. 
Imagine having grown up in a different body – you would’ve had a variety of different experiences, and 
ultimately, be a different person. If I were born with a tall, naturally muscular build, perhaps I would like 
football more than I do, and that could have affected everything in my life. Imagine just how different it 
would be to have the body of a gnat. Even with the brain of a human (despite the logistical difficulties), one 
would likely think much more gnat-like thoughts, simply from seeing through gnat-like eyes, walking with 
gnat-like legs, navigating the world with gnat-like wings.  
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The body is our window onto the world, filtering all we see, as much as a computer filters 
our access to the internet. Only an age in fear of the body could have developed a theory 
of information, like that developed in the classic age of cybernetics by figures such as 
Shannon and Weiner, so disembodied. Is it any surprise that the cybernetic age was 
followed by the summer of love?  
 
 

Testing Turing. According to Alan Turing’s 1950 paper “Computing 
Machinery and Intelligence,” a machine may be said to be ‘intelligent’ when it can 
successfully fool a human into thinking it is dealing with another human being. There 
is a stipulation, however, that the person testing for intelligence would have to be in a 
different room from the computer, receiving messages which could have come from 
either a human or computer, lest the person simply deduce that they were talking to a 
computer by observing that the entity they were talking to looked nothing like a 
human being, and in fact, lacked a living body.  

 
Turing’s disembodied testing takes on special significance in his case.193 At the height 
of the red/pink scares of the late 1940’s and early 1950’s, Turing was convicted in 
1952 on charges of gross indecency with another man. Two years later he was dead, 
apparently by suicide with an apple containing cyanide. This was after he had spent a 
year taking estrogen to reduce his libido, the only way he was able to escape jail time. 
Essentially, he was chemically castrated by the state, and lost his security clearance – 
this to a man who had been given numerous awards for his help during wartime in 
code-breaking activities, not the least of which included work on breaking the Enigma 
code. Homosexuals, however, were security threats – as well as threats to the body 
politic, encompassing the nuclear family at the level of the microcosm, and nuclear 
state at the level of macrocosm.194 This was the time, after all, of McCarthy’s purges of 
communists and homosexuals in the United States, a time in which homosexuals were 
seen as susceptible to blackmail and hence as security risks. Of course, as many critics 
have pointed out, homosexuals wouldn’t have been blackmailable if homosexuality 
hadn’t been so demonized, but the circularity of this approach didn’t seem to bother 
anyone in power at the time. Debate still continues as to whether Turing killed himself, 
or whether this was an accident, or even assassination of a ‘security risk’ full of state 
secrets. Turing was one of Britain’s top minds – that much was clear, and fear of 
losing the secrets he kept producing to the Soviets may have been too much to bear.  

 
Every time I encounter Turing’s story, I feel a pang of anger and sadness, 
similar to the one I feel when I think of Oscar Wilde. Turing lost his dreams, 
the career the clearly loved, the country he felt abandoned by, the society that 
he felt deemed him unfit, and ultimately, it was too much to bear, and he 
most likely took his own life. As a queer man, I know that had I been born at 
that time, I too would’ve faced the tough choices he faced – to hide, live in the 
shadows, or take risks of being exposed to public censure and chemical 
castration like he was. And for what? Today queer folks can live in major 
metropolitan centers of the world with little persecution, and the world has yet 
to fall down around us. Likewise, the world has not fallen to chaos since the 
country stopped segregating drinking fountains. When I think of how the body 
has been deployed to strip people of rights, and even worse, the ability to be 
considered full people in the social realm, it produces a sense of sadness and 
anger, emotions which fuel my passion for political change. Stories like Turing 
and Wilde’s, but also those of Frederick Douglas, who had to teach himself to 
read on the sly, or countless other oppressed folks who have had their own 
bodies used against them, these stories spur me to renew my convictions.195 
To never forget – so that their struggle would not be in vain. Only by hearing 
the stories again and again are we reminded what we fight for.  

 
It is perhaps no surprise, then, that Turing devised a test in which a human, 
deemed a ‘person,’ was to test a possible person for their acceptance into 
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what Merlin Donald has called the ‘consciousness club,’ by means of their 
utterances.196 Would something give the computer away? Would it slip and say 
something which would blow its cover? As Lee Edelman and Eve Kosofsky 
Sedgwick have carefully displayed, the logic of ‘passing’ for ‘straight’ has a 
series of contradictions and conundrums to which it subjects queer folks.197 
And here we begin to see some of the stakes of embodied cognition. For it was 
not only Turing’s statements which could give him away, but very much, his 
body. Any queer man who has ever had to pass for ‘straight’, as I have, knows 
the vigilance that is necessary to ‘pass’ – am I crossing my legs too much 
when I sit, does my voice lilt up and down too much, are my wrists moving too 
quickly – will they know I’m gay? Body-semiotics can terrorize the person 

forced to pass, be they 
queer, or like the 
protagonist in Nella 
Larsen’s novel Passing a 
woman passing for 
white, or like Venus X-
travaganza in the Jennie 
Livingston documentary 
Paris is Burning, a 
transgendered woman 
who, like Turing and 
Wilde, lost their lives, 
along with countless 
others, due to their 
bodies failing the 
‘passing test.’  
 
For Turing’s test is, in 
the opinion of numerous 
critics, not only about a 
computer passing for 
being sentient. Every 
person who passes has 
known the feeling – the 
times of hatred of the 
body, the body that 

might give one away, the desire for it to leave one alone at times when it is 
too difficult to be open about who one is, the body that might give one away, 
and the desire for invisibility, to be temporarily rid of the mill-stone of a body. 
How much easier to be a disembodied, intelligent microchip. Is it any surprise 
that Turing famously wrote about talking through a computer, disembodied, 
encoded beyond decipherment like the codes he famously worked to not only 
break, but for his beloved Britain, also worked to build?  

 

 
Ecological Compliance. If you want to think like a Cricket, 
the last thing you want to do is try to program something with keys and a ‘mouse’ to try 
to remember every single contingency in cricket-land. Rather, you need to give it a body 
like a cricket, and just reap the ‘savings’ of embodied cognition. The savings, of 
course, aren’t necessarily financial (though perhaps that too, if you’re building an army 
of robot crickets to help with plans of world domination), but rather, work on the level 
of information – mobotics specialists call short-cuts in computing power derived from 
giving a computer an appropriate body ‘free info.’ And the savings are often enormous.  
 

Of course, what determines whether or not a body is appropriate is a 
mixture of its environment and the task at hand, which can be envisioned, 
as we saw with evolutionary theory, via a diagram known as a ‘fitness 
landscape.’ Much of this is addressed by Andy Clark in his various 
writings on the subject. In Mindware: An Introduction to the Philosophy of 

In the mid-1980’s Rodney Brooks suggested 
that all of this focus on logic, problem solving, 
and reasoning was based on our own 
introspection – how we tend to see ourselves 
and our own mental processes – and that they 
way artificial intelligence was proceeding was 
misguided. Instead, he proposed, essentially, 
that we should forget about symbol 
processing, internal representation, and 
high-level cognition, and focus on the 
interaction with the real world: 
“intelligence requires a body” was 
the slogan of the new paradigm of embodied 
intelligence.  

 
- Rolf Pfiefer and Josh Bongard, How the Body 
Shapes the Way We Think, 29.   
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Cognitive Science (2000), he describes, among other projects, that of the 
robot cricket devised by Barbara Webb.   

 
According to Clark, embodied cognition works by assuming that rather than simulate a 
‘vertical microworld’ – that is, a slice of human mental activity such as, say, playing 
chess – the best way to proceed simulating intelligence is by starting small, simple, and 
holistic, reproducing embodied forms of cognition in what he calls ‘horizontal 
microworlds.’ In his 1998 text Being There: Bringing Brain, Body, and Mind Together 
Again, he argues this by reference to Jakob von Uexküll’s theory that all sentient 
organisms, human or otherwise, inhabit a particular sensory-cognitive world called an 

‘Umwelt’ (which translates literally from 
German as an ‘around-world’).198 Uexküll’s 
drawings are helpful in this regard, in which 
he sketches the teloscopized world of 
astronomers, in which the world is warped 

around an overextended viewing faculty which literally bends time and space around it, to 
the flowerized world inhabited by bees, in which everything either is, or is not, a 
wonderful, flashing, nectar-filled flower. My dog, for example, on walks outside, is only 
interested in one thing – whether or not the next tree has been marked by another dog. 
For Uexküll, his ‘Umwelt’ at those times is dominated by trees, fire-hydrants, and his 
large, oversized nose. And in fact, maps of brain topology bear out much of Uexküll’s 
theories, in that parts of the body with more nerve cells, say, fingers versus thighs, 
take up more brain space. Our cognitive spacetime literally warps, like curved space, 
around our modes of interacting with the world.  
 
Thus, to think like a cricket, one needs a body that lets one ‘cricket’ 
through the world. Webb’s particular task is perfectly suited to 
illustrating this. Webb was interested in precisely how crickets, not 
necessarily nature’s supercomputers, could figure out how to track mates 
via sound in dense forests. One approach to this problem would be to build 
a complex computer program which would be able to distinguish cricket 
chirps from all the other chirping sounds made by organisms in the forest, 
but this is already a computationally expensive task. But on top of this, 
it would be necessary to then develop a way of computing distance and 
direction of the cricket making the desired chirp, and then interpret that 
as reason to start walking in that direction. This is similar to the 
approach of traditional AI – build in a set of complex rules that explain 
every contingency, and the computing cost be damned.  
 
But that’s not the way nature seems to work, most likely due to the fact that computing 
costs more than electricity in the real world, rather, it might make the difference 
between an organism surviving or not. Life or death struggle requires solutions to be 
efficient. And the cricket actually has a solution so elegantly inexpensive it is 
shocking. Crickets have ears connected to tubes at differing points in their bodies. As 
such, the sound reaches the ears directly from the front of their bodies, as well as via 
openings in tubes further back on their bodies. Because the sounds arrive at slightly 
different times at the eardrum, and due to a phenomenon known as ‘phase cancellation,’ 
sound coming from the direction of the cricket in question will actually be louder to the 
cricket. And that’s how the cricket knows which way to go – their ears actually amplify 
the side that is closer, so that all the cricket has to do is follow the side that is 
noticeably louder, nice and simple. The best part, however, is that this trick only works 
for other crickets – due to the particular shape of the tubes connected to the cricket’s 
ears, other noises don’t have the right frequency to make the phase cancellation effect 
kick in.  
 

The result is that what would have been a massively difficult exercise in 
computational gymnastics was radically simplified, simply by reproducing 
the right body. And this is in fact the way natural selection often works. 
Why build a new, expensive brain module, when you can just tweak an ear 
tube? Why fight the body when you can work with it, and comply with the 
ecology of one’s mind?   

 
 

Morphological Computation. ‘Stumpy’ is the name given by its 

creators, Chandana Paul and Fumiya Iida, to a remarkable robot they created in Zurich in 

2001.199 Paul and Iida were looking for a way to develop a ‘computationally cheap’ robot 

which could simulate a wide range of walking behaviors. After experimenting with a wide 

variety of materials and shapes for the body, they finally hit upon a simple mobot which 

experimental robotics 
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ultimately uses just two servos, one controlling a hip-type joint, and the other controlling 

its outstretched ‘arms’. By using outstretched arms, and elastic feet, the creators of 

Stumpy found a way to produce a mobot that is able to simulate an incredible set of 

seemingly ‘human’ type locomotive movements, including, “walking, dancing, hopping, 

and turning . . . Although Stumpy has no real legs or feet, it can move around in many 

ways: it can move forward in a straight or curve line, it has different gait patterns, it can 

move sideways, and it can turn on the spot . . . all this can be achieved by actuating only 

the two joints . . . .the robot is virtually “brainless”” (Pfeifer and Bongard 132).  
 

If Stumpy is brainless, how does it learn to do all these things? Precisely by what embodied 

cognitivists have called ‘exploiting’ its environment. Living systems learn how to get the most 

‘bang for the (computational) buck’ by using materials, shape, and structure to do large amounts 

of the ‘thinking’ for their neurons. In other words, Stumpy doesn’t do most of its thinking with its 

nearly non-existent ‘brain’ – rather, it does most of its thinking with its elastic feet and 

outstretched arms. This reduces the amount of computation required from the ‘brains’ of the 

mobot to that of deciding how to maneuver these elastic feet with its hips, and how to position its 

arms with its shoulders.  

 

Rolf Pfeifer and Josh Bongard describe numerous examples of this sort of 

embodied thinking in their text How the Body Shapes the Way We Think: 
A New View of Intelligence (2006). They catalog various forms of 

morphological computation in a series of mobotics experiments, many 

conducted under the guidance of mobitics pioneer Rodney Brooks at 

Artificial Intelligence Lab at M.I.T. Brooks has come up with some 

excellent one-liners to guide the embodied cognition approach to 

exploring mobotics research – “The world is its own best model” and 

“understanding by building” (ctd. in Pfiefer and Bongard, 34, 78). Pfeifer 

and Bongard describe mobots who do some astounding things. There are 

walking mobots who don’t have to control knee or ankle joints left to 

dangle on their own while walking, all because they use other parts of 

their bodies – moving hands or a chest and head – to balance themselves 

in a manner similar to those used by humans (‘passive dynamic walkers’ 

110). Or take Giorgio Meta and Paul Fitzpatrick’s ‘Babybot.’ Visual 

recognition software often has difficulty recognizing objects which are 

only partially within a field of view. Meta and Fitzpatrick worked to show 

how the coupling of sensory and locomotive faculties could overcome 

this. The result was Babybot, a robot with a mobile head and working 

arm. Babybot was programmed to reach out and touch objects it couldn’t 

identify. The result is that Babybot would reach out to touch these 

objects, which caused it to move its head towards these objects – which 

often crucially reoriented its field of vision so that visual recognition 

software could make a pattern match. When this didn’t work, simply 

moving the object often resulted in a change of perspective or rotation of 

the object which was able to make a match.  
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By far, though, the most remarkable 

set of experiments involve a mobotic 

dog aptly name ‘Puppy.’ Also 

produced by 

Fumiya Iida, 

Puppy is able to 

reproduce a wide 

variety of movements, such as 

trotting, walking, jumping, and 

skipping, and running, and even over 

a wide variety of surfaces. Like 

Stumpy, however, most of this is 

because of its ‘compliance’ to its 

environment, its ability to ‘extract 

intelligence’ and hence do most of its 

computation morphologically. Puppy 

only has four servos whereby to 

create motion – two at the top of its front legs, and two at the top of its back legs. That 

said, it reproduces much of the morphology of a dog’s leg, including joints in the correct 

places linked by springs to replace the elastic effects created by pairs of muscles linked 

via tendons and ligaments. In addition, it proved necessary to add some traction inducing 

surfaces to the bottoms of the feet to create the desired effects. The results were 

spectacular – Puppy spontaneously produced a series of gaits appropriate to a wide 

variety of terrain, all by simply setting its servos to the ‘on’ position. The legs simply fell 

into the right positions, and the gaits emerged on their own. Without a brain. All Puppy 

does it fire its servos out of sync, so that its pairs of legs move in cycles. Its body 

automatically does the rest.  

 

Embodied cognition theorists argue that it is via such morphological 

computation that the brain is able to often avoid micromanaging difficult 

behaviors such as walking. Current attempts to produce humanoid robots 

which walk via ‘top down’ types of control are often completely stymied 

by simple changes in terrain, and enormous amounts of computational 

power are used to control things such as making sure that it doesn’t fall 

over by, say, raising both legs at the same time. Using traditional ‘symbol 

processing’ forms of AI to control such a system is inefficient, costly, and 

awkward. It is also not likely 

to be the way in which 

nature computes body 

control. Pfiefer and Bongard 

produce a series of 

guidelines for embodied 

design, including complying 

with the environment, 

designing cheap, designing 

whole agents rather than 

disembodied parts, and 

working to produce the 

conditions in which 

spontaneous emergence can 

occur. In example after 

example, they show the benefits of such an approach, as well as the 

ways in which it can shed light on how the brain creates symbols which 

might actually be embodied in the world.  
 
 

Intelligence . . . is not a 
property of an agent, nor is it a 
“thing” that resides in a box inside 
an agent’s brain, but rather it arises 
from the interactions of an agent 
with its physical and social 
environment. 
 

- Pfeifer and Bongard, How the Body 
Shapes the Way We Think, 100.  

softwiring 
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Softwiring the Brain (Or, How the Body Sculpts 
the Mind). While Fumiya Iida’s ‘Puppy’ mobot was incredibly able to 
produce a wide variety of complex gait types without a brain, when Iida did 
actually attach a simple ‘brain,’ the resulting computation had equally 
fascinating results. Iida used a very simple neural network with thirteen neurons 
– one for each of the servos, and one for each of four sensors attached to the 
bottom of Puppy’s feet to be able to tell when a foot is touching the ground, and 
one for each of the five types of gaits noticed by Puppy’s builders (walking, 
running, trotting, jumping, and skipping). These input neurons were wired 
‘recurrently,’ that is, in such a manner that each neuron was not only wired to 
neurons in front or behind it in a chain, but also to itself (a topic which will be 
explored in greater depth later on). But what can be done with just thirteen nerve 
cells?  
 

The results were, as before, surprising in what they allowed to 
spontaneously emerge. Being set up with multiple levels of inter-
neural feedback, the network spontaneously learned to match one of 
the five gait patterns to each of the five neurons allotted to them in 
Puppy’s primitive brain. All one had to do was reverse the flow of the 
neural flow, and Puppy had essentially learned to ‘name’ its five 
spontaneously emergent gait patterns. More simply put, if Puppy were alive, 
there’d be no need to it to do anything other than tell itself to ‘run’, and it would 
do just that, or to ‘trot’, and it would produce the appropriate seemingly highly 
complex patterns. As Pfiefer and Bongard argue, anyone watching Puppy from 
outside would surmise it had a highly complex internal control system. And yet, 
even with the ability to call up these five gait patterns on command, all it needed 
to do so was thirteen brain cells.  
 

For Pfeifer and Bongard, Iida’s experiments show that one reason why we don’t need to 
spend enormous amounts of neural resources on doing complex physical activities is 
that the very shape of large parts of our bodies are designed so as to reduce the amount 
of neural thinking to a bare minimum. Furthermore, however, it is possible to show how 
a neural network style of computation could develop ‘concepts’ for these body states 
simply and in an emergent fashion. In doing so, Iida describes the way in which an 

Uexküllian ‘body image’ comes about. Each of 
the five gaits are ‘attractor states’ within a 
distributed memory system, that is, five 
different body states that Puppy is able to 
have. For Pfeifer and Bongard, this is similar to 
the manner in which animals learn a complex 
behavior which can be simply called up ‘at will’ 
by triggering the entire set of motions at once. 
Anyone who’s learned to play a musical 
instrument, or something else with routinized 
behaviors, has evolved in their own memory 
something similar to Puppy’s five triggers in his 
system. The only arbitrary aspect of this 
simulation, in fact, is that Iida used five 
neurons for five attractor states. As we will see 
later, nature need not be so tidy, even if the 
mechanism is often the same.  
 

. . . there could be no 
disembodied consciousness. 
This makes it rather unlikely that 
computers as such could be given 
consciousness merely through the 
use of a specific type of software. 
There would have to be something 
that could be likened to a body, 
equipped with counterparts of our 
muscle-monitoring apparatus. 
Moreover, the state of the body 
would have to have relevance for the 
overall system, and there would have 
to be some form of internal 
adjudication of the significance of 
currently impinging stimuli.  

- Randy Cotterill, Enchanted Looms, 
435.  

 

attractor 

states 
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That said, for Pfeifer and Bongard, embodied notions of ‘body 
image’ are not static, but rather, are indicated precisely by 
composites of the sort of attractor states determined in memory 
in a manner similar to that shown by Iida with Puppy.200 For if a 
neural network can spontaneously learn how to name and 
control complex aggregates of movements via simple 
conceptual neurons, how much more so the immensely 
powerful mammalian brain?  

 
For in fact, the mammalian brain is incredibly plastic. As Merlin Donald has 
stated, the brain ‘softwires’ itself based on what it is connected to, that is, “the 
cortex is what it eats” (Donald 209). Numerous studies of various sorts have 
confirmed this – present the brain a set of inputs, and it wires itself to be able 
to respond to the inputs. Stroke patients who recover lost faculties by 
repurposing areas of the brain to respond to inputs they no longer knew how 
to process are one example of this principle. Likewise, evidence from the 
evolutionary history of the mind confirms what artificial neural networks have 
shown, namely, that the brain is plastic, and adapts to its environment.  
 

We can thus say that because the shape of the 
body determines the types of inputs that the 
brain gets from the world, that the body is the 
primary interface whereby the world, language, 
and culture softwire the mind. Morphological 
computation literally shows how it is that the 
brain adapts itself to a body which adapts to the 
world.  

 
 
Emotional Modulation.  According to Antonio Damasio, in texts such as Looking 
for Spinoza: Joy, Sorrow, and the Feeling Brain (2003) and The Feeling of What Happens: Body and 
Emotion in the Making of Consciousness (2000), many of the commonplace theories of the 
relations between the body, emotions, and thought need to be reworked. As Damasio works to 
show, increasing evidence supports his theory that emotions are produced when the brain senses 
large-scale bodily states. This of course reverses the chain of causality most commonly ascribed to 
the way affects are produced. That is, common sense seems to indicate that we experience 
something tragic, then feel sad, and then our body expresses this by crying. But according to 
Damasio, this is not the case. Rather, when we experience something tragic, our brain rifles 
through past experience, and reacts appropriately by crying. Affect only comes after the fact – first 
our brain uses its maps of general body states to detect this action, and then it takes the 
appropriate action to crying, namely, releasing the right chemical cocktail to trigger the global 
experience we call sadness. And while the brain eventually learns to do some of this in a manner 
that bypasses the body, for Damasio, affect/emotion originates with the ‘loop’ through the body.   
 

And common sense actually bears this out as well. It is well known that laughter 
can make you happy, and that pretending to cry can 
actually make you sad. Going through the motions 
often produces emotions. Damasio’s point is that all 
emotions in fact operate this way, that emotions are 
nothing more than the brain’s way of expressing its 
sense of the overall state of the body. When things 
are good, release serotonin, when things are 
dangerous, adrenaline.201 And there are sound 
evolutionary reasons for this – the reflexes react 
before conscious thought can even catch up, but 
with a good shot of adrenaline, conscious thought 

Feeling, in the pure and narrow sense of 
the word . . .[is] the idea of the 
body being in a certain way  
. . . [feelings] translate the ongoing life 
state [of the body] in the language of 
the mind . . . Feelings are perceptions, 
and I propose that the most necessary 
support for their perception occurs in 
the brain's body maps.  

- Antonio Damasio, Looking for Spinoza, 
Joy, Sorrow, and the Feeling Brain, 85.  
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gains extra focus needed for fight or flight situations. Likewise, when the brain 
needs to remember something successful, a nice dose of serotonin allows that 
memory to be associated with the ‘feel-good’ chemical, thereby making sure that 
the memory in question has an emotional imprint to make sure it is likely to 
engrave itself deeply in memory. 202 

 
If morphological computation allows the brain to ‘loop’ its feedback circuits through the body, the 
existence of the emotional/affective complex in animals is perhaps the most massive system for 
looping feedback circuits from the brain to the body and back. Global bodily states help an animal 
know if it has been successful or failed, and as such, reward, a key factor in evolution, is only able to 
be built-in to organisms via affect. As we have seen with evolutionary computing, without reward 
or punishment, there’s no incentive to learn. Evolution has hardwired us to learn by linking our 
primary drive systems to chemical reward systems, whereby we feel great when we feed ourselves, 
and even better when we have sex. The chemical cocktail our bodies release upon organism are 
evolution’s way of convincing us to do odd things with odd parts of our bodies.  
 

As with all evolution, things evolved for one purpose often find use doing 
something else, a notion distinguished from adaptation via the key term 
exaptation.203 As ever more complex problems needed to be learned by 
higher organisms, emotional systems became exapted for a variety of 
purposes. The fact that sex sells thousands of products each year is 
evidence thereof.  

 
As many artificial intelligence theorists have argued, emotions are not incidental to thought, for 

emotions actually sculpt thinking and memory. The brain is wrapped in net of nerve 
cells which, when given proper cues from brain modules which regulate affect (such 
as the amygdala, a key processor in determining anxiety states), release chemicals 
known as neuromodulators which actually alter not so much what we think, but 

rather, how we think. Dopamine, for example, is a chemical that is often released upon the 
experience of stress, and in doing so, consciousness is literally restricted to what is right in front of 
it, making the more creative, associative thought necessary for the creation of art, among other 
things, sit on the side-lines while the animal gets out of danger.204 The brain actually modulates its 
modes of thinking and remembering via the affective/emotional system, which as Damasio has 
worked to show, is fundamentally linked to the general map that the brain maintains of the body.  
 

In this sense, the affective/emotional system helps the body 
modulate thought, and thereby more effectively intertwine the 
body and mind. Gerald Edelman relabeled the affective/emotional 
system the organisms ‘value systems’, that is, they determine the 
value a given perception has for the goals of the organism.205 
Learned responses to the environment can thereby be linked via 
memory to set emotional/affective responses, and vice versa, all 
looping in and out through the body and world. Morphological 
computation can thereby affect not only the way the brain wires 
itself via softwiring, but also via softwiring in relation to the 
modulations that the body entrains on the operations of thought 
as it is in motion. Separating the body and mind is in this sense a 
complete abstraction, for the body thinks, and the mind is 
embodied through and through. No wonder disembodied AI 
doesn’t work. In order to think like a human, it is necessary to be 
embodied like one.  

 
But what might radically embodied AI look like? For a glimpse of this future, we can look at Rodney 
Brooks’ revolutionary robot COG, which uses “heat sensors to gather information about how hard 
various motors are working” (Clark, Being There, 19). Doing so allows its neural nets to integrate 
neuromodulators (often referred to simply as ‘neuromods’) into its structure. Such a robot can 
learn to feel a form of virtual pleasure and pain, and have this information fed back into its 
processing and memory systems. We’re not far here from robot Prozac, only rather than a pill, this 
sort of Prozac would be a program. But isn’t Prozac simply a program contained in a molecule 
anyway?  
 

exaptation 
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A brain’s body is part of that mind. Likewise language, culture, and all the other 
ways in which the brain externalizes various parts of its operations – Andy Clark, 
following Vygotskyian theories of mind, calls these forms of mental scaffolding. 206 
Others have called this the ways in which the brain ‘off-loads’ some of its 
computational tasks. Call it compliance, ecological balance, 
or external computation, but either way the result is 
enormous amounts of information – for ‘free’. Of course, 
such a perspective calls into question the distinction 
between computation and its others, information and its substrate, form and 
content. Embodied cognition is, in this sense, more a state of mind than anything 
else. 

 
 
Soft-Assembling the Embodied 
Mind (Or, What is Called Thinking 
Part II). In Eric Baum’s monumental What is Thought? 
(2006), Baum defines ‘understanding’ via the computing term 
“compression.” That is, to 
understand something means to be 
able to reproduce essential aspects 
of it, leaving behind what is 
incidental, all in a form which can 
then be generalized to other similar 
situations. In this sense, DNA is an 
understanding of the human body, 
boiling it down to what is needed to 
produce a new one, in new 
circumstances, leaving behind the 
learned history of the individual for 
that of the species. Language, 
likewise, boils down all the ‘dog’s 
one has ever seen, keeping only the 
‘dog-like’ aspects thereof, lacking 
concern for if any given dog is 
shaggy or fuzzy, small or tall. 
Language, for Baum, ‘understands’ 
the world. So do our bodies. Baum 
is at pains to show that “what 
understanding gains in abstraction it 
loses in transparency.”207  That is, we 
don’t look at a body and see understanding, rather, we just see 
limbs and organs. Likewise, looking at a neural network, you 
don’t see the knowledge the way you could in an expert system, 
with its lists of linguistically coded utterances. They are, as Clark 
would say, ‘spaghetti.’208 But within the spaghetti, just like the 
spaghetti of our brains, lies understanding. Nets, language, 
bodies – all these, in Baum’s sense, compress/understand the 
world by “extracting structure.” They don’t represent this 
extracted understanding, rather, they are this understanding.209  
 

. . . evolution has equipped us with algorithms for 
learning that are so guided ( a phenomenon known 
as inductive bias) . . . When a baby is born, it 
does not know about chairs, and if it never saw one, 
it might never know about chairs. But coded in its 
DNA are learning algorithms that could reliably learn 
about chairs from one or a few presentations . . . we 
are equipped with an inductive bias, a predisposition 
to learn to divide the world up into objects, to study 
the interaction of those objects, and to apply a 
variety of computational modules to the 
representation of these objects. For example, we 
apply modules for counting, mentally rotating, 
manipulating, and so on, to our mental 
representation of objects . . . 

 
- Eric Baum, What is Thought?, 173.  

scaffolding 
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And the same goes with the embodied mind. It is full of various forms of understanding, it is, in 
many senses, a compressed image of the world which created it. But what of thought?  
 

Baum details the ways in which understanding 
is embodied various levels of the extended 
phenomenon we call ‘mind’ – that is, that 
strange thing excreted by the brain and its 
external scaffolds. Baum shows how the brain, 
body, DNA, language, and culture contribute to 
the understanding of the world we call mind. 
But ‘thought’ is not the same thing as 
understanding. Baum therefore continues to 
show how learning happens, namely, how it is 
that we are taught how to acquire new 
understanding, evaluate that understanding, 
and learn how to learn, even learn about 
learning. Thus, he goes into the various levels of 
development necessary for individuals, 
including the way the species learned how to 
learn, but also how the species has created 
conditions whereby individuals, one after 
another, learn to learn within the master learning 
program we call ‘development.’ Children aren’t 
hardwired knowing how to walk, but are 
hardwired knowing how to learn to walk, and 
the same, despite the various fights over this 
topic, goes for language. If understanding were 
all there were to thinking, we could be 
programmed with all the knowledge we need.  

 
Soft-assembly requires otherwise. Expert-systems are notoriously rigid, and fail easily with the 
slightest change in environmental conditions. In order for there to be robust design, it’s 

imperative that the system teach itself large portions of its later ground 
rules as it goes along. This is part of why more developed species have 
longer maturation time. In a world in which longer maturation time implies 
longer vulnerability to predators and other factors, there must be an 
enormous payoff. That payoff is the time spent training a mind which 

adapts to the changing situations presented to it. Such a mind is ‘loosely coupled’ to its 
environment, it is ‘soft-assembled’ for flexibility, both at the level of individual response, but 
also, at the level of the species.  
 
This is, in fact, why we die. Bacteria, in a sense, never die – they 
keep cloning themselves, and there’s no need for the original 
parent to die so long as it has enough materials to repair 
itself.210 But this is because they don’t need to have sex to have 
genetic variation; rather, they can swap DNA the way humans 
swap telephone numbers.211 But with the increasing complexity 
of organisms, the ability to swap DNA becomes nearly 
impossible. Another way of introducing variety becomes 
necessary, and so, sexual reproduction was invented. But in 
order to make sure that diversity keeps going, it is essential that 
organisms also don’t stay around too long, perpetuating 
outdated patterns for dealing with the environment. That’s why 
evolution has built a clock into our systems. Aging isn’t 

fitness  
  landscape 
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something that has to happen – our bodies ‘replace’ all their 
parts many times during our lifetimes, with the rate of frequency 
depending upon the part in question. No, aging is part of the 
selection process. It is part of what, at one point, served to keep 
our species and many others loosely coupled to the world.212  
 
As we saw in our discussion of evolutionary computation, multi-agent search requires that 
agents have reward functions, memory over time to retain good strategies, a source of variation, 
and an inheritance function. Within a rapidly fluctuating fitness landscape, however, it is 
necessary to retrain each generation and population. This is why human life on earth is a large 
reinforcement-learning algorithm. We are simply parts of this larger game.  
 

What keeps us playing the game is the fact that we have a built-
in reward function, run by our neuromodulators, which via 
pleasure, pain, and related ‘value functions,’ tell us what serves 
our built-in hardwired sense of what we need to do. Thus, we 
never have to learn that eating feels good, or that having sex is 
fun. But because the species needed to remain loosely coupled 
to the environment, it 
kept our relation to 
more complex 
functions adaptable to 
the environment. 
Freud distinguished 
between biological 
instincts, and their 
culturally modified 
forms known as 
‘drives.’ For Baum, 
drive-pressures tell us 
what our major goals 
are (ie: stay alive), but 
our plastic brains, 
inserted via development into a complex cultural system, teach 
us what sub-goals to follow.213 This allows the learning of 
previous generations to get linked with our built in drive 
systems. Language, culture, and acculturation, all induct us into 
the soft-assembly of this multi-agent search program.  
 

All of which brings us to the question of computation. Different from the simpler notion of 
calculation, computation involves a level of complexity usually thought to be only possible by 
non-mechanical entities. Of course, such boundaries are notoriously slippery. But there is clearly 
a difference between, say, doing long division and solving complex algebraic equations with 
multiple solutions and multiple right ways of arriving at these solutions. Thinking minds clearly 
compute in this higher sense, they manipulate compressed schemas of the world, generalize 
with them, and use them to predict and respond to the world in innovative and complex ways. 
And yet, as we have worked to show, without a value system to motivate it, there’s hardly a 
reason for minds to do so. This is why a computer just sits there and waits for a human to come 
tell it what to do. We can sense our bodies, feel pleasure when they are taken care of and pain 
when they are hurt, and we can retain these states in memory, and plan for ways to avoid the 
bad and increase the good, all for reasons which seem obvious (ie: pain hurts, pleasure is great). 
Until computers have bodies that can sense their own well-being (ie: is my fan overheating? Am I 
getting enough electricity?), they only have us to do these things for us. In other words, without 
body and value systems, no thought, only computation. What then is thought? 

The fitness landscape shows us visually 
(and to researchers mathematically) 
where the good designs in a design 
space are located. We can think of good 
designs as high fitness peaks, and our 
problem of finding good designs in the 
near infinity of design space can then be 
reconceived as finding high peaks in the 
fitness landscape. 
 
 - Eric Beinhocker, Origin of Wealth, 203.  
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Let’s say for now at least that thinking can be 
understood as a form of computation whereby 
an agent pursues, for its own reasons, a 
dynamic process of understanding its world. 
Defined as such, thinking is not restricted to 
humans only, or even living beings, though we 
have yet to find examples of living things that 
think, at least in this restricted sense. That said, 
in order to understand how thinking does what 
it does, we need to understand how thought 
might come about. That is, we need to 
understand the elementary operations, such as 
calculating, computing, feeling, deciding, of 
which it is composed, and how these seemingly 
non-thinking parts might be able to give rise to 
this mystery we call ‘thought.’ Of course, this 
assumes that thought is built from such parts. 
This is precisely, therefore, what the following 
section will work to show.  
 
The investigation of soft-computing in the preceding sections has worked to demonstrate that 
computers do not need to operate via binary logic. As an image of thought, binarization is swiftly 
becoming obsolete. But to say that computers need not be binary does not mean that the 
human mind, and that human language, might not nevertheless be binary, or that aspects of a 
‘networked’ mind might not take on aspects of binarization once it encounters language.  
 

How might one construct a human-style mind? For if distributed 
representation is to truly serve as a new image of thought, it 
needs to be able to do everything the binary paradigm could do, 
and possibly do it better. Soft-computing has shown us how it 
might be that soft-understanding of the world might be 
possible. But for this new image of thought to truly be complete, 
we need to show how networked, distributed, soft forms of 
thought are possible. And in order to do so, it is necessary to 
show what might be at stake in the soft-assembly of a 
networked mind. Not necessarily a computer-mind or human-
mind, but a potential networked mind which show how this new 
image of thought, whether in computer or human instantiation, 
could be seen as doing all the things that we associate with 
thinking. This will be the task of the following sections.  
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What might it mean for a soft-assembled      

            networked mind to think? How can we   

complete the construction of this new image of     

                                      thought?  

   
                   

         networking mind  

 
 
Societies of Nemes. Few books have 
influenced the fields of artificial intelligence, machine learning, 
and cognitive science as much as Marvin Minsky’s classic 1987 
text, The Society of Mind. Minsky’s text was the result of 
decades of work at the M.I.T. Artificial Intelligence Lab, where 
he worked with robotics pioneer Rodney Brooks, and his 
frequent collaborator, Seymour Papert. Minsky and Papert 
almost singlehandedly destroyed research in neural networks 
with their 1969 attack on Frank Rosenblatt’s perceptrons. But 
shortly thereafter, they began to assemble what came to be 
known as the ‘society of mind’ theory, which in many ways built 
upon the networked, connectionist approach they did much to 
destroy. Minsky’s book of the same name described a theory 
which had been nearly two decades in the making. In 1986, the 
text read to many as prescient. It continues to feel that way 
today, fresh as the day in which it was written.  
 
Minsky’s text is a classic ‘outsider’ book. It is organized by a 
series of page-long entries, each with a separate title, vaguely 
separated into chapters. There is a linear flow to the overall 
argument, but one composed more by linking the zig-zagging 
motion of the sections into an overall harmony than by making 
an argument in strict logical succession. That is, Minsky’s book 
is a soft-assembly of loosely coupled drawings, images, 
questions, hypotheticals, propositions, and experimental data. It 
is, in many ways, an allegory for what it serves to describe.  
 
Minsky’s goal was simple enough – to describe the sorts of 
components that must be there for there to be something like a 
human mind.214 Minsky wasn’t concerned that was describing 
the actual way the brain works, for that was the work for 
neuroanatomists, nor was he concerned with describing how 
potential artificial machines would would operate. Rather, he 
was concerned with what, in principle, any mind that could think 
would need. The brain was his model, but he did not restrict 
himself to it, for he was interested in a theory of mind rather 
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than a theory of the brain. Brains are, in this sense, one way of 
producing mind, but not the only way. Minsky’s question – what 
is necessary to produce a thinking mind? Minsky’s effort is a 
thought experiment, that is, a thought experiment about 
thought. And it proposes an answer to the question - what is 
called thinking? That is, Minsky was proposing an image of 
what it means to think.  
 

He composes his thought experiment on thought from several key elements 
which could come together to form a society, his ‘society of mind.’ The simplest 
building blocks of this imaginary mind are what he calls nemes. These are the 
imaginary agents who make up this society. Linking the ‘n-‘ prefix from terms 
like ‘neuron’ with the ‘-eme’ suffix from terms like ‘meme,’ Minsky is abstracting 
from the brain, but building a model in its image. The simplest component is the 
‘neme’, essentially, an agent which essentially functions like a neural unit of 
computation. Today, we might say that the closest thing to Minsky’s ‘nemes’ in 
the brain are ‘cortical columns,’ sections of the brain composed of thousands of 
neurons which essentially operate in approximate union. Nemes are thus, in 
many senses, similar to what we have called ‘fuzzy units.’ While Minsky doesn’t 
get that far into the operation of individual neurons (or collections thereof) as 
they operate in real life, he doesn’t have to. All one needs to know for this 
thought experiment to work is that nemes are agents which do neuron-like 
things – that is, they can link, delink, and relink up to other neurons in response 
to what goes on around them. Minsky’s model is connectionist to the core.  
 
Minsky then begins to show how basic functions we associate with mind can be 
shown to be replicable by societies of nemes. The goal, of course, is to 
convincingly be able to show, by the end of the work, that the imaginary society 
of nemes can produce something, by the end of the work, which approximates 
what we have come to call ‘thought.’ And what is thought, to Minsky? “Thought 
is what minds do,” he famously deadpans.215  
 
From here, Minsky builds his model of the mind. He describes such hypothetical 
entities as nomes, or neural modules which learn to do one and one thing alone, 
essentially, the mind’s gophers who learn to do simple tasks, as well as their 
more complex brethren isonomes (entities which do the same thing to many 
different things) and paranomes (which link up many different instances of 
related things to a central organizer). He also describe polynemes , nemes which 
activate complexes of memory nemes along a k-line, or ‘knowledge-line.’216 
Polynemes and their k-lines can be used to do a variety of things for the mind, 
from remembering past experience, to predicting future experience, mapping 
the body and mind’s architecture, and mapping abstract relations between 
experiences and even ideas. Minsky’s polynemes are able to map the world, 
map these maps, and map the maps of maps in ever increasing webs of 
complexity, all of which can be used to understand the world around it, leading 
to the triggering of nomes who go off and do the work of responding to the 
world. Nomes themselves often form relatively static master-habits for dealing 
with the world, which he calls frames, including trans-frames for understanding 
change, including such components as ‘a becomes b.’ These slots within 
frames, called terminals, are then linked to polynemes, often via the brain’s pro-
nouns, which he calls pronomes, such that the brain is able to conceptualize 
concepts such as ‘he becomes fat.’ But as Minsky is at pains to show, it’s all 
networked, all the way down.  
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Minsky invents some fantastic terminology, and some incredibly helpful 
diagrams for understanding concepts like distributed memory, recall, 
categorization, and how this all can lead to something so complex as schematic, 
and eventually, grammatical and linguistic thought. While Minsky’s model is 
complex enough to account for things like language, he does so without, it must 
be stressed, anything resembling ‘signs in the brain’ or the sort of ‘mentalese’ 
described by Fodor. For Minsky, the mind can use linguistic aspects, but in a 
manner which is fundamentally different from that conceived by linguistics, 
structural or otherwise. Rather, it uses language in a manner similar to that with 
which it uses any other external tool. It breaks it down into tiny components of 
the sort which can be processed by nemes. And in the process, there isn’t a 
sign of signifier in anywhere in sight. To use Clark’s terms, it’s ‘spaghetti’ all the 
way down.  

 
Minsky’s model is not without its flaws. It fails to take into account 
neuromodulators, and it only deals with embodiment in the most cursory 
fashion. It doesn’t get into the specifics of how neural networks are actually 
wired, nor the successes or failures such networks, or other forms of AI and 
machine learning, have had in the lab. Minsky’s goal is much simpler – namely, 
to show that the parts can combine gracefully to form a whole. And he produces 
a highly convincing argument, one whose echoes continue to reverberate in the 
cognitive science community. Minsky provides the best ‘big picture’ view of 
what a functional mind would look like to date.  
 
That said, it is important for the purposes of developing a fully articulated image 
of thought, one which could serve to support a soft-semiotics, to fill in these 
details.  
 
 

Simulating Mind. Minds do many different 
things, and any neuroanatomist will tell you that the brain 
is fundamentally modular, that is, composed of components 
with specific abilities, all of which are then linked into 
larger configurations. Until the quality of means of 
tracking brain activity increases, or until we have a 
better sense of what to look for, much of what complex 
minds do will remain opaque. What neural network 
researchers do in the present, however, is to try to get 
their simulations to match known aspects of the behavior of 
complex brains. Doing so allows us to hypothesize on 
similarities between wiring patterns in brains and 
artificial nets, allowing for a back and forth process that 
swings between simulation and observation.  
 

In what follows, I will work to bring Minsky’s 
project into the present. Those who want to be 
spared a bit of technical discussion can skip what 
immediately follows, and pick up afterwards.  

 
 
Units (Or, Building a Model for a 
Modular Mind). After two decades of 
research, a variety of major types of neural network 

the 
modular 
mind 
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wiring patterns, or architectures, have emerged. Oftentimes these go by names 
which are at times technical (ie: content addressable memory/CAM nets), or are 
named after the person who discovered them (ie: Kohonen or Elman nets). That 
said, these nets are often described as if they were distinct units, self-contained 
modules, and while the brain is modular, there is hardly a part of it that is self-
contained. Everything in the brain is relational, in-between. For in fact, this is what 
makes them networks – networks operate relationally.  
 
In this sense, to substantivize networks would thus be a mistake, for this would be 
to undermine precisely what makes networks so radically foreign to most 
contemporary ways of thinking. An example from carpentry might be of help. 
When chopping a tree into blocks of wood, one can simply chop it into abstract 
blocks according to an externally imposed metric, or, one could try to find the 
grain of the wood and use it to help produce blocks which follow the not only the 
nature but also the form of the wood. This is what a networked theory of networks 
needs to do if it is to think like a network.  
 
Let us therefore construct a model of the mind, a model which can give us an 
image of what it means to think, and therefrom, a new, soft-semiotics. Such a 
model will be composed of impulses/waves, units, relations, modules, mega-
modules, and waves patterns.  
 
Let us say that an impulse is what happens when a simple unit within a mind 
transmits energy to another unit. Let us call these simple, fundamental units of 
analysis in our model of mind neuremes. Doing so allows us to distinguish it from 
actual neurons, as well as from Dawkin’s Memes, and Minsky’s nemes. Let us 
understand these as fuzzy units, as described in earlier sections. Neuremes will 
function for our ‘model of the mind’ in a manner similar to that of Minsky’s nemes, 
except for the fact that unlike Minsky, we will not distinguish nemes from nomes - 
all fuzzy units will be called neuremes, regardless of function. A neureme will thus 
be the name we use for a fuzzy unit within a neural network, be it in a machine or 
organism.  
 
A neureme will thus be defined as a unit which fires an impulse in cyclic fashion. 
The more it receives from its inputs at a given time, the more likely it is to fire more 
frequently. However, there is a degree of randomization to this function, such that 
increasing the amplitudes of inputs arriving at a neureme will only increase the 
likelihood that it will fire faster.  
 
Neuremes are thus inherently relational in a variety of senses. Firstly, they are 
often multiply connected to other neuremes in a variety of ways. Secondly, they 
often serve to bring together a variety of such inputs, and lead to a variety of 
outputs. Thirdly, within the many chains of inputs and outputs in which they 
participate, they are little more than nodal points within the waves of impulses 
transmitted thereby. Fourthly, there is not a precise relationship between their 
inputs and their outputs, but only a likely increase in frequency of their pulsing. 
Fifthly, neuremes are to some extent abstractions. Like light, they are particles 
when considered in isolation, but also peaks/troughs of waves when considered 
as parts of larger lines of impulse transmission. Lastly, when neuremes are 
stimulated, they increase the weight and/or number of connections to those 
neurmes which stimulated them, according to a preset algorithm. This is what 
allows neuremes to learn from the patterns in which they have been activated.  
 
 

Relations (Or, Building a Model for a 
Modular Mind, Part II). When individual neuremes are 
linked together, these are called relations. Neuremes can be related in a 
variety of ways. 
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- Linking Relations: When neuremes connect to each other in a 
relatively direct, linear fashion, producing a chain of stimuli, this is called 
a linking relation.  
 
- Condensatory Relations: When several inputs are combined into that 
of a single neureme, this is known as a condensatory relation.  
 
- Distributory Relation: When a neureme spreads its inputs to many 
possible outputs, this is known as a distributory relation, or, an 
expansion. Most neuremes both condense and expand their stimuli.  

 
- Spreading Relation: Neuremes are connected to other neuremes at a 
variety of strengths. When the threshold of activation of a neureme is 
lowered, it not only activates those neuremes to which it is strongly 
connected, but also to those to which it is weakly connected. This is 
known as spreading. The greater the amount of spreading, the more 
even weak links are activated by a given neureme. Since all neuremes 
are at least weakly connected to neuremes in their vicinity, regardless of 
function, spreading always has a local component to it. In the brain, 
spreading is modulated by the brain chemical dopamine, the effects of 
which are simulated in some of the more recent ANN simulations.217 
 
- Tensoral Relation: Sometimes neuremes have their own inputs fed 
back to them, creating an echo effector of sorts. This can take several 
forms, for example, when a neureme is simply fed back into itself, or via 
a longer, more complex, multi-step feedback process. When this 
happens, this is called a tensor relation, or a delay. Tensor relations 
allowed a delayed version of the inputs of a neureme to either enhance 
or inhibit a later state of that neureme. This allows for the blurring of 
temporal states of neuremes over time.218  

 
 

Modules (Or, A Model for a Modular 
Mind, Part III).  When a group of neuremes act in a similar 
manner to another neureme or group of neuremes, we call the first group 
of neuremes a module. While these are commonly called ‘layers’ in neural 
network research, there is little need, other than to simplify diagrams, that 
these components need to be flat. Rather, they can take many shapes. 
Thus, let us call them modules.  
 
-  Map Modules:  The simplest type of module is a map module. A map 
module is a layer of neuremes that condense a set of inputs to simpler set 
of inputs in a manner that preserves key properties of those inputs, while 
filtering others. Map modules may map a set of inputs from the outside 
world (sensory map), thereby condensing the wide array of sensory input 
to aspects deemed relevant by the sensory capabilities of the neural map 
in question. Visual neuremes, for example, detect aspects of light but not 
sound. Other maps may map activities occurring elsewhere in the 
network.  

 
-  Cognition Modules:  A cognition module occurs when any two map 
modules are linked together, with the second being smaller than 
the first, and with all neuremes in the first layer being connected 
to all neuremes in the second. The second, smaller map will then 
condense information it gets from its input map. This allows for 
generalization to happen in mental processing. For example, let 
us say we connect an input map so that it encounters a set of 
visual stimuli on one side, and a smaller map on the other. As the 
smaller map is continually exposed to the same pattern, it will 
slowly adjust itself so that it will map general features of the 
visual inputs. In most cognitive science research, these types of 
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neural nets are referred to as standard backpropagation networks, or 
networks with ‘hidden layers,’ or Hebbian learning networks. Many of the 
algorithms needed to implement these were finally worked out by Paul 
Werbos in 1974.219 
 
-  Memory Modules:  In a memory module, a map module is constructed 
such that not only does each neureme condense input from outside the 
map, but also from other neuremes within the map. Memory modules are 

thus map modules which are fully connected to 
themselves. The benefit of these extra connections, 
which include both inhibition and excitation, is that 
whatever inputs they condense set off a panoply of 
thinking between the neuremes in this module. 
Ultimately, this will leave some neuremes fully excited 
for a period of time longer than others. These neurons 
will remember the pattern imprinted upon them from 
outside. This therefore allows memory modules to hold 
these patterns in memory. Furthermore, the more 
memory modules are trained to hold certain patterns, 
the more these patterns are retained.  
 
Here is an example. Let us say you train a pattern module to hold a 
picture of a dog in its mind. If you present it with a picture of person, 
it will be confused, and after some activity, will activate a random 
pattern, basically, static. But if given something even close to a dog, 
say, a picture of a cat, at some point enough excitations and 
inhibitions will trigger off enough other neuremes to trigger the ‘dog’ 

pattern. This is because each neureme in a memory module not only maps a given 
input from the outside world, but sends that input to all the other neuremes in that 
map. Each time a pattern is presented, inputs which are stimulated link with all 
those others which are also excited, and inhibit those which are not. Over time, 
activating enough of these will activate them all.  
 
Each memory module can store multiple patterns, so long as there are enough 
neuremes in the memory module. This is because the interconnected neuremes 
within the module will keep firing until they reach an equilibrium, an ‘attractor 
state’ called a memory. If the net is too small, it will not have enough processing 
power to retain a memory, but as the module expands, it becomes possible for the 
module to store multiple memory states. That said, if the pattern module in 
question is too small, the stored patterns would bleed into each other, and become 
fuzzy. Adding additional neuremes to the memory network allows for retention of 
more patterns.  
 
Several factors distinguish memory modules from the types of memory currently 
employed by standard binary computers. Firstly, memory modules can generalize, 
in that triggering enough of the inputs which match with a pattern stored in the 
network will activate the whole pattern. Secondly, new information can be stored 
within memory as a variety of ‘fuzzy’ states. That said, memory modules need to be 
trained with multiple trials, as opposed to computer memory systems which can 
almost instantaneously learn a pattern. Memory modules, on the other hand, have 
to learn a given memory pattern. In most of the cognitive science research, these 

types of networks are known as Hopfield networks (after John 
Hopfield, who discovered their architecture in 1982).220  
 
-  Recognition Modules:  Like a memory module, a 
recognition module is built of combinations of earlier modules. 
Thus, a recognition module occurs when a map module is used 
to map the memories stored in one or more memory modules 
(each of which itself condenses a series of inputs). This allows 
memories to be named, and for names to recall memories. 
There are different ways to wire connections between memory 
modules and their maps, but the most common configuration is 
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that in which each location in the map is connected to each and every location in 
the memory module. That way, when the memory module finally reaches 
equilibrium, one particular node will end up being the most activated, and this one 
will therefore link most strongly to a location on the ‘memory map.’ After repeated 
training, specific states in the memory bank will be linked to specific locations in 
the memory map, allowing their combination to function as a pattern recognizer 
which can generalize based upon flawed or incomplete input – something more 
traditional computers can never do. In cognitive science research, this type of 
network is often referred to as a ‘winner take all,’ SOM (self organizing map), or 
Kohonen networks (after Teuvo Kohonen, who discovered their architecture in 
1982).221  
 

-  Association Modules:  An association module occurs when a series of memory 
modules are connected to other memory modules. This can be done with either a 
central memory module, or a set of interconnected memory modules with no 
center. This allows for meta-memories to be triggered by sub-memories and vice-
versa. It also allows for sub-memories to trigger other sub-memories. Thus, it 
might be possible for the moustache of Groucho Marx to trigger the image of your 
favorite uncle’s face, without realizing they both had the same moustache. 
Association modules are often combined with recall modules to allow for various 
combinations of association and recall to occur, often at the same time. In 
cognitive science research, these are often referred to as CAM (content 
addressable memory) networks, or associative arrays, or Rumelhart network 
(after one of their primary discovers, David Rumelhart).222 
 
-  Tensor Modules:  Tensor relations within modules allow these modules to blur 
temporal states. For example, tensor relations within a memory module allow the 

module to recognize not only static 
patterns, but patterns of movement. 
Modules with tensors within them are 
known as tensorized modules or durational 
modules. There are some modules, 
however, which are composed of 
tensorized relations between other 
modules. These are tensor modules. The 
difference between a tensorized module 
and a tensor module is that the former 
creates temporal blurring within a module, 
while the latter creates these between 
modules. The former might, for example, 
be used to recognize a pattern of motion, 
while the latter might be used to withhold 
recognition of a meta-pattern until each 
micro-part has been recognized and run 
through various other networks. We see 

such an example with the cognition of a sentence within spoken language. In 
cognitive science research, these types of networks are often referred to as 
recurrent networks, or Elman networks (after their discovery by Jeffrey Elman in 
1990).223  
 
-  Decision Modules: A Decision module occurs when a set of memory modules 
are linked to association modules. This allows for fuzzy inferences to occur, 
whereby sets of subfeatures trigger each other, thereby triggering generalizations 
stored in cognition modules, which are linked to the meta-maps present in 
recognition modules. For example, if you are trying to decide whether to go to the 
movies or the park, and you spontaneously remember that last time you went to 
the park it rained, and then you decide based on your ‘gut’ to go to the movies, you 
have consulted a decision module which performs a fuzzy inference. In cognitive 
science research, these types of networks are often referred to as Bayesian 
neural networks (after the inventor of subjective probability in mathematics, Rev. 
Thomas Bayes, who invented this branch of mathematics with a famous paper 
published in 1763).  
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Systems (Or, A Model for a Modular Mind 
Part IV). From these basic components, a mind which does 
many of the things that a human mind does can be, at least in 
theory, constructed. Let us start with some basic components.  
 
- Short Term Memory Banks: One of the mind’s most important 
meta-modules is working or short-term memory. This is a type of 
meta-module composed of a set of smaller memory modules. 
The human working memory can hold about 6-7 items, drawn 
from other parts of the brain, in memory at once.224 Short-term 
memory is highly interconnected, such that the smaller memory 
modules hold each item, and by means of the associative 
connections between the modules, the entire meta-module 
creates a hybrid state, known in neuroscience as a blended 
state.225 Short-term memory modules are connected to relay 
stations which are connected to almost every other part of the 
mind. This is because short-term memory is the germ from which 
consciousness springs. In the human brain, these are largely 
contained in the thalamus and hippocampus.226   

 
- Medium-Term Memory Banks: These are composed of interconnected 
memory, map, recognition, and association modules which can hold important 
events from short-term memory until they can be stored in long term memory by 
the Memory Transfer Unit. In the human brain, these are also largely contained in 
the hippocampus.227  
 
- Long Term Memory Banks: Long-term memory is composed of 
interconnected nets of map, memory, recognition, and associative modules. The 
purpose of these modules is to hold various types of things we call memory. 
Memory modules encode patterns, and microfeatures of these patterns are 
mapped, and meta-mapped, via recognition and cognition modules, and all these 
are linked by associative connections. Long-term memory, however, retains 
patterns over extended periods of time. It is slow to learn, and slow to forget, 
because it uses much stronger connection-links, than are used in short-term 
memory. Sensory patterns are never encoded directly into long-term memory. In 
the human brain, these are largely contained in the parietal and prefrontal 
cortex.228  
 
- Sensory Processing Systems: Sense organs are neuremal maps exposed to 
the world. These maps only contain a small portion of the mind’s connections, for 
in fact, all they do is cause small perturbations in the programs the 

mind already has running. From there, 
these maps are run through a series 
of maps and short-term memory 
modules, linked in various types of chains, used 
just for screening the data coming from these 
maps. For example, the human retina is, like all 
other sensory organs, a layer of inputs, that is, a 
map. Such maps can be connected to a variety of 
secondary maps, each of which looks for specific 
traits. For example, we know in the human visual 
cortex that there are five different layers of filter-
maps that visual stimulus goes through. Some 

microfeatures 
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search for angles, other colors, others straight lines, etc. Each of these 
secondary maps searches the visual input for micro-features. From there, these 
microfeatures are routed through various associative networks in long-term 
memory banks. These send microfeature patterns back to short-term memory 
modules within the sensory processing systems, essentially shooting patterns at 
the patterns created by the world via sensory inputs, with maps watching them to 
figure out if they match. These ‘guess’ patterns (known as ‘efference patterns’) 
try to match those coming from the world, and when matches are achieved, 
signals are then sent to various other meta-modules for further processing. In the 
human brain, these systems occupy many parts of the brain and body, but 
generally, each sense organ has a series of bulbs and regions for various levels 
of sensory processing, many of which are located in the temporal cortex.229  
 

- Algorithm Banks: Action Banks are composed of relatively unconnected, 
discrete, long-term memory banks used to store patterns of routinized 
algorithms - mental, bodily, or otherwise. Anything that becomes routine, 
even with multiple steps, can be stored here, from calculation patterns to 
rapid bodily movements. Practice makes perfect. In the human brain, these 
functions are generally run by the cerebellum.230 
 
- Decision Banks: These meta-modules are composed of layers upon layers 
of cognition modules, connected by associative links to various other 
sections of the mind, including long-term memory storage, short-term 
concerns of the moment, and triggering algorithmic loops. In many senses, 
there is often little to distinguish these from long-term memory, other than 
emphasis. In the human brain, these functions are generally taken care of by 
the prefrontal cortex.231  
 
- Modulator Banks: Modulator Banks control the general state of the mind 
and body via modulator signals. In the brain these are chemicals, but in other 
types of minds these can be done by other modes of global connection. 
Modulator banks release these global signals when new information from the 
sensory systems triggers action loops or associations which are linked to a 
modulator bank in charge of creating a set of general modulatory states, 
such as increased spreading, feelings of value or disvalue, etc. In the human 
brain, these functions are generally taken care of by the amygdala, basal 
ganglia, and the limbic system.232  

 
- Memory Transfer Unit: As states in short-term memory are transferred to 
medium-term memory, they are stamped with the additional memory of the 
modulator mixture associated with them. When the entire system goes into a 
state of rest, the Memory Transfer Unit will go through the medium-term 
memory, extract microfeatures that were specifically linked to specific 
modulatory states, and then activate these storage places for these 
microfeatures and those they correlated with in the events stored in medium-
term memory, as well as to trigger markers for that modulatory state. As 
such, each microfeature in long-term memory can trigger a symphony of 
modulatory tones, and as microfeatures activate each other in excitatory and 
inhibitory chains, modulatory triggering systems are created which can affect 
the global patterns of the organism, creating waves of feedback. The 
Memory Transfer Unit makes sure the relation between microfeatures stored 
in medium-term memory and their modulatory tone impact the associative 
linkages between microfeatures and other parts of the mind in long-term 
memory. In the human brain these functions are taken care of by the 
thalamus and hippocampus.233  
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-Attentional Amplifier Banks. The attentional amplifier banks make sure 
that things held in short-term memory connect to the proper areas of the rest 
of the mind. Essentially a massive relay station, they are essential for linking 
short-term memory with the nexus of associations, modulations, and other 
mental correlates which are part of the cocktail we call ‘consciousness,’ and 
to make sure that there is a constant interplay between short-term memory 
and its relevant contexts. This function in the human brain is generally taken 
care of by the thalamus.234    
 
- Body Management Units. These banks of meta-modules make sure the 
body does what it is supposed to do when algorithms or decisions are 
supposed to activate voluntary movements of the body. They are also 
responsible for keeping the involuntary movements needed for system repair 
going on. In the human body, these functions are maintained by a variety of 
brain sections, including the cerebellum, medulla oblongata, etc.235  

 
 
 

Beyond Neural Networks? (Or, A Model for a 
Modular Mind Part V).  Comes the time to bring it all together. How does 
all work together to produce something like what we call thinking? For while it makes 
sense for the mind to be modular, considering all the things that minds do, it is also 
necessary to put our humpty-dumpty of a model back together again.  
 
That said, while there have been attempts to weave the many strands of research we’ve 
been considering into larger scale ‘intelligent machines’ and ‘artificial minds,’ neural 
network models remain, for the most part, small scale. While there was a massive 
resurgence of interest in neural networks in the mid-1980’s, as well as major advances in 
network architecture during the 1990’s, the pace of discovery has slowed down over the 
last few years, as researchers have focused on getting the networks to solve small scale 
problems before tackling the bigger issues of putting them together.  
 

None of which is to imply that things have ground to a halt. For example, Jerome 
Feldman’s From Molecule to Metaphor: A Neural Theory of Language (2006) describes 
his recent work synthesizing neural network research and more traditional AI 
approaches to the world. By linking larger cognitive units and programlets via neural 
network connectors, Feldman and others like him have been working to show how 
already evolved modules which code for things like basic grammar might learn more 
complex tasks. By manipulating these evolving models of the world, often called 
‘schemas,’ these hybrid structures work to examine the possibility of developing 
machine minds which work at the intersection of symbol processing and network 
architecture. In theory, this would lead to the best of both worlds, namely, machines 
that can be programmed like expert machines with lots of built in knowledge, but 
retain the flexibility to change and ability to learn characteristic of neural networks.  
 
So far, however, this approach has led to more research, but little in the way of larger 
scale working machine intelligence. In addition, the areas provided with more rigid 
‘expert system’ style programming have a way of dragging down the very flexibility 
that neural network programming was designed to instill. Hybrid approaches have so 
far done little to alter the larger scale landscape of AI research.  
 
Recently, however, a new approach has been suggested, one which seems poised to 
once again turn the field on its head, this time from outside academia. According to 
numerous publications both within the university community and outside of it, the 
future of AI may just lie with Jeff Hawkins, and his new AI start-up company, Numenta.  
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Meta-Units in the Cortex (Or, Weaving a Modular Mind, 
Part I). Hawkins and his start-up company may seem like an unlikely place to look for 
cutting edge AI research, primarily because, prior to a change in careers which began in 1995, 
Hawkins was mostly known for his work in hand-held computing devices – he’s the inventor of 
the Palm Pilot, the Treo handheld device, and the first successful version of the handwriting 
recognition software used on many forms of tablet PCs. Hawkins was always the guy who 
worked to get his research team to bring everything together in one package – supposedly, 
while working on the Palm Pilot, he brought a small, hand sized piece of wood with him 
everywhere to remind himself the general size and weight he wanted for his new note-pad like 
device. But Hawkins was always a frustrated AI researcher, and after having made his 
fortune, he was free to pursue his research passions full-time. After years of part-time study, 
he founded the Redwood Neuroscience Institute in 1995, and hasn’t looked back.236  
 
Hawkins believes that much of the science research done in universities, because it is largely 
dependent upon government research grants and the corollary bureaucratic application 
process, tend to get stuck over time in what evolutionary theorists would call ‘local minima’ – 
namely, dead ends which occur through overspecialization. That is, since salaries and 
reputations are built upon what is shown to work in the past, research monies usually go to 
projects which seem promising candidates for achieving easily describable short-term 
research goals. Something too risky or outside the beaten path, however, will often have 

trouble getting money. This leads to the slow and steady approach to study, and a 
narrowing of the horizon of the possible.  
 
Frustrated with the ‘trees before the forest’ approach that he saw in much AI research at the 
time, Hawkins aimed to change this by looking at the big picture first, all of which lead to the 
founding of RSI, and the publication of his 2004 book On Intelligence: How a New 
Understanding of the Brian Will Lead to Truly Intelligent Machines (written with Sandra 
Blakeslee), after which time he left Redwood (which he gifted to the University of California 
at Berkeley neuroscience laboratories, where it continues as a semi-autonomous 
laboratory) and founded his own artificial intelligence company Numenta in 1995.  
 
Hawkins starts from a fact which, as he notes, is evident to anyone who examines the 
neocortex, namely, that despite the wide variety of brain functions which make use of 
the cortex for varied purposes, its structure is shockingly uniform. In fact, it is simply a 
rumpled sheet, stretched over the more discretely packaged, ‘lower’ parts of the brain. 
From here, Hawkins takes as his founding mantra an assertion made by a Johns 
Hopkins researcher named Vernon Mountcastle in the late 1970’s, originally to little 
fanfare.237 That is, that due to what we know about the cortex, it seems likely that it 
operates according to a single algorithm, packaged in a unit, iterated numerous times, 
only distinguished by what it is connected to. In simpler terms, if a microchip is nothing 
more than a set of densely packed transistors, then cortexes are simply densely 
packed units filled with this single algorithm. Producing intelligent machines should 
likely start by trying to replicate this simple fact.  
 
Of course, it has long been known to neuroscientists that the cortex seems to be 
sectioned into small, vertical columns which, with few exceptions, function as what 

many have called ‘computational units.’ Line up enough of these, and like a microprocessor, you can 
handle just about any set of inputs. Furthermore, as Hawkins argues, since we know that the expansion 
of the human neo-cortex was a quick, fast add-on (at least in terms of evolutionary time) to our neural 
hardware, it seems likely that evolution would favor a design that could expand by simply adding more 
of what it had already worked hard to design. Evolving a single cortical column is hard, but adding a few 
more would be, at least in evolutionary terms, a snap. Hawkins simply claims to have seen the obvious. 
All we have to do is produce a similar algorithm, and instant cortex.  
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From this perspective, however, any attempt to build intelligent machines which use 
the human brain as a roadmap would be flawed if it failed to account for the unique 
aspects of the wiring of the cortex. For while many of the brain’s modules can be 
modeled directly by neurons, any attempt to model the working of the cortex which 
aims to jump directly from neurons to modules is likely to be highly flawed. Rather 
than use networks of neurons to model cortical functions, Hawkins argues its 
necessary rather to build networks of artificial cortical columns, just like the brain does. 
A small step away from traditional neural networks, but perhaps the crucial ingredient 
to making truly intelligent machines.  
 
With all this in mind, Numenta began work on developing an algorithm for artificial 
cortical columns, and in 2007, they announced the development of what they call their 
HTM (Hierarchical Temporal Memory) software platform. Any and all can download 
the software free of charge at www.numenta.com, at least for research and personal 
purposes (any for-profit enterprises will need to pay a licensing fee). Numenta also 
provides working papers describing how HTM works, its relation to the theories 
described in On Intelligence, and a 2008 dissertation on HTM algorithm and its 
relation to prior artificial intelligence models, as well as the actual human brain.   

 
Flow (Or, Weaving a Modular Mind, Part II).  In order 
to go any further, however, it’s necessary to get a sense of how neurons are different 
from cortical columns, and thus how artificial neurons are different from HTM virtual 
columns. As we’ll see, columns, virtual or otherwise, act as meta-units which add 
complexity to neurons and the types of nets they weave. For in fact, following Hawkins, 
columns allow neurons to go from being simple integrative calculators to complex 
prediction machines, thereby producing an overall mind which isn’t a so much a 
calculator as a large, flexible, multiplex crystal ball. Essentially, each cortical column 
is a mini neural network. Link up a series of these into networks, and you have what 
could perhaps be called ‘second order neural networks.’ Hawkins calls his approach 
‘memory prediction.’ 
 
Cortical columns in the brain have (in most instances) six basic layers, each with 
different computational purposes.238 The most important of these purposes is to 
mediate relations between other parts of the brain. Relations with parts of the brain 
which are evolutionarily more ancient (and hence simpler, closer to the world, stimuli, 
etc.), are said to be (in common neuroscience parlance) relations with lower layers of 
the brain, while relations with parts of the brain responsible for executive brain 
function, conscious thought, etc., tend to be referred to as those with higher parts of 
the brain. In addition to these are feedback/feedforward which, however indirectly, 
loop through other parts of the brain, as well as connections which tie into columns at 
the same level, or lateral connections. Cortical columns are essentially machines to 
process these five different types of neural flow (condensation, distribution, 
lateral, feedbforward, and feedback), mediated by layers in each cortical 
column.  
 

Each of these five types of flow is vital to the functioning of the network. Bottom-up flow 
transmits information from the bodily senses up to higher processing regions, while top-
down flow serves to send the executive parts of the brain’s ‘thoughts’ out towards the 
world (more on the nature of these thoughts in a moment). Connections to nearby columns 
determine local relations which define cortical regions with local behavior (thus obviating 
the need for membranes to separate regions, since wiring architecture serves that 
function instead). And finally, feedforward and feedback connections allow for varied parts 
of the brain and body to make sure they sync with each other (a key function about which 
more will be said shortly).  
 
Just like neurons, cortical columns are fundamentally fuzzy, decentered units of 
computation. That is, for all the same reasons listed earlier for neurons, cortical columns 
are fully relational units, perhaps most importantly because there is nothing serial or linear 
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about their multi-directional, fully networked modes of interconnectivity. Each column is no 
more than a node of intersection between flows, blurring the line between node and link 
within the network.  

 
 

Layers (Or, Weaving a Modular Mind, Part III). Within 
each column, however, there are distinct layers which serve specific functions in regard 
to mediating neural flow. These can be simplified into idealized functions as follows:239 
 
- Long Distance Layer: This layer, at the top of the column, is used to send long-
distance connections to other parts of the brain. All non-local connections in an out of the 
column goes through the in and out connections located at this layer.  
 
- Computation Layer:  This layer (composed of three layers in biological brains, referred 
to as 2, 3a, and 3b), acts as a gate for the flows coming into the column, similar to that 
seen in a computer transistor. For more information on how this layer works, see below.  
  

- Condenser Layer: This layer takes all the inputs from the Input layer, and condenses 
them to prepare them for computation in the Computation Layer.   
    
- Input Layer: Takes in all input to the cortical column, including inputs from the Long 
Distance Layer, nearby local inputs, and feedforward/feedback loops.  
 
- Output Layer: Distributes all outputs from the cortical column, including outputs to the 
Long Distance Layer, to nearby local outputs, and to feedback/feedforward loops.  
 
The existence of these layers should not be seen as necessarily changing the ability of 
these units to form neural networks. In fact, each cortical column can be seen as 
collapsing within itself the functions which could be achieved by a condensatory, 
distributive, and associative set of relations between neural network layers. And from 
there, cortical columns can be wired so as to produce the very sorts of neural network 
architectures we have just described – memory modules, association modules, etc. But 
since each cortical column is, in many senses, a mini-neural network itself, 
including a mini-processor more complex than that of a neuron, the degree 
of local, distributed control of the network increases dramatically from those 
composed of neurons alone. In a sense, cortical columns are ‘smart 
neurons’, and nets composed of them are, if nothing else, then ‘smarter’ 
neural networks.   

 
 

Integration (Or, Weaving a Modular Mind, 
Part IV).  If cortical columns, in either brains or artificial minds, can 
be wired to each other in any of the patterns we discussed above (memory, 
cognition, association, etc.), then what are the advantages of using cortical 
columns? There are, in fact, three things that cortical columns can do that 
neurons simply can’t do on their own.  
 
Firstly, while neurons integrate signals in one direction (many inputs 
integrated in one cell body to many outputs), cortical columns process 
signals in both directions.  Nature does not make a bi-directional neuron, 
but with proper wiring, evolution has found a way around this, similar to the 
ways in which chipmakers have wired transistors.  
 
Secondly, this bidirectional integration is fundamentally asymmetrical.  That is, 
the computational layer (composed of layers 2, 3a, and 3b in biological cortical 
columns) acts to serve the fundamentally asymmetrical needs of signal processing 
needed for the mind. Minds are necessarily hierarchical, with sensory layers 
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dealing with highly particular information, and higher levels dealing with much 
more general abstractions. The computational layers are what allow for this jump 
in complexity at each level. Feedforward and feedback from other layers, as well 
as local and distant parts of the mind, serve to modulate these functions.  

 
Thirdly, this asymmetry takes the form of the general cortical algorithm 

described by Hawkins, namely, what 
he calls ‘memory-prediction.’  For 
Hawkins, not only is prediction the 
primary function of the cortex, it is, 
in fact, the primary way in which the 
cortex computes. Prediction is in 
fact, at micro and macro levels, the 
means by which the cortex directs 
the process which we humans call 
thinking. Intelligent minds are, 
according to this approach, 
massively fractal prediction 
machines.  
 
How does this work? Let’s start with 
a prediction. The executive functions 
at the top of the mind make a guess 
that when I drop a ball, it will fall to 
lower position. The new position that 
the ball will fall to is a prediction, and 
the brain develops an image of 

where it thinks the ball will be, and sends this cascading down the varied 
layers of interwoven cortical columns. As this prediction cascades down the 
layers of the mind, new sensory information cascades upwards. If downward 
prediction matches upward sensory information, no information is sent back 
up the chain. But if at any point there is a mismatch between prediction and 
sense data, the cortical algorithm in a given cortical column picks up on this, 
and sends the correct data back up the chain. Essentially, it sends a 
correction message up the chain.240  
 
That said, there is no need for all sense data to go up the chain, for in fact, this 
would overload the executive functions by requiring them to sift through 
enormous amounts of sensory detail. This is where the asymmetry comes in. 
Sense data coming into cortical columns from below is incredibly varied, but 
the cortical column works hard to categorize this data into one of several 

categories, as determined by which columns higher up 
the chain get signals from the column in question. In 
Hawkins' terms, a cortical column sends the ‘name’ of 
the data in question up the hierarchy, only for the next 
lever of cortical computation to occur.241 General ideas 
cascade up, just as particular predictions cascade 
down, and when there’s a mismatch, the particular 

information causing the mismatch is sent to a higher executive that can 
arbitrate the difference. Predictions flow down, generalizations flow up, and 
error messages alert executives when they need to arbitrate. Networks of 
neurons can’t do what networks of cortical units can, namely, act as 
prediction machines, each of which can then be wired with varying levels of 
connectivity as shown by neural networks.  
 

memory/ 
prediction 
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Results with Hawkins' newly released algorithms are promising, producing 
high-level categorization of visual data sets. There are, of course, difficulties, 
particularly with the temporal aspect of his ‘hierarchical temporal memory’ 
system. The temporal aspect has to do with the fact that information coming 
into sensory systems in minds, artificial or otherwise, is in fact little more than 
variations over a continua which varies over time (more commonly known as 
‘time series’ data). So far the training exercises which Hawkins and company 
have used are series of static visual images. The biggest issue, however, has 
to do with ‘quantization’, that is, going from discrete data to the sort of 
continuous sensory experiences received by biological minds. For while there 

are discrete aspects of sense data (for 
example, when an eye moves, or 
‘saccades’ across a visual scene), until 
artificial minds can deal with continuous 
data, they will be significantly different, 
and more limited than, biological 
minds.242  
 
It is important to note, however, that 
replicating biological minds isn’t 
Hawkins' only concern. He is rather 
clear, in fact, that cortical 
intelligence, or ‘memory 
prediction,’ is an algorithm, one 
which can be used to process 
information from all sorts of sense 
organs, even those beyond 
possessed by humans.243 Want to 
process sonar, radar? No problem, 
since cortical columns can learn to 
predict patterns with these too. In 
theory, the sky is the limit, and 
Hawkins predicts that the first 

‘intelligent machines’ will be ‘smart’ forms of everyday objects, such as cars that alter 
their suspension based on predicting future road conditions, or predict when you’re likely 
to get in the car to turn on the heater or air-conditioner (and then learn when their own 
predictions are wrong and correct them accordingly!). Hawkins isn’t concerned with 
producing intelligent brains or humans, but rather, and intelligent world. Beyond the 
ubiquitous computing environment of smart-phones laptops, Hawkins sees smarter and 
smarter devices which, like mini organisms, increasingly learn about the world around 
them. 
 
 

Memory/Prediction (Or, Weaving a Modular Mind, Part V). All of 
this explains why Hawkins calls his model a ‘prediction’ model, but does little to describe the role of 
‘memory’ within his framework. And this is where modularity comes back into the picture, particularly if 
we look at how these functions are laid out in the human brain. Thus, sensory cortex, at varying levels of 
generality, contains predictions of what it expects to see in the world, etched into memory. 
Neuroscientists have long known that as information comes into increasing layers of the visual cortex 
(five layers in humans), the levels of prediction get ever more general, from edge detectors to, at the IT 
(inferotemporal) layer, coarse grained cells such as face detectors. These maps are largely located in 
the occipital cortex.244 Beyond the sensory cortex, however, there are areas of the cortex which 
positions of the body in relation to the physical world, known as the pre-motor regions in the parietal 
cortex. And in the temporal cortex, there are areas which serve to make connections between facts, like 
that peas are green, or that dogs have four legs. Also stored here are memories for events, such as the 
name of your fourth grade teacher, if you happen to remember it (hi, Mrs. Markowitz!). Lastly, there is a 
large, basically free area, known as the prefrontal cortex. This area is able to store 5-9 complex items at 
a time, and is generally known as the brain’s ‘workspace,’ or working memory. While these descriptions 
are gross oversimplifications, by and large, they hold to the general modular organization of the mind.  

All regions of your neocortex are 
simultaneously trying to predict what their 
next experience will be . . . "Prediction" means 
that the neurons involved in sensing . . . 
become active in advance of them actually 
receiving sensory input . . . Prediction is not 
just one of the things your brain does. It is the 
primary function of the 
neocortex, the foundation of 
intelligence.  

- Jeff Hawkins and Sarah Blakeslee, On 
Intelligence: How a New Understanding of the 
Brain Will Lead to the Creation of Truly 
Intelligent Machines, 88-9. 

 

The human cortex . . . is constantly predicting 
what you will see, hear, and feel, mostly in 
ways you ar unconscious of. These predictions 
are our thoughts, and, when combined with 
sensory input. they are our perceptions. I call 
thi sview of the brain the memory-prediction 
framework of intelligence. 104 
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None of this explains, however, how these memories get there. Neuroscientists widely agree that 
anything not already stored in the cortex is stored temporarily in the hippocampus to be ‘filed away‘ 

later. This is, in fact, the purpose of 
dreaming – during dream-filled 
sleep, random waves filter through 
the hippocampus, and as these ‘to 
be filed’ memories are activated, 
they are then used to modify the 
longer-term stored memories used 
to make daily predictions, as 
already stored in the more long-
term memory-prediction banks in 
the cortex. According to Hawkins, 
the hippocampus thus is where the 
new information that cascades up 
to the top of the hierarchy as 
‘correction messages’ get stored, to 
be dealt with later. And in 
performing this function, it is not 
unlikely that the hippocampus itself 
has a series of small modules ready 
to temporarily store just this sort of 
information, essentially, a highly 
modular mini-cortex which can then 
be routed to other parts of the brain 
when new info needs to be ‘filed.’245 
This becomes particularly effective 

when the more important memories are stamped ‘urgent’ due to association with various emotional 
states produced when they were stored in the hippocampus. Particularly, the brain’s 
fear/anxiety organ, the amygdala246, makes sure that learning that needs to happen to 
protect the organism in the long-run gets extra attention when it comes time to perform 
‘memory consolidation’ at a later time.  
 
It is also worth explaining how it is that the most ‘intelligent’ parts of the memory-prediction 
frame, namely, fact/event based or declarative, 
episodic memory banks, function. For what could it 
mean that there are facts or events stored in the 
brain? All there are, in fact, are connections. But 
scientists have actually found what are called 
‘grandmother cells’ – that is, cells that fire specifically 
when someone thinks of their grandmother.247 In fact, 
as outlandish as this sounds, one particular 
experiment found a set of cells that fired when ‘Bill 
Clinton’ was seen, despite a wide variety of contexts 
and distractors. How can cells, nothing but 
decentered sets of connections, know Bill Clinton?  
 
In fact, they do it through nothing but connectivity. Go 
through the visual cortical layers, and collect all the 
varied visual aspects of Bill Clinton – white for the 
hair, round for the nose, ruddy for the complexion. 
Then go through the auditory cortex, and collect all 
the frequencies and rhythms that are characteristic of 
his voice. Link this up with the phonetic maps in the specialized parts of the auditory cortex 
that code for language, get the sounds from the name ‘Bill Clinton,’ along with the bits of 

. . . the brain doesn't "compute" the answers to 
problems; it retrieves the answers from memory 
. . . Slow neurons are not only fast enough to do 
this, but they constitute the memory themselves. 
The entire cortex is a memory system. It isn't a 
computer at all . . . A helpful analogy might be to 
imagine what happens when you sit down on a 
water bed: . . . The bed doesn't compute . . . the 
physical properties of the water and the mattress's 
plastic skin take care of the adjustment 
automatically . . . cortex does something similar, 
loosely speaking, what the information that flows 
through it . . . The entire cortex is a memory 
system. It isn’t a computer at all.  
 

- Jeff Hawkins and Sarah Blakeslee, On Intelligence, 68-
9.  

. . . . memory is not a 
representation: it is a 
reflection of how the 
brain has changed its 
dynamics in a way that 
allows the repetition 
of a performance.  
 

- Gerald Edelman and 
Giulio Tononi, A 
Universe of 
Consciousness: How 
Matter Becomes 
Imagination, 95.  

Memories are stored in 
a form that captures the 
essence of relationship, 
not the details of the 
moment . . . the cortex 
takes the detailed, 
highly specific input 
and converts it to an 
invariant form. It is the 
invariant form that is 
stored in memory. And 
it is the invariant form 
of each new input 
pattern that its gets 
compared to . . . To 
make a specific 
prediction, the brain 
must combine 
knowledge of the 
invariant structure 
with the most recent 
details. 
 

- Hawkins and 
Blakeslee, On 
Intelligence, 82-3. 
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graphemes we link up to spell these sounds on the page. Link this to all other parts of the 
fact/event memory that represent, in similar manner, anything relating to the sensory nexus we’ve 
described, including everything relating to ideas like ‘president’, the ‘90’s’, ‘sex scandals,’ ‘Al Gore,’ 
‘Democratic,’ etc. Maybe you met Clinton in person once on a Monday, so, throw in links to the 
area in your fact/event memory banks that code for Mondays. Shake and stir, and the results are 
completely distributed memory. Built from the ground up from your sensory cortexes (colors, 
shapes, sounds, rhythms, phonemes, graphemes, actions), all that’s needed for facts and events 
are a lot of interconnections to produce completely distributed memory that can, from the most 
basic of elements, eventually code for something as exact as meeting Bill Clinton on a Monday 
afternoon, even if you can’t exactly say what the date was.  
 
What’s more, Hawkins’ model also produces what brain researchers frequently call ‘schema,’ and it 
does so on its own. Schemas are short-term models for action or thought, which combine general 
ideas with specific situations.248 For example, if you climbing a set of stairs that are particularly 
wide, you combine your normal stair-climbing algorithm for motion, most likely stored as a unit in 
your cerebellum, with the sensory data for wider than normal stairs, as well as your compensation 
for this change, within a ‘schema’ that organizes your action for the specific situation. Because in 
Hawkins' model each step up the neural chain is more general than those closer to sensory 
information, the very 
mechanism of ‘memory-
prediction’ that he describes 
as occurring whenever the 
brain encounters stimuli 
produces schemata, 
continually, at multiple levels 
of scale. This is not only an 
enormous improvement over 
expert systems, in which 
schemata needed to be 
programmed for every 
possible contingency, but 
also over traditional neural 
networks, in which large 
scale schema could only 
emerge due to highly 
modular models that have yet 
to be imagined. Hawkins' 
model produces schema 
naturally, as an ‘emergent’ 

phenomenon which comes about as part of 
standard cortical processing.  
  . . . memories can't bring things 

back; they only reproduce some 
fragments of our former states of mind . 
. . .Then what makes some recollections 
seem so real? The secret is that the real 
time experience is just as indirect! . . 
. If we inquired instead about why real 
things seem real, we would see that this 
depends, as well, on memories of things 
we've already known. 
 
 - Marvin Minsky, The Society of 
 Mind, 155. 
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And due to the fact that schema are produced on the fly, rather than from preprogrammed memory banks, 
none of this gets in the way of explaining the more associative bases for things like dreams, train of thought, 
the way creativity often jumps from one thing to another, and how distraction occurs. For in fact, schema not 
only emerge within layers, but between them. For not only do cortical layers communicate directly by means 
of local amplification and inhibition, but across wide expanses of the brain via thalamo-cortical pathways, 
through the brain’s traffic cop, the thalamus. By means of these connections, schema can be produced not 
only at varied levels of scale, but also across modalities (for example, combining sensory associations with 
fact or event based ones – maybe bill Clinton not only reminds you of Mondays, but the smell of the brownies 
you baked on that specific Monday!). And the wider the associative net gets cast, the more diffuse the 
associations. For as we’ve previously mentioned, neuromodulators control global aspects of the mind, and 
attention in particular is mediated by dopamine, which determines the extent of ‘spreading activation’ at work 
in access of memories from the cortex. Lots of dopamine gets you a tight activation with high focus, while low 
dopamine and you get a relatively ‘free-association’ response with spreading activation.249 Combine 
neuromodulators with highly intertwined cortical columns, and the ‘stream’ of consciousness starts seeming 
very possible – even for significantly complex non-human minds.  

 
 

Sync (Or, Weaving a Modular Mind Part VI). 
Anyone who has been to a baseball game has seen it happen – ‘the wave’ – an 

undulating mass of 
people that stand up 
and raise their hands 
over their heads. 
People try to start ‘the 
wave,’ and yet it often 
goes nowhere, or dies 
out before gaining 
‘critical mass’ to run 
on its own. Steve 
Strogatz opens his 
book Sync: How Order 
Emerges from Chaos 
in the Universe, 
Nature, and Daily Life 
(2004) with another 
example – fireflies. 
According to 
Strogatz, fireflies that 
gather near Southeast 
Asian riverbanks, 
masses in the 
hundreds or even 
thousands will, if 
given enough time, 
sync and end up 
blinking on an off in 
unison, producing a 
spectacular display. 
Strogatz is at pains to 
show, however, that 
there are reasons for 
this, namely, 
oscillators which due 
to the local rules 
obeyed by fireflies, 
eventually become 
coupled to one 
another. Sync is the 

. . . three major topological arrangements in the brain . . . 
appear to be essential to understanding the brain’s global 
functioning. The first arrangement is a large, three 
dimensional meshwork – the segregated yet integrated set 
of circuits constituting the so-called thalamo-cortical 
system . . . The thalamus is reciprocally connected to the 
cortex, the convoluted sheet covering the surface of the 
brain . . . Most of these cortical areas are assembled as 
maps . . . the different functionally segregated areas are, 
for the most part, reciprocally connected . . . . They provide 
a major structural basis for reentry, a process of 
signaling back and forth along reciprocal connections, that 
. . . offers the key to resolving the problem of integrating 
the functionally segregated properties of brain areas . . . 
Any perturbation in one part of the meshwork may be felt 
rapidly everywhere else . . . The second topological 
arrangement [the cerebellum] is organized not at all like a 
meshwork but, rather, like a set of parallel, unidirectional 
chains . . . these systems seem admirably suited to the 
execution of a variety of complicated motor and cognitive 
routines . . . The third kind of topological arrangement 
resembles neither a meshwork nor a set of parallel chains, 
but, rather, a diffuse set of connections resembling a large 
fan . . . All these nuclei project diffusely to huge portions of 
the brain . . . firing of these neurons brings about the 
diffuse release in the chemicals called neuromodulators . . . 
Small alterations in the pharmacology of these cells have 
drastic effects on global mental function. 

 
- Edelman and Tononi, Universe of Consciousness, 
42-6.  
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name for this phenomenon, namely, when many local oscillators become entrained 
in a group. And sync, according to many theorists of the brain, is precisely what 
makes consciousness the phenomenon it is. 
 
While this theory has been proposed by numerous figures working the field, few 

have developed a global 
theory of brain functioning 
around the idea of sync as 
powerfully as Gerald 
Edelman.  A Nobel Prize 
winner in the field of antibody 
research, Edelman shortly 
thereafter began to apply his 
holistic approach from one 
area to another, studying how 
the brain functions at the 
level of populations. He 
branded his theory ‘neural 
selectionism’, or more 
popularly, as in the title of his 
1987 book, Neural 
Darwinism. Edelman’s work 
has had an enormous 
influence, and he continues to 
expand upon his original work 
to the present day.  
 
Edelman’s argument on neural 
selectionism is as elegant as it is 
profound. Since neurons in the brain 
always act in concert via populations (and 
even nerves outside the brain are 

composed of hundreds of neurons at minimum), Edelman proposes to study how 
brains adapt to stimuli using Darwin’s basic principles of natural selection, 
particularly as applied to population genetics by G.Harvey and Wilhelm Weinberg 
around the turn of the century. His proposal is that since brains overproduce 
similar pathways to produce the same overall effects, while 
increasing the connections which are used more often while 
weakening those which are not, Darwin’s four primary rules 
for evolution (overproduction, variation, selection, 
inheritance) can be used to understand the ways in which 
brains develop over time. Or, to paraphrase what 
neuroscientists have dubbed ‘Hebb’s Law’ – “neurons that fire together wire 
together.”250 Neurons that respond to the same or similar stimuli strengthen not 
only themselves, but also their amplification of the signal sent from nerves around 
them. For Edelman, this is natural selection at its finest.  
 
Taking this a step further, however, Edelman makes the point that since neurons 
are little more than periodic oscillators which fire pulses according to a frequency 

determined by the stimuli they receive, that it is natural for neurons 
responding to the same or related stimuli to sync with each other due to 
various feedback linkages, leakages, and resonances which would allow 
them to become entrained. By combining this fact with research on 
brainwaves (the large scale patterns of frequencies of the pulses 
generated by the movement of neural responses in the brain), Edelman 
proposed the following fascinating idea, that is, that sync is what 
generates that unique phenomenon we call ‘consciousness.’ 
 
As explained in full in A Universe of Consciousness: How Matter Becomes 
Imagination, a book he wrote with Guilio Tononi in 2000, Edelman shows 
how attention to objects seems to shift patterns of sync in the brain, 
patterns which vanish when the subject goes to sleep. Edelman 

Reentry . . . is the ongoing, 
recursive interchange of parallel 
signals between reciprocally 
connected areas of the brain . . . one 
striking consequence of reentry is the 
widespread synchronization of the 
activity of different groups of active 
neurons distributed across many 
different functionally specialized areas 
of the brain . . . reentry is not feedback. 
Feedback occurs along a single fixed 
loops . . . reentry occurs in selectional 
systems across multiple parallel 
paths.  

 
- Edelman and Tononi, Universe of 
Consciousness, 48, 85.  

reentry 
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describes the large, shifting, synced pattern which dominates the brain at any 
given moment as the ‘dynamic core’ of actively entrained networks of neurons 
which produces the phenomenon we call consciousness. He also describes how 
this perspective can help to produce answers to many of the difficult philosophical 
questions posed to brain research around the vexed question of consciousness 
itself.  

 
 

Beyond the Cartesian Split – A Tale of Qualia 
(Or, Weaving a Modular Mind Part VII). Ever since 
Plato first described the split between form and matter, this fundamental 
dualistic approach to the universe, this binary logic, has been fundamental to 
what has, in retrospect, often been labeled ‘western’ thought. Adopted via 
Plotinus and Augustine for medieval Christianity, and secularized by Descartes 
and the Cartesian tradition, the mind/body split is a problem which has vexed 
philosophy since Descartes re-introduced this entire problematic via his 
postulated ‘pineal gland’, the third eye, so to speak, that was supposed to unify 
the split between matter and spirit so that the willing subject, a member of the 
eternal world of the spirit, would have a link to the body.251 And today, it would 
seem, via the notion of neural sync, we have finally a solution that can explain 
how to get beyond the Platonic/Cartesian legacy.  
 
For many cognitive scientists and philosophers, this entire problematic is 
usually approached via the notion of ‘qualia.’ Adopted from the Latin word qua 
(literally ‘what’ in English), qualia is the term used to describe the ‘that-ness’ of 
conscious experiences. For example, when looking at the blue sky, what is it 

precisely that makes the blue-ness feel blue? 
Certainly we know how the sensation is 
produced in our retinas, and how it is 
communicated to various parts of the brain, 
the impact of the frequency of light, etc. But 
beyond these facts, none of these seem 
qualified to account for the subjective feeling 
of ‘blue-ness’ that the color blue has. And 
likewise with any sense impression – the 
sweetness of sugar, the softness of felt, the 
twang of the string of a guitar. How do 
wavelengths and various other physiological 
processes make something eventually feel a 
certain way to us? Papers without number 
have been written on this topic, particularly 
within the discipline of philosophy of mind 
(and primarily within the disciplines of analytic 
philosophy and cognitive science). Within the 
neuroscience community in particular, this 

issue is often addressed via the issue of the so-called ‘binding problem,’ 
namely, how it is that varied parts of the brain which respond to a given 
stimulus (for example, the sight of a cat), end up coming together to produce a 
unified sensation of ‘catness.’ Due to the fact that the brain is in fact a radically 
distributed organ, with a variety of subsystems, it should not be surprising that 
this is a problem – after all, the soft feeling of a cat’s fur on your hand needs to 
link up with the sound of the meow it makes and the sight its face brings to 
your eyes. These varied sense impressions need to bind together to produce a 
sense of a unified object. Working backwards from there, many argue that if we 
solve the binding problem, and understand how large, composite objects are 

[Cristoph] Von Marlsberg hypothesized that 
the separate banks of neurons processing the 
various features . . . would all oscillate in 
sync for a fraction of a second. Their 
temporal coincidence would be the brain’s 
way of binding them together, of signifying 
that they all refer to the same object . . . By 
1989, glimpses of synchrony started to appear 
in experiments on animals . . . Throughout the 
1990’s, evidence linking synchrony to 
cognition became more persuasive.  
 

- Duncan Watts, Six Degrees, 278-9.  
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unified from smaller units of perception, that we can begin to understand how 
the elementary units are themselves brought about. That said, as philosophers 
often argue, there is still the issue of jumping from matter to mind, from nerves 
to sensations, and no amount of regression analysis can solve what is 
fundamentally an issue of comparing apples and, well, melons.252  

 
Edelman proposes that sync solves both problems (binding and qualia) with one blow. Sync is, after all, a 
form of what scientists call an ‘emergent phenomenon,’ in which small scale local changes bring about large-
scale global transformations. Water, for example, only changes one degree, from 1 degree to 0 Celsius when 
it freezes, and each water molecule only coordinates with those around it, and yet, ice forms as a block of 
emergent order from a set of small micro-reactions. Similarly, Strogatz discovered that the fireflies which 
sync their flashing do so because they coordinate, not with the group as a whole (which is impossible for 
them to observe on their own), but by following the activities of a few local neighbors. Similar behavior has 
been observed as responsible for the schooling behavior of fish and birds, in which simple local rules result 
in massively complex behavior which is of a qualitatively different nature on the micro and macro scales. 
Observe a few birds interacting with these rules, and no interesting patterns emerge, but once you reach a 
critical mass, a ‘phase transition’ occurs, producing sync, and then visible undulations 
occur which astound the eye. One only has to go to a baseball game to see this in 
action – no one can start ‘the wave’ without far more people involved than they could 
directly communicate with, as the distances in a stadium are too great. And yet, the 
wave eventually starts itself, with people often taken unaware that it is coming. ‘The 
wave’ in fact has a life of its own, just like schools of birds and fish, in which the 
school operates like a collective organism with its own unique properties which 
cannot be deduced from the microrules of its creators. Similarly, ants which build massive colonies follow a 
simple set of micro-rules, and yet they produce highly complex structures which can be reproduced by 
computer based models programmed to follow the same rules (don’t get too close to your nearest neighbor, 
nor too far, etc.). These sorts of phenomenon, in which the whole is greater than the sum of its parts, after 
often referred to as more than complicated, but rather, as complex phenomenon.  
 

When sync occurs, it happens because a population of interactive agents have crossed a critical 
threshold. When this happens, a qualitative shift in nature occurs, from a liquid to a solid, or in the case 
of neural impulses, from a frequency of semi-related firings to an organized pulsation in which all the 
neurons in an area work together to produce something greater than themselves. For Edelman, it is only 
when neurons sync that they achieve consciousness. And consciousness is at root responsible for what 
we call qualia. Edelman argues that while the ‘binding problem’ is quite real, that the question ‘where do 
qualia come from’ is a poorly 
framed question. For 
Edelman, the sync produced 
by a set of neurons in the 
brain in an area that codes 
for a specific audible pitch, 
for example, would not 
produce the ‘qualia’ 
associated with that pitch if 
only those specific neurons 
fired. The reason why is 
because that pitch is likely 
linked via association with a 
host of other sections of the 
brain, the sum of which is 
responsible for the feeling 
that pitch produces. 
Furthermore, no sound it a 
pitch isolated from tone or 
rhythm, just like no color is ever produced out of a variety of additional contexts. We never get isolated 
sense experiences, and likewise, there are no isolated qualia. Rather, for Edelman and Tononi, “each 

How is all of this distributed activity combined into one 
percept? .  .  . Psychologists have measures visually 
evoked potentials while subjects undergo visual 
experiences, and have concluded that activity in the gamma 
band indicate the formation of a visual percept, based on 
coalitions of neurons firing away at 40Hz . . . It was with a 
great deal of justifiable excitement, therefore, that Gray, 
Singer, and their colleagues descried not only 40Hz firing 
patterns but also the way in which these oscillatory 
responses became synchronized in a stimulus dependent 
manner.  

- Christof Koch, The Quest for Consciousness: A Neurobiological 
Approach, 41, 43. 

 

qualia and 
the ‘binding 

problem’ 
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differentiable conscious experience represents a different quale . . . each quale corresponds to a 
different state of the dynamic core” (157). For every state, a different quale, and as for the question of 
‘primitive’ quale, they are abstractions which create a ‘pseudo-problem,’ an insoluble angle from which 
the problem needs to be reframed. When seen from this perspective, according to Edelman and Tononi, 
the question of qualia vanishes.  

 
This Edelman’s approach is not without is detractors, however. Francis Crick and Cristof Koch have 
argued the need for a modified version of this, whereby sync indicates not so much consciousness, but 
attention.253 Caused by the amplification of a set of brain functions, sensory or otherwise, so that they 
are able to cross the threshold to sync, Donald argues that it is possible to be attentive to something yet 

unconscious of it (for example, in the case of habits). 
Another objection comes from Randy Cotterill, who in 
1998’s Enchanted Looms: Conscious Networks in 
Brains and Computers, cites a series of experiments 
which show that sync is a temporary phenomenon that 
starts off brain waves accompanying a particular object, 
but which eventually dies down, seemingly once the 
object has made its way into conscious awareness.254 
Thus, a sound below the threshold of attention will still 
be processed by the brain, but only when it becomes 
loud and distinct enough from the surrounding sounds 
will the conscious mind perceive it via an emergent, 
qualitative leap in state. Cotterill argues that sync may 
only serve to help the perceptual information about to 
become a perception (know as a ‘percept’) leap over 
that particular threshold. While the data seems sound, 
Coterrill’s analysis seems to fall short of truly 
undermining Edelman’s argument, however, due to the 
fact that Edelman has put forth the notion that the 
entirety of consciousness is in at state of rhythmic sync 
via his notion of the ‘dynamic core.’255 In this case, if 
one were to measure a percept before and after it came 
to consciousness, one might very well find that its level 

of internal sync increased as it was about to make the jump to conscious awareness (as indicated by, 
for example, a test subject stating that they had suddenly become aware of an object under controlled 
conditions), only to decrease once it 
joined the larger sync at work in the 
dynamic core itself. Measuring only 
the area assumed responsible for 
specific quale, or a limited band of 
wavelengths, would produce fine 
enough data, but miss Edelman’s 
larger point on the relation between 
sync in the dynamic core and its 
relation to qualia and specific 
percepts. In this sense, Cotterill’s 
objections seem to potentially refine 
Edelman’s account with some new 
details, but don’t seem to necessary 
impinge upon the larger case he is 
trying to make.  

 

Qualia symbolize a vast repository of tacit and unarticulated 
data that must be present for a sufficient amount of time. 

Qualia, the elements of conscious 
experience, enable the brain to effortlessly manipulate 
this simultaneous information. The feeling associated with 
seeing purple is an explicit symbol for the rush of 
associations with other purple objects, such as the purple 
cloak of Imperial Rome, an amethyst, the Purple Heart 
military decoration, and so on . . . phenomenal feelings have 
evolved to deal with the attendant complexities of handling 
all of this information in real time. Qualia are potent symbolic 
representations of a fiendish amount of simultaneous 
information associated with any one percept - its meaning. 
Qualia are a peculiar property of highly parallel, feedback 
networks, evolved to efficiently represent an onslaught of 
data.  

 
- Christof Koch, Quest for Consciousness, 243.  
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Precisely which role sync plays in the mind remains to be fully elucidated, but most researchers working 
today seem to agree that the question is not if sync plays a central role in neural functioning, but rather, how 
and why. This seeming consensus is, however, relatively new. According to Walter Freeman, a prominent 

researcher in brain waves and author of texts such as Neurodynamics: An 
Exploration in Mesoscopic Brain Dynamics, much of the reason has to do with 
the instruments which scientists have fashioned for themselves. That is, 
scientists have focused largely on the neural level of activity, tracked by PET 
and fMRI scans, and conscious states, while neglected the ‘mesoscopic’ level of 
brain functioning, that is, the level between individual nerve cells and conscious 
states, namely, that of neural populations. These populations can be detected 
because they fire in sync, a fact which cannot be determined by technologies 
that take snapshots of the brain at any given moment – such as fMRI (functional 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and PET (Positron Emission Tomography) scans 
- but rather, require technologies that can track the ways in which the brain 
changes over time. Thus, according to Freeman in How Brains Make Up Their 
Minds,  “ . . . fMRI and PET displays are static, virtually anatomical, and cannot 
reveal the rapid sequences of state transitions that occur as global AM 
[Amplitude Modulation] patterns evolve” (111). Freeman is therefore a proponent 
of Amplitude Modulation, a technology similar to that involved in the production 
of AM radio waves, as a manner of tracking the ways in which populations of 
neurons fire in patterns of sync which shift over time.256  
 
Freeman and others working at the mesoscopic level have had a good deal of 
success finding patterns of waves at work in the brain. For example, Freeman 
has been able to use this method to track the ways in which the olfactory bulb 
makes temporary maps of the patterns in which fragrance sensors in the nasal 
cavity are firing, and then compares these to patterns stored in long term 

memory in the cortex. Freeman rightly criticizes the manner in which the blindness to dynamics, fueled in this 
case by the successes of the static image produced by PET and fMRI methods, limited what scientists were 
able to see. The history of Western philosophy, and certainly contemporary science, evidences a general 
bias for the static over the dynamic which is only recently beginning to wane. Perhaps it is little surprise that 
while evidence for the role of sync in the brain has been building steadily over the years, the general 
consensus on its role in neural functioning is a rather recent event.  
 
 
 

Flows (Or, Weaving a Modular Mind, Part VIII). What exactly 
should we call the dynamic flows of information carrying patterns that fly in, out, around, 
and through the brain? To use some terms from the writing of Gilles Deleuze and Felix 
Guattari, we are ‘centers of indeterminacy’ within ‘regions of becoming’ whose gradients 
are best characterized by the notion of ‘indiscernibility.’257 Where does thought start, and 
the world end? Or perception start, and action begin?  
 
If we start with the second case, the answer is almost impossible to define. For example, 
the phenomenon of ‘filling in.’ All humans possess a blind spot where the nerve fibers leave 
our retinas and connect with the optic nerve. Have you ever noticed a blind spot, right in 
the center of your line of sight? You probably haven’t (unless something is wrong!), 
because your brain fills in the missing data.258 Likewise, with a variety of ingenious 
psychological studies, researchers have determined that we generally don’t read full 
words, because it would take too long to sound them out letter by letter. Rather, we 
recognize most often first and last letter, and fill in the rest, often not only in terms of 
meaning, but even visual content.259  

 
In fact, much of what we see is ‘filled in’ by precisely the sorts of predictions 
that Hawkins described as part and parcel of his memory-prediction format. 
Infants, for example, can discern very few objects when they are first born, 
and people who have been born with sight disorders but have had their sight 

Your neocortex is a 
complex biological auto-
associative memory . . . 
Inputs to the brain auto-
associatively link to 
themselves, filling in the 
present, and auto-
associatively link to 
what normally follows 
next. We call this chain 
of memories thought, 
and although its path is not 
deterministic, we are full in 
control of it either. 
 

- Hawkins and Blakeslee, 
On Intelligence, 75.  
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restored later in life have literally had to learn how to see. Most people would 
wonder – what is there to learn? But precisely what’s needed is memory, all 
the memories of the world, networked into layers of generality, whereby to 
predict where one part of the world ends and another begins.  
 
An example taken from Etienne Bonnot de Condillac, the 18th century French 
philosopher, can help us understand the scope of what is at stake here. In his 
Treatise on the Sensations (1754), Condillac imagines the situation of a statue 
with the mind of a person, but a person who has never perceived anything, 
and unable to move at all. Slowly he adds the ability to perceive through 
various sense organs, and via this thought experiment, works to construct, 
from a sort of ‘ideal position,’ what it would be like to synthesize a conscious 
self out of pure perception. Of course, the thought experiment is flawed on 
multiple levels, despite many highly interesting points made along the way. 
But imagine for a moment living like this statue, and you get a sense of what 
either an infant or any other person who has to ‘learn to see’ experiences. For 
unless you move around a three-dimensional object, you might intellectually 
know that its various sides shift as you move, but would you know by how 
much? And would you know it in your bones? How much moreso for an infant 
who doesn’t even know these things intellectually! And to get to the point 
where one could calibrate the relation between one’s body movements and 
the shifting sides, backs, fronts, depths, and heights of real three-dimensional 
objects, one needs ‘understanding’ of how this works. Not intellectual 
understanding, mind you, but as Eric Baum has argued, understanding as 
‘compression’ of the ‘structure inherent in the world.’260 In other words, what 
is needed is memory that can predict the ways objects and their shifting 
aspects will relate to the action of the body in the world. And memory needs to 
be learned and stored. Perception is indissociable from memory. And in fact, 
most of our senses go through several levels of filtering before they go to the 
cortex – visual sensations get ‘categorized’ by five layers of visual cortex, 
each level filtering the image even more, before reaching the ‘thinking’ parts 
of the cortex. These categories are nothing more than memory predictions. 
Perception and memory are like poles of a continuum, rather than separate 
entities. 
 

A related set of concerns emerges in any attempt to dissociate action and thought. As 
one moves through the world, one’s mind predicts, in the premotor cortex, where 
one’s body will take one next. For example, opening a refrigerator door, the premotor 
cortex imagines what will happen once 
the action is completed, and with the 
help of somatosensory and visual maps 
in various places in the cortex, imagines 
what this will look and feel like. These 
images cascade down the sensory 
cortices to meet the new sense data 
rushing to meet them. That said, there’s 
data at this point to indicate that it is the 
very act of predicting what this action 
will look like that actually causes the 
action to occur in the first place. The 
premotor cortex, through links to the 
cingulate cortex among other parts of 
the brain, will automatically send 
signals to the body itself and induce 
motion, unless these signals are 
blocked. When we imagine doing 
something yet remain still, this is 
because we actively block the 
imagination from becoming real, all of 
which makes sense in evolutionary 
terms, since the ability to imagine counterfactual situations, what might or could 
happen, is a function which increases in scope, leading to planning and tool making, 

Our actions emerge through a 
continuous loop that we can divide into 
three stages. The first stage is the 
emergence and elaboration within our 
brains of goals concerning future states, 
toward which we will direct our actions. 
The goals are in nested layers . . . The 
second stage of the loop involves acting 
and receiving the sensory consequences 
of actions . . . In the third stage we 
modify our brains by learning, which 
guides each successive emergent pattern.  
 

- Walter Freeman, How the Brain Makes Up 
its Mind, 91. 
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as one increases in mental abilities. Reflex comes before imagination, at least in if one 
reckons from the perspective of evolutionary history. And yet, no imagination without 
perception of the world which has been stored, once again, in memory. So in a sense, 
prediction causes action, which then returns to the body via sense data of the body in 
action (called reafference by neuroscientists), to then be integrated with existing 
memories of how bodies work in space. 
 
Take, for example, the act of reading the words on this page. As the eye is directed to 
move forward to the next word on the page, a copy of this order is sent to the motor 
cortex to move the muscles in the eye, but another copy is also sent to the long term 
memory banks in the frontal cortex, so that the cortex can ‘predict’ what is likely to be 
seen when the eye moves to that location. These predictions are then sent down the 
chain in the visual cortex, and as these predictions are greeted by new sense data 
coming in from the eye, this new data needs to match close enough, otherwise an 
‘error message’ is sent up the hierarchy. Of course, there are scientific names for 
these ‘copies’,261 such that, in the example described above, the ‘efference copy’ sent 
from the motor cortex needs to match up with the ‘reafference’, or new sense data 
coming from the modifications in the environment caused by the action in question. 
Thus the brain is constantly working to predict not only the changes in the world, but 
also its ability to control the body, as well as its own internal states. That is, the 
memory banks continually work to predict what the motor cortex is going to do next, 
just as the motor cortexes work to predict what new sense data is going to emerge, 
just as both are trying to predict what new predictions the memory banks in the 
neocortex are going to send next in their direction. It is for these reasons that Cotterill 
argues that if there is a ‘location’ for consciousness within the brain, it is most likely 
within the pathways for sync indicated by what he calls the ‘vital triangle’262 between 
the sensory, premotor, and thalamic nuclei (that is, the brain’s all purpose traffic cop 
for reentrant neural flow).  
 
Despite their differences, Cotterill, Edelman, Freeman and many others have 
described various ways in which sync plays a role in the functioning of the brain. And 
in fact, it is quite likely that there are multiple forms of sync, at multiple nested layers, 
at work in the brain at any given moment. In this sense, John Dewey’s 1896 critique of 

the newly developed notion of the loop between stimulus and 
response as a simple ‘reflex arc’ now seems uncannily 
prescient.263 For in fact, there is hardly anything singular or 
straightforward about the pathway of messages throughout the 
brain. For in fact, most messages are relayed through a variety of 
channels, criss-crossing the brain in many directions at once. In 
fact, it seems as if there is a symphony of sync going on at multiple 
layers and scales at all times. Furthermore, this sync involves the 

brain, body, and outside world in a complex web of interrelations, all of which the brain 
is working to predict at any given moment even as it works to predict its own ability to 
predict. 
 

 
 

Loops (Or, Weaving a Modular Mind, Part VIII). In 
other words, to clearly separate perception, memory, and action is to do a disservice 
to each. In fact, they are moments of a larger process, aspects rather than separate 
entities. Rather than view these through the Platonic lens of discrete essences 
manifesting themselves in the world, we need to begin to see the body like a center 
of gravity which warps the spacetime of the human lifeworld around it. And as our 
memory causes more prediction and thus more action, only to be reinternalized as 
perception and new memory, we begin to see the action-perception loop of 
extending memory into the future. That is, we loop our mind out into the world, and 
then fold it back into itself. And then repeat.  

 
Andy Clark has taken this idea even further via his use of the term scaffolding, taken from 
various educational theorists’ uses of Lev Vygotsky’s notion of the ‘zone of proximal 

sync 
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development.’264 Without getting into the specifics of how this notion emerged from Vygotsky’s 
original concept, suffice it to say that for Clark, the perception-action-memory continuum is far 
from the only way in which we extend our minds into the world. According to Clark, this 
process, which he calls ‘looping,’ makes us ‘natural born cyborgs’ (the title of his 2004 text 
Natural Born Cyborgs: Mind, Technologies, and the Future of Human Intelligence). For Clark, 
we were never not cyborgs, for we have always internalized aspects of the world around us. 
For example, anyone who has ever learned to use a tool has learned automatic motions 
specific to the use of that tool, then downloaded the ‘action loops’ required into ‘muscle 
memory,’ which, as Clark explains, doesn’t live in the muscles, despite the phrase (and most 
likely, in the cerebellum). And in fact, as experiments have shown, we actually extend our 
body image when we use tools. Anyone who has played a musical instrument, or learned to 
ride a bike or drive a car, has without doubt learned to feel that their body isn’t simply what 
they were born with, but also, something out there that could nevertheless be related to via 
the same memory-prediction-action-perception-memory loop. 
 
Clark also examines the ways in which non-physical technologies work in related fashion. He 
describes, for example, how use of pen and paper allows us to “download” information from 
our working memory when we use it to help us do difficult calculations such as long division. 
Our brains, for Clark, are only good at solving very specific types of problems, and due to 
restrictions on working memory (usually 5-9 items),265 the ability to download working memory 
into temporary storage allows us to do infinitely more complex computation. The paper, in this 
sense, temporarily holds the numbers we aren’t working on at the moment for when we need 
to retrieve them for later. Computers only extend this capability.  

 
Folding the Dynamic Core. Language, however, is the 
ultimate such loop into the world. If the body is our primary loop, and tools form 
adjuncts, then certainly language is the most powerful, most purely mental way to 
extend our minds into the world. We can take a specific prediction, code it into a 
form that can be transferred to other minds, and this other mind can then decode 
it. Visual images and sounds likely started off the process, but this slowly evolved 
into written language, with the fact that graphic signs (images and words) have 
the benefit of being able to store these ideas for later, allowing for infinitely more 
complex forms of planning, calculations on plans, passing down of acquired 

knowledge, and overall 
extension of the arts of 
mind and memory. So, 
even though it is very 
hard to memorize long 
texts (though many 
memorize the Koran, 
though it takes them 
many years of study 
and practice), we have 
technologies such as 
books that can store 
entire texts without the 
problem of errors. For 
Clark and other 
theorists of writing, the 
ability to pass down 
acquired knowledge 
via language, oral and 
written, is an 
evolutionary leap of 

Portions of the external world thus often function as a kind of extraneural 
memory store . . . As users of words and texts, we command an especially 
cheap and potent means of off-loading data and ideas from the biological brain 
onto a variety of external media  . . . Words, texts, symbols, and diagrams often 
figure intimately in the problem-solving routines developed by biological brains 
nurtured in language-rich environmental settings. Human brains, trained 
in a sea of words and text, will surely develop computational 
strategies that directly “factor-in” the reliable presence of a 
wide variety of such external props and aids . . . [we therefore 
operate by] combining the internal operation of a connectionist, pattern-
completing device with a variety of external operations and tools that serve to 
reduce the complex, sequential problems to an ordered set of simpler pattern-
completing operation of the kind our brains are most comfortable with . . .Thus 
understood, the use of the sketchpad is not just a convenience for the artist . . . 
Instead, the iterated process of externalizing and reperceiving is integral to the 
process . . . We, more than any other creature on the planet, deploy 
nonbiological wideware (instruments, media, notations), to 
complement our basic biological modes of processing, creating extended 
cognitive systems whose computational and problem-solving profiles are quite 
different from those of the naked brain. 
 

- Andy Clark, Mindware, 141-2, 150.  
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inestimable importance (one which built upon and extended another major 
evolutionary leap, namely, the ability to learn via imitation, which many scientists 
attribute to the evolution of so-called ‘mirror neurons’ by primates). That is, 
language allowed us to take aspects of the mind, and store them in the world for 
later. For in many senses, language is a precipitate of mind, externalized out in 
the world. In the words of the great phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty, it is 
a “flesh less heavy.”266 For Merleau-Ponty, however, the primary flesh of the 
world was perception, laden for him with memory and action, intertwining the 
perceiver and perceived in the self-feeling, self-acting flesh of the world 
perceiving itself. In a sense, the mind is a knot in the fabric of the world, just as 
the brain is a knot in the fabric of the mind, just as the brain is a knot in the fabric 
of the world.  

 
Whatever metaphors we use to describe the situation, the whole manner in 
which information, patterns, and mental ‘stuff’ flow through minds and bodies, 
the process whereby the mind folds the world into itself, is essential to the 
‘softwiring’ of the brain – “the cortex is what it eats.” Connect an optic nerve 
to cortex, and with enough stimuli, a visual cortex will form.267 And as Clark 
details, new technology has been invented which has allowed people born 
blind to learn how to ‘see’ visual images by means of a camera which creates 
tiny amounts of pressure on a grid of places on the tongue. The brain’s 
plasticity to input is phenomenal – all due to the general cortical algorithm 
described by Hawkins. For in fact, give the cortex input, and it will rewire 
itself.  
 
All of which means that we haven’t even begun to understand the things of 
which minds are capable, the sense organs they can learn to ‘feel’, or the 
ways they can fold the world into themselves with different sorts of bodies. 
Nor do we really know what minds can do, for at this point, biological minds 
are the most highly developed. And yet, despite all their extensions of 
various sorts which loop them through the world, it might even be possible for 
new, artificial minds to one day develop new modes of ‘thinking’ of which we 
have yet to even conceive, or of which we might not be able to conceive until 
these minds explain these forms of thinking to us.  

 
 
Inside the Dynamic Core. If there’s one thing that 

the dynamic core hypothesis explains well, however, it is the duration. Duration is 

the term famously used by Henri Bergson, in texts such as Matter and Memory 

(1896), to describe the lived experience of what if feels like to be inside the 

human mind. For Bergson, traditional approaches to describing human 

consciousness are full of abstractions which may link up nicely with other 

discourses, but radically distort attempts to describe the reality of living in the 

human mind.  

 

A clear example can be found in Bergson’s critique of ‘clock time,’ with its 

punctual moments which are often seen as adding up to a line “like pearls on a 

string,” as opposed to the human, lived, durational experience of time.268 For 

Bergson, to see human, lived time through the lens of quantity, used by clocks to 

make coordination of activities easy, is a mistake. Despite the usefulness of 

clock time, lived time is radically different, and falls in the domain of quality, not 

quantity. For while moments of clock time are infinitely divisible, and can be 

extended by simple addition of more of the same, lived time is continuous, and 

cannot be divided or extended without changed, not in quantity, but in quality. It 
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is impossible, for example, for new experiences to not alter one’s experience of 

the past, in that they qualitatively shift the relation of all parts to each other and 

to the whole. Thus, to simply see new experiences as additions of quantitatively 

new moments is to sell human experience in terms of the complexity it entails.  

 

For Bergson, in order to properly describe the human interior 

sensation of time, new metaphors are needed. The past does not 

vanish or recede like it would if time were a linear continua of 

pearl-like moments on a string. Rather, the past accumulates, 

with each new experience shifting previous ones in 

unpredictable ways. The past is a repository from which 

associations leap, 

and thus, he 

distinguishes 

between the 

‘absolute past,’ 

which is that aspect 

of the passing of the 

past which never 

enters into any 

particular memory, 

and the ‘relative 

pasts’ which can be 

accessed via 

recollection. The 

absolute past is 

present within all 

recollection, and 

within the present, if 

via its absence, like 

a curvature in the fabric of time. Likewise, the future has 

absolute and relative sides, the second composed of the futures 

that we imagine, the futures that are part of our living present, 

and the absolute future which is always part of the past and 

present, if in a perpetually virtual sense. And the present? The 

present is precisely the continually changing, qualitatively 

shifting state at the crux between the past and future, it is the 

knotting, so to speak, of the absolute past and future by means 

of the relative past and future which attend to the matter we call 

a body. But it is mind, that aspect of us that lives within duration, 

that exists in this present, able to concentrate or distend itself 

by varying degrees of attentiveness, from living fully in the 

present, as happens in the reflex actions which we respond to in 

moments of crisis, or in moments of temporal dilation, when we 

enter a state of reverie in which we imagine futures, dip into the 

past, or some combination of the two. Like a 

topologically deformable object, duration is 

constantly changing yet does not move along 

anything like a linear continuum, and while it can 

be expanded or contracted, it maintains its 

fundamental nature and structure.  

 

Not that Bergson separates mind and matter; on 

the contrary, mind is precisely what happens to 

matter when it is able to hesitate between states 

and choose which way to go. Mind manifests itself 

weakly in physical systems which have bifurcation 

The implicit assumption . . .has been that you and I 
experience the world in a continuous fashion . . . This 
is not, however, the only possibility. Perception might 
well take place in discrete processing 
epochs, perceptual moments, frames, 
or snapshots . . . Plenty of psychological data 
favors discrete perception, with duration of each 
snapshot being quite variable, lasting anywhere 
between 20 and 200 msec. . . . [potentially 
implicating] a plurality of quantized processes with a 
spectrum of processing periods . . .  

- Christof Koch, Quest for Consciousness, 264. 

  

If conscious perception takes place in discrete moments, then 
perception of the passage of time may well relate to the rate at 
which snapshots occur. 267 
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points, it exhibits itself more strongly in simple living systems 

like plants, even moreso in animals, and reaches its peak with 

humans. Mind is what happens when matter enters into time, for 

time is, for Bergson, what takes matter beyond the actual and 

into the virtual, into the realm of multiple possibilities. Memory, 

or the retention of time, is necessary for there to be protention of 

multiple futures, for in fact, memory and prediction are two sides 

of the same coin, one cannot predict without having patterns of 

the past to predict from. The presence of mind in matter is 

nothing more than the ability to extend matter via memory into 

the past, and to extend that past into the future, thereby 

constituting the living presence of mind we call consciousness, 

which is little more than the consciousness of duration.  

 

Hopefully much of this sounds familiar, and I admit that in the preceding paragraph I 

used some phrasing more characteristic of Hawkins and Edelman than what Bergson 

himself might have used. But reading Bergson today, it is shocking just how prescient 

some of his insights are. Bergson was by training a philosopher, but spent years 

studying the most recent research on brain and mind available in the last decade of 

the 19th century in order to write Matter and Memory, and it shows. But I have no 

reason to believe that, no matter how curious Edelman or Hawkins are, that they 

would’ve heard of Bergson – no mention of him or his ideas appear in their work, and 

he is, in many senses, a 

philosopher often forgotten by 

any but those who specialize in 

the Deleuzian strand of 

continental philosophy,269 a 

small subset of the American 

philosophical culture, and not 

likely one that would’ve 

reached Edelman or Hawkins.  

 

And yet it seems that Bergson 

has anticipated Hawkins' 

notions of a memory-prediction 

frame for the cortex. In a 

sense, Bergson’s description of 

the adherence of mind within matter seems to be a description of the brain, as 

described by Hawkins, if without the detailed architecture supported by discoveries 

made long after Bergson had died. Furthermore, the form of consciousness described 

by Edelman’s ‘dynamic core’ hypothesis – unitary, qualitative, unable to be divided 

without changing in nature – all of this sounds precisely like Bergson’s account of 

duration. None of this is to say that there is no need for the sort of discoveries 

produced by science in these areas, but rather to underscore one of the things that 

good metaphysics can offer physics. That is, it can provide models that explain 

experience, building upon yet extending that which is 

scientifically known. This is not all, of course, for this would 

imply that all philosophy can offer science is a relative, rather 

than absolute, example of the unthought, and under the aegis of 

the ‘yet to be thought.’ As many post-structuralists would argue, the goal of 

philosophy is to continue to think the unthought. And as Gilles Deleuze, building upon 

Bergson, would say, philosophy needs to continue to think the absolute, and not 

relative side, of the unthought, not only in science, but in the world in general, for this 

is precisely what it means to think.  

 
 

Neuromodulators combine their actions to 
achieve states in people and animals that we describe 
in terms of mood, disposition, affect, attitude, and 
temperament . . . These changes are cumulative, so 
they meet the requirement for continuing additions to 
the personal history constituting the 
evolving 'wholeness" of intentionality.  
 

- Walter Freeman, How the Brain Makes up its Mind, 108.  

modulation 
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The Cognitive Unconscious. Despite all the bad press which 
Freud has had to endure from the psychological community - particularly from 
those who followed the tradition of B. F. Skinner, by treating the entire psyche as a 
‘black box’, therefore only caring about behavior and eschewing any recourse to 
‘inner experience’ – the unconscious is back. And this time, it is the cognitive 
scientists, Skinner’s heirs, who are speaking about the unconscious. This is a slightly 
different unconscious, namely, one which can be measured, quantified, and 
described via numbers. And the evidence is in. We don’t necessarily know what 
we do.  
 
Of course, I could be referring here to ‘spreading activation,’ which we already 
discussed as part of the manner in which dopamine alters the extent to which 
associated neurons impact the likelihood of a target neuron to fire. In fact, 

imbalances associated with 
dopamine receptors in the brain are 
thought to be intimately tied to 
schizophrenia, and many anti-
psychotic medications function by 
selectively binding to a variety of sites 
related to dopamine regulation. 
Freud had in fact, like Bergson, 

theorized much of this nearly a hundred years ago, of course, without knowing of 
the existence of dopamine, but describing an over application of ‘spreading 
activation’ as one of the key phenomenon associated with what he called 
‘primary processes’ of the psyche.270 Freud also ascribes the primary process as 
responsible for the ‘schizophrenia-like’ properties of dreams. While it seems like 
memory consolidation due to the action of the hippocampus is the cause of the 
type of ‘spreading activation’ we see at work in dreams, few can doubt the 
similarity in structural properties between the logic at work in both schizophrenic 
and dream-induced modes of association. For in fact, when the brain 
consolidates memory in the cortex, it does so in a manner which also strengthens 
the links with which consolidated memories are associated. Though the cause 
may be different, the effects are the same. Furthermore, it seems that what Freud 
calls the primary process is in fact precisely the world that humans live in when 
their secondary process, controlled by their conscious waking self (what Freud 
would later call the ‘ego’), is not in control. The question isn’t if, it’s the why and 
the how.  
 
Much of this fits in with Edelman’s account of the dynamic core, for as we saw 
earlier, those stimuli which were handled automatically were still attended to by 
the brain, even if they didn’t achieve sync with the core, thereby entering into 
awareness. Few have tracked this quite as well as Tør Nørretranders in his text The 
User Illusion: Cutting Consciousness Down to Size (1991). Much of Nørretranders’ 
book is spent discussing the implications of what he calls ‘the half second delay.’ 
In 1979, psychologist Benjamin Libet tested the delay between when an EEG can 
detect the brain gets ready to do something (called ‘readiness potential’) and 
when the test subject reports having decided to do it. Nørretranders’ describes the 
situation as follows: “The readiness potential starts 0.55 second before the act, 
while consciousness starts 0.20 second before the act. The conscious decision thus 
takes place .35 second after readiness potential commences . . . The desire to 
carry out an action becomes a conscious sensation long after the brain has 
started initiating it . . . our actions begin unconsciously . . .” (Nørretranders 219-20). 
Nørretranders discusses various attempts to refute Libet’s findings, reinterpret them, 
etc. After showing that the results have been confirmed repeatedly, he then asks 
the million-dollar question – how then can we continue to think we have free will? 

 

In general, we're least aware of what our minds  
do best.  
 

-Marvin Minsky, Society of Mind, 29.  
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Let’s be clear about what’s at stake. Libet’s experiment shows that our brain starts to get 
ready for an action before we become conscious of deciding to do that action. The 
implications are that our conscious brain feels it has ‘decided’ to do something after our 
unconscious brain has already started to initiate the action in question. In this sense, we 
are notified of our own actions ex post facto. Free will, it would seem, goes out the 
window. And the Freud’s notion of an unconscious would seem to now be graced with the 
penumbra of proven fact. Does this mean that our conscious selves are merely deceived 
into thinking we run the show? Have our decisions in fact already been made ‘for us’? This 
is perhaps not that different from the notion advanced by Spinoza (one of Freud’s key 
inspirations and precursors271), that freewill is an illusion – if we knew as much as god does, 
we would see how our actions were perfectly determined by our past, but barring our 
omniscience, it falls to each of us to act as if we had free will. Is something like this the 
case, as proven in 1979 in a psych lab? 
 
Building upon this notion is Ray Jackendorff’s notion, first proposed in 1987, which he calls 
the ‘intermediate theory of consciousness.’ According to this model, there are both ‘sub-
mental’ processes in our brain that we aren’t conscious of, as well as ‘supramental’ 
processes. For example, the first class might be seen in the case of walking – we decide to 
walk, but aren’t conscious of all the careful coordinations of our limbs necessary to make 
this happen each time we decide to go up a flight of stairs. The second class, however, 
would include the part of us that makes the executive decisions which are then reflected 
to us within the stream of representations we call our thoughts. According to Christof Koch, 
there are reasons to believe that the structure of our frontal lobe supports this model of the 
mind, whereby the frontal lobe would work to make decisions based upon the 

representations presented to 
it by means of the pictures we 
call ‘consciousness.’ From 
such a perspective, “[t]he 
great, uninterrputed stream 
of consciousness that is your 
metnal life is but the reflection 
of your thoughts, not the 
thoughts themselves” (Quest 
for Consciousness, 296).  
 
This in fact syncs up nicely 
with Nørretranders’ attempt 
to link these questions to the 
development of conscious 
minds across species. In sum, 
he argues that early in human 
evolution, all action was, like 
that of simple organisms, the 
result of reflex, in which 
decisions were made outside 
of awareness. Only through 
the long hard road of 
evolution had humans been 
able to wrest some degree of 

control away from reflex, leading to a split between an unconscious self, which echoing 
psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, he calls the me, and a conscious self, which he calls the 
I.272 In times of stress, the unconscious reflex-brain takes over, but when we take more time 
to think about things, we can make long term plans, each part of which may originate via 
unconsciously originated processes, but whose conclusion would be clearly based on a 
complex feedback loop between conscious and unconscious processes. Thus, while our 
unconscious runs things, our conscious brain still gets a ‘veto’ so long as there is ample time 
to react273. Everyone has experienced a moment in which everything in their gut told them 
to do ‘x’, but they knew consciously they had to do ‘y’, and so that is what they did, nearly 

Unconscious routines are interfaced with the core at 
ports out and ports in: Specific routines are triggered 
by specific states of the core . . . these routines are 
probably implemented by a series of polysynaptic loops 
that leave the thalamocortical system, run through so-
called cortical appendages, such as the basal ganglia 
and the cerebellum; and subsequently make their way 
back to the thalamocortical system . . . our cognitive 
life is typically constituted by an ongoing sequence 
of core states that trigger certain unconscious 
routines, which, in turn, trigger certain other core 
states, and so on in a series of cycles. At the same time 
. . . core states are also modified by sensory input . . . 
as well as partly by the intrinsic dynamics of the core 
itself.  
 

- Edelman and Tononi, Universe of Consciousness, 183, 
187. 
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talking themselves through the process, as if outer, linguistic processes were determining 
action rather than inner urges. And it is perhaps no accident that language becomes a 
key issue here. For Lacan, language is the foundation whereby the I-self differentiates itself 
from the unconscious. It is only via language, for Lacan, that we have a sense of self to 
even have a free will. 
 
Few would argue that the acquisition of language has altered human evolution, biologically or 
otherwise. But some theorists have argued that language is a parasite, a quasi-organism of sorts 
which has made its home within human beings. Of course, this would not be the first time 
something like this has happened, for example, biologists generally seem to agree that many of 
the separate parts of animal cells, which we now refer to as ‘organelles,’ were originally separate 
organisms. The most famous example are mitochondria, the crucial organelles responsible for 
converting glucose into energy-storing ATP molecules. For most living organisms, no mitochondria, 
no life. And most evolutionary theorists believe that mitochondria, which possess their own DNA, 
were in fact originally separate microorganisms that found a mutually beneficial relationship with 
the early ancestors of most forms of life on earth. While scientists are quite sure that 
‘endosymbionts’ such as mitochondria joined most living cells at a very early point in time, others 
have gone so far as to argue that the large majority of the parts of cells were in fact joined 
together in the cellular envelope in a similar matter. From such a perspective, the notion of a 
biological ‘species’ is a generalization whose limitations become grossly apparent with the proper 
shift in scale, both in terms of magnification, but also evolutionary time.274 
 
The fact that the human body is composed of these internal symbionts, however, is far from novel, 
for in fact, without crucial colonies of bacteria living in our digestive system, for example, normal 
nutritional function in humans would break down. How far fetched would it be then to consider 
language a sort of exo-symbiont necessary for aspects of what we consider unique about human 
consciousness? And to what extent might language itself be a part of what helped humans evolve 
consciousness, as well as the brains that support minds and language in the first place?  
 
These and related questions need to be addressed in order for any attempt to use the new model 
of thought evidenced by the networked mind as the foundation of a soft semiotics to proceed. For 
by examining what we know about human brains, including what we know of its evolution, we 
might be able to answer some of these questions, and help contextualize our entire enterprise. For 
when confronted with a complex entity which has repeatedly served to baffle the understanding – 
in this case, the relation between mind, language, consciousness, and self – it is always good to 
investigate how it might have gotten the way it is in the first place. And while we clearly cannot go 
back in time and see evolution in action, we can certainly examine missing links to the past which 
live within the present, namely, non-human primates, and human infants.  
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networking language  
           
 
 

 
 
The Origin of the ‘I’ (Or, Learning 
with Kanzi). How did the human brain learn language? And 
how does this relate to consciousness? Is there a fundamental 
brain difference that makes us so different from other species, 
and is this related to how we learned language? These are 
fundamentally interrelated questions. And while there are no 
definite answers to these questions, the study of these questions 
has advanced with leaps and bounds since semiotics was last 
radically reformulated during the cybernetic age.  
 
Take, for example, the case of Kanzi. At the time these words are 
being written, Kanzi is 27 years old.275 He is the first bonobo 
chimpanzee who was taught how to communicate linguistically. For 
years scientists were convinced that the most bonobos, the 
smartest of the chimpanzee genus, could be taught were a handful 
of signs. In the early 1980’s, Kanzi, on his own, proved them 
wrong. He and his fellow bonobos, who were all taught real, 
genuine language, are what scientists have been looking for since 
Darwin started the quest for the missing link. Its just, they’d 
been looking through bones. No one thought they’d find him, alive 
and well, expressing his wishes to his friends, human and 
otherwise, in Georgia.  

 
But Kanzi’s language use is not the only way he has surprised researchers. For 
in fact, language was something that he was never properly taught. That is, he 
learned it the way humans learn it, by osmosis, simply by being around it. It 
was Kanzi’s foster mother, Matata, who was actually being taught language by 
Duanne Rumbaugh and Sue Savage Rumbaugh at the Georgia State University 
Language Research Center. Using a custom made ‘lexigram board’ – a board made 
of symbols to which the bonobo could point to, thereby avoiding the need for 
complex vocal and hand coordinating skills necessary for speaking or sign-
language, Matata was largely unable to pick up more than most previous bonobos 
had, despite the strategy of using the lexigram board. And she was hardly 
unique in this, for while previous chimp experiments had gotten them to the 
point of combining simple noun-verb sign chains together, they had not been 
able to produce anything resembling complex grammar, the ability to transfer 
these symbol skills to analogous contexts, or even the ability to tell how 
changes in the world impacted the relation of their symbolic correlates – all 
key stepping stones, according to developmental linguists, to the development 
of true language ability. The researchers simply let Kanzi ‘tag along’ to 
Matata’s language lessons, and be a general pain as she was struggling to 
understand the strange code the people were presenting. In fact, Kanzi showed 
little sign of absorbing anything, in that he not only didn’t seem to be paying 
attention, on top of the fact that the lessons were going to his mother, not 
him.  
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But as Kanzi started to grow, something remarkable happened. He 
started to spontaneously produce language, in a manner which not 
only outstripped what his mother could do, but what any prior non-
human primate had been able to do. And the extent to which Kanzi 
can produce human-type utterances is truly shocking. Kanzi has 
been on the cover of time magazine, and descriptions of his case 
are standard in the relevant literature. Stuart Shanker’s 
description of Kanzi is one of the best, in that he had the 
opportunity to visit Kanzi and his the Rumbaugh/Savage-Rumbaugh 
team at the LRC in Georgia, integrating this into his account of 
language emergence in his text with Stanley Greenspan, The First 
Idea: How Symbols, Language, and Intelligence Evolved From Our 
Primate Ancestors to Modern Humans (2004). A description of 
Shanker’s relations with Kanzi and Panbanisha (another bonobo 
inducted into language so as to make sure Kanzi was no fluke) and 
the LRC crew is worth quoting: “After these introductions had been 

made, Sue [Savage-Rumbaugh] 
turned to Kanzi and said, 
“I’m going to take Stuart 
around the lab. Could you 
please water the tomato 
plants for me while we’re 
doing this?” And sure 
enough, I watched as he 
trundled over to an outdoor 
water faucet . . . [and] I 
watched as he poured the 
water on a small path of 
tomato plants . . . Once 
when I was out with 
Panbanisha . . . [she] took 
me by the hand and led me to 
a plant on the side of a 
tree and began shaking her 
head . . . she was telling 
me not to eat the fungus . . 
. when I responded that I 
would be careful never to 
eat the plant in question, 
Panbanisha led me to another 
plant and did the same thing 
. . .Once I pretended that I 
hadn’t understood . . . 
[saying to her], “Are you 
telling me that this is 

really good for you? That I should try to eat this every single 
day?” Her vocalizations became agitated and she actually stamped 
on the plant . . .” (Greenspan and Shanker 107-8, 136-7). Shanker 
goes on to 
describe more 
incredible 
episodes – the 
‘linguistic’ 
bonobos 
responding to a 
worker’s 
statement that 
she couldn’t 
locate her keys 
by going to an 
area they had 
been to earlier 
and getting them, or drawing pictures of things they had seen in 
the forest, or performing as well on language tests as 3yr olds. 

Human language . . . is surely the principle medium of 
cultural transmission, creating the infosphere in which 
cultural evolution occurs. Speaking and hearing, writing and 
reading - these are the underlying technologies of 
transmission and replication most analogous to the 
technologies of DNA and RNA in the biosphere.  

 
– Daniel Dennett, Darwin’s Dangerous Idea: Evolution and the 
Meaning of Life, 342.  
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The LRC team eventually made a video of Kanzi, to document their 
successes for the generations in 1994 with their film Kanzi: An 
Ape Genius. Today, it is widely accepted that the LRC experiments 
are valid, and that any bonobo raised like Kanzi and Panbanisha 
would be able to learn the same.  
 
Perhaps as remarkable, and in fact nearly as hardly believable as 
the ability to ‘speak,’ is the fact that Kanzi and Panibasha began 
to behave more like humans than other bonobos. They could exhibit 
make believe and ‘pretend’ behaviors, something no chimp had been 
able to do before. They were able to draw pictures of things seen 
long before. They were able to plan and execute complex tasks. 
They could have full conversations at the level of preschoolers. 
Perhaps most startling, they could come up with new lexigram 
combinations to describe new experiences! There were, however, a 
few things they could not do. As Merlin Donald notes, these 
include creating new symbols, using autobiographical memories, or 
describing internal states such as wanting or feeling (Donald 
121). Kanzi and Panibasha perhaps don’t have fully human ‘I-
selves’, though they seem perilously close, and are certainly a 
step closer than we’ve yet seen in any non-human form.  
 
But why were Kanzi and Panibasha able to do what so many chimps 
and bonobos before them could not? And what does it tell us about 
the relationships between the brain, mind, language, 
consciousness, and the self? 
 
 

Cutting the Brain Down to Size (Or, Learning with Kanzi Part II). 
Linguists have known for nearly a hundred years that children have certain very special language skills. 
For example, societies which have to evolve language spontaneously, such as people from a variety of 
language groups who are thrown together without being taught a single unifying language, often develop a 
basic code to communicate. The result is often a highly simplified form of language, known today by 
linguists as a ‘pidgin,’ usually composed of 2-3 word utterances and very basic grammar. However, 
children raised by pidgin speaking adults will spontaneously learn to speak pidgin, but with a full 
grammar. This reworked pidgin, called a ‘creole,’ is a full-on language. Linguists have seen numerous 
instances of this occurring, and this has led to widespread agreement that children seem to possess unique 
abilities to learn language that adults simply do not have. For example, it is also known that most adults 
who learn languages over the age of 11-12 do so with an accent, but those who learn before this age 
generally do not. Some crucial change occurs around the onset of puberty which fundamentally changes 
the manner in which language is learned.276  

 
Why might this be? It is widely known that infant mammals posses far 
more neurons in their brain than their adult counterparts. In fact, 
neurons are added at breakneck speed starting at birth, topping off at 
around the age of four. But more is not necessarily better. Gerald 
Edelman, originator of the theory of ‘neural selectionism/Darwinism,’ 
perhaps describes this most eloquently via equations derived from 
information theory, whereby the “aged” brain is like a television full 
of static, while the “hyperconnected” infant brain is perhaps better 
thought of as a television so full of light that it ‘whites out’ any visible 
picture.277 And in many senses, this is how it must be if the brain is to 
truly exhibit plasticity – it is difficult (though not impossible) for the 
brain to create new connections ex nihilo, so to speak, but infinitely 
easier to create a plethora of connections, and just prune those which 

are less useful based on the environment in which the child is raised. This strategy is 
computationally efficient, biologically workable, ecologically compliant, and perhaps most 
importantly, evolutionarily robust, in that the genetic coding for the same brain can help an 
organism adapt to a wide variety of environments. In this sense, the brain is itself a massive, 
evolutionary computing system in micro. Neurons compete in order to stay alive, and in 
doing so, form the mind that the child will eventually inherit.  

 

. . . children hearing the pidgin 
during the portion of their lives 
when they are developing language 
ability are able to turn the pidgin 
into a whole new language. 
 

- Eric Baum, What is Thought?, 
342.   
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As we know from the experience of so-called ‘feral’ human children who were not exposed 
to language until after 11-12 years old (including the famed case of Kaspar Hauser), such 
children never learned to develop full grammar skills.278 And in fact, they developed the 
limited sort of skills seen in the case of pidgin languages, and in attempts to teach adult 
bonobos and chimps such as Matata language. Many developmental linguists have called 
this sort of restricted language ‘protolanguage.’ But in the case of 
Kanzi, however, and like human children, exposure to language 
started early enough, and in fact, far earlier than he had the ability 
to respond in kind, for it is only after language has pruned the brain 
that the brain will be ready to hear what language has to offer. 
Researchers now have evidence supporting the notion that hearing 
the starting and stopping of its mother’s voice in the womb already 
starts prepping an infant’s developing brain for the language that is 
to come.  
 
And in fact, it seems that it is precisely the slowness of the brain to 
learn language that makes this possible. That is, it is necessary for a 
period of exposure to language, a period of pure absorption, before 
the brain is ready to actually start producing language. Terrence 
Deacon, in his seminal text The Symbolic Species: The Coevolution of 
Language and the Brain (1998), has described the manner in which 
the delay between exposure to and response to language is not only 
common to both Kanzi and human children, but has actually been 
reproduced by neural networks learning basic symbolic acquisition 
tasks. Learning language requires a variety of parts of the brain to 
prune themselves together, such that if one is ahead of the other, 
they won’t be able to ‘sync’ properly at the right time in 
development. By including an optimal amount of ‘noise’ in neural 
network simulations, they reproduce very human patterns of 
language acquisition. And in fact, this is precisely what the extra 
neural connections in the brain do to the early language learner – provide optimal noise to 
keep the process from putting the pieces of language together before they are all in place.  
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Looking for Language. The ‘need for noise’ in language 
acquisition, as strange as it may seem to common sense, is something that 
no evolutionary biologist, however, would find strange, for in fact, our 
discussion has already hit on similar notions in our discussion of 
evolutionary fitness landscapes. That is, if one thinks of evolution as a 

multidimensional space 
(for purposes of 
convenience, often drawn 
in three dimensions), we 
can lay out positions of 
evolutionary fitness, from 
highest to lowest, on such 
a graph. Viewing the 
evolutionary landscape as 
a jagged set of peaks and 
valleys helps to visual one 
of the most consistent 
problems evolutionary 

search algorithms face, namely, getting stuck in a local minima. As 
previously discussed, algorithms that ‘hill climb,’ that is, check the nearby 
slope or gradient of a nearby part of the landscape and go in the direction 
of the steepest slope, are notorious for getting stuck in such evolutionary 
dead ends. Which is not to advocate random searches either. Rather, it 
makes more sense to do things the way nature itself often does, with 
occasional random jumps interspersed with more steady and methodical 
‘hill-climbing’ approaches. The most common example seen of this in 
nature is the manner in which foraging creatures often search for food (so-
called ‘Levy flights’), but more commonly this is done by a population of 
organisms not necessarily searching for food, but rather, for a state of 
‘fitness’ in relation to its environment, in which finding food may only be 
one parameter. In such a case, finding a good evolutionary solution (ie: a 
long tongue for catching food, and short webbed feet to move towards the 
food) might end up being an evolutionary dead end which could block 
chances of overall survival in the long run (ie: the long tongue/short 
webbed feet route precluding evolution in the direction of long, strong feet 
for catching food, such that if predators suddenly invade the terrain, the 
foot can be used for defense as well). In order to avoid dead ends and find 
the highest peak of ‘fitness’ within the evolutionary ‘landscape,’ it often 
makes sense for multiple agents to have many different types of search 
algorithms – some adventurous, some conservative, so that the 
conservative searchers can find local gains, while on rare occasions, those 
on the outside will come up with something zany to get the group out of a 
bind.279  
 
Howard Bloom calls this such a mixture of search algorithms within an 
evolutionary multi-agent system a balance between ‘conformity police’ and 
‘diversity generators,’ and most successful forms of multi-agent search use 
both of these to produce complex adaptive behavior to the sorts of 
difficulties posed not only by local minima observed in fitness landscapes, 
but the added challenges of dynamic fitness landscapes.280 Certainly a 
population with multiple search algorithms at work is more likely to 
survive a massive shift in its fitness landscape – for example, a rapid rise 
in pollution in a pond, or a market crash in economics.  

 

. . . speech had to evolve. It may well be impossible to 
evolve speech unless it is evolved to be learned. If 
speech were wired in, we couldn’t learn words for new 
concepts, concepts not already wired into the DNA. 
Vocabulary would be fixed . . . Thus, if language were not 
learned, evolution could only discover words one at a 
time . . .  

 
- Eric Baum, What is Thought?, 345.  
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While this may seem far from investigations into the acquisition of 
language by the developing brain, if we conceive of neural populations, 
along the lines of Gerald Edelman, as a multi-agent population in search of 
the best adaptive fitness to its environment (ie: ‘neural Darwinism’), 
things begin to make more sense. Presented with a world full of patterns, 
brains are designed to make the maximum order out of the patterns that 
they possibly can. And as the brain develops, different populations of 
neurons sculpt themselves to remember and predict patterns they have 
deduced from the world outside, with each successful prediction being used 
more and more frequently (and hence being strengthened via LTP) by the 
organism in its attempt to maximize its success in the world around it. 
Strong solutions get strong, and selection weeds out those deduced 
patterns which produce few benefits.  
 
The downside of neural selectionism of this sort appears, however, if the 
brain weeds out ideas too fast. For if an adaptation is removed at the first 
sight of a lack of fit with the environment, possible gains which could show 
up later might be nipped in the bud. This is precisely why the rough and 
tumble world of monopoly capital, for example, leads to homogenization of 
products, and ultimately, low adaptability, with its concomitant weakness 
of low ability to deal with large scale change.281 Sometimes outlying ideas 
need to be nurtured in a low 
states environment for their 
benefits to display 
themselves over time, for 
true diversity can only 
flourish if there is protection 
of the small against the 
tyranny of the majority. Of 
course, either extreme can 
be harmful, leading to a 
squashing of diversity on 
one end, or a lack of ability 
to coordinate and maximize 
strategies that work on the 
other. Successful complex 
adaptive systems in nature 
are able to employ multiple 
strategies, and switch 
between them on the fly, 
moving from harsh to lax 
selection pressures based on 
the landscape of the local 
environment. And in order 
to be able to switch quickly, 
it is necessary to maintain a 
reserve of the type of agents 
and approaches one might 
need in times of change even 
when horizons seem sunny 
in the direction one is currently pursuing.  
 

Human brains, while adaptable, are not quite this plastic. That said, there is an 
evolutionary benefit to the overproduction of neurons in infancy, and their 
subsequent and relatively quick pruning by the age of 4-5, with another phase of 
pruning reaching a peak at around puberty. By allowing infants to possess far 

Nature prefers to overproduce and trim to match . . . each 
developing brain region adapts to the body it finds itself 
in . . . [thus t]he brain does not have to be redesigned 
every time that the body is restructured . . . Among 
competing structures, the structure that sends the 
greatest number of axons to a particular target will tend 
to drive the activity patterns of cells in that target more 
effectively, and this will give connections that are from a 
larger source population a "voting" 
advantage in determining which connections will 
remain . . . It would not be too much of a simplification 
to say that the size and shape of my hand and the types 
of cells that compose it were mostly determined by 
processes that took place in my hand during its 
development . . . But this model of development is 
inadequate to explain brain development . . . the brain as 
a whole participates in designing its parts . . . Unlike 
other cells of the body, neurons can be in direct contact 
with many cells that are located quite far apart from one 
another . . . axonal extension . . . superimposes a 
nonlocal developmental logic on top of the 
local regional differentiation that preceded it. 

 
- Terrence Deacon, Symbolic Species, 197, 205-6, 
207, 194-5. 
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more neurons than they need, and only starting to prune them fiercely at around 
age 4, the infant in early life is like a sponge, absorbing far more than it can 
process, storing it all away for later. Rather than getting rid of extraneous info, it 
hangs on to it, lest deeper patterns begin to emerge. This is, in fact, how code 
breakers work, they need enough of a code to be deciphered in order to detect 
regularities, and without enough data, it becomes nearly impossible to proceed. If 
a code breaker throws away some data as meaningless before seeming more than a 
tiny bit, they may miss regularities that only appear after substantially more 
information becomes available.  
 
The same with infants working to learn language. When anyone first hears a 
language they don’t understand, it sounds random, but after time, regularities 
begin to emerge. But in order to perceive those regularities, it’s not enough to 
simply memorize individual words, lest one think language is a simple code 
composed of one-to-one correspondences between word and thing. And of course, 
this is how infants approach language at first, bypassing generality and grammar 
and using language as a code, in which each word stands for one thing. But from 
here, eventually, awareness that there is more going on begins to emerge. If the 
infant remains focused on simply getting the code right, it will get frustrated, 
because, for example, the word ‘cat’ is first used to apply to furry things with four 
legs, but then not used to describe the furry thing with four legs that barks! 
Eventually, categories like ‘cat’ bifurcate into ‘cat’ and ‘dog,’ and link up with 
general terms like ‘animal,’ and from there, link to even more general if implicit 
general grammatical categories like ‘noun’ and ‘verb,’ notions which are often only 
learned explicitly much later. Innumerable child language studies have lead to the 
general agreement that language learning follows a series of stages which follow 
this basic pattern of (lexical/pragmatical) bifurcation and 
(syntactical/grammatical) meta-insight.282  
 
Such leaps in logic and approach to language seem commonplace to parents, even 
if there is still a sense of wonder watching it happen. But in order for this to occur, 
the child needs to not get stuck in the ‘local minima’ indicated by looking at 
language as a set of codes, for this is, in terms of learning to adapt to its symbolic 
environment, ultimately a dead end. Rather, the child needs to be open to many 
ways of thinking about language, so that at some point, it can begin to make the 
meta-insight that there’s a deeper system here than a simple code, a meta-system 
of general and particular concepts, grammatical function, syntax, register, etc. Of 
course, children don’t seem to make these insights consciously (more on this 
later), but they happen nevertheless.  
 

All of which makes learning language like a very 
large version of the childhood card game known 
(aptly) as ‘memory’, in which pairs of identical 
cards are shuffled and then distributed upside-
down on a table or floor. Participants then take 
turns turning over pairs of cards, and if they 
match, they get to keep them. The player with 
the most cards at the end wins. And here is 
where the similarity to language learning 
emerges – the player who only focuses on 
remembering where the cards they turned over 
were, or who focuses on getting a specific pair 
first, will almost always lose. Rather, the player 
who keeps an ‘even hovering attention’ (for 
Freud, the term used to describe the mode of 
listening most likely to allow analysts to 
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perceive hidden patterns amongst large quantities of data283), that is, the player 
who doesn’t hyper-focus on any card in particular but rather tries to generally 
remember all information on card location, despite whether they turned over the 
card or their opponent, or whether or not they succeeded or failed in a given 
attempt. This player can turn seemingly useless data into a win later in the game.  
 
Likewise with learning language. It is precisely because the human brain cannot 
focus well on specifics that it is perfectly adapted to discerning meta-patterns later 
on. The infant brain, chaotic as it is, is perfectly adapted to the task of learning 
language. Later in life, focus will be needed, but due to the long period of 
childrearing which is unique to a very small species of animals, human children 
don’t need to focus on survival at the moment of birth. This has allowed us the 
‘luxury’ of a long gestation period in which we can have the benefit of very fuzzy, 
overconnected brains. And this is precisely what has allowed us to learn the 
maximum stored knowledge from our forebears. Of course, initially, this was for 
likely selected by evolution so that we could learn by imitation. And likely, some of 
what we learned from imitation was tool making and simple two-word ‘proto-
language’ (a development from one-word ‘holophrastic’ utterances284) that most 
evolutionary linguists think preceded the development of full-blown language 
itself (with developed grammar). Not coincidentally, this proto-language is 
hypothesized to be almost exactly like present-day pidgins. And even today, a 
pidgin quasi-language gets transformed automatically by children raised in that 
environment into full language creoles simply by the fact that children reared in 
this environment have fuzzy, overconnected human infant brains. Once humans 
started to be reared in an environment in which parents spoke proto-language and 
infants had these fuzzy brains, language developed, most researchers think, 
basically on its own.  
 

 

The Difficulty of Saying ‘No’ (Or, Learning 
with Kanzi Part III). Hyperconnected, fuzzy infant brains seem to 

be able to learn language in ways that much older brains, if not modified by early 
exposure to language, seem unable to master. But while it seems that the 
hyperconnection of infant brains explains how infants are able to get over this learning 
hurdle, this does little to explain precisely what particular aspect of language is so 
difficult to learn that it requires this unique architecture. By examining the ways in which 
the acquisition of language altered the non-linguistic behavior of the chimps, however, 
some patterns become apparent than can help explain not only how language begins to 
alter the mind, but also which aspects of language require an already semi-altered mind 
to learn.  
 
Stuart Shanker recounts with relative 
amazement an experience in which 
Panbanisha expressed what seemed to 
be shame. The situation occurred during 
one of the many tests given by 
researchers to the bonobos to determine 
their ability to interpret complex 
linguistic utterances. In this particular 
instance, the researcher in question was 
testing Panbanisha’s abilities in 
comparison to Savage-Rumbaugh’s three-
year-old niece, Heather. And what he was 
afterwards was, as were many of Kanzi 
and Panbanisha’s actions, astonishing: 
“Watching them was like watching any 
two small children playing a game 
together. They were constantly exchanging glances, laughing with each other, teasing 

As in other distributed pattern-
learning problems, the problem 
n symbol learning is to avoid getting 
attracted to learning potholes . . . 
Children cannot tell the trees apart 
at first, but they can see the forest 
and eventually the patterns of growth 
within it emerge.  
 

- Terrence Deacon, Symbolic Species, 
135. 
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each other . . . At one point, Heather had just answered her question and Sue was about 
to give her a balloon [the reward for a correct answer] when Panbanisha, with a 
mischievous grin on her face, leaped forward and grabbed it out of Sue’s hand . . . We 
watched in amazement as [Heather] leaped out of her chair . . . Panbanisha responded by 
chortling over the balloon as if it were the most wonderful of all the rewards they had 
been given that morning . . . [Sue then] intervened and insisted in a firm voice that 
Panbanisha return Heather’s balloon that instant. With a chastened look on her face, 
Panbanisha turned towards Heather and ever so slowly extended the balloon” (151).  
 
While the account is highly anecdotal, Shanker uses it to make a larger point about 
Panbanisha and the other linguistically proficient bonobos, namely, that they have 
developed more than just language through this experiment: “The day that Panbanisha 
put on the gorilla mask is just as illustrative . . . Panbanisha spied the gorilla mask . . . 
[after putting it on] her behavior was transformed the instant she had the mask on: She 
started lumbering around the room in a remarkably convincing imitation of a gorilla . . . 
Kanzi had a look of intense annoyance . . . But Tamuli was another matter. Tamuli was one 
of the controls at the LRC. She had never been exposed to the lexigram board and was 
kept in another part of the compound whenever Sue was doing language testing . . . 
Unlike Kanzi, she couldn’t grasp that all this was pretend play.” (151). What had language 
done to these chimps, that made shame, play, and even art possible (“one day I found 
Panbanisha drawing a picture of a clump of grapes on the wall in her bedroom” 150)? 
What seems evident is that not only did these bonobos acquire language, but language 
had, in a sense, also acquired them. The question, of course, is why and how.  
 

According to the work of Terrence Deacon, the difference exhibited here 
most likely has to do with the fact that linguistically competent agents have 
learned to how to say ‘no’ – or at least, they have learned how to think 
negation.285 That is, if there’s something that all things mentioned above 
have in common – from art to shame to play – it is that they require holding 
something and its negation in mind at the same time. Play requires keeping 
in mind both an imitated behavior (ie: pretending to be a gorilla), as well as 
the reality of the situation (ie: there’s no gorilla here, and hence, no danger). 
Drawing a picture requires keeping in mind a specific thing to be reproduced 
(ie: grapes), then putting abstractly similar features on a two dimensional 
reduction (ie: drawing a ‘picture’ of the grapes on a bedroom wall). And 
expressing shame requires that one not only be able to comprehend the look 
of anger on someone’s face (ie: Susan), but also the action which caused the 

offense and the opposing reaction 
which could fix the situation (ie: 
return the balloon). All of these 
actions require keeping in mind 
something as well as something to 
which it is intimately related, yet 
also crucially different, and to be 
able to do so at the same time. Or, 
in Deacon’s words, this ability 
indicates “a kind of negation 
relationship between stimuli or 
stimulus-behavior relationship . . . 
using information about something 
you’ve just done or seen against 
itself” (263).  
 
We can see this further 
exemplified in one of the key tests 
used by researchers to determine 
the linguistic capacities of the LRC 
chimps. As described by Deacon, 
Savage-Rumbaugh reports using a 

test in which bonobos were taught to differentiate between food and tools, 
and then match them up to a set of lexigrams they had never seen before. 
From there, the bonobos were introduced to new items. Only the bonobos 

Short-term working memory grants a species 
autonomy from the tyranny of the 
immediate environment . . . it introduced 
the possibility of more than one active focus  
. . . This can be seen clearly in the emergence 
of a capacity for delayed response . . . 
Species with this ability can hold an image or 
memory in consciousness, for some period of 
time, independently of what is going on 
around hem. They “carry around” their images 
and thoughts.  
 

- Merlin Donald, Mind So Rare, 185. 
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which had grown up exposed to language, and subsequently able to use 
language, were able to correctly categorize the new items.  

 
To put this in terms taken from linguistics, these very special bonobos were able to 
transfer learning sets, that is, they were able to generalize symbolic meanings (a set of 
learned skills) from one set of objects to another.286 This seems underscored by the 
spectacular manner in which other chimps failed these tests – in one case, a ‘control’ 
bonobo not only wasn’t able to generalize her learning to the new items, but seemed so 
confused by the second half of the test that she forgot what she learned during the first 
half. But for those chimps with a lifelong exposure to language, learning this ‘symbol 
extension’ task was simple. Deacon describes it as follows: “[the chimps] spontaneously 
recoded this [new] information . . . [they] found this to be a trivial addition and easily 
guessed without any additional learning which lexigram was 
appropriate . . . as a result of their experience with a 
previous symbol system . . . they were primed to look for 
another higher-order logic . . . The chimps essentially knew 
something that they had never explicitly learned. They had 
gained a kind of implicit knowledge as a spontaneous 
byproduct of symbolic recoding” (91-2). In other words, the 
bonobos were able to not only transfer the meaning of 
symbols from one set of objects (namely, food and tools to 
a new set of objects related only by their ‘food-ness’ and 
‘tool-ness’), but were at the same time transferring their 
knowledge of how symbols work from prior experience with 
them to the current example. This is what distinguishes 
bonobos like Kanzi and Panbanisha from the others. “The 
process of discovering the new symbolic association is a 
restructuring event, in which the previously learned associations are suddenly seen in a 
new light and must be reorganized with respect to one another. This reorganization 
requires mental effort to suppress one set of associative responses in favor of another 
derived from them” (93).  
 
For Deacon, the core of the ‘symbolic insight’ which brings about the jump to language is 
a process based on a radical “unlearning” not unsimilar to what Jacques Lacan, in his 
psychoanalytic theorization of language acquisition, has called ‘primary repression.’287 
When it comes to learning language, forgetting is as important as remembering. Because 
unless you have an implicit sense of all the things one cannot do with language, it is 
possible one is just imitating those around you. This is, for example, the truth behind the 
classic thought experiment of the monkeys and the typewriters. Give a bunch of monkeys 
a room full of typewriters and a lot of time and, so the story goes, they will eventually, 
given enough time and bananas, produce a copy of the complete works of 
Shakespeare.288 And of course, given the laws of probability and infinite time, we could 
even take the monkeys out of the equation, and insert any random process in our thought 
experiment. What makes true language producers so unique, of course, is that they can 
do things like write novels that cohere according to specific sets of non-random rules. 
Humans, for example, know that it’s perfectly proper to say that a “fish swims,” but not 
that a “fish runs,” despite the fact that both are noun-verb combinations. While 
syntactically allowed, they are lexically incongruous.  
 
This sort of insight is precisely what bonobos, before Panbanisha and Kanzi, were unable 
to do, that is, to learn that it’s not enough to simply string together things that match in 
one-to-one patterns, since certain patterns exclude others. Thus, while the word ‘bird’ 
might match with ‘water’ if linked to the word ‘drink,’ ‘bird’ won’t match ‘water’ if linked to 
the word ‘fly.’ Language isn’t a code, it’s a system that’s acquired not only through 
learning, but also unlearning.  
 
 

Being of Two Minds (Or, Learning with Kanzi Part IV).  Even 
if unlearning, rather than learning itself, seems to be the ‘hard problem’ involved in acquiring 
language, humans and chimps possess brains that are uniquely poised, within the context of the 
animal kingdom, to solve precisely these sorts of problems. Of course, this is hardly an accident, but 
rather, an example of what evolutionary biologists would call exaptation, that is, when something 
which likely evolved under one set of selection pressures ends up being useful for something else later 

“The cortex is  

what it eats.” 
 

- Anonymous, ctd. in Merlin 
Donald, A Mind So Rare: The 
Evolution of Human 
Consciousness, 209.  
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on. Evolution is full of these sorts of leap-frogs, and this ratchet-like mechanism, coupled with a few 
other tricks that evolution has up its sleeve, helps explain how it is that humans and chimps came 
about having minds that, in a sense, can be in more than one mental space at a time. But what is it 
precisely within the brain that helps it to ‘unlearn’ in a way that helps it to ‘learn’ language? 
 
One of the least contested beliefs in modern neuroscience is the fact that it is the relatively oversized 
prefrontal cortex which most distinguishes humans (and to a lesser extent chimps) from other 
animals.289 It is this unique part of the brain that allows us to do long-term planning, and gives us the 
ability to keep several potential courses of action in mind (called ‘counterfactuals),’ so that we can 
weigh their relative benefits. Often referred to as the brain’s ‘workspace,’ the prefrontal cortex is 
frequently described via the metaphor of computer ‘desktop’ in which 5-9 items can be stored and 
manipulated in a sort of cortical ‘virtual reality.’  
 
That said, the prefrontal cortex can hardly be said to ‘contain’ anything at all, for in fact, its wires all 
the way through, and not the sort that could rewire or change connection patterns on the fly.290 No, the 
prefrontal cortex only changes slowly by means of the same process in which all cortex changes, 
namely, by long-term potentiation caused by stimulation (and consolidated during dreaming). In fact, it 
seems that all that the prefrontal cortex does it connect other parts of the brain via the same memory-
prediction algorithm used by all other parts of the cortex, since its it’s only the crucial nuclei in the 
thalamus which, for many researchers, cause what we call ‘attention’ by massively shifting feedback 
patterns in the brain. But if the prefrontal cortex doesn’t change ‘on the fly’, how does it create the 
sense that we are ‘holding’ certain ideas in a working memory? 

 
The prefrontal cortex, as massive as it is, seems to do only one thing – it connects 
other parts of the brain to each other, and predicts what they will do. Thus, if the 
brain performs memory-prediction on the outside world, the prefrontal cortex is 
designed to perform memory-prediction on the rest of the brain itself. In a sense, 
then, this part of the brain is nothing but a giant ‘negation’ machine, at least, in the 
sense in which Deacon describes negation (though probably ‘contrariness’ is a less 
elegant but more accurate term for the relation between the sorts of conflicting or 
non-identical mental states he is trying to describe).291 From such a perspective, 
when the brain needs to store something in its ‘workspace,’ the “attentional 
amplifier” (Edelman’s term)292 in the thalamus activates the parts of the prefrontal 
cortex which already connects up to the other parts of the brain which code for that 
item. And as we have seen, memory and prediction are two sides of the same 
cortical coin. Whatever the brain dumps into working memory, it is simultaneously 
working to predict, by spreading activation, what else is likely to happen. All that’s 
needed is enough connections, and possible futures light up reshuffled versions of 
the past to produce the magic we call hypotheticals and counterfactuals.  

 
For example, we earlier discussed where the idea of “Bill Clinton” might be stored in 
the brain, including phonemic aspects of his name in auditory cortexes, colors 
associated with his hair and face in visual cortexes, and more conceptual aspects 
(known as long term memory, but more accurately described as ‘invariant 
knowledge’ used for memory-prediction) stored in the temporal cortex. But what if 
we want to ‘download’ all this to working memory? The job of the prefrontal cortex 
is to be connected, if often indirectly, to all the various parts from which a ‘Bill 
Clinton’ memory could be composed. Thus, when the thalamus ‘places’ an idea in 
working memory, it doesn’t actually ‘move’ anything; rather, it activates connections 
which already exist between the prefrontal cortex and the varied locations in the 
brain which store the parts of the memory in question.293 Thus, the only difference 
between remembering a specific time you met Bill Clinton and keeping the idea of 
Bill Clinton in your head while you are thinking about Al Gore is that in the second 
case, the thalamus is telling the prefrontal to keep both sets of channels open at 
once. And now if you picture both of them wearing dresses, the prefrontal connects 
up its memory of dresses with those of the two politicians, and keeps those 
memories active, even in the absence of sensory stimuli, until the thalamus stops 
sending it signals telling it to keep those connections active.  
 
The prefrontal cortex doesn’t do this, however, by changing its wiring, but rather, 
activating wiring that is already there, wiring that goes to all the rest of the brain 
precisely because providing feedback to other parts of the brain is precisely what 
the prefrontal cortex is there to do. Think of it like an old-fashioned telephone 
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switchboard – even if the Joneses and the Walker’s rarely call each other, the 
connection needs to be part of the switchboard just in case. Some paths may never 
get used, and some rarely (like those needed to connect the ‘dress’ and ‘Al Gore’ 
sections of the brain), but they all need to be there for working memory to do what 
it does. This is precisely why theorists from Marvin Minsky to Jeff Hawkins seem to 
feel that the clever use of memory is responsible for much of what goes under the 
name of ‘thinking.’ Gerald Edelman has called the type of memory deployment 
described here as what he calls ‘recruitment learning’ – the connections are already 
there, you just need to activate them right ones.294 While costly in terms of neural 
connections, this allows the brain to predict just about any possibility it itself can 
think up using its various sensory, movement, and memory maps. And as a bonus, 
the more often you link together a set of memories, the more likely they are to leap 
to mind ‘on their own’ in the future.  
 
That said, many theorists speak of the prefrontal cortex not so much as the home of 
working memory, but rather, executive function. Is it possible to do both of these 
things at once? In fact, this is precisely what Hawkins' description of the cortical 
algorithm as ‘memory-prediction’ requires. Much of the problem in fact has to do 

with terminology. For as we have seen, 
memory-prediction in the long term ‘memory’ 
banks is invariant in nature, and hence, is 
better described, as Marvin Minsky does, as 
storing ‘knowledge’ rather than memory. This 
knowledge is then used in the process of 
memory-prediction. When applied to the 
prefrontal cortex, we see that working-memory, 
itself not really memory, is in fact the attempt 
of the brain to predict, via its memories of past 
predictions, precisely what the brain intends to 
do next. And just the prediction that wins in the 
motor cortex ends up initiating the next action 
as it cascades down the neural chain, so the 
prefrontal cortex, in its attempt to predict what 

the brain will do next (and following the lead of the attentional focus as determined 
by the thalamus), sends cascades of prediction down the neural chain which, by 
means of reentrant feedback, ends up functioning as an executive decision if they 
are able to reach the bottom without massive ‘error’ messages being sent up the 
chain.  

 
This explains, however, why the prefrontal cortex needs to be so incredibly large to perform the needed 
task – it needs to be able to ‘negate’ just about anything else the rest of the brain can think up, and to 
be able to do this about 5-9 times at once. And what’s more, it needs to attempt to predict precisely 
where the brain, with its mix of sensory input, spreading associations, and attentional focus, might go 
next. And as we have seen, neural networks can in fact store more than one pattern at a time, though 
the number of patterns astronomically increases the number of connections needed lest each memory 
become too fuzzy. The prefrontal cortex, it would seem, is precisely this sort of net, and one which, like 
such nets, ends up ‘deciding’ between states when it can finally settle into a given pattern over 
another. For according to Edelman, the brain is perhaps best thought of as a group of people having an 
intense conversation with themselves, only paying attention to the outside world on occasion – the 
brain, as he says, is only “modulated” by sensory data, sense data only tips the brain from one 
feedback state to another. The brain is a feedback machine, one with tiny connections to the world 
outside.295 Thus, through massive reentrant feedback connections, the memory-prediction algorithm 
and its various modules is thereby able to produce in completely distributed fashion what we call 
thought. And one of the primary components thereof is a form of working memory in which likewise 
functions without there being a ‘place’ in which these memories are stored.  
 
All of which also explains why Deacon feels that while particular ideas cannot be localized in the brain, 
certain meta-functions, on the border between language and logic, are nevertheless related to aspects 
of this neural architecture. According to Deacon, more traditional pattern recognition tasks are solved 
in the majority of the cortex, which occupies the ‘hindbrain’ (ie: sensory, motor, and long-term memory 
parts of the cortex), by means of standard memory-prediction. But the forebrain, mediated by the 
attentional circuits of the thalamus, produces meta-models in the prefrontal cortex, allowing the brain 

The critical role of the prefrontal 
cortex is primarily in the construction of 
the distributed mnemonic 
architecture that supports symbolic 
reference, not in the storage or retrieval of 
symbols.  
 

- Terrence Deacon, Symbolic Species, 266. 
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to use memory-prediction on itself.296 For in working memory, the brain in fact seems to predict its 
own future states ‘if’ it pursues one of a series of potential courses of action. 
 
!

Riding& the& Evolutionary& Ratchet& to& the& Prefrontalized& Mind& (Or,&
Learning&with&Kanzi&Part&V).!Relating!all!this!back!to!the!case!of!Panbanisha!and!Kanzi,! it!
would! seem! that! they! possessed! whatever! level! of! prefrontalization! necessary! to! acquire! language,!

though!not!enough!to!fully!utilize!language!to!do!everything!humans!can!do!with!it.!But!what!prevented!

chimps!from!going!further,!while!humans!were!able!to!further?!!

!

The!simple!answer,!it!would!seem,!is!that!without!lexigram!boards,!neither!Kanzi!nor!Panbanisha!or!their!

chimp!inheritors!would!be!able!to!possess!language!today.!What!they!lack,!thus,!is!both!the!dexterity!of!

vocal!apparatus!(including!a!descended!larynx),!or!dexterity!of!fingers,!needed!to!‘store’!the!symbols!in!

the!world!needed!to!allow!for!their!highly!developed!prefrontal!cortexes!to!make!the!necessary!leap!to!

language.!That!said,!until!these!physical!changes!happened!in!humans,!and!in!particular!the!evolution!of!

the! vocal! apparatus! (since!human! language!didn’t! evolve! via! signHlanguage,! though! in! theory! it! could!

have),!a!prefrontal!cortex!was!not!enough.!For!without!adults!able!to!feed!the!sorts!of!protoHlinguistic!

symbols!to!infants!needed!to!help!them!make!the!jump!to!language!use,!the!prefrontal!will!not!be!able!

to!help!the!brain!make!the!necessary!leap.
297

!!

!

Such!a! thesis,! that! the!body!evolved! the!ability! to!use! language!before! the!mind,!might!at! first! seem!

counterHintuitive.!But!just!as!evolution!uses!‘exaptation’!as!one!of!its!‘ratchetHdevices’!to!jump!ahead!of!

itself,!so!to!speak,!there!are!two!similar!‘leapHfrog’!type!mechanisms,!both!of!which!were!likely!essential!

in!the!development!of!truly!linguistic!animals.!!

!

Deacon!describes! the! first!of! these!mechanisms!as!neural!“displacement”:!“! .! .! .! relative!quantities!of!

[neural]!projections!that!arrive!in!any!target!region!are!a!particularly! important!selective!bias!affecting!

which! connections! will! be! eliminated! or! not! .! .! .! the! structure! that!

sends!the!greatest!number!of!axons!to!a!particular!target![area!in!the!

brain]! will! tend! to! drive! the! activity! patterns! of! cells! in! that! target!

more!effectively!.!.!.![giving!it!a]!“voting”!advantage”!in!determining!

which! connections! will! remain”! (207).! Deacon! gives! examples! of!

“displacement!effects”!in!a!variety!of!experimental!contexts.!And!the!

results! are! the! same! –! the! brain! is! designed! to! ‘sculpt’! itself! to!

process!whatever!inputs!it!is!connected!to.!Just!as!Hawkins!argues,!cortical!columns!perform!memoryH

prediction! on!whatever! inputs! are! fed! to! them.! It! is! thus! not! surprising! to! think! that! changes! in! the!

environment! would! impact! the! very! structure! of! the! brain.! The! notion! that! language! could! literally!

‘rewire’!the!brain!is!thus!not!that!far!fetched.!!

!

The!second!evolutionary!‘ratchet!device’!is!structurally!related!to!the!first,!though!it!works!on!a!genetic!

rather! than! neural! level.! Scientists! have! actually! long! known! of! a! ‘softer’! version! of! a! related!

phenomenon!known!as! ‘the!Baldwin!effect.’
298

! First!put! forward! in! 1896!by! James!Mark!Baldwin,! the!

notion! was! relatively! unheralded! until! after!World!War! II,! and! only! truly! becoming! seen! as! essential!

towards! understanding! evolution! in! the! past! few! decades.! Baldwinian! evolution! occurs! when! a! trait!

which! is! passed! down! from! generation! to! generation! by! nonHgenetic! means! (ie:! imitation)! ends! up!

getting!written!into!the!genome!because!it!becomes!necessary!to!the!survival!of!the!organism.!What!is!

so!startling!about!such!a!notion!is!that!it!is!the!first!theory!to!account!for!ways!in!which!culture,!rather!

than!natural!mutation,!might!serve!as!the!source!of!variation!selected!for!by!natural!selection.!Baldwin’s!

approach!allows!many!of!the!sensible!arguments!for! ‘acquired!characteristics’,! first!proposed!by!JeanH

Baptiste! Lamark! (and! given! a! cultural! form! by! notions! like! Sigmund! Freud’s! postulation! of! ‘memory!

traces’!1937’s!in!Moses&and&Monotheism,!or!C.!G.!Jung’s!notion!of!a!‘collective!unconscious),!but!lacking!

in!scientific!rationale.
299

!!Baldwin!essentially!explains!how!nurture!can!write!itself,!in!reverse,!into!nature.!!

!

Nowhere!might! these! notions!make!more! sense! than! in! regard! to! language.! Language! obviously! has!

manifold!benefits!which!could!give!a!fitness!advantage!to!those!humans!which!possessed!it,!and!yet,!it!is!

transferred! from! adults! to! children! by! nonHgenetic!means.! That! said,! those! infants! who! possessed! a!

stronger!predisposition!to!acquire!language!would!be!those!who!would!have!the!selective!

brain-language 
co-evolution 

baldwin  
effect 
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advantage,! and! thus,! would! be! more! likely! to! reproduce.! Thus,! it! is! likely! that! once! enough! ‘protoH

language’! was! on! the! scene,! infants! with! fuzzier,! more! hyperconnected! brains! possessed! selective!

advantage! over! their! peers.! And!while! language! isn’t! likely! to! be! hardwired! into! our! genes! (as!many!

followers!of!Noam!Chomsky’s!concept!of! ‘generative!grammar’!would!seem!to! imply
300

),! it!does!seem!

likely!that,!via!the!Baldwin!effect,!the!predisposition!for!learning!language!was!likely!selected!for!due!to!

the! fitness!advantage!which! language!provided.!Language!thus! likely! impact!both!the!genome!due!to!

the! Baldwin! effect,! and! the! wiring! of! the! brain! via! ‘softwiring/displacement! effects.’! From! such! a!

perspective,! it!becomes!possible! to! see! just!how! it!might!be! that! the! sort!of!gestural! communication!

used!by!chimps!could!eventually!give!way!to!protoHlanguage!and!eventually!language!in!via!a!slow!and!

steady!process!of!evolutionary!selection!for!increasing!prefrontalization.!

!

From!such!a!perspective,!it!seems!unlikely!that!there!is!an!evolutionary!catchH22,!in!which!

language! is! both! cause! and! effect! of! prefrontalization.! Rather,! it! would! seem! that! a!

combination!of! tool!usage,! the! ‘get! set’!mechanism!necessary! for!projectile!hunting! (as!

suggested!by!William!Calvin),!and!ever!sophisticated!set!of!gestures,!communal!hunting!

practices,!and!a!variety!of!other!factors!likely!helped!bring!about!the!increase!prefrontal!

matter!needed!to!get!the!process!going.!From!there,!early!hominids!who!had,!for!other!

reasons,! evolved! the! descended! larynx! needed! for! more! complex! vocalizations,! would!

likely!been!able!to!produce!simple,!one!word,!‘holophrastic’!utterances.!!

!

What!then?!With!the!benefits!of!an!increasingly!extended!capacity!for!‘working!memory,’!

some!of!these!hominids!would!likely!have!begun!to!hold!one!simple!utterance!in!memory!

long! enough! to! add! a! second! one! which! modified! it,! leading! to! the! twoHword! ‘protoH

language’!we!see!in!basic!pidgins.!For!Deacon,!this!sort!of!subjectHpredicate!system!is!best!

conceptualized! as! an! ‘operatorHoperand’!

function! (335),! which! allows! for! basic!

ideas! such! as! membership! in! a! class! (of!

the! form! f(x),! for! example),! leading!

eventually! to! the! basic! division! between!

nouns! or! infinitive! verbs! (the! two! most!

commonly! used! forms! of! holophrastic!

utterances,! ie:! ‘bird’! or! ‘eat’)! and!

assorted! modifiers! (for! example,!

adjectives! or! prepositions,! ie:! ‘red’! or!

‘on’).!!!

!

Of! course,! none! of! this! need! have!

happened!via!purely!verbal!means,!for!it!is!likely!that!words,!gestures,!objects,!tools,!facial!

expressions,!vocal! intonation!(called!‘prosody’! in! linguistic!terms),!and!a!variety!of!other!

cues!served!symbolic!functions,!as!they!do!to!a!lesser!extent!today.!Eventually,!prefrontal!

capacity! was! expanded! through! a! variety! of!means.! Coevolution! of! the! protoHsymbolic!

mind,!world,!and!brain!slowly!expanded!itself!until!the!point!at!which!true!symbols!began!

to! emerge.! It! therefore! seems! likely! that! that! language,! tool!making,! a! shift! to! a!meat!

based!diet,!and!a!variety!of!other!alterations! in!human!behaviors!changed!the! inputs! to!

the!human!brain,!thereby!fundamentally!altering!the!way!it!‘softwired’!itself.!!

!

!

“Water”. At this point, we have come to an 
understanding of which part of the brain was necessary for 
the ‘symbolic insight’ needed to produce language to have 
occurred. Further more, we now have an understanding of 
how this part of the brain likely came about, why its 
necessary to make use of this potential during infancy, and 
why it is that the LRC was able to teach their bonobos 
language when others had failed. But we have yet to 

Brain-language co-evolution has 
significantly restructured 
cognition from the top-down, so 
to speak, when compared to other 
species. 
 

- Terrence Deacon, Symbolic 
Species, 417.  
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approach the fundamental issue itself – namely, what 
exactly is the ‘symbolic insight’? 
 

No-one, it seems, has been able to remember what it was like to learn 
language, and this is due to the fact that we all learned language at an age 
in which we were too young to remember it, during a point in our lives in 
which our brains had difficulty focusing anyway. There is, however, one 
account of what it is like for a 
human to learn language from the 
inside – namely, the case of Hellen 
Keller. Merlin Donald’s account of 
Keller’s ordeal as presented in A 
Mind So Rare: The Evolution of 
Human Consciousness (2001), is 
much more extensive than what will 
be presented here, and is highly 
recommended for those wishing to 
know more (and for those wishing to 
know even more, Keller’s own 
extensive writings are by far the 
best possible source). Let it be said, 
however, that Keller, who became 
blind and deaf at the age of eighteen 
months, was certified by doctors to 
have been completely and 
unquestionably deaf and blind 
during her adult life. Furthermore, it 
is important to note that there was 
nothing incomplete in Keller’s use of 
language later in life – after Annie 
Sullivan taught her language, Keller 
became so accomplished as to have 
written quite a few books, gave 
many speeches on topics that were 
of concern to her (including the 
rights of women and socialism), and 
kept up correspondence with many 
of the leading minds of the day. 
During the exam for her application to Radcliffe College, the school even 
required that Sullivan not accompany her as her interpreter, lest Sullivan do 
some of the work. Keller still passed with flying colors. None of this would 
have been possible, however, not only with the help of Sullivan, of course, 
but also with the crucial sculpting of her prefrontal cortex before the 
window period (age 11-12) had passed. Thus, it is likely that the crucial 
eighteen months in which Keller actually was able to hear the language 
around her had enough of an impact on her developing mind to have made 
her language potentiated, and ready for Sullivan to show up.  
 

That said, without Sullivan, there was no language. Keller did have, however, 
some basic means of communication at her disposal: “Helen also developed 
forty or fifty “home signs” . . . these signs and gestures consisted mostly of 
reenactments, such as imitating the act of washing the hands, and iconic 
signs, such as “father,” which she indicated by miming her father’s 

Early to midway in the first year of life, caregivers help 
babies begin to learn how to transform catastrophic 
motions into interactive signals . . . Now we have back-
and-forth emotional signaling, or “circles of 
communication.”  . . . the baby needs to have been wooed 
into a warm pleasurable relationship with one or a few 
caregivers so that there is another human being toward 
whom he experiences deep emotions and, therefore, with 
whom he wants to communicate . . . We refer to 
long chains of emotional signaling as reciprocal, 
co-regulated emotional 
interactions . . . . . . infants initially experience a 
limited number of global states, for example, calmness, 
excitement, and distress, a caregivers’ nurturing, 
pleasurable, and calming interactions enable the infant to 
experience soothing pleasure and interest in the 
caregiver’s sounds and sights . . . In this way, certain 
emotional proclivities, such as pleasurable interest in 
soothing sounds, begin to differentiate from these global 
states . . . Once the child forms symbols, that is, the 
can create ideas, he is now able to label these perceived 
emotional patterns. 
 

- Stanley Greenberg and Stuart Shanker, The First 
Idea: How Symbols, Language, and Intelligence 
Evolved from Our Primate Ancestors to Modern 
Humans, 28-9, 30, 47-9. 

mirroring 
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eyeglasses” (Donald, 239). Donald describes her ability to communicate as 
‘analogue,’ in that it involved using her whole body in a form of gestural 
mimicry. Donald continues: “Helen did not realize that the shapes that Annie 
traced inner her palm were meant as symbols for something else. She simply 
mimicked . . . In her later recollections, Helen said that she initially thought 
Annie’s hand signs were just a new game . . . [Annie employed] a rigid system 
of rules that excluded noisy signals as much as possible. This focused the 
attention and memory of this little girl for the first time” (245). From there, 
Keller had the epiphany moment which has become the stuff of myth, in which 
Sullivan spelled out the word water on one hand and then putting her hand in 
cold water. After a crucial moment of insight, Keller begins running around the 
room, learning words for thirty words that day. From there, she moved on to 
two-word phrases (true proto-language), and from there she moved rapidly to 
learning what we would call grammar, syntax, and all the other structures 
needed for full language use. Keller later wrote about the experience, about 
how her pre-epiphany memory is cloudy, largely episodic and emotional, and 
how she only became ‘Helen’ after she learned language – before that time, 
she was simply ‘the phantom’ (249). But what exactly had happened?  

 
 

Symbolic Insight. Terrence Deacon has explained this moment, the ‘symbolic 
insight,’ as being composed of a series of logical stages which he outlines using terms taken from the 
semiotic theories of Charles Sanders Peirce. Peirce differentiates between three different types of signs – 
icons, indexes, and symbols. Icons are signs which resemble that which they stand for in the world, while 
indexes are tied to what they represent by some sort of physical contiguity, and both are distinguished 
from symbols, which are only related to that which they represent by means of an abstract and arbitrary 
system of reference. These terms of Peirce’s are widely known within semiotics today. But Deacon goes 
beneath the surface, and engages Peirce’s more obscure writings, on the genesis of symbolic insight, to 
formulate the logical stages necessary for language to evolve in the mind.301  

 
For Deacon, following Peirce, the simplest way in which an organism can make sense of its 
environment is to notice basic variation – something in the world around it has changed. But in 
order for it to notice what has changed, it needs to be able to recognize that which has 
changed. Recognition requires the ability to perceive not only sameness (lack of change) or 
difference (presence of change), but sameness over difference, or similarity. And it is similarity 
that forms the foundation of the first level of meaning, iconicity. Iconic signs are things maintain 
certain features, even while others change. This invariance forms the basis of resemblance, and 
with this, the possibility of recognition.  
 
That said, nothing in nature is even perfectly the same as anything else, leading to degrees of 
similarity. Within the psychological research community, these levels of resemblance are usually 
diagrammed as a series of concentric circles, in which a remembered object is triggered to 
varying degrees by objects encountered in the future. Any sort of recognition requires this sort of 
typicality. For example, at some point one had never seen a tree before, and all future trees 
exist in relations of varying typicality to the total of trees one has seen in one’s life. Each tree 
that one recognizes is in fact an iconic sign in relation to all others one has seen, with varying 
degrees of resemblance.  
 
A further degree of abstraction is required, however, in order to be able to recognize indexical 
signs. An example of an indexical sign would be noticing that certain droppings are created by 
a given animal, thereby indicating its presence in the woods. Many animals use such signs to 
track, or avoid, a given species. In order to do so, it is necessary first to recognize the droppings 
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in question as being similar to previous instances of such dropping (thus, as being an iconic 
sign). From there, it is necessary to realize the species which likely made the droppings as also 
an example of a class. But from here, it is further necessary to notice that the droppings which 
are present, and the species which isn’t, tend to occur together. That is, there is a similarity 
between the droppings and the species, namely, their co-occurrence. In this sense, indexicality is 
the ability to recognize what is similar between two icons, namely, that they occurred together in 
similar situations. In this sense, an indexical sign presupposes the ability to see a sort of second 
level iconicity.  
 
In order to make the leap to language, however, two more levels of insight are required. The 
first is to be able to notice similarities between a series of indexes. We saw this, for example, 
with the chimp Matata, who was able to tell that certain signs on the lexigram board coded for 
certain things in a one-to-one relation. Each of these signs on the board is an indexical sign. But 
let’s say that Matata learns to pick up the lexigram board whenever she wants something from 
one of her trainers. This would be evidence not only of an understanding of the one-to-one 
indexical relation between the lexigram for ‘banana’ and its ability to produce actual bananas, 

but also the fact that all 
communication happens 
through the lexigram 
board. This shows a 
higher level of 
abstraction, namely, the 
ability to see that all 
these indexes have 
something in common, 
namely, communication. 
Such recognition would 
be evidence of being 
able to see iconic 
relations between sets of 
indexes.  
 
That said, a further step 
is necessary for true 
language to be 
produced, and it is this 
final step which Deacon 

calls the symbolic insight. Let us say that we have taught a chimp the 
symbols for a set of objects, say, ‘banana’, ‘doll’, and ‘sock,’ on a 
simple, three-object lexigram board. We then place all three items on a 
table, all in a row. First we cover the banana, and hit ‘doll’ and ‘sock’ 
on the lexigram board. We then hit ‘doll’ and ‘sock’ on the lexigram 
board. We then cover the sock, and hit ‘banana’ and ‘doll’ on the 
lexigram board. We then cover the doll, and this time, hand the 
lexigram board over the chimp. If the chimp gets the game, it will 

correctly hit ‘banana’ and ‘sock’ on the lexigram board. Of course, to exclude a lucky guess, 
we’d have to repeat the game several times, with a variety of these two-object combinations. But 
if the chimp is able to follow along, it has then had the same insight we saw Helen Keller have 
with the water. That is, the chimp would have realized that the set of indexes on the lexigram 
board not only have something in common with each other (namely, the ability to code for non-
resembling items in the world), as well as that the objects in question have something in common 
(namely, the ability to be coded for by these symbols), but that the two systems, while not 
resembling each other, implicate each other and match at a deeper level of correspondence or 

This referential relationship between the words - words systematically 
indicating other words - forms a system of higher-order 
relationships that allows words to be about indexical relationships, and 
not just indices in themselves. But this is also why words need to be in 
context with other words, in phrases and sentences, in order to have any 
determinate reference. Their indexical power is distributed, so 
to speak, in the relationships between words. Symbolic reference derives 
from combinatorial possibilities and impossibilities . . . The learning 
problem associated with symbolic reference is a consequence of the fact 
that what determines the paradigm between a symbol (like a word) and 
some object or event is not their probability of co-occurrence, but 
rather some complex function of the relationship that the symbolic has 
to other symbols. This . . . creates a third, higher-order unlearning 
problem . . . In order to comprehend a symbolic 
relationship . . . indexical associations must be 
subordinated to relationships between different symbols  
. . .  
 

- Terrence Deacon, Symbolic Species, 83. 

index, 
icon, 
symbol, 
      insight 
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simultaneity. As we saw earlier, when something causes or is correlated to something that it does 
not resemble, we call this an index. In this case, we have two indexical systems (in this case, 
lexigrams and objects which indexically represent each other), each of which does not resemble 
the other, but correlates with the other. This is, then, an indexical relationship between indexes, 
or second order indexes. This is what we call symbolic reference, and understanding how this 
works is what we have been calling the ‘symbolic insight.’ 
  
Let’s return, to try to make this a bit simpler, to the experiment we saw in which the chimps were 
trained to tell ‘tools’ from ‘food.’ All the chimps, those raises from infancy with language and 
those who were not, were able to be trained to put the food in the bin marked ‘food’, and the 
tools in the bin marked ‘tools.’ But this is simply learning a simple indexical relationship – when I 
put the right things in the right places, the trainer person gives me food. But the ability to make 
the system go in reverse, in which the new objects, y means of their abstract qualities, ‘call’ as it 
were, to the symbols, the ability to hear this call requires an abstract understanding that more 
than just mimicry or matching is going on here. It is an understanding that the system works both 
ways, that its not just a matter of matching objects to symbols, but ideas to ideas by means of 
the objects and symbols.  
 
How might one come about this sort of difficult insight, however? Deacon describes what seems 
like a logical train of thought in which at first, the subject trying to understand this new, difficult 
learning task tries to understand it as just another rote learning exercise. Imagine the chimps 
trying to learn with the tools and food. At first, the chimps are taught to match food and tools to 
symbols. So far so good. But now, the second half of the task starts, and new objects arrive. If 

this is the first time a chimp had 
ever seen this game, they might 
randomly put the new objects into 
the different bins, and then move 
them around until they finally got 
a reward. “Aha, that’s what gets 
me a reward!”. The chimp that is 
not linguistically experienced will 
then likely try to memorize this 
new combination. But then the 
trainer might introduce new food 
and tools. “What a disaster, a 
whole new unrelated set of 
objects!” At some point, there 
might be a moment of insight – 
wait, these aren’t unrelated tests, 
there’s a deeper logic here! Each 
time these new objects show up, 
those I can eat always go on the 
same side, and those I can use 

always go on the other! Its not random, it’s a two way system!” The chimps that see this, that get 
the meta-pattern that links the multiple trials, understands that what’s at stake is not simply 
matching objects and symbols, but the ideas behind them by means of the objects and symbols.  
 
This difficult insight cannot necessarily be taught, it is something that each symbolically competent 
organism needs to discover on their own, anew. No organism comes hardwired with this insight 
built in, but nature can, however, stack the deck, by giving us a super meta-pattern machine, and 
build it in such a way that it is particularly adept at seeing the forest rather than the trees early 
on in life. As we’ve seen, the super-sized prefrontal cortex which evolution bestowed on primates 
is the meta-pattern machine, and its fuzzy hyperconnectedness early in life is how evolution 
keeps our focus on the forest over the trees. But if we don’t begin sculpting our brains to think 

The process of linguistic formulation thus 
creates the stable structure to which 
subsequent thinking’s attach . . . [Ray] 
Jackendorff . . . suggest[s] that the mental 
rehearsal of sentences may be the primary 
means by which our own thoughts are able to 
become objects of further attention and 
reflection. The emergence of such second-order 
cognitive dynamics is plausibly seen as one root 
of the veritable explosion of varieties of 
external technological scaffolding in 
human cultural evolution.  

 
- Andy Clark, Mindware, 147. 
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linguistically before our brains stop trimming themselves, it is likely that we will never jump the 
gap.  
 
All of which is made easier, however, if language is already in the world, and if it had ways to 
link us into this structure. For there’s hardly a need for language to be in our DNA if it’s in the 
environment, adapted to us as much as us to it.  

 
 
 

Thresholds. The ‘symbolic insight,’ at least as framed 
so far, is of course a somewhat idealized description of what more 
likely occurs in infants. As any working child psychologist will 
tell you, no developmental stage is reached by means of a sort of 
glorious ‘aha’ – rather, children weave back and forth around a 
threshold until it solidifies. For example, a child who always 
cries when separated from a parent, but who one day does ok, might 
occasionally fall back into anxiety if having a bad day, but 
eventually get strong enough to be on its own and not cry. 
Therapists working with adults also report a similar experience 
with clients – while sometimes patients have a grand epiphany, 
that doesn’t preclude them getting sucked back into the same old 
patterns. Over a period of time, however, change occurs either 
when the epiphany reappears, or many smaller sets of mini-
epiphanies solidify into a larger pattern. Among therapists, this 
process is often called ‘working through.’302 
 
Likewise with learning language. It is unlikely that the ‘symbolic 
insight’ occurs as a grand epiphany, unless we are dealing with a 
rare case like that of Helen Keller, in which she was already a 
fully functioning adult, with an already linguistically sculpted 
mind, ready and primed for an insight which had simply never had a 
chance to occur earlier in life. Keller is unique precisely 
because she spent her early life with a mind sculpted by language 
to the point of being on the cusp of that insight, but not quite 
there. The chances of this are rare indeed, and this is why Keller 
is such a singular example of this phenomenon. In this sense, it 
probably makes more sense to refer to the ‘moment’ of ‘symbolic 
insight’ as a ‘process’ of ‘crossing the symbolic threshold.’ 
Certainly this formulation is more exact, if a bit less dramatic.  
 

Still, even if we describe entering into language as 
‘crossing the symbolic threshold,’ we do the complexity of 
what is at issue here a disservice if we don’t also mention 
the fact that this insight need be repeated again, at 
different levels, each time the subject enters a new area 
of language. That is, while crossing the symbolic threshold 
is perhaps the single most important moment in learning to 
use language, there are many lesser, related thresholds 
necessary for language to develop into the complex 
phenomenon human’s use on a regular basis.  
 
Let’s return to an example from earlier in our discussion, 
that of the acquisition of the past tense. Even a child who 
has cross the crucial symbolic threshold separating rote 
memorization and language skill will not prepare a new 
language learner for understanding the way word endings in 
English generally use ‘-ed’ to describe the past tense.303 
How do children come about this insight?  

 
The set of stages is quite similar to that described 
previously. At first, a child might see a simple matching 
pattern – ‘Oh, mom said that ‘the man visited on Monday,’’ 
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and think that ‘-ed’ is used only for Mondays. But then 
when the next Monday comes, she notices mom doesn’t use ‘-
ed’, instead using it for Sunday! The child, confused, 
looks for a set of matching relationships for the use of ‘-
ed’, until finally realizing, ‘wait, its not a matching 
pattern, it’s a system!’ And its only at that point that 
the child understands that its not a matter of matching 
days to the ‘-ed’ ending, but rather, of matching the idea 
of pastness with the use of the ‘-ed.’ Once again, we see 
the need to see meta-patterns, and while crossing this 
threshold is likely nowhere near as hard as that of 
crossing the symbolic threshold, or perhaps the primary 
symbolic threshold, there is little doubt that this is a 
symbolic threshold.  

 
And perhaps even calling this threshold ‘symbolic’ is to do it a 
disservice. For in fact, all meta-patterns require this sort of 
insight. At first, one looks for simple matching patterns, until 
one realizes that there is a hidden order beyond a one-to-one code 
at work. Beyond language, the insights of all math and physics are 
based on this sort of insight. Galileo Galilei, for example, had a 
similar insight that the relationship between falling bodies and 
weight followed a hidden rule, one which could take the form of a 
mathematical relation. While his insight was symbolic (though he 
did not write it as a mathematical equation, this was a refinement 
made by later theorists), clearly the threshold he crossed here is 
not merely linguistic, but logical.  
 
Let us then call this sort of event the crossing of a meta-
patternal threshold. And based on what we have seen, having a 
prefrontal cortex which is sculpted young at crossing these sorts 
of thresholds predisposes one to be able to not only cross these 
sorts of thresholds in the future, but to build the prefrontal 
cortex into a powerful device for meta-pattern discernment.  
 
Human culture is based upon what our ability to see meta-patterns 
– equations lurking behind moving bodies in space, or words hiding 

behind groups of similar 
things – and to embed meta-
patternal insights into 
systems with nested 
hierarchies. For in fact, 
language is not entered by 
crossing one meta-patternal 
threshold, but by being 
inducted into a series of 
such thresholds, and with 
this an entire new way of 
thinking.304 This sort of 
thinking, the ability to 

step out of what one is doing and say recursively examine one’s 
own praxis for deeper patterns, is what many philosophers have 
often described as the sort of reflexivity that makes us 
particularly human. Add to it the sort of memory storage capacity 
that written language provides, and humans can add to their 
ability to see meta-patterns the ability to store such insights, 
so as to more easily embed the results thereof, giving us access 
to the meta-patterns of meta-patterns seen by ages past.  
 
But without language, we would be, in a sense, most likely a group 
of ‘phantoms,’ living without recursivity, and likewise without 
much of what makes us human. And this is not only because we 
lacked the ability to express ourselves properly, but because 
language and logical technologies like it literal rewire the 
infant brains which are introduced to them.  

Humans thus bridge two worlds. We are hybrids 
. . . During our evolution we somehow supplemented 
the analogue capacities built into our brains over 
hundreds of millions of years with a symbolic 
loop through culture. 
 

- Merlin Donald, A Mind So Rare, 157.  
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But not only does language rewire our individual brains, but also 
our collective intelligence. For language isn’t merely something 
we keep inside ourselves. Rather, we are continually placing it 
outside of ourselves, projecting it with voice, hand, and tool, 
upon the world around us. And each time we do, we store a bit more 
of our consciousness, abstracted and frozen as it might be in such 
signs, thereby allowing us to free up more of our working memory 
towards doing higher level calculations. Not only as individuals, 
but as a species, we continue to evolve, for like a massive hive 
organism, the human-linguistic hybrid that has developed is now, 
like a network organism, the single most intelligent creature on 
the planet. Beyond the individual, and like a colony of insects, 
it has life beyond its cells. And it is to the workings of this 
massive, complex network that we will now turn. 
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Collective Intelligence. As we have seen, not only 
does language rewire our individual brains, but also our collective 
intelligence. For language isn’t merely something we keep inside 
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ourselves. Rather, we are continually placing it outside of ourselves, 
projecting it with voice, hand, and tool, upon the world around us. And 
each time we do, we store a bit more of our consciousness, abstracted 
and frozen as it might be in such signs, thereby allowing us to free up 
more of our working memory towards doing higher level calculations. 
Not only as individuals, but as a species, we continue to evolve, for like a 
massive hive organism, the human-linguistic hybrid that has developed is 
now, like a network organism, the single most intelligent creature on the 
planet. Beyond the individual, and like a colony of insects, it has life 
beyond its cells.  
 
And yet, how does this hive-organism, this distributed entity known as 
the human species, think itself? For if we consider the radically dense 
connectivity of the mind the basis for its ability to develop the emergent 
phenomenon we call thought, than the radical connectivity which 
humans have with each other – via gestures, sounds, images, artifact, 
and words – are the substrate upon which the supra-individual collective 
mind is founded, and it is to these issues which we will now turn.  

!
!

 
Body to Image (Or, Thresholds, 
Part III). Researchers believe that the oldest intentional 
markings known to date are those found in the Bolobos caves, outside 
Cape Town, South Africa.305 These markings are simple and decorative, 
but seem intentional, and are likely 70-100,000 years old. Much more 
complex, however, are those found on flat rocks near Ubirr, Austraila, 
with scenes involving relatively complex actions by a variety of stick-
figures (Greenspan/Shanker, 173).306 The most famous cave paintings by 
far, however, are those found during the 1950’s on the walls of caves like 
Altamira, Spain and Lascaux, France, which are only about 30,000 years 
old. And yet, the species known as homo sapiens, has been around for 
nearly 500,000 years, making the emergence of image 
technologies a very recent development. That said, even the 
condensation and storage of memory in images is yet one 
moment in the changes between chimp and human that 
occurred through the coevolution of what would eventually 
lead to complex phenomena such as language. And 
coevolution describes what happened better than any other 

term, for as technologies for transmission and 
storage of memory increased in complexity, 
evolutionary retroversive effects wrote the 
ability to pass these developments on to the 
next generation into the various means 
whereby memory was stored in the body.  
 
It seems that imitative learning was the first of these memory 
transmission/storage devices to have developed. Scientists have recently 
discovered what they term ‘mirror neurons’ in primate cortexes.307 Still, it 
seems that only extremely young monkeys have the capacity to mimic the 

faces of caretakers – the ability to imitate is lost later in life. Kanzi and his 
ilk, however, have the ability to not only imitate, but pretend. Such a 
means of storing and transmitting memory uses the entire body as a 
repository of signs. Combined with the increased problem solving and tool 
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use which already present in mild amounts in chimps, and imitation 
would have provided the basis for learning and teaching.  
 
The advantage, in evolutionary terms, brought by learning and teaching 
cannot be overestimated. For now parents could pass down information to 
children, cultures could accumulate knowledge through tips passed down 
from generation to generation. As Harold Bloom has argued in his 
modestly titled Global Brain: The Evolution of Mass Mind From the Big-Ban 
to the 21st Century (2001), imitation changed the nature of the species, and 
from there, each new development leap-frogged upon the next, nesting its 
gains upon the next. Complexity gives birth to even more potential to give 

rise to even greater complexity, creating a ‘snowball effect.’ For Bloom, living entities 
lost the ability to exchange information freely once the development of multi-
organelled cells required the enclosure of genetic information in the nucleous. 
Colonies of bacteria are able to reprogram their collective DNA on the fly using gene-
swapping, ‘recombinant’ techniques. Once the nuclear envelope developed, however, 
the only way to store learned information was to use natural selection. Despite the 
tricks that evolution has, it still operates on a glacial time-scale compared to a plastic 
brain equipped with imitative learning.308   
 
While the body is an expressive canvas, the voice is ultimately more suited for 
communication, especially if one needs to use one’s body for something else at a 
given time (for example, hunting). In order for the vocal tract to be usable for 
symbolic storage, however, not only would the larynx need to descend, but humans 
would need to learn to separate voices, as much as their faces, from what they were 
feeling at the moment, and learn to use them to store information. This dissociation 
from one thing for the purpose of another is the foundation of the symbolic 
enterprise, he ‘unlearning’ which Deacon sees as necessary for symbolic insight. But 
as we see, in order for language to develop into the form we now know, this 
unlearning has had to happen not only to signs within the mind, but to the voice, the 
face, and eventually, to image.  

 
Of course, the materials to produce images likely existed since proto-humans 
had first smeared blood from a kill on a cave wall. But the ability to see these 
discolorations as a way to store memory, it seems, requires a mind already 
altered by symbols (as we saw, for example, with Kanzi & co.). Likely these 
early symbols were of the gestural sort, but at some point, the idea to use 
these discolorations to store the ideas that until then had only been placed in 
gestures, sounds, and tools began to take shape.  

 
And from there, the path to 
external memory storage 
began its path to 
increasing abstraction. 
Merlin Donald has argued 
that this path takes place 
in three stages, including 
the mimetic stage 
(including organized 
hunting, gestural codes 
and imitative learning, and 
tool usage), oral-linguistic 
(spoken language), and 
external-symbolic (images 
and writing) (261).309 While 
researchers have argued 
extensively about the 
specifics of the 
development of specific 
technologies, the general 
outline seems quite secure.!!

The bison’s image on the cave wall is 
a suspended perception, a 
suspended experience, a suspended 
value, and it is a model for all future 
intersubjective perception, 
experience, and conduct, for all 
future hunting parties . . . The 
invention of writing consisted . . . in 
the unrolling of the image into rows 
(“lines”) . . . The line . . . rolls the 
scene out and transforms it into a 
story. It “explains” the scene in that it 
enumerates each individual symbol 
clearly and distinctly . . . Writing . . . 
transforms scenes into processes: it 
generates historical 
consciousness.  
 

- Villem Flusser, Writings, 71, 38-9. 
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Image to Word (Or, Thresholds, Part IV). In 
numerous essays, Villem Flusser has described some of the work of 
mental abstraction which likely occurred for humans to learn to 
move the storage of memory from images to words. Flusser gives the 
example of a drawing in which a man stands next to an animal and 
tree on a field of grass, with the sun shining above.310 Such an 
image places time on hold, disrupts any dynamic processes in 
motion, flattens and compresses. Images agglutinate, while 
language is written in linear progression. Flusser next draws a 
picture in which he has removed the man, animal, tree, sun, and 
placed them in a line. Time is restored, sequence reinstated. It 
is likely that what we call linear writing emerged from a 
combination of pictures with moveable parts, and the tallies used 
to count and store numbers. Prehistoric evidence seems to show 
that in fact the development of images and marks for counting both 
proceeded independently, and then began to merge via early 
pictography. Early written language was, after all, little more 
than a tally of pictures taken out of the static, tableaux which 
had previously kept them immobilized on the cave wall.  
 
Pictograms use symbols to represent ideas, but as symbols 
proliferate, it become more difficult to keep track of them, as 
well as use them for more abstract ideas. From what linguists have 
been able to tell, the evolution of Egyptian hieroglyphs, for 
example, started with the use of iconic pictographs, moving then 
to indexical logographs, in which signs represent ideas but are 
not related to these ideas by resemblance.311 An example of this 

might be a stop sign, 
which uses the abstract 
relation between 
redness and danger to 
indicate yet not 
resemble the idea of 
stopping to avoid 
danger. From there, 
signs began to serve 
multiple functions, 
based on context, until 
bits of picto- and 

logograms began to be used to represent sounds, ideas, or 
resemblances, depending on context. Often one of these 
multi-purpose symbols, known as ‘glyphs,’ represented 
multiple sounds blended into one, and often linearity was 
dispensed with when it wasn’t necessary to understanding 
the meaning. While many of the records of these 
developments come from the middle East, we have evidence 
that marking stones in China predate those found in the 
middle East, and Inca societies developed these 
technologies to incredible complexity by means of quipu, or 
strings with careful arrangements of knots used to transmit 
entire set of accounts across the empire. Maya hieroglyphs, 
while radically different in appearance, make use of nearly 
identical forms of structure employed by the ancient 
Egyptians.312  
 
It was the Phoenicians who first developed a truly alphabetic 
script, and by means of trade and conquest throughout the 
Mediterranean, spread it widely.313 Variants of this script were 
then adopted by the Greeks and the Romans, and modern writing 

from there on is history. None of which is to say that alphabetic 
language is some sort of apex of linguistic development, for in fact, 
ideographic scripts such as used by 
modern day Chinese and Japanese 
Kaizen script (excluding Kanzi 
script, which is truly alphabetic), 
are mixtures between hieroglyphic 
multi-form script and the 
alphabetic scripts used by much of 
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the rest of the world (including scripts used in modern Hebrew, 
Arabic, most Indian languages, etc.). While alphabetic scripts are 
much easier to learn to read and write, these hybrid scripts maintain 
poetic potentials on the graphic level which are excluded by the 
completely arbitrary relation between the graphic, ideational, and 
phonetic matrix used by alphabetic scripts. While alphabetic scripts 
are more purely functional, they are also more detached from the 
sensual potentials of language, just as purely written language, when 
abstracted from speech, loses the potentials for music, rhyme, and 
tonality inherent in the spoken word. Just as writing without speech 
is sonically impoverished, so alphabetic writing, when compared to 
ideographic scripts, is visually impoverished.  

 
Early storage of written words was cumbersome, often taking place on 
clay tablets which could then be baked in order to ‘fix’ the text. 
Papyrus and skins were decent alternatives, but it wasn’t until 
Guttenberg’s moveable type wonder-machine that mass reproduction, and 
with it, true transmissibility, reached the written word. Within 
under two hundred years, European elites consumed broadsheet dailies, 
precursors of newspapers, and coffeehouse print culture provided 
hothouses for the internalization, development, and re-exportation of 
memory.314  
 
None of which was without its impact on the human relation with the 
image. For in fact, images didn’t vanish with the availability of the 
printing press, rather, they separated from text, jumping from 
illuminated manuscripts to frescoes and then easel paintings. By the 
nineteenth century,315 for Flusser, paintings had finally shed their 
last vestiges of the allegorical, becoming instead snapshot of larger 
narratives, taking on an illustrative role to the larger novelistic 
consciousness at work within a western, colonialist culture bent on 
seeing its own narrative arc of ‘progress’ everywhere in the world 
around it – even in virtual form within static images. Photography 
was a small step away.  
 
With the birth of photography and then cinema, however, the image 
stages a comeback, and today, it is in film rather than the novel 
that we see the collective fantasy of the masses play itself out. And 
now that personal computers are ubiquitous in the overdeveloped 
world, and mobile smart appliances such as iPhones are becoming rule 

over exception, many have argued that we are now 
within a second age of the image, the age of the ‘new 
media image.’ For D. N. Rodowick, we are entering an 
entire new realm of relation to the image, in which 
the programmability of the malleable image – 
customizable like a videogame, interactive like the 
net, virtual and unstable in all its guises – gives 
body to new types of literacy, new types of memory 
storage, and the new forms of mind that go with this.  
If the past is any indication of how changes in the 
collective mnemotechnic have altered the mind, such a 
hypothesis does not seem in any way unreasonable.316  
 
Flusser therefore argues that we have moved into a new 

era, that of techno-images, images which are not condensations of the 
four-dimensional lifeworld to a two-dimensional plane, but rather, 
are embodiments of mathematical equations, emanations of the most 
abstract forms of textuality.317 In order to regain agency over these 
sorts of images, we cannot simply intervene at the level of the 
image, which is only in fact its most superficial manifestation. 
Rather, we need to intervene at the level of the interface between 
code and image, at the site of interactivity between text and image 
that have now been conjoined via modern computer technology. That is, 
we need to learn a new meta-language to get a sense of the full 
potential of these apparatus-images.  
 
 

Spectacle. The ‘return of the image’ is, however, hardly a new theory. 
According to Marshall McLuhan’s work from the mid-1960’s, the slow separation of 
humans from oral to visual representation of words marked a shift in the prostheses 
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whereby we externalized our ideas that went from the immersive experience of the 
auditory to distance of the visual.318 And for McLuhan, each shift entailed a cognitive 
reorganization whereby each media fundamentally rewired that which it was working to 
express. The reason for this is that, for McLuhan, according to in one of the mantras he 
made famous, the “content of a medium is always another medium.”319 Thus, the written 
word is a visual representation of an auditory word which is a representation of our 
experience of something in the world which is itself a function of our sense organs which 
– its media, all the way down. And at each stage, the “medium is the message” – that is, 
in addition to any individual content communicated by means of a medium, a more 
encompassing message is transmitted, a frame message, which is the very type of overall 
experience permitted by the medium in the first place. Media reveal worlds of experience 
– the televisual world, the automobile world, the telegraphed world. Each thereby forms 
the raw material out of which humans knit their worlds. We are the extensions of the 
world of media we have built, as much as the media are extensions of us.  
 
This logic is taken to its conclusion by the much more radical work of the Guy Debord, 
founder of the organization of provocateurs known as The Situationist International. 
Debord published his most famous work, 1967’s The Society of the Spectacle, not long 
before the massive protests of students and workers in May 1968 brought France to a 
standstill for a few critical days in which it seemed that a major player in the western 
postwar capitalist consensus just might give way to a non-Soviet form of radical socialist 
experiment. The fact that four days later the government of Charles DeGaulle regained 
control of the situation, leading to a large scale conservative backlash in mainstream 
French culture, is something which has been mourned as a great ‘what if’ of the French 
left, if not leftists the world over.320  
 
Debord and his work were crucial catalysts in the events that took place in Paris at this 
time. For Debord had developed a language to describe the subsumption of western 
consumer capitalism and Soviet ‘state socialism’ in the logic of bureaucratic technocracy, 
and all society in a larger play of images which somehow seemed more real than real life. 
Soviet society lived for an image of what it was supposed to be while repressing its own, 
while Western capitalism, with its Hollywood films and glamour magazines likewise 
repressed its urban poor and its neo-colonialist intentions in the so-called ‘third-world.’ 
Both sides were subsumed, for Debord, within the larger logic of what he called ‘the 
spectacle’ – that is, society’s massive machinery for the concoction, production, 
distribution, circulation, internalization, and reproduction of images.  

 
Debord is the first of many to begin to see the uncanny logics of post-war consumer 
capitalism, particularly as they relate to the sphere of the image. Debord’s analyses of 
the visceral life the masses live through rock stars and political leaders, all while the 
products of consumer society circulated more freely than the people; these insights, if 
commonplace today, were radically new at the time. And for Debord, it is not the 

written word 
which is the 
primary way in 
which we are 
socialized within 
the giant human 

production 
structure we call 
society. Rather, 
we become who 
we are because 
we are raised 

within the image-domain of the spectacle. The spectacle is mother, father, lover, 
leader, it is the source of all the desires we invest in these other figures that we then 
chase for the rest of our lives, all the while producing products to perpetuate the 
status quo of those in power, just as those in power chase the same images in hopes 
of getting more. Debord see society as an image-production machine with no center, 

The fact that humankind is being programmed by 
surfaces (images) should not be considered a 
revolutionary piece of news . . . In this sense, our 
situation can be interpreted as a return to the Middle 
Ages, which is to say, a retour avant la lettre. 

 
- Villem Flusser, Writings, 36. 
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or a decentered center, for according to his analyses, society has become identical 
with the spectacle, with dispersed forms all around and concentrated forms in the 
empty center. For Debord, society is spectacle all the way down, from macro to 
microcosm. While he never would have used the language of math, what he 
describes is what is commonly seen in the ‘world within a world within a world’ 
structures of fractal geometry known as ‘self-similar’ phenomena.  
 
And since the 1960’s, these tendencies, first noticed by McLuhan and even moreso by 
Debord, have only increased. The theoretical insights of McLuhan and Debord from 
the 1960’s on the role of the image in society are all the more true today in the age 
of the laptop, iPhone, and new media. Television, computer, phone and music player 
are converging in ever more customized and mobile devices. The spectacle has only 
increased in nature.  

 
While DeBord clearly viewed the rise of the spectacle as part of the ever increasing domination of 
the poor of the world, it is important to realize that Debord uses the notion of ‘image’ in a very 
specific sense, so that it encompasses not only physical images, such as those transmitted by 
television, but also in the sense of any static and unreal idea of the way things are. While it is 
clearly detrimental to society when a set of images take on more power than the lived reality of life 
– and it is clearly this sort of situation that Debord decries – the programming of humans by 
techno-images is itself neither detrimental or otherwise. Debord’s issue with the society of the 
spectacle is that people and their ability to change the world around them is subjected to images 
desired by those in power. Debord’s issue is not so much with the saturation of the world by 
images, techno- or otherwise, but rather, the manner in which this increasing saturation serves the 
old game of domination of masses by the few. While the logic of domination has changed (in this 
case, the few who do the dominating are themselves dominated by the very images they would 
seek to control, leaving all society running itself into the ground for an absent center), it is 
ultimately domination via images, rather than the saturation of images into society, that Debord 
seeks to fight.  
 
None of which is to say that these new ‘techno-images’ have completely displaced language in the 
effect they have on the human sensorium or the brain’s neural structure. Our brains are sculpted 
by images and then truly symbolic language, and only after this can they begin to grasp the 
underlying algorithmic structure of today’s techno-images. That said, as children are raised more 
and more with video-games as part of their lives, and as video games become more and more truly 
interactive (and interfaces more corporally adaptive and immersive), it is likely that the sculpting of 
the mind by its media environment will continue to adapt apace, particularly if artificial intelligence 
becomes part o this picture. Only tie will tell how technology may potentially alter our neural 
structure.  
 
As we proceed into new forms of life within the spectacle, we need to understand the manner in 
which techno-images are ever increasingly the manner in which we are inducted into society, 
sculpted by it – neurally and culturally – and then learn to act within society thereby. Rather than 
decry this process, we need, like Debord in the 60’s, to work to understand what it means to be 
raised in a world of techno-images, particularly if we are to even begin to think what it means to 
fight back against the domination of the world by centerless processes which are only the newest 
wrinkle in the process of domination of the many by the few. And limiting ourselves to language in 
our understanding of the creation of the symbolic mass mind is to misunderstand one of the most 
massive shifts in the reproduction of the massive symbolic entity we call society.  
 
That said, Debord seems to conceive of the spectacle as a massive phenomena which is unified in 
its dispersion, dispersed in its unity, but he does little to help us understand how it relates to 
specificities of time and place. The spectacle for him is a world system whose domination is already 
complete, leaving us only with the ‘pseudo-time’ of the commodity. But his analysis of the 
spectacle is far too monolithic to be useful, in that it puts all zones of the spectacle on equal 
footing. Contemporary image capital, however, is slyly adept at forming local variants, and its 
degree of penetration of different cultures and groups around the world is anything but even. Only 
in the imagined space of 1950’s Paris housing project, projected over the world writ large, could 
the spectacle be accurately described as anything nearing uniform. In fact, it is precisely the ability 
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of capital to diversify that we need, now more than ever, to work to understand. Theories of 
economic complexity theory, however, can perhaps give us ways to understand the full implications 
of what is at stake, and the manner in which the symbolic meta-structures of society which 
‘program’ and shape the minds of its units (namely, us), produce the world we live in.  
 
 
 
 

Mneomosystematics.  According to Manuel De Landa, in his 
widely influential text A Thousand Years of Non-Linear History (2000), language is 
perhaps best understood through as composed of memes which act as a population 
of replicators.321 The term ‘replicator’, taken from biology, in which it is used to 
describe DNA and RNA, frames the question of the evolution of language in terms of 
populations of information carrying, semi-sentient ‘agents’ which seek to increase 
their share of an evolutionary pool by means of living long enough to propagate. 
De Landa’s approach to language has many similarities to the sort of multi-agent 
systems we saw being simulated in virtual environments, such as cellular automata. 
Of course, while cellular automata live on grids somewhere in computers, memes 
only reproduce when first internalized by a human, and then expelled back into 
society. Anyone who has ever picked up a term of slang, or even learned a 
language, has participated in this process. We are the hosts, they the ‘assistants,’ 
(a much nicer word than parasite), and together, we have been cohabitating, 
coevolving, and together, becoming the most complex population of hybrid entities 
on the planet.  
 
Terrence Deacon would clearly approve, for as he argues, “modern humans need the 
language parasite in order to flourish and reproduce, just as much as it needs 
humans to reproduce. Consequently, each has evolved in relation to the other” 
(113). And yet, to think of individual memes, or the collective entity of language, as 
the essential agent of change is to miss the point. Rather, language is a 
population, more than the sum of its individual agents, but also more than a mass 
organism. In this sense, perhaps the term used by Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri 
to describe such groupings of people, namely, a multitude.322 Deacon uses different 
terms, but nevertheless seems to see the situation in a closely related sense: 
“Languages are abstractions. They are fuzzy collections of behaviors, that happen to 

be reasonably well described by logical 
rule systems . . . what an entire 
population . . . shares in common is only 
statistically clustered. Like most 
characteristics of biological species and 
social groups, the common language that 
links a social group might be described 
as a collection of similar but not identical 
languages. Like a species, then, the 
language of a whole society is a natural 
reservoir of variation, with some features 
becoming less diverse and others 
becoming more diverse over time” (114). 
 
In the section of A 
Thousand Years of 
Nonlinear History 
on “Linguistic 
History,” De Landa 
tracks the evolution 
of European 

Languages are abstractions. They are 
fuzzy collections of behaviors 
that happen to be reasonably well 
described by logical rule systems  . . . what 
an entire population of English or Japanese 
speakers shares in common is only 
statistically clustered. Like most 
characteristics of biological species and 
asocial groups, the common language that 
links a social group might be described as 
a collection of similar but not identical 
languages. Like a species, then, the 
language of a whole society is a natural 
reservoir of variation, with some 
features becoming less diverse and others 
becoming more diverse over time.  
 

- Terrence Deacon, Symbolic Species, 114. 
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languages from the breakdown of the Roman empire to the violent 
linguistic laboratories of the crusades, colonialism, and slavery, up to 
and including the movements towards standardization which began in 
the late nineteenth century and continuing into the present with the 
emergence of global English as a new, neo-colonialist lingua franca. 
Tracking the ways in which flows of memes are allowed to diversify 
widely or tightly by learning protocols he terms ‘norms,’ we see the 
ways in which linguistic diversity widens and tightens like the spirals of 
diversity evident in the genetic makeup of a colony of bacteria faced 
with a dynamically shifting fitness landscape. Social and linguistic 
control go hand in hand, with diversity a necessary sign of linguistic 
‘health,’ its ability to adapt to a variety of situations, but also one 
which threatens to fracture into divergent language species if 
decentralization gets the upper hand. Too little diversity and a 
language ceases to speak for large swaths of a population, while too 
much diversity and the ability of language to serve as a means of 
exchange of information, expression, and culture begins to falter. Like 
any complex adaptive system, the living on the cusp of chaos yet not 
falling into remains a crucial strategy needed to maintain a maximum 
resilience and robustness in the face of a changing world.  
 
As we have seen in the preceding pages, however, it is not merely 
‘language,’ whatever such a term might mean, which has coevolved 

with humanity in this manner. For in fact, what De Landa 
calls language is in fact a hybrid, a multiplex 
assemblage formed of elements exapted from working 
memory, tool usage, extended planning, mimicry, 

imitative learning, gestural communication, vocal speech, and memory 
storage in the physical environment, images, and words. Furthermore, 
as we have seen in our discussion of the rise of the image in postwar 
society, much of our external communication is increasingly carried out 
by a radically new sort of techno-images.  
 
If we call all of these mnemotechnics, then it is our coevolutionary 
relation to the what is probably best termed the mnemosystem which 
is at stake here, much more than the more restricted notion of 
language. For surely, images have shaped human thought as much as 
words, if differently. For who would say that a modern blockbuster film 
doesn’t in some senses hold memory, ‘program’ us with image-
replicators for later, and influence our conduct in an ultimately 
coevolutionary way? 
Don’t images get 
subjected to normative 
controls just as language 
does (for example, 
controls of pornographic 
or violent images)? And 
could not the same be 
said of the manner in 
which  gestural/performative codes are regulated, or the sorts of 
memory embodied in the built environment, separated, for example, 
into different types of objects and buildings for sacred, hygienic, 
commercial, sexual, or a variety of other sorts of meaningful purposes?  
 

. . .  a human mind is itself an artifact created when 
memes restructure a human brain in order 
to make it a better habitat for memes.  
 

- Duncan Watts, Six Degrees, 365.  
 
 

memetics 
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Humans and their signs have woven a semiosphere of astounding 
complexity, and by means of this semiosphere, we have become the 
dominant species on the planet.323 For in fact, it is not our ability to 
think faster that has allowed us to produce the technological marvels 
that surround us – feeble beings, we can only remember 5-9 items at a 
time. The number of calculations one can do with those few items is 
incredibly limited. No, it is our ability to think more complexly, more 
subtly, that has allowed us to outpace computers which can do 

thousands of calculations a second. For while 
they do their calculations in serial, we do them in 
parallel, pursuing many different divergent 
pathways at a time. Just like the large linguistic 

society of memes we support, our minds are wildly divergent parallel 
processors, literally, societies of nemes.  

 
And yet, to think of these memes and nemes as separate is to radically misunderstand 
what it means to be human. For as Deacon has argued, “All symbolizing hominids are 
linked via a common pool of symbolic information, one that is inaccessible to other 
species as are humans genes. We are all heirs of symbolic forms that were passed from 
one generation to the next . . . Being a part of this symbolic information lineage is in 
many respects a more diagnostic trait for “humanness” than any physical trait . . . Homo 
symbolicus might thus be termed a nöo-species designation (in which “nöo,” from the 
Greek νóoζ, refers to “mind”) as distinct from a biological or zöo-species designation” 
(341).  
 
This hybrid multitude of symbolicants, so to speak, are composed of a variety of axes or 
poles, including organic matter, organic information (including DNA), symbolic 
information (memes, images, built objects), and feedback correlates (neural, chemical, 
mental, affective), etc. Neither individual nor mass but multitude, it is this entity we 
need to understand if we are to understand linguistic mind. For it is not the individual 
human that is apex of this evolutionary process. Rather, it is the multitude of the 
symbolicant network which we, for purposes of habit, often speak of as broken into 

bodies, minds, language, images, ideas, and 
emotions which have little to do with each other, 
and seem to inhabit, as it were, parallel 
dimensions in which what happens in one has no 
effect on the other. But as we have seen, the 
synergy between these axes of the symbolicant 
multitude are many, such that the whole is far 
greater than the sum of the parts.  
 
In contemporary science, any entity which is more 
than simply complicated (in which the  
whole is no more than the sum of its parts, ie: 
airplane engine324), but is rather more than the sum 
of its parts (ie: human mind), is best termed a 
system which is complex. The symbolicant multitude 
is in fact a complex network at multiple levels of 
scale. And it is with this in mind that we need to 
begin to understand the manner in which the large-
scale mnemosystems program individuals and 
sculpt their neuro-psychic matter via their induction 
into symbolic practices. For it is these practices 
which shape our sense of self, agency, meaning, 
and even, as we have seen, our neural structure.  

semiosphere 

Every concrete utterance of a 
speaking subject serves as a point where 
centrifugal and centripedal 
forces come to bear. The processes of 
centralization and decentralization, of 
unification and disunifcation, intersect in 
the utterance . . .A unitary language is 
not something given . . . at every 
moment of its linguistic life it is opposed 
to the realities of heteroglossia. But 
at the same time it makes its real 
presence felt as a force for overcoming 
this heteroglossia, imposing specific 
limits to it, guaranteeing a certain 
maximum of mutual understanding . . . 
A common unitary language is a system 
of linguistic norms. But these norms do 
not constitute an abstract imperative; 
they are rather the generative forces of 
linguistic life . . . creating . . . the firm, 
stable, linguistic nucleus . . . 
 

- Mikhail Bakhtin, “Discourse in 
the Novel,” The Dialogic 
Imagination, 272, 270-1.  
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And it is now to an attempt to understand the networked interrelations between parts 
and whole in this complex multitude that we will now turn. In what follows, we will 
examine forms of ‘network thought’ in three different cultural fields – science, 
philosophy/metaphysics, and politics, and reframe this thought so that it speaks to us in 
a manner which describes the potentialities of networked thinking.  
 
 
 

Networking Science. Thomas Kuhn is widely 
known as the philosopher of science who argued, in his 1962 classic 
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, that cultural shifts in the 
scientific exploration of the world are often abrupt, radical, and entail 
changes in paradigms, that is, entire ways of looking at the world. As 
opposed to earlier philosophers of science, Kuhn did not believe that 
science was a never-ending quest for knowledge, nor that it was 
continuous or progressive in nature, nor that there was, as Karl Popper 
had influentially argued during the earlier part of the century, that there 
was a knowable standard of falsifiability against which any and all 
scientific claims could ultimately be justified.325 For Kuhn, each scientific 
paradigm, from Newtonian mechanics to Aristotelian physics or 
Einsteinian relativity, had radically different criteria for determining what 
constituted a fact, how facts were considered justified, what sorts of 
experiments linked facts with theories, what evidence was admissible 
and reliable, and even what questions and problems were worth 
studying. Kuhn views the world as viewed within the lens of a given 
paradigm as fully incommensurable with that presented in another 
paradigm, thereby establishing his theories as one of the first examples 
of a truly post-modern history of science.  

 
Despite the enormous influence of Kuhn’s work, his theory of paradigms is often cited in a manner 
which extracts it from the more complex set of theories whereby he accounts for the manner in which 
the paradigms shift over time. And yet, the theories presented in The Structure of Scientific 
Revolutions are more complex than the caricature to which, in particular by critics working within the 
laboratory sciences, are often reduced. For Kuhn in fact draws upon a rich tradition of history of 
science which, in contrast to the more rigid model developed by Popper and his verificationist school, 
came from the inheritors of the more dialectical model of historical development which had grown in 
French and German historiography throughout the 19th century. While Kuhn’s ideas might have seemed 
to come out of nowhere to most of the scientific community working in America at the time of the 
publication of Structure in 1962, these ideas were far more common on the continent in works by 
thinkers such as Michael Polyani, Alexandre Koyré, or Georges Canguilhem.326 But to Americans used to 
the pragmatic empiricism which reigned in research institutions at the time, Kuhn’s theories embodied 
a dangerous relativism which made him the theorist that, at least until the arrival of the even more 
radical work of Paul Feyerabend (for example, in 1975’s Against Method), many scientists loved to 
hate. That said, both of their work is often criticized more than actually read.  
 
For Kuhn, paradigm changes occur when a period of slow, careful scientific research, which he calls 
normal science, is disrupted in such as way that the standard ways of doing inquiry are no longer seen 
as tenable by a large majority of scientific practitioners. Such a change occurs when certain key bits of 
data which either were not or cannot be predicted by the standard set of theories are no longer seen 
as aberrations or errors, but rather, fundamental challenges to the way in which scientists see the 
world. Such data, known as anomalies, occur more often than most people think, but are often 
discounted, explained away, or simply remain ‘uninteresting’ to scientists until such as time as they are 
seen, by those doing science, as no longer able to be ignored. Kuhn describes, for example, the case 

of Johannes Kepler, who kept trying to find ways to explain Tycho Brahe’s new and highly 
accurate data of celestial movements, with ever more intricate circular epicycles until he finally 
had to admit that it was more likely that planets did orbit the sun using circles, but rather, 
ellipses. While astronomers had known for centuries the ways in which planets moved around 

the sun, it seemed impossible, unlikely, and even aesthetically unpleasant for planets, such beautiful 

   

anomaly 
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heavenly entities as they are, to orbit the Earth, and later the Sun, with anything but perfect spheres. 
Spheres were signs of perfection, of god’s glory, or if one was a secular humanist, nevertheless one of 
the most perfect of Platonic forms. Surely series of circles intertwined in each other, or epicycles, 
could account for these otherwise seemingly odd motions, it seemed. Kepler was the first to argue that 
what had been so obvious to others for centuries was in fact wrong. This change was not due to the 
fact that the correct data had not been there previously. Rather, it’s that scientists and theorists had in 
a sense wished the data had not been there, and found creative ways to explain the anomalies away. 
But when Brahe’s yet more accurate data became available, the need for a new model was plain to 
any with the more advanced mathematics of a Kepler to see. Planets orbited the Sun in ellipses, a 
notion that has been with us ever since.  
 
Kuhn doesn’t attempt to explain what it is that makes people decide that an anomaly is important 
enough to challenge their belief in a given paradigm. At what point did scientists, or the public in 
general, finally start to believe that the Sun didn’t revolve around the Earth? Ultimately, such decisions 
are not based on reason, but on belief, on faith. This is precisely why Kuhn’s work was considered 
dangerous, because it eroded the often carefully defended demarcation between faith and reason 
which to many scientists presents the more underpinning of their very place in the world.  
 
According to Kuhn, however, at some point, an anomaly forms which places the given paradigm into 
question, in initiating a time of epistemological crisis, and when this occurs, the scientific community 
so challenged enters in to a period, not of normal science, but rather, of what he calls revolutionary 
science. In such periods, the very process of investigation of the world, at least those portions 
effected by the given area of science, breaks down. So, for example, Kuhn describes how in the 
period in which Einstein’s theory of relativity began to radically alter physicist’s view of the world, it 
became unclear precisely how to proceed with physics at all. For in fact, a paradigm is not only a way 
of looking at the world, but in fact a program, a set of theories about how the world works that 
requires justification via experiments. Kuhn in fact describes a program as a sort of promise, one 
which is slowly fulfilled by the investigations of normal science. But when a program is disrupted, it 
becomes infinitely more important to investigate topics which relate to the radical uncertainty than to 
the suddenly mundane seeming topics of prior interest. For example, trying to see if the speed of light 
was in fact constant, a topic that was of little concern until the late 19th century, became radically 
urgent to physicists after its import had been recognized.  
 
Furthermore, the disruption of a program of normal science not only changes what problems are 
important and of interest to the researcher, but also the basic methods of inquiry at stake. Kuhn 
argues that each p paradigm develops more than just theories, but also devices and practices for 
their experimental relation to the world. Alchemists, for example, had entirely different ideas of how 
the world worked than later day physical chemists, and while alchemy eventually went out of favor as 
a way to look at the world, few could argue that it had practices, methods, and equipment of its own, 
as well as theories which were often as intricately thought through as proto-chemistry of the day. 
Each new paradigm thus doesn’t only involve a new way of thinking about the world, but in fact, also 
a new way of acting.  
 
When a crisis occurs, however, researchers don’t even known what questions to ask anymore. For 
example, before the time of Galileo Galilei, Kuhn describes how scientists had more Aristotelian 
presumptions about the world, such that they were not so much looking at the workings of forces 
between entities, but rather, the ways in which entities expressed their inner nature. The idea of 
entities swimming in a sea of forces required a leap of imagination, a new way of looking at things, for 
in the previous model, it was simply obvious that everything expressed its inner nature, so even the 
idea of looking at something between things as the cause of motion would have seemed, if anything, 
absurd. Making anomalous data fit into the more Aristotelian models, often done by the variations on 
the theory of impetus (originally used by Galileo as well), continued 
until Galileo eventually realized that investigation of such puzzles 
would no longer do.  
 
Kuhn argues in fact that while normal science is dominated by 
puzzles, revolutionary science is all about the articulation of 
problems. Building on the theories of John Dewey (whose theories 

on inquiry, scientific and otherwise, build upon those C.S. Peirce), 
Kuhn argues that revolutionary science not only does not known the 

 . . . all knowledge and effort to 
know starts from some belief, 
some received and asserted 
meaning which is a deposit of 
prior experience, personal and 
communal . . . all knowledge is a 
form of belief. 
 

- John Dewey, “Experience, Value, 
and Criticism,” Essential Dewey, 
97-8.  
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answer to the question posed by the anomaly which provokes a crisis, but doesn’t even have the right 
question. Given, for example, the fact that bodies fall at the same rate, despite their weight, what new 
questions do we ask of the world? Do we ask what it is about the nature of a set of bodies that causes 
a given event, or, as Galileo eventually decided, rather, what is it about the forces which act to 
determine a given event? At first, there is nothing but anomaly and crisis, but for a new paradigm to 
emerge, it is necessary for at least a new question to be articulated, a question which determines the 
field of a problem. A problem, for Dewey and his followers, is not something which has a simple 
answer, but rather, describes an entire mode of inquiry which determines the admissible questions and 
answers. Thus, within the field of math, for example, one doesn’t answer an algebraic equation with an 
answer which is a word rather than a number. But until algebra had been systematized, it would be 
impossible to even know this. Delineating a new problem (ie: how do we systematically find unknown 
numerical quantities?) is a precursor to developing specific pairs of questions and solutions (ie: ‘x + 
1=5’ and ‘4’) within a field of normal practice.  
 
At first, however, an anomaly is simply bare, naked, a symptom of a deeper crisis within the normal 
paradigm, a question that simply calls to the subject to either be recognized and dealt with, or 
explained away and ignored. But once an anomaly is recognized as significant, it throws the process 
of science into disarray, shifting the methods from those of normal science to those appropriate to a 
more revolutionary enterprise. During such periods of revolutionary science, investigatory practices 
split into their two extremes, which Kuhn describes as that of ‘thought experiments,’ as well as 
physical experiments in areas related to the anomaly but done with minimal theory behind them, 
simply, as he says, “to see what works.” Both are, in fact, forms of groping, a splitting off of the 
deductive from the inductive, theory from practice. For Kuhn, this continues up until a new paradigm 
begins to stabilize. This occurs when a theory is developed which is able to articulate a new program, 
one which promises to not only explain the anomalies which provoked the crisis in the first place, but 
unite these anomalies in broad theory of the world which can also take in large portions of the 
preceding paradigm.  
 
When such a new program arrives, it usually produces a new sense of crisis in the scientific 
community, in which adherents to the old paradigm who were trying to continue their work around and 
despite the anomaly, are suddenly presented with a new view of the world, one which can offer to 
explain things as well, if not better, than preceding models. Up to this point, while the anomalies had 
been worrisome, there was nothing which could take the place of the comprehensiveness of the older 
model, but with the arrival of a new program, the possibility truly emerges that the older paradigm 
might not only be updated, but in fact, displaced. For to the adherents of the older paradigm, the very 
fruitfulness of the older model was its flexibility, how it was able to absorb so many seeming anomalies 
of the past by simply readjusting specifics without going into crisis. The motto of the old guard is 
always something like ‘we’ve seen this before, it too will pass.’ But as adherents of the new program 
grow in number, much of the scientific community begins to take sides for one way of looking at the 
world or the other. And eventually, one will win over the other, even if the crisis lingers, sometimes for 
centuries, until a new paradigm solidifies and a unified normal science once again emerges.  
 
Until this happens, however, both sides will present arguments pro and con, but Kuhn is careful to 
point out that often the very terms in which each side frames its arguments are incommensurable to 
each other. For example, creationists today still argue that if god wanted to, he could’ve planted the 
fossils in the earth when he created the planet in the first place, thereby throwing us off the track of his 
intelligent design. No scientist can disprove this, for in fact, the very criteria of 
evidence of the creationist and evolutionist are different. And this is in fact 
where the full radicalism of Kuhn’s theories becomes evident. For while he 
continues to use the words ‘science’ and ‘scientists’ in his work, can we really 
call the ancient Greeks scientists, when its clear that occasional observation 
and rational intuition, but not methodological experiment and scientific method, 
were at the foundation of their theories of the world? And if we admit this, then is there in fact any 
distinction between what we call science today, and other ways of attempting to predict and alter the 
physical world?  
 
Kuhn doesn’t follow through on the more radical implications of his argument in Structure, yet many 
others have. All of which is not to say that there are not differences between, say, alchemy and 
chemistry, but rather, that while chemistry is a paradigm for dealing with the world that utilizes the 
scientific method – a trait it has in common with both Newtonian and Einsteinian physics – alchemy, 
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for the most part, does not. Still, this would allow for different degrees of scienticity within paradigms, 
but no way of adjudicating between paradigms, scientific or otherwise. Even mathematics, in fact, 
offers no recourse for certainty in this regard, for as the early twentieth century made clear to 
mathematicians of all stripes who attempted to find a way to adjudicate debates in mathematics by 
means of an attempt to ground the discipline in math with a search for its very foundations, Gödel in 
fact demonstrated that no such solution is possible. As Jacques Lacan famously said, even if in a very 
different context, “there is no metalanguage,” for in fact, any attempt to find a way to translate 
between paradigms, to adjudicate between them, is itself its own paradigm, with its own biases. 
Searches for indisputable truth in science or math, just as in philosophy, ultimately have to choose 
between some degree of uncertainty, or infinite regress.  
 

That said, as a program beings to solidify, 
researchers once again take to the work of fulfilling 
the promise with which the paradigm at hand 
began. This is done by three tasks. The first 
determines ‘which facts are relevant,’ the second 
‘matches facts to theories,’ and the third works to 
‘articulate the theories’ in full. The first task, the test 
of ‘relevance,’ is often most important when a new 
paradigm is at its youngest, when experiments and 
theories are relatively unarticulated in areas of 
research having to do with the anomaly. In such 
cases, it is often difficult to tell what is caused by 
error from what might be of interest, or what 
pertains to other areas of science or what in fact is 
worth looking at to help explain the anomaly in 
question. Once the general field of relevance has 
been established, then comes the task of making 
hypotheses, and linking data with fact and vice-
versa. But often, as Kuhn states, this process is 
rather haphazard at the start, with theories and 
experiments in the newly developing paradigm not 
being fully theorized, but rather, exhibiting more of 
what Ludwig Wittgenstein calls a ‘family 
resemblance’ with each other. Thus, the final step is 
to articulate, in fully conceptual form, how the 
paradigm functions, what its core beliefs are, and 
how this paradigm relates to other branches of 
science and ways of looking at the world.  
 
The result is, as Kuhn states, a network, a linkage of 
theories, facts, practices, instruments, communities, 
and researchers, all within the enterprise known as 
scientific research. As time goes on, the paradigm 
and its program matures, as the progress of normal 
science stabilizes, and minor anomalies are 
explained in ways that tweak the new paradigm 
without radically recasting it. Things settle down, 
and science ceases being about the urgent attempt 
to articulate and solve a problem, but rather, to deal 
with the remaining puzzles – at least until a new 
anomaly arrives and can no longer be ignored by 
those who have comfortably settled into their 
relationship with these puzzles.  
 
 
That said, Whitehead does develop, in his own 
unique way, one of the most powerful relational 
metaphysical models ever developed. A 

Networking Metaphysics. 
Alfred North Whitehead’s 1929 magnum opus 
Process and Reality is one of the most notoriously 
unreadable works of philosophy ever written – its 
organization is that of a meandering filigreed 
spiral (at best), its terminology baroque in the 
extreme, it uses almost no concrete examples, 
and its sentences quickly become parodies of 
clear prose. Were the ideas expressed in this 
maddeningly labyrinthine tome not as far reaching 
as they are, the form alone would seem to 
suggest an almost willful obscurity aimed at 
covering intellectual weakness. Were it the case. 
While Whitehead hated to edit his texts (leaving 
his texts littered with errors and inconsistencies, 
often between competing versions) due to a 
sense that he needed to move on to the next 
project, scholars have nevertheless been able to 
piece together relatively reliable versions of his 
texts, as well as a variety of roadmaps to help 
readers wade through the mess. And as the 
scholarly literature shows, not only does the text 
make sense, it is in fact one of the most profound 
works of philosophy produced in the modern age.  
 
While nowhere near as economical as a text like 
Spinoza’s Ethics, Whitehead’s text is, in many 
senses, an reworking of the Ethics for the age of 
relativity. After Whitehead’s break with the project 
he embarked on with Bertrand Russell in their co-
authored Principia Mathematica (their attempt, 
written in three volumes in 1910-1913), 
Whitehead abandoned the attempt to ground 
mathematics in logic, pursuing instead the a 
project of research while culminated in his 
metaphysics for the age of Einstein, 1929’s 
Process and Reality. While delivered as a series 
of lectures at the University of Edinborough, the 
text is by far his longest and most complex 
attempt to articulate his later philosophy.  
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mathematician of the highest caliber as well as a philosopher, Whitehead was also conversant 
in the cutting edge developments in the science of the day. Sections of the text work to 
integrate Einstein’s notions of the relativity of spacetime into his notion of how change happens 
in the universe, how it is perceived and processed by varying types of entities. Other sections 
of the text deal with topics in advanced non-Euclidean geometries. The text stands out as one 
of the most complete systems of philosophy ever produced, one of the last great gestures of 
this sort produced, on par with systems such as that of Hegel, Kant, Leibniz, Spinoza, etc.327  
 
Unfortunately for us, this text is as difficult as many of his other less developed and mostly 
historical works, written for a popular audience, are clear. Even the name he gives his 
approach, the ‘philosophy of organism,’ is misleading, in that his philosophy does not seek to 
explain living beings, but rather, to show how the entirety of the universe holds together in a 
relational manner, just like the interdependent parts of a living organism. Many of the other 
quirky terms and uses Whitehead develops to give his philosophy precision also lend 
themselves to similar misunderstandings. 
 
Even from the title of Whitehead’s enterprise it should be apparent that, with its emphasis upon 
relation, his philosophy would likely be important to 
any attempt to theorize a new image of thought 
based on networks. In particular, the theory of 
concrescence, in some ways the center of his 
system, can be of help in posing some of the more 
abstract philosophical issues involved in networked 
thinking. Furthermore, with a bit of effort, it is quite 
possible to extract some of the basics of what 
Whitehead is attempting to do without going into all 
the specifics. In what follows, I will radically simplify 
Whitehead’s approach so as to render it useful to 
the project at hand with the minimal amount of 
suffering for the reader.  
 
Whitehead’s philosophy is often described as a ‘process’ philosophy, in that it works to develop 
a way to articulate a philosophy which takes becoming and change as the foundation of its 
enterprise. Whitehead in fact complains at the start of the text that his philosophy will attempt 
to use language, which makes entities static so as to name them, to express that which is 
against its very nature to explain, namely, change. For Whitehead, it will be necessary to break 
and bend language to work against itself so even come close to this enterprise. Thus, in a 
manner similar to that of Hegel and Peirce, many of his terms express not so much different 

entities but different moments of the same process, or the same process viewed 
from different angles or sides. No one term or description is generally enough to 
give an understanding of something, rather, it is necessary to view whatever is 
under consideration from many sides before it begins to cohere. And since for 
Whitehead all existence is one interconnected network, all is, in a sense, present 

in each, if in varying ways. Understanding the part is, in a sense, then to understand the whole.  
 
If all that exists is for Whitehead a network of sorts, the basic unit of this network depends on 
what one’s perspective is. From the perspective of a unit of basic change, one could say that 

process 
theory 
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the most basic ‘unit’ of change is what Whitehead calls ‘concrescence,’ essentially, the most 
minute event within a process of change that can occur.  
 
In order for a concrescence to occur, something has to be doing the changing, and Whitehead 
calls these actual entities. Each actual entity is a small packet of formed matter which is, in a 
sense, the subject of the change which is about to happen. There are many factors which 
influence this entity, as it is about to enter into a process of change. Firstly, there is its history – 
all the other things that ever influenced or reacted with it, and indirectly, all the things that 
those other things ever interacted with. The unique history of these interactions forms the 
immediate past that the entity brings to the moment in which it encounters its immediate 
environment (with its concomitant past as well), all of which provides it with a present set of 
inputs. Combining its past with this new present input, the entity which is about to change then 
takes aspects of that past and combines it with aspects of the present data. Some of the 
aspects of the past cancel out the influence of certain aspects of the new data, and vice-versa. 
Furthermore, there is a level of fundamental indeterminacy at work as well, for no interaction is 
fully determined beforehand. The result is that some aspects of the entity’s past history and 
some aspects of its present surroundings are combined, with some degree of indeterminacy, to 
form a complex unity called a feeling, which is the result of the entity’s prehension of the datum 
before it. The datum thereby reaches satisfaction, and the entity and this datum come together 
in a process called concrescence. After the process is done, what was the subject of the 
prehension becomes its superject. Concrescence, prehension, and feeling are in many senses 
the same thing, viewed from different points of view in the process.  
 
Regardless of what point of view you see all this from, 
however, for Whitehead, each iota of change occurs 
due to a selection and combination of aspects of the 
past and present environment. And since the entity 
and its environment are nothing more than slightly 
randomized versions of all the changes they have 
encountered in the past, each iota of change can be 
considered, in a sense, the next step in the process 
whereby the universe ‘thinks’ itself. For in fact, as 
each bit of change occurs, the entity which is 
undergoing change feels out, in a sense, a set of 
possible routes into the future it could take (which 
Whitehead calls propositions). These propositions 
represent, as it were, possible worlds which ‘want’ to ‘ingress,’ or become actual, within the 
world that really exists. These potential worlds compete, in a sense, until one is selected within 
the process of concrescence, as influenced by the slightly randomized version of past and 
present that selects the material aspects of the past and present which find their form in the 
proposition which ends up being selected to ‘ingress’ into the world.  
 
What’s more, each of these propositions, each a sort of mental description of the structure of 
the material combination of aspects of the present and past which will ultimately combine in the 
process of the change of the entity in question, its itself a complex entity. For just as the entity 
doing the changing is a sort of network of all the entities in the universe which, directly or 
indirectly, gave rise to it, and just as its immediate environment is a network of spatial points, 
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each pressing on the entity in question, and each itself such a temporal network, so the formal 
structure of each possible future, embodied in propositions wanting to become actual, are in 
fact networks. That is, the formal structure of the matter which will come together in the 
process of concrescence is in fact a conceptual network, a sort of conceptual mirror image of 
the matter which comes together in the same process of concresing. Matter and form are for 
Whitehead two sides of the same thing, such that networks of matter correspond to networks 
of ideas as well. And for each potential set of ideas, another set of conceptual networks, each 
tied into a possible world. The universe that exists is therefore only one in the network of 
possible worlds that proliferate around it as the mental conditions of its actual existence.  
 
That said, despite the fact that Whitehead describes the process of change as coming in 
atomistic little packets, as it were, combining aspects of seemingly discrete entities, things are 
more complex than they at first seem. For in fact, the only reason why things are 
discrete is each change that happens occurs to an entity which is nothing more 
than the perspective within space and time which it indicates. The discrete nature 
of entities and changes is required not by the nature of the entities in question, but rather, by 
the logic of positions within space and time. Depending on the perspectival point one occupies, 
some things will appear like a set of discrete entities and changes, while others will appear 
continuous. There is no single perspective from which to see this all, hence the fracturing of all 
that is into infinitesimal potential discretenesses. That said, while these discretenesses are all 
there in potential, whether they exist in actuality depends on the perspective from which they 
are felt in a prehension.  
 
All of which is incredibly complex, and even when enormously simplified. Still, a few basics can 
be determined. Firstly, it is possible to think of all entities as networks. Whitehead goes even 
further than describing these perspectival entities, in that he allows for groups of these entities 
to come together in a group (called a nexus) 
and in entities which have order and regularity 
in them (ie: a crystal of water molecules  - which 
he calls a society). In so doing, Whitehead gives 
us a manner for thinking of all physical objects 
in the universe as ultimately being composed as 
networks, existing in networks of space and 
time. Furthermore, the process whereby the 
universe changes can be thought of as the 
continual interaction of networks with each 
other, and the process of change as the 
interaction of networks of what might be with 
networks of what have been, producing the 
networks of the present. And since this happens 
at multiple levels of scale, the universe is in fact 
nothing more than an enormous network, made 
of networks, in the process of changing, 
interacting, and becoming.  
 

Networking Politics. 
How does social change occur? During a 
time of crisis or revolution, certainly, 
something changes, but it is hard to say 
precisely who does the changing, how that 
change occurs, where a change comes from, 
and what that change means. For the 
individual actors involved, it seems as if a 
massive change is coming, but one which 
while caused ostensibly by an anomaly, 
actually seems to emanate from all sides, 
from the scattered responses of all the 
agents involved. And while at some point a 
new paradigm emerges, who actually 
decides on this? For if eventually some sort 
of critical mass coalesces and a new sort of 
social stability emerges, the hows and whys 
are scattered through the collectivity, the 
result of patterns which  
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And it would not be far off the mark to say that this 
enormous network of networks, namely, the 
universe, is the process of constantly calculating 
its next step, could be said to be thinking. For in 
fact, the process which Whitehead describes in 
the process of concrescence happens at varying 
degrees of mental ‘density’, in a sense. That is, 
while certain changes occur in the universe at the 
mostly physical level, others happen in a manner 
which leans to the mental end of things. Thus, 
when two stones collide, the quotient of matter to 
mind is more on the matter side, but when a 
human imagines something, even though there 
are physical changes at the level of the brain, the 
change that occurs leans more to the mental side 
of things, because the cause of the changes is not 
due primarily to the physical changes at the level 
of the brain, but rather, the development of a 
mental process which we humans call thought.  
 
For Whitehead, no thought happens in lines or in 
binaries, all it networked, distributed, every mental 
process of changing is the result of processes of 
networks intertwined in networks. In fact, anything 
we think of as separate only appears that way as 
a result of our perspective on the world. There are 
no truly separate entities or moments, only 
processes and points of view. But to grasp any of 
this in thought, one needs a position, which 
implies a point of view, which requires 
discreteness. So, if we are not to give up on 
thought, we would need networks to think the 
thinking of the universe at all. 
 
 

 
In such times, a variety of new ways of “anchoring 
the social” emerge, providing what he calls 
“mythic spaces,” each of which offers a new way 
of looking at the crisis at hand, of “suturing” the breach at the heart of the social order. Laclau is most 
interested in situations which involve revolution, and in particular, he spends much of the work in 
question investigating the process at work in the Russian Revolution of 1917. In this case, for example, 
we see that the destabilization of the Tsar could have led to a parliamentary democracy, or the 
emergence of a resurgent nationalist coup by the army, or a socialist revolution, or one of many 
possibilities. Each potential path involves an ideology, one which would have explained, retroactively, 
the reason for the crisis, for example, if the socialists won, the crisis that toppled the Tsar would have 
been the result of the crisis of capitalism in the cities, while if the army had staged a coup, the crisis 
could very well have been explained by the sabotage of socialist agitation.  
 
So, when the Tsar was prevented from returning to Moscow from the battle-lines of World War I when 
the Bolshevik troops arrested him in his train car, the country could have gone in a variety of ways. 

 
 
 
 
emerge from the mass of micro-decisions 
made at the individual level. But how can sense 
be made of these sorts of complex processes?  
 
Ernesto Laclau’s work on political upheaval in 
New Thoughts on the Revolution of our Times 
(mentioned at the start of our inquiry into binary 
logic), can help us understand the ways in 
which changes in ‘paradigm’ occur on the level 
of sovereignty. While Laclau is more widely 
known for his work on hegemony (in particular, 
his work with Chantal Mouffe in 1985’s 
Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: Towards a 
Radical Democratic Politics), what is particularly 
interesting in this later work is that it 
systematically outlines a fully articulated theory 
of the mechanisms at work in collective social 
change. 
 
For Laclau, something similar to a Kuhnian 
anomaly occurs when there is a political crisis 
of faith within the government or ruling 
ideology. At that point, the ruling system loses 
the faith of the masses, causing what he calls a 
‘dislocation’ at the heart of the social system. 
When this occurs, it is like some chasm, some 
gaping abyss, has opened within the public 
confidence in institutions, and at this point, 
those things which seemed to obvious before 
(ie: the police will maintain order, the army will 
listen to the government, etc.), all of a sudden 
no longer hold. Certainties become 
possibilities, and no-one knows which rules will 
apply tomorrow. The very criteria whereby 
things were deemed relevant or not to the 
social world are all of a sudden themselves of 
questionable relevance, and the world seems 
as if it has partially become unmoored.  
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Each path is like a possible world that opens up and presents itself as a way out of the present. Of 
course, in time of stability such paths exist as well, but they are highly unlikely, but during a crisis, 
much more becomes possible, and these ‘mythic spaces’ begin to compete for the adherence of the 
populace at large. For Laclau, this is because when things are going well in society, the dominant 
ideology is invested by the population with a sense of what Laclau calls ‘fullness,’ that is, the dominant 
way of looking at things has a way of feeling real, full, worthy of collective belief. For example, in Great 
Britain the police carry no guns, and yet, people feel that they are worth listening to. But were there a 
radical crisis of government, would that still be the case? Would a badge and uniform carry the 
ideological weight to impose belief? In times of crisis, ‘fullness’ no longer is invested within the 
dominant ideology anchoring the social world, leading to a destabilizing situation which causes anxiety 
in large portions of the populace, because the world has become unpredictable. Subjects will often 
grasp at anything which can make the anxiety go away, and as new mythic spaces arise providing new 
potential ideologies to fill the gap, at some point, one begins to emerge as being strong enough to win 
the day.  
 
For Laclau, the way this happens is via a process he and Chantal Mouffe have adapted from 
philosopher Antonio Gramsci, namely, the notion of hegemony.328 For Gramsci, hegemony is the term 

which describes the way in which a variety of social actors subordinate their desires to 
that of one dominant block, either willingly or less so, because they feel it will ultimately 
get them the best deal within that society. In the case of a monarchy, for example, the 
King’s sovereignty allows the King a hegemonic control of the ‘legitimate violence’ 

which can be exercised, for example, the police and army under the control of the state. In this case, 
the police and the army surrender portions of their autonomy to the King, and the populace in general 
to the police and the army, and as such, the King maintains a degree of hegemony over the entire 
nation this way. The fact that the King’s power is always partial, cobbled together, and incomplete is 
precisely what Gramsci is aiming to express with his term hegemony. For Gramsci, hegemony is 
always incomplete and partial, a series of alliances whose foundation is always shifting. Furthermore, a 
given hegemony is always liable to be displaced by another bloc of alliances which can capture a 
greater degree of popular support, particularly in times of crisis. This is what Gramsci calls a counter-
hegemonic bloc, and thus, for those looking to change society, what is crucial above all else is to find 
a way to gain enough support to offer a viable counter-hegemony to those current in control of the 
political machine.  
 
For Laclau and Mouffe, counter-hegemony occurs when a group which is currently not in power 
presents an ideology which can explain the current crisis in authority, as well as a path to solving the 
causes of this crisis. This group – socialists, monarchists, etc. – each offer a mythic space of what 
things would look like if this ideology were allowed to serve as the foundation of a new state. While at 

first this ideology is vague, for example, with democratic reformers it might include 
writing a constitution while with monarchists finding a new king, as a given 
ideology seems to gain more support from a population in crisis, the contours of 
the worldview it offers the populace – both retroactively in terms of the way it 
narrativizes the past and the crisis in particular, along with its program for future 
change – need become more specific. In its vague state, Laclau calls this 
ideological program, that which structures a possible ‘mythic space,’ an 
‘imaginary horizon.’ But for an imaginary horizon to become the actual ideology 
structuring the social, it needs to move from being the vague program of a given 
group seeking to take power (democrats, monarchists, etc.) to a specific program 
for action.  
      
Following Gramsci, Laclau and Mouffe call this process articulation.329 When this 
happens, the group in question, for example, the socialists, allows their specific 
demands to the state (ie: ‘power to the proletariat!’) to serve as demands for the 
entire population (ie: ‘we will all be served if power is given to the proletariat!’). In 

doing so, the various demands of various groups – shop owners, government bureaucrats, farmers, 
etc. – hitch their own demands of the government to the general program articulated by the specific 
group in question. Groups that therefore might not be directly empowered (ie: farmers aren’t directly 
served by a movement that prioritizes the rights of the workers) assent because they program offered 
by the group in question seems to offer the best program for reestablishing order. As different groups 
attach themselves to the given ideology (ie: ‘power to the workers!’) the central terms at work begin to 
lose their original meaning, and become more and more vague. So, in the case of the Russian 
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revolution of 1917, the notion of the ‘worker’ or proletariat, for Laclau, became more and more vague 
the more social groups began to attach or articulate their social demands to the idea of a worker’s 
republic. The Bolshevik ideology was able, in this sense, to hegemonize the other social demands, and 
as such, its way of looking at the world began to be invested with ‘fullness’ and belief by wide swaths 
of the society as a whole.  
      
As a new dominant ideology emerges, this happens because enough social groups have assented to 
allow their own demands to be subordinated to the more general demand for order as incarnated in 
the demand for the ideology at hand. Thus, the ideology at hand in a sense represents the general 
social will for order and stability which is channeled through the desire for the given ideology. This 
produces what Laclau and Mouffe describe as a chain of equivalences between social demands, 
whereby the demands of shopkeepers, farmers, bureaucrats and so many others are ‘represented,’ in 
a sense, by the demands of the industrial proletariat. In this sense, the image of the proletariat is, in 
fact more than theory, becomes emptier and emptier of specific meaning, as it serves to represent 
ever-wider swaths of the population who identify with the Bolshevik program, even if they are not 
Bolsheviks themselves. In a sense, they are all now ‘proletariats,’ for this is the new worldview invested 
with the fullness to make such determinations. When this happens, Laclau and Mouffe describes the 
notion of ‘proletariat’ as an ‘empty’ or ‘nodal signifier,’ one which is able to serve as a ‘surface of 
inscription’ for the various other social demands which it hegemonizes in the process of ‘suturing’ the 
dislocation which has rocked the stability of the social organization.  
      
Once a new ideology is in place, things settle down, and slowly, routine remerges. But for the 
‘imaginary horizon’ to truly become a surface of inscription, an investigatory process must occur which 
determines the relation between this ideology and the new state of just about everything in this new 
world. The first question one needs to ask is whether or not a given aspect of the world is affected by 
the change in governmental ideology. And in the case of the Russian revolution, this most definitely 
occurred. For the revolution was seen as opening onto the creation of a new socialist human being. 
Thus, while a democratic revolution would not have been significantly involved in issues like fashion or 
architecture, the Bolshevik government decided that yes, these issues were of interest, and while at 
first things were done in a manner which was ad-hoc and vague, eventually, committees were formed, 
reports written, and as history shows, Stalin eventually consolidated power and cracked down on the 
freedom of these very committees. But even in more open systems, there are in fact three things that 
must be done for an imaginary horizon to truly transform itself into a surface of inscription. Firstly, each 
item of the previous society needs to be questioned as to whether or not the revolution is relevant to it, 
and if not, it is left as it was. But if it is determined that the thing is affected by the revolution, then the 
question occurs as to whether or not the revolution accepts, rejects, or takes part of a given thing. And 
if it takes only part, then it might combine those parts with aspects of other things, some of which may 
have existed under the old regime, while some of which might have been repressed or dismissed 
altogether under the old way of doing things. For example, if a democratic revolution occurs, it might 
decide that it wants to keep a police force, but not use if for repression of political dissidence as was 
done under the rule of a preceding king. This is an example of the process of determining relevance, 
and reworking that which is determined to be relevant. Finally, the aspects that remain need to be fully 
linked to each other, brought into harmony so that they work with each other and don’t run into 
problems. Anytime a government changes, the amount of confusion from even the most orderly 
transition of power is immense. The work of articulation of the parts of the new social world takes time 
as it makes what w as initially an imaginary possibility into the set of definitions, practices, positions, 
activities, and other entities that make a government, ideology, and society function.  
      
While Laclau and Mouffe describe this process as that of producing chains of equivalences (ie: ‘we are 
all different, but as citizens we are as if the same’), in reality, what is produced is much more than a 
chain, for what is linked together is in fact terms from a variety of discourses from 
different parts of society, including aspects which are juridical, scientific, philosophical, 
military, medical, philosophical, etc. Each of these may be tied to a variety of social 
institutions (ie: army, education, bureaucracy, etc.), practices, offices, discourses, etc. 
While it is in theory possible to conceive of this as a chain, what would produce order in such a chain 
is not obvious in any way. Lacking an ordering principle, it seems more likely that such a process is 
better represented by a variety of links emerging from the ‘nodal signifiers’ in question, these going to 
‘nodal signifiers’ of subdiscourses which are hegemonized by the process of change in social 
ideology, all the way down the chain.330 What Laclau and Mouffe seem to be describing, if in a slightly 

articulation 
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outdated way, is in f act the formation of a network of signifiers, each of which is then connected to a 
variety of related social formations.  

 
 

Networks and Thinking. The preceding three 
examples, in the cultural domains of science, philosophy, and politics, are 
merely that, examples of networked approaches to thinking in three different 
yet intertwined domains of culture. Other examples could have served a similar 
purpose – I could have 
chosen to discuss Bruno 
Latour’s ‘actor-network’331 
theory instead of Kuhn in 
regard to science, Spinoza, 
Leibniz, Lacan, Marx, or a 
variety of others in regard to 
networked philosophy, as 
well as Hardt and Negri in 
regard to politics. In many 
ways these would have been 
more obvious choices, 
though these authors would 
have required a much more 
sustained treatment than is 
possible at the end of our 
investigation. Furthermore,  
to give more than a set of 
examples at this point would 
require a taxonomy of sorts 
which would allow us to 
differentiate different types 
of networked thought, all of 
which would require a 
philosophy of networks. All 
of which  this is beyond the 
scope of this work, which 
has aimed to provide an 
image of thought, rather 
than provide a new 
philosophy of that thought 
itself. The purpose of 
constructing an image of thought is to provide a lure which allows for that 
thought itself to later be produced. The lure is the potential, the idea that 
another world is possible, the glimpse of some of the contours of what this 
world could look like. But it is not the construction of that world itself. The 
work of this construction, however, will be the work which is to come after 
this, the text called Networkologies: Matter and Society, which will aim to 
describe the field, concepts, structure and taxonomies of networked thought, 
and describe the relations between this thought and its theory, networked 
philosophy, as well as the relation of that philosophy for philosophy in the past.  
 
But the task of this work has been different. It has been to question what it 
means to think, to question the necessity of prior images of thought, and to 

. . . I did not get my picture of the 
world by satisfying myself of its 
correctness; nor do I have it because I am 
satisfied of its correctness. No: it is the 
inherited background by which I 
distinguish between true and false . . . The 
propositions describing this world-picture  
might be part of a kind of mythology. And 
their role is like that of the rules of a game 
. . . It might be imagined that some 
propositions, of the form of empirical 
propositions, were hardened and 
functioned as channels for such empirical 
propositions as were not hardened but 
fluid; and that this relation altered with 
time, in that fluid propositions hardened, 
and hard ones became fluid . . . The 
mythology may change back into a state of 
flux, the river-bed of thoughts may shift. 
But I distinguish between the movement of 
the waters on the river-bed and the shift of 
the bed itself; though there is not a sharp 
division of the one from the other.  
 

- Ludwig Wittgenstein, On Certainty, 102.  
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show how others might be possible. What, then, might be at stake with the 
notion of networked thinking?  

 
What, then, can be said of, or for, networked thinking, and what might count as a 
networked mind? According to Eric Baum (as mentioned earlier in our discussion of 
soft-assembly), understanding occurs when something compresses some aspect of 
the structure of the world. In this sense, we can say that a screwdriver ‘understands’ 
the structure of the many types of screw it can drive, or that our eye ‘understands’ all 
the different types of light it can see, or that our body ‘understands’ the world we live 
in because it was evolved to do things like resist gravity and move us around by 
walking. Compression allows for generalization, such that a screwdriver can work with 
big screws and little screws and metal or plastic screws so long as they all have the 
right size groove. Likewise, when we learn an abstract concept, such as ‘dog,’ based 
on a series of actual dogs we have met, we don’t have to spend enormous amount of 
time applying the term in the future, even if presented with an unfamiliar 
dog (say, of a different color from those in the ‘training set’), because we 
retain only the essential aspects of ‘dogness’ (ie: four legs, furry) rather 
than the mass of details in the training set (ie: the first dog is grey, the 
second is shaggy, etc.). In fact, knowing what to forget, which details are inessential, 
is absolutely necessary to producing working generalizations. This quandary shows up 
in neural network research on a regular basis, in which researchers often find they 
need to decide the level they want their network to ‘fit’ to the data in a training set. Too 
many neurons in the network, and you ‘overfit’ the data, and it has trouble generalizing 
later (because it stores unnecessary levels of detail), while if there are too few 
neurons, you ‘underfit’ the data, and the network then overgeneralizes in the future 
(which children often do when learning language, calling all fuzzy animals at first 
‘doggie’, only later learning that some ‘dogs’ are really ‘cats’). Brains do this naturally, 
in that neurons that aren’t repeatedly strengthened by use end up getting weeded out, 
while artificial networks often do this by changing weights as they learn, so as to 
simulate the process whereby brains sculpt themselves over time.332  
 
Baum describes the way in which living organisms use the complex multi-agent 
search algorithm called ‘evolution’ to extract information about general conditions of 
the environment of a given species, and then store this via DNA. Baum describes how 
evolution, as a program designed for learning, tries out different strategies via 

mutation, and then keeps the best 
results, using DNA as its memory 
bank. In the process, the algorithm 
itself improves. For example, with 
sexual reproduction and the process 
of ‘crossing over,’ variation is 
introduced in systematic fashion, one 
which reduces the likelihood of 
mutations being detrimental by 
making sure that, by and large, 
working genes are simply rearranged 
modularly, rather than tweaked 
internally. From there, each organism 
inherits an instruction manual for its 
own self creation, but a uniquely 
flexible program which, via the 
process known as development, 
allows a degree of freedom in the 

May someone have telling grounds for 
believing that the earth has only existed for a 
short time, say, since his won birth? – Suppose 
he had always been told that, - would he have 
any good reason to doubt it? Men have 
believed that they could make rain; why 
should not a king be brought up in the belief 
that the world began with him? . . . I do not 
say that . . . [someone] could into convert the 
king to his view, but it would be a conversion 
of a special kind; the king would be brought 
to look at the world in a different way. 
Remember that one is sometimes convinced of 
the correctness of a view by its simplicity or 
symmetry . . .  

 
- Ludwig Wittgenstein, On Certainty, 93.  

  

compression 
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execution of that set of instructions. As biologists would say, without the right 
environmental cues, many genes won’t ‘express’ themselves. This occurs by means of 
the complex network of chemicals which communicate between genes and the 
proteins they produce, such that genes often produce proteins which turn on other 
genes in a series of linked switches which has the ability to reproduce the complex 
mechanics of the Boolean logic gates at work within any silicon computer. Thus, 
chemical messengers from the outside world trigger genes to produce proteins which 
start off a complex computation problem which eventually leads to the production of 
either a structural protein or a catalyst for some chemical reaction (an enzyme), but 
along the way, there are often a variety of chemical feedback loops which mediate the 
relation between external messenger and protein production. The relationship is 
anything but ‘one messenger/one protein.’ Rather, if DNA is a form of memory, then 
the processing which occurs in gene expression is nothing short of biological 
computation.333  
 
This sort of computation allows for ‘loose coupling’ between the instruction manual 
contained in the environment and the organism itself. This is in fact especially useful in 
that it allows the organism to develop, at least to some extent, in relation to its 
environment during its lifespan, without having to wait for evolution to create the next 
life cycle. Thus, by building the search algorithm known as ‘development’ into the 
algorithm of evolution (an example of ‘nesting’ algorithms within each other), 
organisms learn both as a population over many life-cycles, as well as during the 
process of their lifetimes. In doing so, evolution encodes the developmental structure 
of the physical world itself within its organisms, bringing about a whole new level of 
compression, compression not only in the DNA, which takes many life-cycles to adapt, 
but the much quicker reacting development at the level of the development of the 
individual organism.  
 
That said, development still relies largely on genes which are either expressed, or 
otherwise in relation to environmental cues. But evolution eventually figured out that it 
could store, in a more short term manner than DNA, aspects of the world encountered 
by one specific organism via the structure we call brains. Simple organisms have no 
need for nerve cells in order to move, using vascular fluid pumps and constricting 
fibers and the like to produce motion (ie: the flagella of many protists, or the basic 
tropisms exhibited by many plants). But as organisms increase in size and complexity, 
evolution came up with nerve cells to communicate action to muscle tissue. 
Eventually, nerves began to be linked to each other, forming ganglia which then 
eventually became small nuclei for processing small bits of information. In very simple 
animals, these ganglia after often still separated, but as organisms became ever more 
complex, evolution began to produce organisms that had central brains which 
combined these ganglia with large scale computers. Brains have the unique ability, as 
we  have seen, to store data in a way that doesn’t rely on mutation or reproduction, for 
in fact, via the large scale sculpting produced via development and the small scale 
rearranging which happens via memory and learning, organisms now learn how to 
learn, literally internalizing evolution within itself, taking evolution to the third level 
(genetic evolution, individual development, individual learning). 
 
Language then ups the ante, in that language allows brains to store things that would 
otherwise be stored in memory outside of themselves. These tokens can carry 
memories, but they also help the mind to think in abstract, condensed form, producing 
yet another level whereby learning happens, but this time collectively as the language 
itself develops. Thus, as languages become more grammatically and lexically complex, 
they can do ever more things, describe ever more aspects of the world. All of which 
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allows for the development of what we call culture, namely, a collective memory which 
is transmitted at first via the simple sign systems of mimicry but eventually via 
language and writing from generation to generation. And what is transmitted is the 
result of the massive computational crunching of the problems presented by the 
world, in which language users condense their experience into general terms via 
language, and then through the processes of talking, debating, criticizing, and variety 
of other verbal practices, eventually the most important insights become taken for 
granted, part of the cultural memory. By storing these insights externally, ideas are 
able to be nested within each other, such that one can progress from numbers to 
algebra to trigonometry and calculus infinitely faster than the thousands of years it 
took humans to develop these ideas, simply by going to school. Like premade 
software, language users are able to use their adaptive brains but make use of the 
collective stored program repository developed by the large collective computer 
known as human culture.  
 
What is thinking? If understanding is compression, then for Baum, thinking is the 
process whereby entities use these compressed representations of the world to 
develop evermore developed and complex representations which capture the world’s 
structure. Life programs us via evolution to acquire ever more fine-tuned 
representations of the structure of the world around us (in this case, the planet Earth 
at a particular stage of its development), it even gives us chemical rewards (via things 
like serotonin) for when we do a good job, and culture makes use of these, channeling 
basic instincts into culturally reconstructed drives which impel us to do things like 
invent more calculus, or write books.  
 
And all along the way, there is thought, if at differing degrees. DNA is a form of 
understanding, and the process of evolution which produces ever more refined forms 
of DNA and their maintenance and reproduction units (namely, organisms) is a form of 
thinking. Gene expression during development is another layer of thought on top of 
this first one, just as brains allow for yet another level of thinking within the organism. 
And when language is learned, the culture as a whole thinks as it decides which words 
to add to its vocabulary, which things to keep as part of grammar, which books have 
essential ideas and which need to be read by students in the process of education. All 
of this is, for Baum, thinking, and the more levels of thought intertwined at a given 
time, the more complex the type of thinking involved.334  
 
Baum’s text, based on hundreds of pages of incredibly detailed arguments, notes, and 
examples, shows how the image of a self is necessary for an organism to be able to 
evaluate past actions, plan future ones, and perform the additional levels of 
computation which, as we have seen, are necessary stages along the way from pre to 
post-linguistic forms of animal minds. And as we have seen in Edelman’s work on 
neural sync, consciousness most likely occurs when many different mental processes 
fuse with aspects of this mental program which produces a self-image, giving rise to 
the inner sensations we call, colloquially, the process of thought. And yet, if we see 
thought as any process in which an entity learns how to modify its own inner 
representations in response to its environment, even the most simple bacteria can be 
seen as possessing, to some extent, forms of thought. As does the collectivity of 
society that, through language, thinks through us, around us, within us, and by us. 
Culture thinks the world around it, and we are, in a sense, its ‘neurons.’  
 
In all of these examples, thinking has certain components. It always requires multiple 
entities (neurons, individuals) which can, via patterns, store compressed 
representations of the world. Furthermore, the thinking entity needs to be able to 
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modify these representations in relation to the larger world. Finally, there needs to be 
some drive propelling the process forwards, so that it continually aims to improve 
itself. This process, called learning, occurs via what commonly is called thinking. For 
Baum, everything that performs operations is a form of thought, and minds are those 
things which, in whatever form, do this thinking.   
 
In this sense, a population of bacteria constitutes a simple mind, just as much as a 
group of neurons in a chimpanzee brain, or the Democratic Party. Minds are 
collectivities which use their ability to store, test, and perfect representations to learn 
ever more about the world. And, as we have seen, there is no mind that we know of 
which is not, by means of the various connections between series of agents, 
structured like a network.  
 
 

Human Cognition in an Age of Networked Thinking. 
What then of the human mind, and its role within this new image of networked 
thinking? Human minds, based on neural brains, are, as we have seen, 
networks, and the brains of animals are markedly similar, if less complex. But at 
what point do we distinguish between computation and thinking, information 
processing and thought? Furthermore, to what extent can human thought and 
its mind even be separated from the various forms of symbols and language – 
tools, gestures, images, words, and memes – which not only influence the 
contents of the brain, but literally softwire it in the process of its development? 
All of which raises the question – does the dog wag the tail, or is the situation 
reversed? That is, to what extent might we say instead that these external 
scaffoldings we have constructed thinks by means of us? And to what extent is 
our thought merely a mid-level epiphenomenon, a by-product of the larger 
process of thinking of the collective intelligence which operates at multiple 
levels from the physical to the molecular to the neural and technological, as the 
universe works to play through the large search algorithm we call the universe? 
Are we simply cogs in the wheel of some large scale, Spinozist universal mind?  
 
Certainly the rhetorical flights of fancy allowed by such a perspective are 
seductive, and the stuff of many a futurist’s dreams. And yet, despite the 
imagery, there may be more to this sort of cognitive pantheism than it might 
originally seem. For in the age of the internet, collective intelligence is no longer 
simply fantasy, but is part of our everyday lives. Take Wikipedia. Written by 
millions and no one, Wikipedia has a life of its own, and 
has many of the characteristics of a living organism. It 
refreshes itself, repairs itself, adapts to its environment, 
grows and even reproduces. It processes and responds to 
its world on a continual basis. It absorbs human energy 
and transforms it into information. It has co-opted other 
species to feed it what it needs to ‘survive.’ As regards 
Wikipedia, could we really say that there is a real 
distinction between hardware and software, or user and used, or programmer 
and programmed?335  
 

nested 
layers of 
network      
      thinking 
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And yet, for all its reality, or perhaps ‘hyper-reality’, Wikipedia is virtual – it has 
no physical body, or rather, its physical body is, like that of thoughts in the 
human mind, radically distributed. Just as ‘mind’ is a symphony of sync within 
the continually shifting system of potential pathways we call the human ‘brain,’ 
so Wikipedia is merely a pattern of impulses which ride the waves of connection 
between a replaceable set of hardware servers located at varying locations 
around the globe. Like the human brain, Wikipedia has no center.  
 
Of course, the invention of the internet is responsible for the fact that today’s 
technomatic society is so incredibly similar, perhaps even recapitulates, the 
structure of the human brain. Much of this has to do with the evolution of the 
technical protocols which run the internet, pioneered by various American and 
British postwar efforts to develop a computer system which was immune to a 
targeted hit during a nuclear war. From Vanevar Bush’s dream of a Memex 

system to literally ‘extend memory’ via mechanisms which 
foreshadowed today’s internet, to the various experiments 
carried out by ARAPNET and DARPA, it was truly the 
invention of ‘packet-switching’ that allowed for the 
development of the modern internet.336 As first developed 
by Paul Baran, packet-switching is the technology whereby 

information that needs to travel from a server to your internet terminal is divided 
into a multitude of tiny ‘packets’ of information which are able to take a wide 
variety of channels from point A to point B. This method allows for a message to 
take multiple pathways, avoid traffic jams, and use a form of ‘distributed 
intelligence’ to find paths of least resistance moving through what might be a 
dynamically shifting transportation network. Packet-switching is a form of 
distributed communication, one that allowed anyone to log in anywhere in the 
world and, so long as the packets had the right addresses, get the access to 
other computers with the information desired. Such a technology, when 
supplemented with the protocols, or standards, that allow computers in the net 
to have a communal language whereby to communicate with each other, 
allowed the internet as we know it, riding the hardware of the World Wide Web, 
to be born. This tale is well known and rehearsed at length elsewhere (although 
Alexander Galloway’s Protocol: How Control Exists After Decentralization does 
an excellent job of not only telling the story, but describing its stakes and effects 
in the wake of what Deleuze has called today’s ‘control society’).  
 
The fact that the internet was invented when it was, and that the brain was 
discovered to work like a network, all while the world was increasingly knitting 
itself together via satellites and flows of goods and peoples, can hardly be seen 
as disconnected phenomenon. Societies begin to look for things at a given time 
via intuitions, abandoning one set of problematics and finding others more 
attuned to the new conditions largely of their own making. If the nineteenth 
century was the age of biology and the evolution of organisms, and the 
immediate postwar period the age of cybernetics, today is the age of networks. 
To quote common platitude, if the internet did not exist, something like it would 
have to be have been invented. Our society was becoming networked before the 

protocols and  
packet-
switching 
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internet – to try to differentiate cause and effect is to engage in a vertiginous 
attempt to differentiate parts of a massive feedback system (or, to use a term 
from a preceding section, one described best by massively distributed re-entry).  
 
And so, it is perhaps hardly paradoxical to say that the world has always been a 
network, a collective intelligence. Such is the point made at length by 
evolutionary theorists who build upon the work of Lynn Margulis’ systems 
biology.337 A good example here is the work of Howard Bloom in a text such as 
Global Brain: The Evolution of the Mass Mind from the Big Ban to the 21st 
Century. Despite the overambitious scope of Bloom’s ruminations, he does an 
admirable job tracking down the resonant symmetries between the evolution of 
colonies of bacteria, populations of multi-cellular organisms, and human 
societies. To Bloom, all these communities are forms of ‘mass-mind’, each with 
a slightly different code at its base – DNA, organisms, and language in the three 
instances listed above. And at the base of it all is information. The crunching 
thereof, whatever the body or code in question, can perhaps be then envisioned 
as a form of thought.  
 
And this is precisely what our sci-fi and horror blockbuster films serve up to us 
each year in sensationalized form, namely, the fear that we are not the only 
things on this planet which think. That instead, perhaps our informational 
superstructure is really manipulating us (ie: The Matrix series), or that perhaps 
nature has something devious in store for us that can drag us kicking and 
screaming back to our primordial past (ie: the zombie-inducing cure for cancer 
depicted in 2008’s I Am Legend). Bacteria and sentient computers comprise 
excellent screens for technological fears which are likely to be more aspects of 
our recent past, and potential future, more than anything else.  
 
While human thought is clearly qualitatively different from that done by animals 
or Wikipedia, or by a whirlpool or an ant colony constructing a nest (each of 
which can be described as a form of information processing as much as any 
computer), it is perhaps safest to say that all thought is different from other 
thought – mine from yours, and even mine from itself from one minute to the 
next. If we have learned anything from our analysis of binary oppositions, 
attempting to think the thought/non-thought binary is an antinomic, paradoxical 
quest. Rather, there are networks of things which resemble each other, clusters 
of organisms and entities, collectives and communities, each of which are to 
varying degrees exemplars of what we might typically think of as ‘thought.’ 
 
And in fact, we see here an example of the way in which our investigation of 
networks requires that we rethink precisely what it means to think, and with 
this, to categorize (whether in regard to ‘thought’ or otherwise). Most cognitive 
scientists these days would agree in framing concepts as ‘radial’ entities, a 
notion which is often illustrated by recourse to ‘typicality studies.’338 In such 
studies, test subjects are given a word (ie: ‘thought’) and asked to give a number 
to the level at which a picture they are shown epitomizes that term (ie: a picture 
of a ‘human’ might score a 10, a ‘dog’ a 3, and a ‘rock’ a 0). Of course, such 
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studies assume what they seek to prove (a circularity hardly avoidable, to 
varying degrees, in most studies), but they do describe a picture of concepts as 
series of concentric circles, each assigned a numerical value – a model which is 
radically at odds with any notion of binary so beloved by cyberneticists and 
deconstructionists alike.  
 
Furthermore, such ‘radial’ notions of concept construction are topological in 
nature, and therefore are easily mapped by neural networks – artificial or 

otherwise.339 In such a model, concepts can be imagined as 
a series of nodes within a network, with similar concepts 
closer together, more distant ones further apart, linked 
together by their various aspects sub-concepts. When 
combined with the manner in which neural networks can, by 

altering various algorithms (or with brain networks, via the deployment of 
neuromodulators), vary their degree of focus, radical notions of conceptuality 
allow for ‘spreading activation’ – that is, the manner in which neural networks, 

human or otherwise, can be made to ‘free 
associate’ as it were. That is, ask a human to 
free associate, and when you say ‘peanut 
butter’, you are more likely to hear back ‘jelly’ – 
ask a neural network to do the same and, with 
the right activation parameter, it too can call up 
associations to the term in question. It is 
perhaps only a matter or time (and a lot of 
technological innovation), until artificial neural 
networks have to do the same sort of memory 
filing required by the human hippocampus, 
which each day has to empty its medium-term 
memory banks and file the pertinent new data 
in long-term storage in the cortex. That is, 
eventually, artificial neural networks will likely 
have to start to dream.  
  
And yet, there is something that makes us 
qualitatively more than neural networks, as 
William Calvin describes in A Brief History of the 
Mind: From Apes to Intellect and Beyond, 
namely, that Freud was right in that our minds 
exist at the conjunction between two networks 
– those of our brain, and those of language. 
Freud called these ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ 
processes, and argued that our rational self is 
that of linear thought and the secondary 
processes, while in dreams and pathology we 
return to our primary processes, disordered 
modes of thought that rely on free 
association.340 As Calvin argues, such a notion 

radial 
conceptuality 

Network Effects – Towards 
Networkologies. The image of a 
pebble thrown in a pool is a good 
visual image for successful critique – it 
should hit the planes of discourse 
around it and resonate outwards in 
waves, and as these waves encounter 
various solidities, some will shift, most 
will remain, but all will impact back 
upon the shape of the ripples as they 
radiate. What ripples does this text 
hope to send out? In a work as 
distributed as this, a prospectus, or 
manifesto (depending on one’s tastes), 
is perhaps in order. So, a few points:  
 
1) Thought is not usually, nor 
necessarily, binary. Soft computing and 
contemporary neuroscience both show 
how the notion that thought must be 
binary is most likely a historical artifact, 
a contingent aftereffect of the black-and-
white thinking of Cold-War (and its 
cybernetic and structuralist aftereffects), 
as well as the atomistic logics of post-
war capitalism.  
 
2) Human thinking is merely one type of 
thought; thought takes places in 
degrees both more and less complex 
than human thought. If we consider 
understanding as a ‘compression’ of 
information which extracts structure, 
then understanding can be said to occur 
in many forms within the material world. 
Living organisms use stored 
understanding (memory) and 
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can be easily updated to sync with today’s 
neuropsychology – our brains are neural 
networks, and operate via networked 
architecture of radial concepts and their 
associative forms of spreading activation, while 
language, while still a network at various level 
(just think of how new phrases ‘catch on’), still 
emerges in the form of linear sentences. The 
human mind is literally what happens when the 
linguistic network is layered on top of our neural 
architecture, sculpting it to its needs, perhaps, 
but still allowing the underlying network 
architecture to emerge at various times.  
 
Then again, there is more here than meets the 
eye. Firstly, to argue that language is the sole 
cause of our self-softwiring by signs is to 
radically oversimplify, for ever since the time of 
cave-drawings, we have engaged in a perpetual 
dialectic with many levels of different types of 
images. Furthermore, both images and words, 
both classes of signs which can be used either 
simply as ‘signals’ or via the complex modalities 
we call ‘language’, are continually exchanged in 
networks whose patterns resemble more than 
anything the multi-agent search algorithms we 
examined earlier. Languages and image 
cultures evolve over time, like organisms.  
 
At which level do we find the thinker and the 
thought, the doer and the deed, the organism 
and its mind? Our living world, it would seem, is 
perhaps best described as a nested hierarchy of 
networks of mind, from the most humble 
bacterial colony reprogramming itself to find 
new food sources by swapping fragments of 
DNA plasmids, to the most abstract 
philosophical concepts that we swap back and 
forth over the internet to develop these 
collective enterprises we call ‘theory.’ It’s all just 
matters of scale. And to listen to information 
theorists tell the tale, all physical activity, from 
the burning of a star to a chemical reaction, is 
really an exchange of information, and an act of 
computation.  
 

computations based thereupon to help 
maintain their internal structure, and 
animals then reflect upon the extent to 
which varied strategies employed are 
successful. Modularity increases the 
multiplicity of mini-agents and types of 
computation available, and reentry 
and modulation the level of 
coordination sync and coordination 
available between these. The balance 
between modularity and sync can 
allow for the emergence of global 
states which emerge from the 
interactions of populations of 
microagents. Whether these emergent 
properties occur in sub, supra, or 
human minds, this form of 
understanding-processing at the level 
of a complex adaptive network 
indicates the most complex forms of 
thought currently known to exist. That 
said, any multiplicity which can reflect 
upon the way it understands the world 
via emergent properties of multiple 
agents of understanding can be said, 
from this perspective, to engage in 
‘thought.’ Thought therefore requires 
means to create memory, store 
memory, modify that memory, and 
use that memory to make predictions 
both about what is outside the 
thinking system, and what will happen 
within it. Thought which is aware of 
and modulated by its own corporeal 
states is emotionally modulated 
thought. Anything which engages in 
these activities can be said to be a 
thinking and feeling entity.  
 
3) Thought is not linear, but 
networked. Thought operates 
according to the logic of complex 
adaptive networks nested within each 
other.  Such networks alter the 
relations between nodes and links, 
engage in state transitions, etc. They 
are not, however, linear or linearly 
additive in nature, but rather, 
associative and agglutinative. 
Networks are subject to rhythms and 
pulsations, as well as sudden shifts in 
balance, cascades, and various other 
‘network effects’ which are radically 
different from the linear additivity at 
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From such a perspective, the entire cosmos 
can be seen a chain of networks all the way 
down, from micro to macrocosmos, and at 
nearly infinite levels of scale, from the most 
concrete to the most abstract. And this 
perhaps fits with the very definition of a 
network given at the start of this work – a 
network is a diagram for thinking relation. The 
whole world can be reconceived as a network. 
The question resides not in whether or not this 
is possible, the question is whether or not this 
allows us to do, dream, act, and live 
differently. As I will argue in future works, 
there is an ethic to networks. An ethic that our 
modern capitalist, neo-liberal consensus 
flaunts at its peril. Let all your networks 
operate at maximum robustness. This is the 
maxim of our networked ethics. The 
explication of this, however, will be the work 
of a future text.  
 
For those who look at the world networkedly, 
the world looks networkedly back. That is the 
gambit of this work, and a gambit already 
made by our times. It is simply ours to 
explore, to work with, and hopefully, to 
transform towards a more equitable and just 
future, one in which networks do not 
disenfranchise, but distribute in forms which 
are the promise of democracy and equality 
which could be, but is hardly yet, the potential 
fruit of the networked age.  
 
The networked age reached a critical turning 
point during the events of 9-11, a time in 
which a paroxysm of global capital has 
brought about renewed fundamentalisms on 
both sides of the religio-capitalist divide. If we 
don’t understand the stakes of the networked 
logics directing these events, they will 
understand the world in our stead. This is, it 
would seem, perhaps one of the primary tasks 
our times. 
 

 

work in the common image of thought 
as a ‘stream.’ Such a model is based 
upon an idealization of the production 
of written language as the addition of 
characters in sequence on the page.  
 
4) Language is not linear, but 
networked. Language – conceived in 
the widest possible sense as the use of 
symbols (images, gestures, words) in a 
manner more complex than that of a 
one-to-one code – is a network of users 
and symbols. These symbols imply a 
shifting network of relations not only to 
the objects of the world and linguistic 
agents, but also with each other. No set 
of symbols are truly linguistic without 
this final set of reentrant connections. 
The shifts within the structures of a 
language over time indicates that of a 
complex adaptive network, and as such 
languages can be said to be a form of 
thinking. While users may produce 
linear utterances (often called 
‘sentences’), these utterances emerge 
from uneven and distributed networks of 
phonic, graphic, and semantic content 
stored within complex network 
memories, which then call up, via 
spreading activation and networked 
associative structures within the memory 
of linguistic users, responses. Even in 
these special cases, the production of 
sentences indicate only bottleneck lines 
of connection, which focus, so to speak, 
relations between networks of linguistic 
memory-prediction (in this case, human 
language users). That said, the 
production of linear sentences are only 
one means of language production, and 
various forms of language production 
contain aspects (ie: phonological and 
visual repetitions in both alphabetic an 
ideographic scripts, metaphoric 
resonances, etc.), which can be said to 
subvert the purely linear aspects of 
these sentences by layering networks of 
associations by creating topological 
distortions within the otherwise linear 
structure of such utterances. Beyond this, 
however, many forms of linguistic 
creation are non-linear in nature, such 
as the production of complex visual 
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N e t w o r k s  a n d  
P h i l o s o p h y .  In their coauthored 

work What is Philosophy? (1992), Deleuze and 

Guattari flesh out the notion of an ‘image of 

thought,’ first developed by Deleuze in his first 

major philosophical statement, 1967’s Difference 
and Repetition. In What is Philosophy?, they 

describe how an image of thought, that which 

spurs on a process of thinking, develops when a 

thinking subject poses a question as a problem, 

one which needs to define a new type of thinking. 

What this thinking entails remains to be seen, for 

initially, an image of thought is nothing more than 

a vague premonition that a new way of thinking 

is possible. But as a subject begins the process 

of developing this image of thought into a set of 

concepts, process of experimentation begins in 

which the subject slowly changes as it 

investigates the problem at hand, slowly giving 

rise to a field which defines the domain of the 

problem in question. As various procedures 

emerge in the domain of the problem, these 

procedures take more and more definite shape, 

producing patterns, repetitions, and new ways of 

doing things. These new ways of doing things 

have areas where they change, one into the 

others, and the joints between these parts of the 

conceptual machine which emerges to each 

other. Each machine is a center of gravity, 

drawing entities within the field to itself, coding 

these entities into one of several positions, 

allowing for them to be named, manipulated, 

worked and reworked. Thus, within the machine 

of ‘algebra,’ for example, all entities which 

encounter the ‘algebra machine’ necessarily end 

up getting coded as either numbers, variables, 

possible moves, and the rules themselves 

(some of which are represented by symbols). 

For Deleuze and Guattari, such an abstract 
machine incarnates conceptual nodes, each of 

which is itself composed of a variety of sub-

nodes, producing a networked frame, which they 

utterances (complex chains of symbols 
produced in 2D images, film), gestures, 
performances, etc.  
 
5) It is thus not sensible to speak of 
isolated units of thought or language – 
these are abstractions. Any notion of 
the signifier based thereupon either 
needs to be recast or abandoned. At 
no point are there elements which are 
composed together to make thought – 
thought emerges from relations which 
exceed their components. The same can 
be said with language – the notion of 
an isolated symbol is a contradiction in 
terms, for no symbol can be a true 
symbol unless is it part of language 
system. Any isolated indicator is rather 
a signal, and nothing more. And any 
isolated mental event is an abstraction, 
in that neurons never stop signaling, but 
only changing the speed at which they 
pulse and modulate their pulses in 
relation to each other. Futhermore, no 
single set of neurons can be isolated in 
the brain as indicating the ‘location’ of 
a signifier in the brain. Even those sets 
of cells which indicate the location of a 
given idea in the memory stores of the 
neocortex is simply a relay station 
between layers of graphic, phonic, 
motor, and memory maps. Without 
these maps, as these cells would be 
meaningless, such that the closest thing 
to a signifier in the brain would be a 
pattern of sync which is recreated each 
time on the fly. And yet, even this is an 
abstraction, in that any signifier is 
always set within a context, such that 
any attempt to designate a pattern of 
sync as pertaining to a given signifier 
would require the extraction of 
commonalities in sync patterns over 
multiple iterations. Once again, this 
would be an abstraction. Thus, we can 
say that at least in terms of the way 
brains and similarly structured neural 
networks operate, there is no such thing 
as a signifier. Which is not to say that a 
reworked, networked and fuzzified 
notion of a soft type of signifier might 
not be useful for thinking about how 
language works within a variety of 
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compare to a skeleton, which inhabits the field where previously only a fuzzy image of 

thought was emerging. 

 

In such a model, what is thinking? On the field of 

thought defined by algebra, there are algebraic 

forms of thinking, just like on the field defined by 

human language there are other types of 

thinking which are possible. And often there are 

layers within layers of these fields, such that 

there is a difference between the various types 

of thinking which occurs within the various sub-

language within human language. For Deleuze 

and Guattari, thinking always occurs on such a 

field (which they often call a ‘plane of 

immanence’), occupied by their very unique, 

machine-like notions of concepts, concepts 

which function like pivot points in the curved 

space of the field of possibility described by the 

plane. Thinking is what they call the sorts of 

actions which are possible via the various 

interactions of entities on a given conceptual 

plane as these entities interact with entities 

which exist on other interconnected planes. 

Thus, the plane of algebra relates to planes of 

concepts which relate to the physical world 

when one needs to use algebra to build a house, 

while the plane of algebra links up to the concepts 

which organize physical objects in a store when 

algebra is used to make calculations on how 

many of a given product to make next month. For 

Deleuze and Guattari, the relation of any sort of 

conceptual machine with another plane 

describes what they call ‘thinking.’  

 

Philosophy, however, takes things to the next 

level, for they define philosophy as the creation 

of concepts. Thus, while thinking entails the use 

of concepts on a pre-made plane, thinking requires intuiting the presence of a new image of 
thought, and new possibility for thinking. Through a series of exercises unique to the 

structure of the concepts being birthed from the vague intuition of their possibility, concepts 

are made to emerge that divide the world up into different yet intertwined ways of thinking 

being. Thus, on the plane of psychoanalysis, for example, the world is divided up into the 

networked relation of terms such as ‘drive,’ ‘unconscious,’ ‘libido,’ while on the plane of liberal 

democracy, there is the network of terms such as ‘citizen,’ ‘rights,’ ‘vote,’ ‘representation,’ etc. 

cultural contexts. But for those who 
seem to want to argue that the 
traditional, black-and-white, binary 
signifier is not only the way language, 
but also thought, operates, it is likely 
that there are ideological reasons for 
the retention of this worldview. Might it 
not be that these ideologies are not the 
effect of a conviction of the necessity of 
the notion of the signifier, but rather, its 
cause? 
 
6) The world is a network of networks – 
this is the perspective produced by 
networked philosophy, which is itself a 
network effect. The primary wager of 
this text has been ‘to those who look at 
the world networkedly, the world will 
look networkedly back.’ A network is a 
diagram for thinking relation – no less 
and no more. It is not more true or 
correct than any other diagram or 
model, but also no more false. What is 
at stake, however, is the degree to 
which it can harmonize aspects of the 
already existent world from which it can 
produce sense with the aspects of the 
world which it makes conceivable as 
possible future states. All of which 
makes sense from the view on the world 
produced by the philosophy of 
networks.  
 
7) The Philosophy of Networks (that is, 
a logos of networks or network-ology) 
implies not only an epistemology but a 
physics, metaphysics, ontology, 
psychology, ethics, and politics. Many 
of these issues will be addressed in later 
texts.  
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On a given plane, primary concepts presuppose each other, are networked to each other 

inextricably. Giving birth to these concepts, their demarcations, their interrelations, and how 

they manifest themselves in a variety of forms of relations between the plane in question 

and other planes of beings constitutes the higher form of thinking which Deleuze and 

Guattari call philosophy. Such a form of thinking is in fact, the formation of a new network 

within the realms of conceptual possibility.  

 
 

      A New Image for Thinking .  

What have we done? This text has crawled the ‘state space’ of network thinking, 
explored its nooks and crannies, such that rather than define one type of 
networked thought, i t  instead worked to describe a f ield of possibil i ty , a set of 
related forms all of which have a ‘family resemblance’ to each other around the 
network of key concepts which constitute the skeleton of this disjunct-unity, or ,  
to use the terms employed by Deleuze and Guattar i ,  a ‘plane of immanence’ or 
‘mult ipl ic ity. ’   
 
In the process, some key concepts emerged as present within all these 
examples of networked thinking – nodes, l inks, levels, sync. Each of these is a 
compressed nodule of a var iety of possible incarnat ions within the mult ipl ic ity 
defined by the var iety of forms of networked thinking here investigated. These 
attractor states, these centers of gravity, indicate the sort of radial ,  nodular 
conceptual formations which populate the plane of networked minds.  
 
And beyond? Beyond the text l ies the reader, one node within a mult ipl ic ity of 
networks, and itself a network of networks. And as the memes in this text 
circulate from wider world to reader and then beyond, at each stage reworked 
within the dynamic shifts present within and between manifold layers of 
networked thinking, the networked mind continues to think itself .  But to what 
end? It is with this question that this inquiry ends, and the next begins.  
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Appendix:  
 
“Thoughts on the Relation Between Philosophy and Science: To the 
Skeptical Scientists”  
 
(contribution to the proceedings of the 2008 Complex Systems Summer 
Session at the Santa Fe Institute in Santa Fe, New Mexico) 
 
 
 
 
 
The study of ‘complex’ systems, as institutionalized by the work of the Santa Fe Institute 

in Santa Fe, New Mexico, has been since its inception an endeavor to think the 

intersections, relations, and even blindspots which lurk between contemporary 

disciplinary boundaries. My relation to the Santa Fe Institute is perhaps a bit different 

than most, for as a philosopher invited to attend and participate in the proceedings of 

the 2008 Complex Systems Summer Session in Santa Fe, not only is the content but 

the form of my background different from most of the participants. That is, I have had 

to learn whole new languages – differential equations, for example – to be able to 

understand arguments like those presented by various participants here this summer 

at Santa Fe, as well as that of others like them that I’ve encounterd in my research. 

And my goal has been to learn them in their ‘own language’, so to speak. For 

mathematics truly is the language of contemporary science, such that to be able to 

read science ‘in the original’ and without the help of a translator one learns to be able 

to speak this language, as much as one might need to learn Spanish or French to read 

a novel in the original. And as with works written in these other languages, the reason 

to learn to be able to read in the original is because so much changes in translation. 

And as with learning any new language, one gains access to not only new content, but 

also, new forms of thought, new ways of dividing up and interacting with the world. And 

if math is anything, it is a language.  
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My interest in complex systems science springs from my current work on the 

implications of complexity science, and specifically theories of complex networks, for 

the area within contemporary philosophy known as post-structuralist ‘continental’ 

philosophy. While there are many homologies between the findings of complexity 

science and the concerns of contemporary post-structuralist philosophy, the general 

methods of inquiry, along with the criteria used to determine important problems and 

modes of addressing these problems, are not shared by these two fields. Rather, few 

things could be more different than the methodological principles utilized by 

contemporary post-structuralist philosophies and those which guide contemporary 

scientific research, both in and beyond the field of complex systems. In this sense, one 

could say that many of the findings of both complex systems studies and post-

structuralism have structural parallels, even if the methods and approaches of these 

two fields are radically different.  

 

All of which might allow my position at the proceedings, as a relative outsider, to be 

perhaps particularly well situated to pose the question of the stakes of 

interdisciplinarity within the proceedings themselves, at least if interdisciplinarity is 

taken to include not only work between different modes of scientific inquiry, but inquiry 

in a broader sense. Certainly interdisiplinarity has been part of complex systems 

studies since its inception, for it was in fact the anomalous findings in a variety of fields, 

all of which had strong parallels with each other, which prompted the need for this new 

area of study to emerge in the first place. With such a birth-story, it would seem only 

sensible that similar resonances not only within but beyond the sciences be used as a 

foundation for a more comprehensive interdisciplinary approach to questions of 

complexity and their manifestations in the world at large. And this process has already 

begun, particularly in areas such as agent-based modeling in the social sciences. And 

yet, even these approaches, as epitomized in the work of researchers such as Joshua 
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Epstein, Robert Axlerod, or Scott Page, would seem, if anything, to apply the findings of 

complexity science to social science. They do not, however, apply manifestations of 

complexity unearthed through methodologies other than those of the sciences back to 

the sciences themselves. Such an interchange between complex systems science and 

other disciplines has been, at least so far, largely a one-way street, and one which 

rarely is of concern to many who see the lab as the primary arena in which the findings 

of complex systems can be of import to the advancement of learning about the world.  

 

Still, it seems that to foreclose the potential implications of complex systems studies to 

the realm of the technical is to limit the potential ramifications of the scientific to the 

realm of the physical. But while it is much more difficult to quantify the manner in which 

science effects the population at large in cultural and social terms, few would deny the 

manner in which ideas from the sciences have had enormous ripple effects onto the 

terrain of culture at large. For in fact, it is quite possible that as with any other major 

paradigmatic shift within scientific research, complex systems theories might very well 

serve to recast, for the broader public the stakes of scientific research as such. That 

such shifts may impact such non-scientific factors as grant applications and methods 

of science education is to indicate only the two most obvious manners in which such 

shifts can have feedback effects on the very manner in which scientific research itself 

is carried out. Researchers within the sciences ignore the larger, social concerns of 

their work at their peril.  

 

And yet, it might seem anything but obvious that such seemingly non-scientific issues 

could be of import to science in any but the most incidental or exogenous of fashions, 

such that to keep track of such changes is little better than the necessary evil of 

observing the shifting political suasions of the various funding organizations. Still, 

perhaps there is more at stake, for perhaps the relation of the cultural to the scientific 
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is something that science can ignore quite easily when things are going well. But what 

about when anomalous data arrives at the researcher’s door, and is confirmed, again 

and again, as correct?  

 

When new paradigms are needed, when results emerge which demonstrate the need 

to throw out the traditional ways of doing things, the traditional disciplinary differences, 

modes of scientific training and education, and languages for framing problems and 

solutions, all of a sudden, those domains which are often eschewed by scientists as 

being ‘mere speculation’ become of enormous relevance. For it is the rare scientist 

that can take results which don’t ‘fit’ standard expectations of the scientific community 

and use them to sculpt a new world-view. For example, for centuries researchers used 

epicycles to adjust their computations of astronomical movements so that the theory 

fit nearly all the data. But it took a Kepler to make the move to elliptical orbits for the 

planets, and to develop a world-view which truly made sense of Copernicus’ grand 

insight that the sun was the center of the solar system.341  

 

At moments in which paradigms change, in which scientists begin to look not only for 

new answers, but new sets of questions, at that moment when researchers aim to not 

explain away anomalies but rather use anomalies to recast the field of inquiry, this is 

when science comes closest to poetry, when researchers begin to think more like 

artists and philosophers. These are the moments when researchers in the sciences 

begin to look for resonances in other fields to help them imagine possible connections 

between the anomalies they see and new types of experiments which could fill in the 

data needed to make sense of the anomalies. Ask any quantum physicist, and they will 

understand the extent to which the creative production of metaphors is a necessary 

part of their attempts to intuit what sorts of experiments to try, what sorts of places to 

look for new data. Just as Netwtonian mechanics works wonderfully under ‘normal’ 
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conditions, but entirely different methods are required at the margins, so it is with 

scientific research. For at the margins, science begins to blur with its others, with art, 

poetry, and philosophy.  

 

Take, for example, the case of Rene Descartes. When he created analytic geometry, 

he did so by postulating that positions on a grid could be given numbers, and these 

numbers used to link geometric shapes, their measures, and algebra. Descartes was 

not saying that the grid positions were numbers, but that they were like numbers, and 

that once this homology is established, an entire world could be constructed thereby. In 

poetry, saying that something is like something else to the point of substitution, yet still 

not the same, is what is known as metaphor, that trope which allows for translation to 

occur. Every time we use a scientific instrument to ‘read’ the world, we use metaphor, 

in that, for example, the dial on a Geiger counter is not the same as the radiation it 

reads, but rather, represents that radiation. And anyone who has worked with complex 

numbers, and seen them resolve into real ones, for example, has a sense of precisely 

how the fictional can have very real effects in the world around us – for without 

complex numbers, humans could hardly have ever flown to the moon. Numbers can 

create some physically powerful poetry indeed.  

 

Still, for the most part, it is possible to largely ignore and forget the fact that numbers 

are fundamentally not of the world, but representations of the world. Much of this is 

due to the fact that numbers are signs which, to a great degree, and unlike the signs of 

natural language, are kept from having mobile or fuzzy definitions. Thus, most scientists 

engaged in normal science need to pay little attention to these issues, just as a traffic 

cop attempting to communicate that one should go rather than stop needs to think 

little about the poetic aspects of language unless he or she is misunderstood. But does 

this mean that, for the most part, science has no need to think about the role of 
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variability in the way it represents the world? And even for those who concede that 

science and questions of representation may have an intrinsic, linked relation, does 

that imply any sort of need for a relation between science and that odd discipline which 

often seems to desire the rigor of science but the substance of poetry, namely, 

philosophy? For what exactly is philosophy? And what might philosophy and science be 

able to offer one another, beyond, across, and despite the large difference in 

disciplinary protocols around which both are organized?  

 

These are questions which I have encountered frequently in the research needed to 

write my most recent work. Surely, to write this new work of mine has been an act of 

immersion in fields beyond those of philosophy. For to do the sort of philosophy which 

goes beyond the manner in which philosophy has already been constituted requires 

such immersion. After all, what is the subject matter of philosophy? To paraphrase 

things I’ve heard from some colleagues in the sciences, “a philosopher is a person who 

feels licensed to talk in general everything, but who knows nothing in particular.” And 

there is a grain of truth here, for if the goal were to study any particular object of 

knowledge, wouldn’t it simply be better to do just that? What Plato famously said of 

poets, that they write about generals and shipmakers, yet likely neither commanded 

armies nor built ships themselves, perhaps applies equally as well to philosophers.342 

Are philosophers the ‘jacks of all trades, masters of none’ of the world of knowledge? 

Particularly in an age characterized by its massive harnessing of the world by the 

triumph of science?  

 

Those who would rid the world of philosophers nevertheless often still admit the need 

for theory within any field, so that researchers can find ways to deal with the more 

abstract, less concrete, meta-issues which inevitably arise in the pursuit of knowledge. 

Even if simply to help researchers with varied aims and methods to find ways to work in 
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common, some theory is, like it or not, simply a practical necessity. But the more 

abstract, the closer one gets to a sort of ‘philosophy’ of the discipline in question, 

although it would seem, from this approach, that one would need to know the discipline 

in question first, and only then could one successfully take on the sort of broad, ‘bird’s 

eye view’ needed to produce theory that might be useful for the further pursuit of that 

discipline, or even the advancement of knowledge in general.  

 

And in this sense, there is perhaps no need for something quite as grand as 

‘philosophy,’ for after all, anyone who engages in self-critique, or even self-reflection, has 

engaged in a sort of theorization of their own practice. Anyone who has seen someone 

do something differently than themselves, and then altered their own doings so as to 

try out this new method, or has changed their point of view after hearing the argument 

of another, has in this minimal sense reflected on their own practice, and thereby 

‘theorized’ what they are already doing. Perhaps this is all there is to philosophy. As 

Antonio Gramsci has argued, all humans are philosophers, we make meaning of things 

on a daily basis, we all ‘theorize’ many times a day, and make use of and argue about 

the theories of others.343 From such a perspective, animals are theorists too, and 

perhaps even plants and all living beings. What can then be said for philosophy? 

 

Without doubt, and like it or not, philosophy is an academic discipline, and with this 

comes all the burdens of institutionalization, including jobs and budgets, journals and 

book series, sections of libraries and bookstores, courses and majors and degrees. 

But maybe we’d all be better off banishing the formerly named ‘queen of the sciences,’ 

and let each discipline do its own theorizing for itself. And for those who worry that this 

would lead to a sort of enshrinement of different disciplinary views of the world, there 

could even be those who would theorize the sort of meta-issues at stake with doing 

interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary work. Such a position is what many of my 
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colleagues in the sciences seem to think philosophy, at best, should be. From such a 

perspective, one should only engage in this questionable pursuit once one has at least 

training within an established discipline, and then found the need to go beyond it. 

Starting at the meta-level would lead, these colleagues seems to want to say, to a 

perpetual scratching of the surface.  

 

Much of the issue here it seems to be stems from the very different notion of what it 

means to do work in different disciplines. Scientists produce data, and even social 

scientists, whose very name displays a sort of science-envy, have data, as questionable 

as its unreliable (human) sources might be. The hard sciences, however, can easily 

point to experiments and results, ways in which they have changed the world. Science, 

it is said, is impersonal, it has a method which one applies, and when one’s results are 

adjudicated as worthwhile, they join are admitted to the edifice known as ‘science.’ This 

edifice has been long in the building, and has withstood the disproval of many of its 

parts, but each time, it has come back stronger and more sound. We are mere 

contributors, so the logic goes, mere builders, but the building itself is strong, beyond 

us, and without question. It is the result of constant questioning, but that which 

remains in the building is that which any reasonable, well informed researcher would 

deem beyond question. Holding together the building, of course, is methodical doubt, 

the scientific method whose invention by figures such as Galileo Galilei and Francis 

Bacon is arguably one of the great achievements of humankind.  

 

When it comes to theory, then, it would seem that the scientific method would reign 

supreme, as would the language used by science to express its findings, the language 

in which, according to Galileo, the “book of nature is written,” namely, mathematics. Let 

us examine these in turn. The scientific method is, according to philosopher John 

Dewey, the very way in which any and all knowledge is created. As soon as a person 
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sees something they don’t understand, they investigate the situation under varying 

conditions, look for constants, and by means of induction and deduction, eventually 

arrive at a theory. Dewey even admits a third term, fashioned by one of his major 

influences, Charles Sanders Pierce (himself a working scientist and mathematician], 

namely, abduction, or the application of a theory in one realm to that of another by 

means of analogy.344 For Dewey, there is nothing unique to this method, it is the human 

method of research about the world.345 Sharing one’s ideas with others, and coming up 

with communal judgments is a natural next step to making sure that more than one 

person can use these theories and create changes in an environment which is more 

than just subjectively understood. Democracy meets with science, for Dewey, in this 

sensus communus, leading to the establishment of a society that is as rational as it is 

just. Were it so, the world would, however, be a much simpler place. For as Dewey was 

writing many of his major works, World War II was demonstrating how communal 

agreement could wreck mass destruction across the globe and take with it millions of 

lives. This is why the method of inquiry into the world needed democracy as its ethics, 

so that the tyranny of the majority would not hinder the rights of the minorities. 

Furthermore, Dewey believed that the method often called ‘scientific’ was also that 

which humans applied to all things, not simply the physical world, but to all parts of 

human life, including philosophy. But for many of my colleagues in the sciences, this 

would be a path not worth following, as it might corrupt the method by means of its 

application to areas unsuited for it. For how could one use the scientific method to do 

research in art? Dewey felt that one could, but to many scientists, this would be a 

treacherous road indeed, and one that might lead one back, with Dewey the 

philosopher, to the very sort of philosophy that concerned them in the first place.  

 

Luckily, however, there is within science a built-in meta-theoretical apparatus which it 

might seem is the true ‘queen of the sciences,’ able to vanquish any claims to that title 
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made by philosophy, namely, mathematics. Math, as the story goes, is pure form, 

abstracted from any content, it is beyond time and place, its truths are absolute and 

eternal, and stand for any and all culture, beyond and above the weakness whereby it 

might be expressed, or the languages into which it is paraphrased. Any sort of ‘theory,’ 

or dare I say, ‘philosophy’ of science, should go through the gateway that math 

provides. Unfortunately, math has its own problems, which many scientists simply try 

to ignore, as these don’t generally have much of an impact on their daily lives of doing 

experiments. But any mathematician worth their salt will be a little more forthcoming, 

and tell the sad story of math’s attempt to ‘ground itself’ in the earlier part of the 

twentieth century. The sad tale is as follows: two mathematician-philosophers, 

Bertrand Russell and Alfred North Whitehead wrote a famous book, the Principia 

Mathematica, which aimed to solve, once and for all, some of the fundamental 

paradoxes at the base of the mathematical edifice. Famously, they failed. In 1932, Kurt 

Gödel devised his famous ‘incompleteness theorem,’ and math had to do with either 

being ‘complete’ or ‘coherent,’ just as in physics a few years before, Walter Heisenberg 

discovered that at the quantum level of observation, one had to be satisfied with what 

amounted to the same thing.346 Math itself and the surety of observation had both 

suffered a major blow, taking with it certainty in the language of science, namely math, 

and the scientific method, based as it is upon observation, in one blow.  

 

This sad tale is in fact only one of the episodes in which the math throughout its history 

hit upon paradoxes which shook its very foundations – the birth of complex numbers, 

or non-Euclidean geometries, for example. While many would argue that math is one 

continuous development towards the wider and more encompassing field we have 

today, there are also some who argue that there have in fact been very different 

notions of what precisely constitutes the mathematical enterprise at different 

moments in its history. That is, while the symbols look the same, what they are taken to 
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mean can sometimes shift around them. For example, non-Euclidean geometry, now an 

excepted part of math, has shown us how the sum of angles of a triangle is not always 

180 degrees. Originally, this notion was seen as anathema to mathematical sense. So 

has math simply gotten ‘smarter’, or rather is it simply different? For anyone who 

studies math in relation to its social context, it should hardly be surprising that 

changes in math often mirror changes in the way the larger culture views the world. It 

is hardly incidental that David Hilbert wanted to find a firm foundation for mathematics 

in the late 19th and early 20th century, as so many other fields worked to discover 

foundations they had never before found necessary. And it is hard to say which comes 

first, the need for math to change to the newly revealed ways of looking at the world 

around it, or whether changes in math makes these new views possible – often, it is 

both. Whatever we may choose to think, there is certainly a social aspect to the study 

of math, and an extent to which it cannot be seprated from what the larger world finds 

worth seeing.  

 

What then is left for science, or math? Many scientists will retort, at this point, that 

even if the foundations are insecure, this does little to the everyday practice of 

scientific research, that science simply ‘works.’ Of course, the question is, works for 

what? If the criteria is the effect one has on the world, certainly the massive impact of 

figures such as Jesus of Nazareth, Karl Marx, or Jean-Jacques Rousseau have 

changed the world as much as any scientist. And if one’s criteria is changing the world 

for the good, one can hardly argue that all scientific change has led to the 

improvement of humanity, as the use of science for making machines of war has aptly 

shown. And while one could say that the use of science for war can be seen as a 

perversion of the indifferent desire for knowledge at the base of the sciences, one 

could say that the philosophy of Karl Marx or Jesus of Nazareth had been 
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misappropriated as well, for example, by Lenin or Stalin or Mao in the case of Marx, or 

by the Christian crusaders in the case of Jesus.   

 

Like it or not, philosophy, even if it is ‘just making things up,’ has had an enormous 

influence on the planet, and as such, deserves to be studied, just as any irrational 

pursuit deserves study. ‘Somebody has to do it, I guess’, I can hear some of my 

colleagues in the sciences say. But to actively pursue creating new philosophy still 

seems to many to be folly. ‘If things aren’t falsifiable, how do you know when you are 

wrong or right?,’ I’ve heard them say: ‘Is there even a method?’ At which point I usually 

congratulate my friends for starting to have engaged in some philosophy, at which 

time, in frustration, there’s an amiable parting of ways. And yet, such a victory for 

philosophy, if that is what this is, is hollow at best. For while it is possible to achieve a 

victory at the level of rhetoric or persuasion, if that is all philosophy is, then it has more 

in common with politics or religion or fashion than with the creation of knowledge.  

 

But if philosophy is more than just rhetoric, then it must have rules, even if ‘fuzzy’ ones, 

which can tell you whether or not you’re doing well at playing the game. Philosophy, and 

in fact science as well, have this in common with the use of language – people will tell 

you if you say things wrong, and may look at you funny until you ‘learn how to play the 

game.’ Science has some very rigid rules, but language users can tell you just as 

quickly when you have misused a slang term, even though the proper rules for doing it 

correctly vary enormously, and seem to have little more than what Ludwig 

Wittgenstein (another philosopher) would call a family resemblance. If science is a rigid 

game, there are many games that humans know how to play which require a greater 

fluidity, a great degree of uncertainty, which in many ways allows these games to do 

things that science simply can’t. Wittgenstein’s famous example, that a person to 

whom you say ‘stand roughly over there’ will understand you,347 is aptly noted, particular 
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as it is precisely this sort of command that continues to flummox robots and other 

artificially ‘intelligent’ machines. And Wittgenstein’s own story is itself instructive. 

Originally, he aimed to reduce all philosophy to propositional logic, synthesizing 

developments in logical syntax to produce many of the tools used by many computers 

to make sense of the world even today, but he later realized that human language not 

only doesn’t work that way, but can do more, not less, than the hyper-logical syntax he 

developed early in his career. While at first he thought natural language sloppy and 

imprecise, later he would argue that it was precisely the very logical calculus he 

designed to fix that which was lacking. Philosophy, like language, plays by rules which 

adapt to the environment, and are ‘fuzzy,’ but that doesn’t mean they are necessarily 

imprecise. While there is no simple way to get things right, anyone familiar enough with 

the history of philosophy can tell you if what you’ve done is clearly off the mark, just like 

anyone versed in slang can tell you when you’ve botched. Both of which cases refer us 

to the history of use, and how the game has evolved over time.  

  

In this sense, and to some extent like science, it seems that general esteem over time 

that one is using the rules of the game to make an ‘acceptable move’ is more 

important than any sort of momentary acclaim that one has achieved. For example, 

Jean-Baptiste Lamark’s theories were widely esteemed in their day but given little 

esteem today, just as the philosophy of Auguste Comte was enormously influential in 

the late 19th century in Europe, and yet he is considered a minor figure to 

contemporary philosophers. Of course, how this esteem is generated seems to 

change, as the rules of the game of argument seem to change. If one were to write like 

Plato or Hegel today, one might not be taken seriously, but in the times in which they 

wrote, one would be. In fact, there is something about philosophy which, like science, 

requires a certain timeliness. Discovering the existence of Pluto today might be a 

wonderful discovery for yourself, but not for ‘science,’ while discovering Pluto in the 
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year 1700 would be a feat indeed. But the game of the generation of esteem has 

rules, and we seem to navigate and know them, even if that knowledge, to use terms 

employed by Pierre Bourdieu, is more ‘practical’ than theoretical, a part of our 

‘habitus,’ that is, the set of practices whereby we maneuver ourselves through the 

world.348   

 

Nevertheless, it would seem that both science and philosophy are engaged in a 

perpetual task to understand ever more of the world around us, even if they differ as to 

the methods whereby this grasp of the world is to be created. Both philosophy and 

science, in this sense, have a certain relation to the ‘not yet.’ That is, there is the ‘not 

yet’ discovered in science, that which has not yet been able to be discovered, just as in 

philosophy there is that which has ‘not yet’ been thought. Still, for both fields, it remains 

difficult to tell the difference between that which has ‘not yet’ been done, and that 

which ‘cannot’ be done. Both of these notions, as well as the inability to tell the 

difference between them except by virtue of hindsight, can be captured by the particle 

‘un,’ as in the ‘undiscovered’ or the ‘unthought.’ And this is perhaps where we need to 

start.  

 

As Martin Heidegger has argued, philosophy is perpetually called to think the fact that 

it is not yet thinking.349 Maurice Blanchot has coined this the attempt to ‘think the 

unthought,’ and Michel Foucault has described this as ‘thought of the outside.’350 And 

Foucault is an interesting case which can help us shed light on this entire debate. 

Foucault has long been accused of being a ‘faceless’ author, and this was a notion he 

more than fostered, arguing that an author ‘should disappear behind their work.’ As a 

queer man who had many sexual practices which might have been seen as scandalous 

at the time to his peers, Foucault may have had more than one reason to try to appear 

‘faceless.’ Still, one should not reduce a contribution such as Foucault’s to some 
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afterthought, particularly as he is widely esteemed to have been one of the great 

philosophers of the century. For a great philosopher, however, he is notoriously hard to 

categorize. He is, in fact, a master of masks. Foucault wrote works which are detailed 

histories of a variety of topics. His skills as an archivist rival those of professional 

historians, and some consider him a sociologist as much as anything else. Despite lack 

of training in the classics, his later works remain contentious among classical scholars 

to this day. And his histories have impacted debates in countless disciplines in the 

humanities and even fields as distant as psychiatry. And his one massive treatise on 

method, a curiously titled mid-career work The Archaeology of Knowledge,351 is often 

seen as a lesser work compared to the massive yet unorthodox histories he produced. 

It has often been described as a book he needed to write perhaps more for himself, to 

clarify his own goals, such that the chapter on method in his History of Sexuality, 

Volume I,352 one of his quirky histories, is in many ways a more satisfying statement of 

principle. Still,  while Foucault has generally been called a philosopher, few of his works 

read like philosophy, in fact, they most often seem like strange attempts at writing 

intellectual or social history. And Foucault rarely, in fact, uses the specialized terms 

employed by philosophers, nor did he generally discuss the history of philosophy, or its 

current or past debates. Despite the fact that he is often claimed for philosophy, can 

we rightly call Foucault a philosopher? And did Foucault have a method worthy of the 

name philosophy?  

 

Foucault did theorize his practice in places other than The Archaeology, and many 

would argue that this text is as faceless an attempt at describing his own practice as it 

was possible to create, and that Foucault’s own method vanishes, like he does, behind 

the text. Still, there are glimpses into the principles behind the practice. Foucault’s 

praxis, I would argue, makes use of a form of immersion which leads to what, in his 

essay on Maurice Blanchot, he calls a “thinking of the unthought.” This leads, I will 
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argue, to what is at the foundation of endeavors to do philosophy as much as 

endeavors to do science, as well as attempts to theorize the practices engaged in by 

both.  

 

What does it mean to immerse oneself in thinking, so as to begin to think the 

unthought? First, one needs to leave philosophy, at least, all philosophy as it is 

constituted at the time. And one needs to go neck-deep into an area outside of that 

which has already been said to be the domain of the philosophical. One needs to adopt 

a new area of learning, a new area of the world, as one’s own. It doesn’t matter if this 

new area is a recognized discipline or not, what matters is the immersion, the learning 

of a new sets of rules to new games, and learning these rules at such a deep level, that 

one has a practical knowledge of them, one can feel these rules in one’s bones. When 

you get to the point at which specialists in that discipline talk to you almost like they talk 

to one of their own, when they wonder at how you could get a sense of the language 

and methods without the sort of training they had, then you know you have achieved a 

sense of the rules at play. In fact, one needs to immerse oneself so deeply in a set of 

rules outside those of philosophy, that when one returns to the world of philosophy, it is 

unrecognizable. And your fellow philosophers see you and recognize neither you, nor 

what you say when you say it framed by practices you learned with these new rules. 

Unless philosophy begins to look strange to you, and philosophers begin to look at you 

strangely, you have not immersed yourself enough to take the next step, namely, that of 

return.  

 

When you get to the point at which all that connects you to philosophy is what (using 

some terms from Gilles Deleuze) could be called ‘the thinnest of threads,’ only then is 

the time ripe to return to philosophy. For it is only then that you can pose the question 

of what remains unthought in the place you have just been, a place in which there is a 
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‘zone of indiscernibility’ between philosophy and that within which you have been 

immersed. And this unthought has two parts to it, namely, that which is ‘not yet 

thought’ (or what Deleuze would call a ‘relative limit’], and that which can never be fully 

thought [or the ‘absolute limit].353 These two become indiscernible anytime one 

attempts to truly think the unthought, in philosophy or elsewhere. What makes 

philosophy distinct from other approaches to knowledge, however, is that in order to 

think the unthought, it needs to do so through another discipline or approach to 

knowledge, just as any discipline which attempts to think its own unthought necessarily 

does so through philosophy, whether in name or not. Philosophy, in this sense, is the 

attempt to think the unthought, that which, for Heidegger, has kept us from thinking.  

 

For Deleuze, as for Foucault and many other so-called ‘post-structuralist’ philosophers, 

any attempt to think the absolute unthought will fail. But by trying to gain insight into a 

particular, relative form of the unthought as it exists in a particular existent way of 

knowing the world, one always brushes up against the absolute unthought. And 

philosophy has always approached the absolute unthought via one of its relative faces, 

at the border between the relative and the absolute, for even for Plato, there is no way 

to do philosophy without doing so via recourse to science, religion, and all the other 

aspects of the human world. In this sense, philosophy is perhaps only itself when it is 

immersed in something else – like a bandit, it requires a sort of ‘theft’ to bring its 

stolen treasures to light. And any philosophy which tries to sever this connection is 

either in a state of denial, or will quickly cease to be philosophy in anything but name, 

for it will soon have stopped attempting to think its own limits, relative or absolute.  

 

Of course, there are differing degrees of immersion, and Plato is perhaps an example 

of a person who while immersed in daily life, was not immersed in anything like what we 

today we could science. And this is where a case like Foucault is instructive, for 
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Foucault felt that only by immersing himself in the field determined by a series of 

historical questions could he bring to the surface a shared zone of relative unthought, 

one which existed at the border between philosophy and its others. Philosophy has, in a 

sense, always been this practice, but while some philosophers have pursued this with a 

face turned more towards philosophy, few have pursued the other tack as thoroughly 

as Foucault. For it is only when the philosopher produces what Deleuze would call a 

‘monstrous child,’ a hybrid product which reveals a relative unthought at the border 

between philosophy and another field, releasing a relative unthought but thereby also 

tracing the outline of a more absolute unthought, that the philosopher has begun to 

think what deserves the name thinking.  

 

All of which is not to say, however, that philosophy cannot develop by thinking its own 

limits by engaging with its own histories. But these histories are not only that of 

philosophy, but of its engagement with ways of knowing the world beyond it. While it 

can gain access to this through its own history, philosophy’s unthought has always 

resided at the intersection between philosophy and those other ways of knowing to 

which it has a necessary and, to use a term employed by Jacques Lacan, ‘ex-timate’ 

relation. And in this sense, philosophy is a ‘love’ of the unthought, as much as its study. 

For to love means to not want to possess, but to continue to possess, a love of knowing 

rather than that of knowledge as something completed and static.  

 

While philosophy often has recourse to other fields in order to encounter is own 

relative unthought, it is precisely an encounter with the unthought that philosophy can 

bring to science, and to other fields that it encounters. And while the unthought, at 

least in its relative face, can bring about a shift of paradigms, famous within the history 

of science since Thomas Kuhn, this is a byproduct rather than a goal.354 For as post-

structuralist philosophers like Foucault and Deleuze have worked to show, the 
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unthought is the foundation of all that there is to think, it is the foundation of knowledge, 

that from which knowledge flows, and the perpetual attempt to think the unthought is 

what produces new ways of knowing the world. Thus, the scientific method at the basis 

of empirical science, or the axiomatic method at the basis of math, both were born of 

attempts to think the unthought present within their discipline. If they had completely 

succeeded, there would be nothing left to think, and this is why in their attempt to gain 

the absolute side of the unthought, they only retrieved its relative face. And this is 

precisely what philosophy, in its attempt to think its own unthought, continues to do 

when it works to think via immersion in objects of knowledge. Philosophy is perpetually 

a hybrid, and can be nothing but, for this is what is proper to thinking the unthought, 

which is what it attempt to do. This is all philosophy can have to offer to any approach 

to knowledge, or to itself.  

 

What then of the rejection of philosophy by science? Any field that rejects an attempt 

to think the unthought, whether called science or philosophy or anything else, ceases 

to think, and ceases to know anything other than what it has already learned. When 

philosophy becomes an academic discipline and fails to be curious about science or the 

world outside, it has ceased to be philosophy, just as when science ceases to be 

curious about the world outside its border, it ceases to think. Both science and 

philosophy in such a state become mere techniques.  

 

Ultimately, there can be no real philosophy without science, and no real science without 

philosophy, despite what names and institutions name themselves with these terms. 

The question rather is to find out what it takes to think that which remains unthought. 

When any of us begins to think this sort of thought, we produce a gift to the world, be it 

the world of philosophy, or science, or simply the world we live in. For this takes 

immersion, immersion in the world. To think the unthought in a relationship is the task 
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of love, just as to think the unthought of the strife between groups is the task of politics. 

As Alain Badiou has argued, anytime there is an event that calls to us, there is a 

thought that needs to be brought into the world about the meaning of that event, and 

that thought is always predicated on an unthought.355 To think our unthought relation to 

evental sites in the world, this is the infinite task to which we are called. It is an ethics, a 

politics, and a practice. And if we relate to the world via representations – from our 

language to the sensations provided by our organs or by the instruments of scientific 

observation – then each representational system thereby constructed, each body, 

instrument, or language, each creates a new world to be understood, interpreted, and 

used to interact further with the set of representations of which the poetry of our 

world consists.  

 

For the changing needs of changing humans in a changing world, we need to keep the 

poetry of our interactions with the world up to date. Science and philosophy are two 

names we give to aspects of this task, and any aspect of this task can begin to see 

itself as the center of the world, and yet each can learn of their own relative unthought 

by immersion in another. Philosophy is perhaps the odd approach which starts from 

the center and must move outwards, while other approaches start at the outside and 

move towards the center, but neither center not outside contain the whole. And the 

whole is what remains to be thought, and which is what is at stake in the unthought. 

And for philosophy and science, this is what remains to be done.   
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